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WARNING
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APPLICABILITY

Applicarion of this handbook is limired to the specific piper pA-34-2207
model airplane designated by serial number and regiskation nu*b", on the face
of the title page of this handbook.

WARNING

TIIIS HANDBOOK CANNOT BE USED FOR OPERATIONAL
PT]RPOSES T]NLESS KEPT IN A CURRENT STATUS.

WARNING

INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND PARTS REQUIREMENTS
FOR ALL NON.PIPER APPROVED STC INSTALLATIONS ARE
NOT INCLUDED IN TIIIS HANDBOOK. WIIEN A NON.PIPER
APPROVED STC INSTALLATION IS INCORPORÄTED ON THE
AIRPLANE, THOSE PORTIONS OF THE AIRPLANE
AFFECTED BY THE TNSTALLITTON MUST BE INSPECTED IN
ACCORDANCE T TTN THE INSPECTION PROGRAM
PUBLISIIED BY THE OWNER.OÉ T¡¡S STC. SINCE NON.PIPER
aPPROVED STC INSTALLATTONS.MAY CHANGE SYSTEMS
TNTERFACE, OPERATING .CHÁßACTERISTTCS AND
coMpoNENT LOADS þn SrnÐ¡ms oN aDJACENT
STRUCTURES, PIPER PROVIDED NVSPNCTTON CRITERIA,
MAY NOT 3E VALID FOR AIRPLANES WITH NON.PIPER
APPROVED STC INSTALLATIONS.

REVISIONS

The Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flight
Manual, with the exception of the equipment list, is kept current by revisions
which are distributed to the registered aþlane owners. The equipment list was
current at the time the airplane was licensed by the manufacturer and thereafter
must be maintained by the owner.

Revision material will consist of information necessary to add, update or
correct the text of the present handbook and/or to add supplemental information
to cover added airplane equipment.

ISSUED: JAI\UARY 8, 1981
REYISED: NOVEMBER 15, 2004

REPORT: VB-1110
Ill



I. Identifying Revised Material

Each handbook page is dated at the bottom of the page showing both the

date of original issue and the date of the latest revision. Revised text and

illustrations are indicated by a black vertical line located along the outside

margin of each revised page opposite the revised. added, or deleted

information. A vertical line next to the page number indicates that an entire
'page has been changed or added.

Vertical black lines indicate current revisions only. Correction of
typographical or grammatical errors or the physical relocation of
information on a pagc will not be indicated by a symbol.

II. Revision Procedure

Revisions will be distributed whenever'necessary as complete page

replacemcnts or additions and shall bc inscrtcd into the handbook in
accordance with the instructions given below.

1. Revision pages will replace only pages with the same page number.
2. Insert all additional pages in proper numerical order within each

section. Discard old page.

3. Inscrt pagc numbcrs followcd by a small lcttcr in dircct scqucnce
with the same commonly numbered page.

ORIGINAL PAGES ISSUED

The original pages issued for this handbook prior to revision are given
below;

Title, ii through vii, l-l through l-11,2-1 through 2-12,3-l through 3-23,
4-1 through 4-37, 5-1 through 5-31, 6-l through 6-68,7-l through 7-39,8-l
through 8-19,9-1 through 9-102, and l0-1 through 10-3.

REPORT: VB-1110
iv

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 1981
REVISED: NOVEMBER 15, 2004



PILOT'S OPERATING TIANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS

Current Revisions to the PA-34-220T Seneca III pilot's Operating Hand-
book, REPORT: VB-lll0 issued January 8, 1981.

Revision
Number and

Code

Rev. I
(PR8r042l)

FAA Approval
Signature and

Date

U",,t 6"ú,
Ward Evans

April 21, l98l

REPORT: VB-rl10

Revised
Pages

Description of Revision

Revised Warning.
Revised Warning.
Revised procedure.
Levised para.4.31.
R evised fig. 5-21.
Added items 221 and 223
Revised item 285.
Revised item 291.

.Revised para.7.l5.
$,evised para. 7.23.

. fteviged Ta.ble of Contents.
AddEd Supplement 4
(KFG 200 Autömatic Flight
Control Systerdwith Flight
Director).
Added Suplement 5

(KFC 200 Automatic Flight
Control System without
Flight Director).
Revised sec. 4 (b) (l).
Added Supplement l6
(Propeller Synchrophaser
Installation).
Added Supplement l7
(Century 2l Autopilot
Installation).
Added Supplement l8
(Century 4l Autopilot
Installation).

3-4
3-t5
4-9
4-26
5-21
6-40
6-48
6-49
7-14
7-26
9-i
9-19
thru
9-32b

9-33
thru
9-44d

9-68
9- 103

thru
9-106
9-t07
thru
9-l12
9-r l3
thru
9-t24

Y



Description of RevisionRevised
Pages

34
3-15
4-i
4-ií
44
4-5
4-9
4-t0
4-t2
4-15
4-t6

4-lóa

4-l6b

4-t7

4-18

4-t9
4-26

4-27

4-32

4-33

Revised para. 3.3.
Revised para. 3.7.
Changed pg. nos.
Changed pg. nos.
iìevised para. 4.5.
[tevised para. 4.5.
Revised para.4.5.
Revised para. 4.5.
Revised para. 4.5.
Moved para.4.ll to pg. 4-16
Relocated para. 4.ll from
pg.4-15; moved info. to
pg.4-16a.
New pg; relocated info.
from pg. 4-16 and 4-17.
New pg; relocated lttfo. and
para. 4.13 from pg. 4-17;
added Note to para. 4.13.
Moved info. to pgs. 4-l6a
and 4-l6b; relocated info.
from pg. 4-18.
Moved info. to pg.4-17¡'
relocated info. from
pg. 4-19.
Moved info. to pg. 4-18.
Revised para. 4.31; added
Note; moved para. 4.33 to
pg. 4-27.
Relocated para. 4.33 from
pg.4-26.
Added Note; moved info. to
pg. 4-33.
Relocated info. from
pg.4-32; moved info. to
pg.4-34.

PILOTS OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision
Number and

Code

Rev. 2
(PR8l08l7)

REPORT: VB-1110
vi

FAA Approval
Signature and

Date



PILOTS OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

R.evision
Number and

Code

Rev. 2
(PR8 r08 r 7)

(cont)

FAA Approval
Signature and

Date

REPORT: VB-1110
vi-s

Revised
Pages

Description of Revision

4-35

4-36

4-37

ó-35

4-34

6-34

4-38

6-33

640
646

6-i
6-t I
6-12
6-32

Relocated info. from
pg. 4-33; moved para.4.49
to pg.4-35.
Relocated para. 4.49 from
pg.4-34; moved para. 4.55
to pg. 4-36.
Relocated para. 4.55 from
pg. 4-35; moved info. to
pg. 4-37.
Relocated info. from
pg. 4-36; moved para. 4.59
to pg. 4-38.
New pg; relocated para.
from pg. 4-37.
Changed pg. nos.
Revised fig. ó-9.
Revised fig. ó-ll.
Relocated items 147 thru
l5l frorir pg. 6-33.
Moved items 147 thru 15l
to pg.6-32; added new item
154; relocated items 155
thru 159 from pg.6-34.
Moved items 155 thru 159

to pg. 6-33; relocated item
173 from pg.6-35.
Moved item 173 to pg. ó-34;
removed previous item 177;
added new items 177 and 178

Revised item 223.
Added new items 264 and
265; renumbered item 266;
moved items 271 and273 to
pg.647.



Revised
Pages

Description of Revision

9-105

6-47

6-48

6-49

6-50

9-49

9-50

9-5 r

9-s3

6-62
7-14
7- l5
l-20
7-21
9-46

t-4
3-i

3-ii
3-4
3-15

Rclocated items 271 and 273
from pg. 6-461 added new
item 272: moved items 281

and 283 to pg. ó-48.
Relocated items 281 and 283
from pg. 6-47; moved item
287 to pg. 6-49.
Relocated item 287 from
pg. 6-48; moved item 291

to pg. 6-50.
Relocated item 291 from
pg. 6-49.
Added new item 441.
Revised para. 7.15.
Revised fig. 7-ll.
Added info.
Revised fig. 7-15.
Revised Supplement.
Section l.
Added Caution Note; moved
info. to pg. 9-50.
Relocated info. from
pg.9-49.
Revised Supplement,
Section 3.

Revised Supplement,
Section 3.

Revised Supplement,
Section 4.

Corrected para. 1.9.
Expanded checklist; moved
info. to pg. 3-ii.
Relocated info. from pC. 3-i.
Revised para. 3.3.
Revised para. 3.7.

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision
Number and

Code

Rev. 2
(PR8l08 r7)

(cont)

Rev. 3
(PR820225)

REPORT: VB-lll0
vi-b

FAA Approval
Signature and

Date

!'r t-l I,¡-, û1,.À i.r..r-¿a4,./

Ward Evans
Aug. 17, l98l
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Revised
Pages

Description of Revision

Amended para.3.29.
Expanded checklist; moved
info. to pg. 4-ii.
Relocated info. from pC. 4-i.
Revised para. 4.17.
Corrected error.
Removed Note.
Corrected error.
Revised fig. 5-7 heading info.
Corrected error to fig. 5-19
info.
Revised fig. 5-23 heading.
Revised fig. 5-25.
Revised fig. 5-31 pg. base info.
Amended fig. 5-35 notation.
Added grid alignment number
to fig. 5-37.
Amended lettered info. to
fig. 5-39.';.
Corrected error to fig. 5-41
example.
Revised para.6.l.
Revised fig. 6-5 info.
Corrected para. 6.7 (b).
Revised para. 6.7.
Corrected fig. 6-9.
Corrected fig. 6- I l.
Revised para.6.l3.
Revised item ll data.
Revised item 135.
Revised item 177 data.
Revised item 193 data.
Revised item 223 b. data.
Revised item 227 a. data.
Revised item 255 data.
Revised and moved item 269
to pg. 6-47.

6-r
6-ó
G9
ó-r 0
ó-l I
6-t2
6- l9
6-2t
6-3 I
ó-35
6-37
6-40
6-4t
6-44
6-46

3-23
4-i

5-30

5-3 I

tlä
4- 18

+30
4-37
5-3
5- l4
5-20

5-22
5-23
5-26
5-28
5-29

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision
Number and

Code

Rev. 3
(PR820225)

(cont)

FAA Approval
Signature and

Date

REPORT: VB-1110
vi-c



Revised
Pages

Description of Revision

7-3,74
7 -12
7-18

647

6-5 t

6-48

649

6-50

6-52
6-54

6-5ó
6-68
6-()9

7-19
'7-20

7-26
7-29

7 -34
7 -37
8-t4

Relocated item 269 from pg.
646; revised item212 data:
moved item277 and 279 to
pg. ó-48.
Relocated item 277 and 279
from pg. 647; moved item
285 to pg. ó49.
Relocated item 285 from pg.
ó-48; moved item 289 to pg.
6-50.
Relocated item 289 from pg.
649; revised item 293 data;
moved item 295 and 297 to
pg.6-51.
Relocated items 295 and29'l
from pg. 6-50; revised item
301 data.
Added new item 302.
Revised item 315; revised
item 319 data.
Revised item 385 (Ð data.
Moved info. to new pg. 6-ó9.
New pg.; relocated iufo.
from pg. 6-68; added
caution note.
Revised para. 1 .5.
Revised para. 7.1 I .

Revised voltage info. to para
1.17.
Revised fig. 7-13.
Revised para.7 .17 .

Revised para.7.23.
Corrected info. listings 29,
46,47 .

Revised para.7 .27 inlo.
Amended para.7.31 .

Revised para. 8.23.

PILOTS OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision
Number and

Code

Rev. 3
( PR820225)

(cont)

REPORT: VB-lll0
vi-d

FAA Approval
Signature and

Date



PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOc OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision
Number and

Code

Rev. 3
(PR820225)

(cont)

Rev. 4
(PR820409)

FAA Approval
Signature and

Date

il*.l" 1,,-,,o,
Ward Evans
Feb.25, 1982

REPORT: VB-1110
vi-e

Revised
Pages

Description of Revision

9-37
9-39
9-4t
9-76
9-l l0
9-l t5
9-t20
9-123
9-t25
thru
9-t30

3-i,
3-ii
3-5

3-6

3-7

3-8

8- l7
8-19
9-t6
9-20
9-22

9-26
9-27
9-34
9-35
9-36

Revised para. 8.31 (b).
Corrected error.
Corrected error.
Added info. to listing.
Revised caution note;
corrected pg. no. error.
Corrected error.
Revised section 4 (g).
Added info. to listing.
Revised section 2 (f).
Revised caution note;
corrected pg. no. error.
Revised section 3 (d) (2).
Corrected error.
Revised section 4 (4).
Corrected pg. no. error.
Revised note.
Revised note.
Corrected, error.
Added hêading to section 5.
New pgs.; added
supplement 19.

Changed pg. nos.

Revised and added to
procedure; moved info.
to pg. 3-6.
Relocated info. from pg. 3-5;
moved info. to pg. 3-7.
Relocated info. from pg. 3-ó;
moved info. to pg. 3-8.
Relocated info. from pg.3-7;
moved info. to pg. 3-9.



PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REùISIONS (cont)

Revision
Number and

Code

Rev. 4
(PR820409)

(cont)

Rev. 5

(PR820809)

REPORT: VB-lll0
vi-f

FAA Approval
Signature and

Date

tàqJ.610^.,
Ward Evans
April 9, 1982

Revised
Pages

Description of Revision

8-r0

Title
iii

l-t
r-5
3-ii
3-9
3-20.
3-21

3-17

3-r8

3- t9

3-20

3-2t
5-r7
6-20
6-29
7-5
7-6

7-6a
7-ób

3-9

3- r0

3-r I

3- l6

Relocated info. from pg. 3-8;
moved info. to pg. 3-10.
Relocated info. from pg. 3-9;
moved info. to pg. 3-l l.
Relocated info. from pg. 3-10.
Revised and added to
para. 3.7.
Added to para. 3.7; moved
info. to pg. 3-18.
Relocated info. from pg. 3-17;
moved info. to pg. 3-19.
Relocated info. from pg. 3-18;
moved info. to pg. 3-20.
Relocated info. from pg. 3-19;
moved inlo. to pg. 3-21.
Reloeated info. from pg. 3-20.
Revised fig. 5-13.
Revised items I and 3.
Added item 129.

Revised para. 7.7.
Cont. rev. para. 7.7; moved
para. 7.9 to pg. 7-6b.
New page.
New page; relocated para. 1.9
from pg. 7-6.
Revised para. 8. I7.

Revised Title Page.
Revised para.
Revised para. l. l.
Revised para. l. 15.

Revised Table of Contents.
Revised procedure.
Revised para. 3.23.



PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

)

Revision
Number and

Code

Rev. 5

(PR820809)
(cont)

FAA Approval
Signature and

Date

Ward, Evans
August I, 1982

REPORT: VB-lll0
vi-g

Qn¡&e-^,

I

Revised
Pages

Description of Revision

4-l6a
5-3
6-i
ó-l
6-2
ó-5
6-7
ó-l r

Gr5
7-r8
7-t9
7-l9a
7- r9b

7-20
7-26.
7-27
7-28,
7-29
7-29a,
7-29b
7-34
7-35
7-36

3-22

3-23

3-25

r-5
3-24

Moved info. to pg. 3-23
and 3-24. cont. revised
para. 3.23.
Moved info. to pg. 3-24.
cont. revised para. 3.23, re-
located info. from pg. 3-22.
New page; relocated info.
from pg. 3-22 and 3-23.
New page; relocated info.
from pg. 3-23.
Revised para. 4. I l.
Revised para. 5.5 (a).
Revised Table of Contents.
Revised para. 6. l.
Revised para. 6.3.
Revised para. ó.5.
Revised fig. 6-7.
Revised fig. 6-9.
Revised para. ó.11.
Revised para.7.l7.
Revised fig. 7-13.
New page, added fig.7-14.
New page. cont. revised
para. 7.17.
Cont. revised para. 7.17.
Revised para. 7.23.

Revised fig. 7-21

New pages, added fig. 7-22.

Revised para. 7.27.
Revised para. 7.29.
Revised para. 7.31 and 7.33.

l

.. ")



PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision
Number and

Code

Rev. 6
(PR81092-1)

REPORT: VB-lll0
vi-h

AA Approval
Signature and

Date
Description of RevisionRevised

Pages

5-24
5-25
5-26
5-27
5-28
7 -t6
7-20
7-l -l

8-i
8-2
8--3

84
8-19

t-4

t-8

5-9

2-t2

2-t3

9- t0

t- t0
2-4

8-20
9*t

9:ii

9-t I

9-t2
9-28
942

Added items (c) (3) and (c) (4)
to para. 1.5.

Revised barometric pressure
(mb).
Deleted MEA.
Added items (i) c. and (i) d.
to para.2.7.
Relocated fuel placard to
pg.2-13.
Added pg. (added nerv and
relocated fuel placards).
Revised Figures 5-27. 5-29 and
5-3r.
Revised Figure 5-2?.
Revised Figure 5-29.
Revised Figure 5-31.
Revised Figure 5-33.
Revised Figure 5--15.

Revised para. 7.1 5 info.
Added Caution.
Revised para. 7.25 inl'o.
Revised pg. no.
Revised para. 8.-i irtfo.
Revised para. 8.5 info.
Deleted para. 8.5 infcr.
Revised item 8.ll (g): relocated
para. 8.3-1.

Added pg. (added para. 8.33).
Relocated Supplement No. l9
to pg. 9-ii.
Added pg. (added Supplements
l9 and 20).
Revised Section I info.:
relocated info. to pg. 9-l l.
Added and relocated info.
Added info.
Revised item (h) (l).
Revised item (h) (l).



P¡LOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Rcvisir.rn
\r¡nrber and

Codc

Rer'. 6
( P R 8.1092-1)

(con i )

D,,\ '1

(PR840210)

AA Apploval
Signaturc and

Datc

Ward Evans
Scpt. 2-1. l9tt3

D*Iat -

d*f6*,
Ward Evans'
Feb. 10, 1984:

REPORT: VB-llI0
vi-i

Rer iscci
Pages

Descliption ol' Ro,ision

4-7
4-tJ

4-9
4- l0
4-t6b
4-25
4-26
4-28
7-i
7-t I

7-t2

4-5

4-6

tì-6

8-7

9-ul
9- t-l I

I hru
9- t-14

8-8
9-i
9-ii
9-9
9- l0
9- | -35

thru
9-t 54

I)clctcd Note.
Adtlcd Supplcment No. 20.
( Edo-Avionics Comnrand
Elcctric Trinr System)

Added Warrring: mot,ed inl'o.
to pg. 4-ó.
Relocated inlo. lì'onr pg. 4-5;
moved info. to pS. 4-7.
Relocated info. from pg. 4-6.
Rcvised procedure.
Revised procedure.
Revised procedule.
Rn,ised para. 4. Lj.
Revised para. 4.29.
Revised para. 4.31.
Re'r'ised para. 4.-13.

Revised Table ol Contents,
Relocated info. lrom pg. 7-12.
Moved info. to pg. 7-l l; rev
para. 7. I l.
Revised para. 8.9; moved info.
to pg. 8-7.
Relocated info. from pg. 8-61
moved info. to pg. 8-8.
Relocated info. lrom pg. 8-7.
Revised Table of Contents.
Added Supplement 21.
Revised title.
Revised text.
Added pages; added Supple-
ment 21, Century 3l Autopilot
lnstallation.



PILoT's0PERA.I'INGHANDBO0KLoGoFREVISIONS(cont)

Revision
Number and

Code

Rev. I
(PR8409r7)

f AA Approval
Signature and

Date
Description ol RevisionRevised

Pages

Revised'lable of Contents.
Revised para. 1.7 .

Revised para. 2.7 .

Revised para. 3.1.

Revised para. 4.5.

Revised para.4. ll.
Revised para. 4.33
Revised para. 4.41.
Continued revision Para. 4.41¡.

relocated info. from pg.4-34.
Moveci inio. to pg. 4-33:
revised para. 4.43.
Revisctl para. 5.7.

Revised fig. 5-27.
Revrsed fig. 5-29.
Revised fig. 5-31.
Revised fig. 5-33.
Revised fig. 5-35.
Added renumbered fig.:
moved fig. to pg. 5-3 l.
Relocated fig. from pg. 5-30;
moved fig. to pg. 5-32.
New page; relocated fig.
from pg. 5-3 l.
Revised fig. 6-9.
Revised fig. 6-l l.
Revised items 97 and 99'
Revised Table of Contents.
Revised para. 7.3.
Revised para. 7.13.
New page, continued revision
para. 7.13; relocated revised
fig. 7-9 from pg. 7-13.
New page; added fig. 7-10.
Moved fig.7-9 to Pg. 7-l2ai
relocated info. from Pg.7-14.

vll
l4
2-3
3-l
44,
4-t 0,
4-t2
4-16
4-28
4-32
4-33

6-lr
6.12
6-27
7-i

7 -t, '7 -2
7-12
7 -l2a

4-34

5-3 I

5-32

7-t2b
7 -13

5-9
5-24
5-25
5-26
5-27
5-28
5--10

REPORT: VB'lll0
vi-j



Revised
Pages

Description of Revision

7-t4
7-17
7-26
7-28,
7-29
7-29a,
7-29b
7-29c,
7-29d
7-34

9-il r

9-t22
9- 14t
9- t55
thru
9- t84
9- t85
thru
9- 188

7-35

7-36

1-37

7-38

't-39

8-5
8-n
8- r4
f-ii

Renumbered ftg.7-21

Renumbered and revised fig.
7-22.
New pages; added new hg.
7-22.
Revised para. 7.27 ; moved
info. to pg. 7-35.
Relocated info. from pg.1-34:
moved info. to pg.7-36.
Relocated info. from pg. 7-35;
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

SECTION r
GENERAL

as an operaiing guide for the pilot. It includes the material
furnished to the pilot by FAR 23. It also conrains
supplied by the airplane manufacturer.

This handbook is not designed as a substitute for adequate
petent flight instruction, k¡owledge of current airwo rthiness directives and
applicable federal air regulations or advisory circulars. It is not intended to
be a guide for basic flight instruction or a training manual and should not be
used for operational purposes unless kept in a current status.

SECTION 1

GENERAL

1.1 INTRODUCTION

This Pilot's Operating Handbook is designed for

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l98l
REVISED: AUGUST 9,l9t2

Assurance that the airplane is in an airworthy condition is the responsi-
bility of the owner. The pilot in command is responsible for determining that
the airplane is safe for flight. The pilot is also responsible for remaìning
within the operating limitations as outlined by instrument markings]
placards, and this handbook.

Al:hough the arrangement of this handbook is intended to increase i:s
in-flight capabilities, it should not be used solely as an occasional operating
reference. The pilot should study rhe entire handbook to becomeiamiliai
with the limitations, performance, procedures and operational handling
characteristics of the airplane before flight.

The handbook has been divided into numbered (arabic) sections, each
provided with a "finger-tip" tab divider for quick reference. The limi-
tations and emergency procedures have been placed ahead of the normal
procedures, performance and other sections to provide easier access to
information that may be required in flight. The "Emergency procedures"
Section has been furnished with a red tab divider to presênt an instant
reference to the section. Provisions for expansion of the handbook have
been made by the deliberate omission of certain paragraph numbers, figure
numbers, item numbers and pages noted as being intentionally left blãnk.

tion

REPORT: VB-1110
l-t

:t. -l
¡îf



SECTION I
GENERAL

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PL-34-220r, SENECA III

I

t_ _)

13' 6.1"

- 12' 5.{"

fl'.8{"

28'7.{1"

ctiltr uxt rilil
sPt¡ su. 106.62E

THREE VIE\ry
Figure l-l

Wing Area (sq.ft.) 2OA.7
Min. Turning Radius (ft') 33.2

{from pivot point to wingtiP)

2'r0.28'

t0'3.r3"

5'3.0"

1',2.1"

1'3.{3"

6'{" 0nilutn
I

I
?.l)ilrtoRrr

I' 2.1"

REPORT: VB-llr0
t-2

r'-l-
7'.0"
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PIPBR AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34.220T, SENECA III

SECTION I
GENERAL

1.3 ENGINB

(a) Number of Engines
(b) Engine Manufacturer
(c) Engine Model Number

( l) Left
(2) Right

(d) Rated Horsepower
(e) Rated Speed (rpm)
(Ð Bore (inches)
(g) Stroke (inches)
(h) Displacement (cubic inches)
(i) Compression Ratio
ü) Engine Type

(2) Rieht

:ffii
Six Çyli¡rder, Direct Drive,

Horizontally Opposed,
Air Cooled

T.O. Power
5 Min. Limit

220 BHP
2800

2
Continental

1'S t0-360K ll
LTSIO-360KB

Max. Cont.
Power

2OO BHP
2600

2
Hartzell

Yl{{

) l.s PROPELLER

STANDARD
(a) Number of Propellers
(b) Propeller Manufacturer
(c) Propeller Hub & Blade Models*

( l) Left BHC-C2YF-}CKUF I
FC8459-8 R

BHC-C2YF-2CLKU Fi
FJC8459-8R

2(d) Number of Blades
(e) Propeller Diameter (in.)

(l) Maximum
(2) Minimum

(i) Propeller Type

76
75

Constant Speed-,

Hydraulically Activsted,
Full Feathering

*The propellers have the same designation when deicing boots are installed.

REPORT: VB-lll0
l-3

TSSUED: JANUARY 8, t98l



SECTION 1

GENERAL
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

P^-34-220T, SENECAm

AWTÏAI\IÀTv¡ ¡rvr\ru
(a) Number of Propellers
(b) Propeller Manufacturer
(c) hopeller Hub & Blade Models*

(1) t€ft
(2) Right

(d) Number of Blades
(e) Propeller Diameter (in.)

(1) Maximum
(2) Minimum
Propeller Type

2

McCauley

3AF32C508-( )l( )-82NFA-6
3AF32C509-( )i( )-L82NFA-6

J

76
75

Constrnt Speed, HydraulicallY
Activated, Full Featherin g

(Ð

1.7 FUEL

AVGAS OI.{LY
(a) Fucl Capacity (U.S. gal.) (to¡nl)

(l) \Vitiout optional mnks
(2) With optional tanls

(b) UsableFuel (U.S. gal.) (otal)
(l) V/itttout optional tanks
(2) Wittr optional tanks

(c) Fuel
(1) Minimum Grade

(2) Alternaæ Fuels

1.9 orl.
(a) Oil Capacity (U.S.qts.) (per engine)

O) Oil Specification

REPORT: VB-1110
L-4

100 Green or 100LL
Blue Aviation Grade

Refer to latest revision of
Continental Service Bulleún

"Fuel and Oil Grades."

8

Refer to latest revision of
Continent¿l Service Bulletin

"Fuel and Oil Grades."

ISSUED: JANUARY 8' 1981

REVISED: OCTOBER 16, 1989

98

t28

93
123

*The propellers have the same designation when deicing boots a¡e ins¡alled.



PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

SECTION I
GENERAL

(c) Oil Viscosity

Aviation S.A.E.

(r) Berow 4oÕF Îå?1' *fi
(2) Above 40o F I t00 50
)ilhen operating temperatures overlap indicated ranges, use the
lighter grade of oil. Murti-viscosity oils meeting Teleãyne coniì-
nental Motors' Specification MHS-24A are apploved. 

-

I.II MAXIMUM \ryEIGHTS

(a) Max. Ramp Weight (tbs.)
(b) Max. Takeoff Weight (lbs.)
(c) Max. Landing Weight (lbs.)
(d) Max. Zero Fuet Weight (ìbs.) - Std.
(e) Max. Weights in Baggage

Compartment (lbs.)
(l) Forward
(2) Afr

(a) Maximum Baggage (lbs.)
(b) Baggage Space (cu. ft.)
(c) Baggage Door Size (in.)

I.I7 SPECIF¡C LOADINGS

(a) Wing Loading (lbs. per sq. ft.)
(b) Power Loading (lbs. per hp)

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l9tl
REVISED: ÄUGUST 9,1982

FORWARD
100
I 5.3

24 x2l

#ti
4513
4470

r00
100

AFT
t00

17.3

22.8
10.8

I.T3 STANDARD AIRPLANE WEIGHTS

_ Refe' to Figure ó-5 for the Standard Empty weight and the useful
Load.

1.T5 BAGGAGE SPACE

REPORT: VB-1110
1-5



SECTION T

GENERAL
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORA'TTON

PA-34.220T, SENECA ITI

r.19 SYMBOLS, ABBREVIATIONS AND'I'ERMINOLOGY

The following definitions are of symbols, abbreviations and

terminology used ìhroughout the handbook and those which may be of
added operational significance to the pilot'

(a) General Airspeed Terminology and Symbol' '

:

CAS Calibrated Airspeed means the indicated
speed of an aircraft, corrected for position
and instrument error. Calibrated airspeed
is equal to true airspced ilt standard
atmosPhere at sea level'

KCAS Calibrated Airspeed expressed in "Knots."

GS Ground Speed is the speed of an airplane
relative to the ground.

IAS lndicated Airspeed is the speed of an
aircraft as shown on the airspeed indicatt¡r
when corrected for instrument error. IAS
values published in this handbook assume
zero instrument error.

KIAS Indicated Airspeed expressed in "Knots."

M Mach Number is thc ratio of true airspeed
to the speed of sound.

TAS True Airspeed is the airspeed of an airplane
relative to undisturbed air which is the
CAS corrected for altitude, temperature
and compressibility.

Maneuvering Speed is the maximum speed

at which application of full available
aerodynamic control will not overstress the
airplane .

Vre Maximum Flap Extended Speed is the
highest speed permissible with wing flaps
in a prescribed extended position.

REPORT: VB-1110
t-6
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.34.220T, SENECA III

SECTION 1

GENERAL

VIE

Vr-o

Vt*.tc¡

VnE/ MNe

VNo

Vs

Vso

Vsse

Maximum Landing Gear Extended Speed
is the maximum speed at which an airõraft
can be safely flown with the landing gear
extended.

Maximum Landing Gear Operating Speed
is the maximum speed at which the landing
gear can be safely extended or retracted.

Air Minimum Conrrol Speed is the mini-
mum flight speed at which the airplane is
directionally controllable as determined in
accordance with Federal Aviation Regu-
lations. Airplane certification conditions
include one engine becoming inopèiätive
and windmilling; not more than a 5o bank
towards the operative engine; takeoff
power on operative engine; landing gear
up; flaps in takeoff position; and most
rearward C.G.

Never Exceed Speed or Mach Number is
the speed limit that may no: be exceeded at
any time.

M aximum Structural Cruising Speed is the
speed that should not be exceeded except
in smooth air and then only with caution.

Stalling Speed or the minimum steady
flight speed at which the airplane is con-
trollable.

Stalling Speed or the minimum steady
flight speed at which the airplane is
controllable in the landing configuration.

Intentional One Engine Inoperative Speed
is a minimum speed selected by the manu-
facturer for intentionally rendering one
engine inoperative in flight for pilot
training.

REPORT: YB-1110
t-7

ISSUED: JANUARY t, lgtl 
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SECTION T

GENERAL
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

PA-34-220T, SENECA III

REPORT: vB-lll0
l-8

Vx

Vv

(b) Meteorological TerminologY

ISA

OAT

Indicated
Pressure Altitude

Pressure Altitude

Station Pressure

Best Angle-of-Climb Speed is the airspeed
which delivers the greatest gain of altitude
in the shortest possible horizontaldistance.

Best Rate-of-Climb Speed is the airspeed
which dclivcrs tlte greatest gain in altitude
in the shortest possible time.

lnternational Standard Atmosphere in
which: The air is a dry perfect gas; The
temperature at sea level is 15" Celsius (59"
Fahrenheit); The pressure at sea level is
29.92 inches He ( I013.2 mb); The tempera-
ture gradient from sea level to the altitude
at which the temperature is -5ó.5oC
(-ó9.7'F) is -0.00198ÔC (-0.00356ó"F) per
foot and zero above that altitude.

Outside Air 'l'emperature is the free air
staiic temperature obtained either from
inflight :emperature indications or ground
meteorological sources, adjusted for in-
strument error and compressibility effects.

The number actually read from an
altimeter when the barometric subscale
has been set to 29.92 inches of mercury
( I0 I 3.2 millibars).

Altitude measured from standard sea-level
pressure (29.92 in. Hg) by a pressure or
barometric altimeter. It is the indicated
pressure altitude corrected for position and
instrument error. In this handbook,
altimeter instrument errors are assumed
to be zero.

Actual atmospheric pressure at field
elevation.

ISSLIED: JANUARY 8, l98l
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 23, 1983



PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.34:220T, SENECA III

SECTION I
GENERAL

Wind

(c) Power Terminology

Takeoff Power

Maximum Con-
tinuous Power

Maximum Climb
Power

Maximum Cruise
Power

The wind velocities recorded as variables
on the charts of this handbook are to be
understood as the headwind or tailwind
components of the reported winds.

Maximum power permissible for takeoff.

Maximum power permissible continuously
during flight.

Maximum
climb.

power permissible during h

Maximum power permissible during
crulse.

(d) Engine Instrumenrs

EGT Gauge Exhaust Gas Temperature Gauge

(e) Airplane Performance and Flight planning Terminology

Climb Gradient The demonstrated ratio of the change in
height during a porrion of a climb, to the
horizontal distance traversed in the same
time interval.

Demonstrated
Crosswind
Velocity
(DEMO.
x-wrND)

Accelerate-Stop
Distance

The demonstrated crosswind velocity is the
velocity of the crosswind component for
which adequate control of the airplane
during takeoff and landing was actually
demonstrated during certification tests.

The distance required to accelerate an air-
plane to a specified speed and, assuming
failure ofan engine at the instant that speed
is attained, to bring the airplane to a stop.

REPORT: VB-l110
l-9
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SECTION I
Gf,NERAL

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34.220T, SENECA III

Route Segment A part ol a route. L,ach end oi that part ls

identified by: (l) a geographical location;
or (2) a point at which a definite radio fix
can be established.

(f) Weight and Balance Terminology

Reference Datum An imaginary vertical plane from which all
horizontal distances are measured for
balance purposes.

Station A location along the airplanc fuselage
usually given in terms of distance in inches
from the reference datum.

Arm The horizontal distance from the reference
datum to the center of gravity (C.G.) of an
itcm.

Moment The product of the weight of an item multi-
plied by its arm. (Moment divided by a
constant is used to srmplly balance calcu-
lations by reducing the number of digits.)

Center of Gravity
(c.G.)

The point at which an airplane would
balance il suspended. Its distance from the
reference datum is lound by dividing the
total moment by the total weight of the
airplane.

The arm obtained by adding the airplane's
individual moments and dividing the sum
by the lotal weight.

The extreme center of gravity locations
within which the airplane must be operated
at a given rveight.

Fuel available for flight planning.

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 23, 1983

C.G. Arm

C.G. Limits

Usable Fuel

REPORT: VB-lll0
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

SECTION T
GENERAL

)

Unusable Fuel

Standard Empty
Weight

Basic Empty
Weight

Payload

Useful Load

Maximum Ramp
rWeight

Maximum
Takeoff V/eight

Maximum
Landing Weight

Maximum Zero
Fuel Weight

Fuel remaining after a runout test has been
completed in accordance with govern-
mental regulations.

Weight of a standard airplane including
unusable fuel, full operating fluids and full
oil.

Standard empty weight plus optional
equipment.

Weight of occupants, cargo and baggage.

Difference between takeoff weight, or
ramp weight if applicable, and basicempty
weight.

Maximum weight approved for ground
maneuver. (lt includes weight of start, taxi
and run up fuel.)

Maximum weight approved for the start of
the takeoff run.

Maximum weight approved for the landing
touchdown.

Maximum weight exclusive of usable fuel.

REPORT: VB-lll0
1-11
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS

SECTION 2

LIMITATIONS

2.1 GENERAL

This section provides the "FAA Approved" operating limitations,
instrument markings, color coding and basic placards necessary for the
operation of the airplane and its systems.

This airplane must be operated as a normal category airplane in
compliance with the operating limitations stated in the form of placards
and markings and those given in this section and handbook.

Limitations associated with those optional systems and equipment
which require handbook supplements can be found in Section 9
(Supplements).

2.3 AIRSPEED LIMITATIONS

SPEED KIAS KCAS

Design Maneuvering Speed (Ve) - Do not
make full or abrupt control movements
above this speed.

4750 lbs.
3205 lbs.

CAUTION

Maneuvering speed decreases at lighter weight
as the effects of aerodynamic forces become
more pronounced. Linear interpolation may
be used for intermediate gross weights.
Maneuvering speed should not be exceeded
while operating in rough air.

140

n4
t40
r t5

REPORT: VB-l110
2-t
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

SPEED

Never Exceed Speed (Vne) - Do not exceed
this speed in any operation.

Maximum Structural Cruisirrg Speed
(Vuo) - Do not exceed this speed except
in smooth air and then only with caution.

Maximum Flaps Extended Speed (Vre) -
Do not exceed this speed with the flaps
extended.

Maximum Gear Extended Speed (Vre) -
Do not exceed this speed with landing
gear exlended.

Maximum Landing Gear Extending
Speed (Vlo) - Do not extend landing
gear above this speed.

Maximum Landing Gear Retracting
Speed (Vr o) - Do not retract landing
gear above this speed.

Air Minimum Control Speed (Vt'lce) -
Lowest airspeed at which airplane is con-
trollable with one engine operating at
takeoff power and no flaps.

One Engine Inoperative Best Rate of
Climb Speed. (Vvsr)

KIAS KCAS

205 203

166 r65

il5 r 13

r30 t30

r30 r30

r08 t09

9l

KIAS

205

ó566

92

2.5 AIRSPEED INDICATOR MARKINGS

MARKINC

Red Radial Line (Never Exceed)

Red Radial Line (One Engine lnoperative
Air Minimum Control Speed)

REPORT: YB-lll0
1-7

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, lgEl



PTPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

SECTION 2
LIMTTATIONS

MARKING

Blue Radial Line (One Engine ln-
operative Best Rate of Climb (Speed)

Yellow Arc (Caution Range - Smooth
Air Only)

Green Arc (Normal Operating Range)

White Arc (FIap Down)

KIAS

166 to 205

67 ro 166

64tol15

REPORT: VB-lll0
2-3

92

2.7 POWER PLANT LIMITATIONS

(a) Number of Engines 2
(b) Engine Manufacturer Continental
(c) Engine Model Number

(l) Left TSIO-360K8
(2) Rieht LTSIO-3óOKB

(d) Engine Operating Limits
T.O. Power Max. Cont.
5 Min. Limit Power

(l) Rated Horsepower (BHP) 220 200
(2) Max. Rotational Speed (RPM) 2800 2600
(3) Max. Manifold Pressure

(lnches of Mercury) 40
(4) Max. Cylinder Head Temperature 460"F
(5) Max. Oil Temperature 240"F

(e) Oil Pressure
Minimum (red line) l0 PS¡
Maximum (red line) 100 PSI

(l) Fuel Flow (Pressure)
Normal Operating Range (green arc) 3.5 PSI to l8.l PSI
Maximum at Sea Level (red line) 2l PSI

(g) Fuel Grade (AVGAS ONLY)
(min. grade) 100 or l00LL

Aviation Grade
(h) Number of Propellers 2

I

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l98l
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 17, 1984
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
P¡^-34-220T, SENECAm

SECTION 2
LIIVtrTATIONS

(Ð Þ'opellcrManufactu¡er
Ilartzell (two Blade) (Standard)

Propeller Hub and Blade Models

à. I-eft

b. Right

BHC-C2YF-2CKUF/
FC8459-8R

BHC-C2YF-2CLKUF/
FJC8459-8R

3AF32C508-( )i
o-82NFA-6

3AE}2C509-( )/
( )-L82NFA-6

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 1981

REVISED: OCTOBER 16, 1989

NOTES

Avoid continuous operation between 2000 and

2200 RPM above 32IN. HG. manifold pressure.

Avoid continuous ground operation between
1700 and 2100 RPM in cross und rail winds over

l0 knots.

McCauley Cfhree Blade) (Optional)

Propeller Hub and Blade Models
a. l€ft

b. Right

6) Propetler Diameter (inches)

Maximum
Minimum

76
75

REPORT: VB.lllO
2-4
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PIPER AIRCNAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA IIt

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS

2.9 POWER PLANT INSTRUMENT MARKINGS

(a) Tachometer
Green Arc (Normal Operating Range)
Yellow Arc (Takeoff - 5 Min.)
Red Line (Maximum)

(b) Fuel Flow (Pressure)
Green Arc (Normal Operating Range)
Yellow Arc (Takeoff - 5 Min.)
Red Line (Max. at Sea Level)

(c) Cylinder Head.Temperature
Green Arc (Normal Range)
Red Line (Maximum)

(d) Oil Temperature
Green Arc (Normal Operating Range)
Red Line (Maximum)

(e) Oil Pressure
Green Arc (Normal Operating Range)
Yellow Arc (Caution - Ground

Operation Only)
Red Line (Minimum)
Red Line (Maximum)

(Ð Manifold Pressure
Green Arc (Normal Operating Range)
Red Line (Maximum)

(g) Exhaust Gas Temperature
Red Line
Green Arc
Yellow Arc (6570 to 75Vo

Leaning LimiÐ

500 RPM to 2ó00 RPM
2600 RPM ro 2800 RPM

28OO RPM

3.5 PSI to l8.l PSI
l8.l PSI to 21.0 PSI

2t.0 Pst

a40F to 4ó0oF
4600 F

lü)oF to 2400F
240F

30 PSI to 80 PSI
l0 PSI to 30 PSI and

80 PSI tO IOO PSI
¡O PSI

r00 PsI

l0 lN. to 40IN. HG.
40 IN. HG.

16500 F
l200oF to l525oF

1525"F to 16500F

REPORÎ¡ VB.lll0
2-S

ISSUED: JANUARY t, 19tl



SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA IIE

2.IT TVEIGHT LIMITS

(a) Max. Ramp Weight
(b) Max. Takeoff Weight
(c) Max. Landing Weight
(d) Max. Weights in Baggage Compartments

Forward
Aft

(e) Max. Zero Fuel Weight - Standard
(Refer to Section ó, Weight and
Balance)

2.T3 CENTER OF GRAVITY LIMITS

4773 LBS.
4750 LBS.
4513 LBS.

IOO LBS.
IOO LBS.

4470 LBS.

Rearward Limit
lnches Aft of Datum

Weight
Pounds

Forward Limit
Inches Aft of Datum

J40U
4250
475A

E2.U
86.7
90.6

94.6
94.()
94.6

NO'! ES

Straight line variation betrveen points giverr.

The daturrr used is 7E.4 i¡iches ahead of tire
wing ieaciirrg edge at the inboard edge of tlie
fueì tank.

It is the responsibility of the airplane ,;!'/ner
and the pilot to ensure that the airpiane is
properly loaded. See Section 6 (Weighr anC
Balancc) fol propcr loatiing instructions.

REPORT: VB-I110
2-6
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATTON
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS

ì l.ll intentional acrobatic maneuvers (including spins) are prohibited./ llVOTO aDrupt maneuvers.

2.r7 FLIGHT MANEUVERING LOAD FACTORS

2.15 MANEUVER LIMITS

(a) Positive Load Factor (Maximum)
(l) Flaps Up
(2) Flaps Down

(b) Negative Load Factor (Maximum)

3.8 G
2.0 c

No inverted
maneuvers approved.

2.I9 TYPES OF OPERATION

. The airplane is approved for the following operations when equipped
in accordance with FAR 9l or FAR 135.

(a) Day V.F.R.
(b) Nieht V. F.R.
(c) Day I.F.R.
(d) Nieht t.F.R.
(e) Icing conditions when equipped per lce protection System Instal-

lation Supplement (refer to Section 9).

2.2I FVßL LIMITATIONS

(a) Standard Fuel Tanks
(l) Total Capacity 98 U.S. GALS.
(2) Unusable Fuel 5 U.S. GALS.
The unusable fuel for this airplane has been determined as 2.5 U.S.
gallons in each wing in critical flight attitudes.
(3) Usable Fuel 93 U.S. 6ALS.

(b) Optional Fuel Tanks
(l) Total Capacity t2B U.S. GALS.
(2) Unusable Fuel 5 U.S. GALS.
(3) Usable Fuel

-_'l?2 v..E, çå_Ls

REPORT: VÞlll0
2-7

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l9tl
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LIMITATIONS

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PL-3+220T, SENECA III

2.23 NOISE LEVEL

The corrected noise level of this aircraft is 71.4d B(A) with the two blade

propeller and 74.2d B(A) with the three blade propeller.

No tleter¡nination has been made by the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration that the noise levels of this airplane are or should be acceptable or
unacceptable for operation at, into, or out of, any airport.

The above statement notwithstanding, the noise level stated above has

been verified by and approved by the Federal Aviation Administration in
noise level test flights conducted in accordance with FAR 36, Noise

Standards - Aircraft Type and Airworthiness Certification. This aircraft
model is in compliance with all FAR 36 noise standards applicable to this
type.

2.25 HEATER LIMITATIONS

Opera:ion of the combustion heater above 25,000 feet is not approved.

2.2? OPERATING ALTITUDE LIMITATIONS

Flight above 25,000 feet is not approved. Flight up to and including
25,000 feet is approved if equipped with oxygen in accordance with FAR
23.1441and avionics in accordance with FAR 9l or FAR 135'

2.29 GYRO SUCTION LIMITS

The operating limits for the suction system are 4.8 to 5.1 inches of
mercury for all operations as indicated by the gyro suction gauge.

2.3I OPERATION WITH AFT DOORS REMOVED

The maximum speed with the aft doors removed is 129 KIAS and the
minimum single engine contro¡ speed is 67 KIAS. Door off operation is
approved for VFR non-icing conditions only.

REPORT: VB-lll0
2-E

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l



PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-3+220T, SENECA III

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS

2.33 PLACARDS

ln full view of the pilot:

THIS AIRPLANE MUST BE OPERATED AS A NOR-
MAL CATEGORY AIRPLANE IN COMPLIANCE
WITH THE OPERATING LIMITATIONS STATED
IN THE FORM OF PLACARDS, MARKINGS, AND
MANUALS. NO ACROBATIC MANEUVERS (IN-
cLUDTNG SPrNS) APPROVED.

THIS AIRCRAFT APPROVED FOR V.F.R., I.F.R.,DAY, NIGHT AND ICING FLIGHT WHEN
EQUTPPED IN ACCORDANCE WITH FAR 9t OR
FAR I35.

In full view of the pilot:

MAXIMUM TAKEOFF WEIGHT 4750 POUNDS
MAXIMUM LANDING WEIGHT 45I3 POUNDS
ALL WEICHT IN EXCESS OF 4470 POUNDS MUST
CONSIST OF FUEL, (EXCEPT IN CASES SPECIFIED
BY SECTTON 6 OF P.O.H.).

MINIMUM SINGLE ENGINE CONTROL SPEED 66 KIAS

On instrument panel in full view of the pilot:

Vn 140 AT 4750 LBS.
(sEE A.F.M.)

Vro t30 DN, 108 UP
Vre 130 MAX.

DEMO X-W¡ND 17 KTS

Near emergency gear release:

EMERGENCY GEAR EXTENSION
PULL TO RELEASE. SEE A.F.M.

BEFORE RE-ENGAGEMENT

REPORT: vB-lll0
2-9

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 19tl
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SECTION 2
LTMITATIONS

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
P^-3+220T, SENECA III

Near gear selector switch:

GEAR UP
DOWN

IO8 KIAS MAX.
I30 KIAS MAX.

Adjacent to upper door latch (front and rear doors):

ENGAGE LATCH BEFORE FLIGHT

ln full view of pilot

WARNING - TURN OFF STROBE LIGHTS WHEN
TAXIING IN VICINITY OF OTHER AIRCRAFT OR
DURING FLIGHT THROUGH CLOUD, FOG OR
HAZE.

On the inside ol lorward baggage compartment door:

MAXIMUM BAGGAGE THIS COMPARTMENT IOO

I.BS. SEE THE LIMITATIONS SECTION OF THE
AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL.

On aft baggage closeout:

MAXIMUM BAGGAGE THIS COMPARTMENT IOO

LBS. NO HEAVY OBJECTS ON HAT SHELF.

ln full view of pilot:

SINGLE ENGINE STALLS NOT RECOMMENDED.
CAN CAUSE 4OO FT. LOSS OF ALTITUDE AND I5"
PITCH ANGLE.

REPORT: VB-lrl0
2-r0

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l



PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS

)

On sun visor:

TAKEOFF CHECK LIST

Fuel Selectors On
Aux. Fuel Pumps Off
Alernators On
Engine Gages Checked
Mixtures Set
Propellers Set
Alt. Air Off
Cowl Flaps Open
Seat Backs Erect
Flaps Set
Trim Set (Stab. & Rudder)
Fasten Beltsl Harness
Controls Free - Full Travel
Doors Latched/Air Cond. Off

LANDING CHECK LIST

Seat Backs Erect
Fasten Belts/ Harness
Fuel Selectors On
Cowl Flaps Set
Mixtures Rich
Aux. Fuel Pumps Off
Propellers Set
Gear Down
Flap Set - (rWhite Arc)
Air Conditioner Off

The "Air Conditioner Off" item in the above takeoff and landing check
list is mandatory for air conditioned aircraft only.

On storm window:

DO NOT OPEN ABOVE I29 KIAS

In full view of the pilot for flight with the aft fuselage doors removed:

FOR FLIGHT V/ITH AFT DOORS REMOVED,
CONSULT THE LIMITATIONS AND PROCEDURES
SECTIONS OF THE AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL.

REPORT: VB-l110
2-tt

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l98l
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LIivlITATIONS
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

PA-34-220T, SENECA III

On the inside of'both orl fiiter access cioors:

OIL COOLER WINTERIZATION PLATE TO BE

REMOVED WHEN AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
EXCEEDS 50'F.

On the executive writing table:

CAUTION - THIS TABLE MUST BE STOWED
DURING TAKEOFF AND LANDING.

On the instrument panel in full view of the pilot (2-blade propellers

only):

AVOID CONTINUOUS GROUND OPERAI'ION ITOO-

2100 RPM lN CROSS/'I'AIL WIND OVER l0 KT.

AVOID CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS 2OOO - 22OO

RPM ABOVE 32" MANIFOLD PRESSURE.

Near the magnetic comPass

CAUTION - COMPASS CALIBRATION MAY BE IN
ERROR WITH ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OTHER
THAN AVIONICS ON.

REPORT: VB-lrl0
2-t2 : .

ISSUED: JANUARY I, l98l
REVISEDT SEPTEMBER 23, 1983
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.34.220T, SENECA III sEcTt0t{ ?

LIMITATIONS

)

Adjacent to luel tank filler caps:

FUEL IOO OR IOOLL AVIATION GRADE

Adjacent to fuel tank filrer caps (serial numbers 34-g333042 and up¡:

REPORT: VB-lll0
2-t3

AVGAS OIIIYss
GBADE
'looLL

GBADE
too
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99-14-01 TI',' -,NEW PIPER AIRCRAFT, INC.: '--:ndment 
39-11209; Docker No. 98-C'-=17-AD;

Supersedes A 8-04-27, Amendment 39-10339. \ ,

Applicability: Models PA-23, PA-23-160, PA-23-235, PA-23-250, PA-F;23-250, PA-30, PA-39, PA-40,
pA-31, pA-31-300, pA-3t-325, PA-31-350, PA-3IP, PA-31r, PA-3lrl, PA-31r2, PA-31P-350, PA-3+200,
PA-34-200T, PA-34-220T, PA42, PA-42-720, and PA-42-1000 airplanes, all serial nr¡mbers, certificated in any

category.
NOTE l: This AD applies to each airplane identified in the preceding applicability provision, regardless of

whether it has been modified, altered, or repaired in the area subject to the requirements of this AD. For airplanes

that have been modified, altered, or repaired so that the perfonnance of the requirements of this AD is affected,

the owner/operator must request approval for an alternative method of compliance in accordance with paragraph
(d) of this AD. The request should include an assessment of the effect of the modification, alteration, or repair on

the unsafe condition addressed by this AD; and, if the unsafe condition has not been eliminated, the request should

include specifìc proposed actions to address it.

Compliance: Required as follows, unless already accomplished:

l. For all affected airplanes, except for Models PA-31P, PA-31T, PA-31T1, PA-31T2, and
PA-31P-350 airplanes: Within 30 days after March 13,1997 (the effective date of AD 98-04-27).

2. ßor all Models PA-31P, PA-31T, PA-31T1, PA-31T2, and PA-31P-350 airplanes: Within the

next 30 days after the effective date of this AD.
To minimize the potential hazards associated with operating the airplane in severc icing conditions by

providing morc clearly defined procedurcs and limiøtions associated with such conditions, accomplish the

following:
(a) At the applicable compliance time presented in the Compliance section of this AD, accomplish the

requirements of paragraphs (aXl) and (a)(2) of this AD.
NOTE 2: Operators should initiate action to notifr and ensure that flight crewmembers are apprised of this

change.
(l) Revise the FAA-approved Airplane Flight Manual (AFM) by incorporating the following into

the Limitations Section of the AFM. This may be accomplished by inserting a copy of this AD in the AFM.

"WARNING

Severe icing rnay result from environmental conditions outside of those for which the

airplane is certificated. Fl¡ght in ÍÌeezing rain, ÍÌeezingdrizzle, or mixed icing conditions
(supercoolal liquid water and ice crystals) may result in ice build-up on
protected surfaces exceeding the capability of the ice protection system, or may result in
ice forrrring aft of the protected surfaces. This ice :nay not be shed using the ice

protection systems, and may seriously degrade the performance and controllability of the

airplane.

During flight, severe icing conditions that exceed those for which the airplane is

certificated shall be determined by the following visual cues. If one or more of these

visual cues exists, immediately request priority handling from Air Traffic Control to
facilit¿te a route or an altitude change to exit the icing conditions.

Unusually extensive ice accumulation on the airframe and windshield in areas not
normally observed to collect ice.

Accumulation of ice on the upper surface of the wing, aft ol'the protected area.

Accumulation of ice on the engine nacelles and propeller spinners farther aft than

normally observed.

Since the autopilot, when installed and operating, may mask tactile cues that indicate

adverse changes in handling characteristics, use of the autopilot is prohibited when

any of the visual cues specified above exist, or when unusual lateral trim
requirements or autopilot trim wamings are encountered while the airplane is in icing

conditions.
All wing icing inspection lights must be opcrative prior to flight into known or forecast icing
conditions at night. [NOTE: This supersedes any relief provided by the Master Minimum
Equipment List (MMEL).1"

a

a

a



a'' \
Revise the FAA-approved AFM by

Procedures Sr .rn of the AFM. This may be accomplished

'porating the following into the Normal
,rting a copy of this AD in the AFM.

t,

bvi.

.6 THE F'OLLOWING WEATHER COI\DITIONS
MAY BE CONDUCIVE TO SEVERE

IN.FLIGHT ICING:

o Visible rain at temperatures below 0 degrees Celsius ambient air temperature.
r Droplets that splash or splatter on impact at temperatures below 0 degrees Celsius

ambient air temperature.

PROCEDT'RES F'OR EXITING
THE SEVERE ICING ENVIRONMENT:

These procedures are applicable to all flight phases from takeoffto landing. Monitor the
ambient air temperature. V/hile severe icing may form at temperatures as cold as -18
degrees Celsius, increased vigilance is warranted at temperatures around freezing with
visible moisture present. If the visual cues specified in the Limitations Section of the
AFM for identifring severe icing conditions are observed, accomplish the following:
o Immediately request priority handling from Air Traffic Control to facilitate a route or

an altitude change to exit the severe icing conditions in order to avoid extended

exposure to flight conditions more severe than those for which the ai¡plane has been
certificated.

. Avoid abrupt and excessive maneuvering that may exacerbate control difTiculties.
o Do not engage the autopilot. /i
r If the autopilot is engaged, hold the control wheel firrnly and disengage the autopilot.
o If an unusual roll response or uncommanded roll control movement is observed,

reduce the angle-of-attack.
o Do not extend flaps when holding in icing conditions. Operation with flaps extended

can result in a reduced wing angle-of-attack, with the possibility of ice fonning on the
upper surface fu¡lher aft on the wing than normal, possibly aft of the protected area.

o If the flaps are extended, do not retract them until the airllame is clear of ice.
¡ Report these weather conditions to Air TrafTic Control.'o

(b) Incorporating the AFM revisions, as required by this AD, may be performed by the owner/operator
holding at least a private pilot certificate as authorized by section 43.7 of the FederalAviation Regulations (14 CFR
43.7), and must be entered into the aircraft records showing compliance with this AD in accordance with section
43.9 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR 43.9).

(c) Special flight permits may be issued in accorclance with sections 21.197 and 21.199 of the Federal

Aviation Regulations (14 CFR 21.197 and2l.l99) to operate the airplane to a location where the requirements of
this AD can be accornplished.

(d) An altemative method of cornpliance or adjustment of the compliance time that provides an equivalent
level of safety may be approved by the Manager, Small Airplane Directorate, FAA, 1201 Walnut, suite 900,

Kansas City, Missouri 64106. The request shall be forwarded through an appropriate FAA Maintenance
Inspector, who may add comments and then send it to the Manager, Small Airplane Directorate.

NOTE 3: Information conceming the existence of approved altemative methods of compliance with this
AD, if any, may be obtained from the Srnall Airplane Directorate.

(e) All persons affected by this directive may examine infonnation related to this AD at the FAA,
Central Region, Office of the Regional Counsel, Room 1558, 601 E. l2th Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64106.

(Ð This amendment supersedes AD 98-04-27, Amendment 39-10339.
(g) This amendment becomes effective on August 17, 1999.
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

SECTION 3

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

3.I GENERAL

The recommended procedures for coping with various types of emer-
gencies and critical situations are provideà by this section. Rãquired (FAA
regulations), emergency procedures and those necessary for the operation
of the airplane as determined by the operating and deõign features of the
airplane are presented.

.Emergency procedures associated with those optional systems and I

¡Siltîï:Jlich 
require handbook supplements are provided í" s."ti"" õ 

|

The first portion of this section consists of an abbreviated emergency
checklist which supplies an action sequence for critical situations wittr littlã
emphasis on the operation of systems.

The remainder of the section is devoted to amplified emergency
procedures containing additional information to provide the pilot *ltr, á
more complete understanding of the procedures.

Pilots should familiarize themselves with the procedures given in this
section and be prepared to take appropriate actión should uñ.-..g.n.y
anse.

Most basic .emergency procedures, such as power off landings, are a
ngrma,l part of pilot training. Although these emergencies are discusìed here,
this information is not intended to replace such training, but only to provide
a source of reference and_review,.and to provide information on-protedures
which are not the same for all aircraft. It is suggested that the pìlot review
standard emergency procedures periodically to remain proficiént in them.

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, lgtl
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 17, l9E4

REPORT: VB,l110
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SECTION 3 PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
nrvrgncnxcY PROCEDURES PA'34'220T, SENECA III

3.3 trMERGENCY PROCEDURES CHECKLIST

AIRSPEEDS FOR SAFE OPERATIONS

Onc cngine inoperative best rate of climb
One engine inoperative best angle of climb

One engine inoperative air minimum control .....66 KIAS
.....92KI4S
.....78 KIAS

Maneuvering I40 KIAS
Never exceed .. .....205 KIAS

ENGINE INOPERATTVE PROCEDURES

NOTE

The power on the operating engine should be

reduced when safe to do so.

Dt-,'t'EC I ING DEAD ENGINE

Loss of thrust.
Nose of aircraft will yaw in direction of dead engine (with coordinated
controls).

ENGINE SECURING PROCEDURE (FEATHERING PROCEDURE)

Minimum control speed ó6 KIAS
92 KIASOne enginc inopcrative best rate of climb . . . . .

Maintain direction and airspeed above 85 KIAS
Mixture controls
Propeller controls
Throttle controls ......(40 in. H
Flaps.
Gear .

Identify inoperative engine.
Throttle of inop. engine

REPORT: VB-l110
3-2

. . forward

. . forward
g. Max.) forward

.. retract
... retract

. retard to verify

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 1981



PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

To- attempt to restore power prior to feathering:
Mixtures ..asrequired
Fuel selector . ... ONMagnetos .. Ieft or right onlyAux' fuel pump. unlatch, oN HI, if

power is not immediately

Arternateair... restored-oFF
... oN

If power cannot be restored continue with feathering procedure.
Prop control of inop. engine . . fèatner before RpM

drops below 800
lr4ixture of inop. engine . . . idle cut_off
Trim . . . as required (3" to 5o of bank

toward operative engine -
ball I 12 ro I out)

Aux. fuel pump of inop. engine
Magnetos of inop. engine .. ...: 3FF
Cowl flaps . . close on inop. engine, as

Alrernaror of inop. engine . . . .::::':::.::.::::1t::: :äË;
Electrical load .. . reduceFuelselector ..... OFFinop.engine,

consider crossfeed
Aux. fuel pump operative engine .. .. .. OFF
Power of operative engine . as required

ENGINE FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF (Betow 85 KIAS)

If engine failure occurs during takeoff and 85 KIAS has not been attained:
Throttles. . .
Stop straight

.... CLOSE both immediately
ahead

If inadequate runway remains to stop:
Throttles
Brakes
Battery switch ..
Fuel selectors...

CLOSED

: : : : : :. ::..:::1 i... 
:ifË

REPORT: VB-l110
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Continue straight ahead, turning to avoid obstacles.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, tgtl



ENGINE hAILURE DURING TAKEOFF (85 KiAS ot above)

If engine failure occurs during takeoff ground roll or after lift-off with gear

still down and 85 KIAS has been attained:
lf adequate runway remains, CLOSE both throttles immediately, land if
airborne and stoP straight ahead.
If runway remaining is inadequate for stopping, decide whether to abort

,or continue. If decision is made to continue, maintain heading. After
establishing a climb, retract landing gear, accelerate to 92 KIAS' and

feather inoperative engine prop (see Engine Securing Procedure).

WARNING

SECTION 3 PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
f,MERGENCY PROCEDURES PA.34-220T, SENECA III

ln certain combinations of aircraft weight.
configuration, ambient conditions and speeds,

negative climb performance may result. Refer
to bne Engine lnoperative Climb Performance
chart, Figure 5-21.

ENGINE FAILURE DURING IìLICItT (Bclow 66 KIAS)

Rudder
Throttles (both)
Pitch attitude... . ... .

apply toward opcrativc cnginc
.... rctard [o stop turrr

Operative engine .

. lower nose to accelerate
above 66 KIAS*

.. .. increase power as airspeed
increases above 66 KIAS*

If altitude permits, a restart may be attempted. If restart fails or if altitude
does not permit restart, see Engine Securing Procedure.

ONE ENGINE INOPERATIVE LANDING

lnop. enginc prop..
Vy'hen certain of making field:
Landing gear ..
Wing flaps (as required)
Maintain additional allitude and speed during approach
Final approach speed

*ó7 KIAS with aft doors removed

REPORT: VB-rll0
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. . feather

. . extend

... lower

90 KIAS

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l
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SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

Flaps .

Landing gear ..
Airspeed
Trim .

Cowl flap operating engine

AIR START (UNFEATHERING PROCEDURE)

Fuel selector inop. engine .....

ONE ENGINE INOPERATIVE GO-AROUND
(SHOULD BE AVOIDED IF AT ALL POSSIBLE)

Mixture
Propeller.
Throttle

. . . forward

. . . forward
. (40 in. Hg. Max.) open slowty

.... retract

.... retract

..92 KIAS
.. ... set

as required

: ::: ::::::::::::. iö;f"il
.... open l/4 inch

..... RtcH

....... oN
full forward

. engage until propeller windmills
reduce power until engine

ts warm
.... oFF

ON

..... oN
LO boost

.. open l/4 inch
... RICH
..... oN

. . push full forward
. reduce power until engine

is warm
. OFF

REPORT: VB-llt0
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Aux. fuel pump inop. engine
Throttle
Mixture
Magneto switches
Propcontrol .....
Starter.
Throttle

Aux. fuel pump.. . .

If engine does not start, prime as required.
Alternator (after restart) ....

AIR START (TJNFEATHERING PROCEDURE)

On Airplanes Equipped With Unfeathering Accumulators

Fuel selector inop. engine . .

Aux. fuel pump inop. engine
Throttle
Mixture
Magneto switches .....
Prop control & latch . .

Throttle

) Aux. fuel pump.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, lgtl
REVISED: APRIL 9,1982
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PA.34.22AT, SENECA III

lf engine does not start, prtme as requireci, anci engage siarls¡

Alternator (after restart) .. .. .

NOTE

The starter may be used in conjunction with the

unfeathering accumulators if required.

FIRE

ENGINE FIRE ON GROUND:

lf engine has not started:
Mixture
Throttle
Starter.

Affected engine:
Fuel selector
Throttle
Propeller.
Mixture
Heater
Defrostcr
lf terrain permits land immediately.

ON

.....idlecut-off
.... open

... crank engine

...... oFF

...... close

.....feather

. idle cut-off

...... oFF

...... oFF

ON

lf engine has already startcd antl is r urrt¡irrg, c,lutintre opÇrating to try pulling
the fire into the engine.
If fire continucs, extillg,uish with bcst availsblc metns.

If external fire extinguishing is to be applied:
Fuelselectorvalves. ""' OFF
Mixture . . .. idle cut-off

ENGINE FIRE IN FLIGHT

FUEL MANAGEMENT DURING ONE ENGINE INOPERATIVE
OPERATION

CRUISING

When using fuel from tank on the same side as the operating engine:
Fuel selector oPerating engine

REPORT: VB'lll0
3-ó
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION 3
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Use crossfeed in level cruise flight only

NOTE

Do not crossfeed with full fuel on same side as
operating engine since vapor return fuel flow
will be lost through the vent system.

Fuel selector inop. engine . .

Aux. fuel pumps

When using fuel from tank on
Fuel selector operating englne
Fuel selector inop. engine . . ..
Aux, fuel pumps

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 1981
REVISED: APRIL 9,1982

.. OFF

.. OFF

.... oN

... oFF

.. .. . retard
....unlatch, on HI

. .reset (757o
power or below)

REPORT: VB-1110
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LANDING

Fuel selector operating engine
Fuel selector inop. engine . . .

ENGINE DRIVEN FUEL PUMP FAILURE

Throttle
Aux. fuel pump. .

Throttle

CAUTION

If normal engine operation and fuel flow is not
immediately re-established, the auxiliary fuel
pump should be turned off. The lack of a fuel
flow indication while on the HI auxiliary fuel
pump position could indicate a leak in the
fuel system, or fuel exhaustion.
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CAUTION

Actuate the auxiliary fuel pumps if vapor
suppression is required (LO position) or the
engine driven fuel pump fails (HI position)'
The auxiliary fuel pumps have no standby
function. Actuation of the Hl switch position
when the engine fuel injection system is func-
tioning normally may cause engine roughness
due to excessively rich fuel air mixture'

LANDING GEAR UNSAI.'E \ryARNINGS

Red light indicates gear in transit.
Recycle gear if indication continues.
Light will illuminate when gear warning horn sounds at low throttle settings

Navigation lights. . .

. . . check

... oFF
(daytime)

To extend, reposition clip downward clear of knob and proceed as follows:
Airspeed .. . . . reduce (85 KIAS max.)
Gear selector .. GEAR DOWN

LOCKED position

MANUAL EXTENSION OT.'LANDTNG GEAR

Check tbllowing before extending gear manually:
Circuit breakers.
Battery switch
Alternators

Emerg.. gear extend knob .

Indicator lights .

Leave emergency gear extension knob out.

GEAR UP LANDING

Approach
Flaps. . . ,

Throttles ,

REPORT: VB-lll0
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check
ON

...... pull

... 3 green

Normal
.... as desired
closed prior to

touchdown

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l
REVISED: APRIL 9, 1982
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ENGINE FAILURE WITH REAR CABIN AND CARGO DOORS
REMOVED

S.E. min. control speed of 67 KIAS for this configuration.

ll airspeed is below 67 KIAS reduce power on operating engine to maintain
control.

ELECTRICAL FAILURES

Battery switch
Fuel selector
Touch down at minimum airspeed

ALT warning light illuminated
Ammeterl Amrneters
Electrical load . .

Alternators

lf alternator outputs are NOT restored
Battery switch
Alternator switches

If alternator outputs are NOT restored
Alternator switcþes
Battery switch

ISSUED: JANLTARY I, l98l
REVISED: AUGUST 9,l9t2

OFF
OFF

.. checkL&R/check

. . reduce to minimum
OFF, then ON one at a time

oËÉ, 1r,." oÑ;;";;?:,!

..... oFF
as required

REPORT: VB-1110
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lf alternator cannot be restored, reduce electrical load and land as soon as
practical. The battery is the only remaining source of electrical power.

WARNING

Compass error may exceed l0 degrees with
both alternators inoperative.

NOTE

If battery is depleted, the landing gear must be
lõwered using the emergency gear extension
procedure. Gear position lights will be in-
operative.
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Electrical overload (alternators over 3Û amps above known eiectricai iuatl):

Electricat load .. ' reduce

If alternator loads cannot be reduced:
Battery switch

If alternator loads are not reduced, land as soon as possible

Anticipate complete electrical power failure.

GYRO SUCTION FAILURES

Pressure below 4.5 in. Hg.
RpM. ..increaseto2600
Altitude .. descend to maintain

4.5 in Hg.
Use electric turn indicator to monitor Directional lndicator and Attitude
lndicator perlbrmance

SPINS

... retard to idleThrottles
Rudder .

Control wheel ..
Control wheel ..

Ailerons
Rudder

Control wheel

EMERGENCY DESCENT

Throttles.
Propellers
Mixture

Landing gear
Airspeed .. . .

REPORT: VB-1110
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OFF

.. . full opposite to
diiection of spin

release back pressure
full forward if

nose does not drop
neutral

.....neutralizewhen
rotation stops

smooth back pressure
to recover from dive

.. ... closed
full forward

.. . . as required for
smooth operation

.....extend

.. I3O KIAS

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l
REVISED: APRIL 9, 1982
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COIVIBUSTION HEATER OVERHEAT

Unit will automatically cut-off
Do not attempt to restart.

To close the door in flight:
Slorv airplane to 90 KIAS.
Cabin vents
Storm rvindow

If upper latch is open
If side latch is open

) If both latches are open. .

PROPELLER OVERSPEED

Throttle . . .

Prop control

Airspeed .

Throttle

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l9El
REVISED: APRIL 9,1982

OPEN DOOR (ENTRY DOOR ONLY)

If both upper and side latches are open, the door will trail slightly open ánd
airspeeds will be reduced slightly.

close
open

.... la:ch
. . pull on armrest while

moving latch handle
to latched position

latch sidc latch
then top latch

.. ... retard
... full DECREASE rpm,

then set if any
control available

..... reduce
. . . . as required to remain

below 2600 rpm

REPORT: VB-lll0
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3.5 AMPLIFIED EMERGENCY PROCEDURES (GENERAL)

. ^ 
The . following paragraphs are presented to supply additional

information for the purpose of providiñg the pilot with å ,ntr. compt.t.
understanding of the recommended course of ai¡ion and probable cause of
an emergency situation.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

3.7 BNGINE INOPERATIVE PROCEDURES

DETECTING A DEAD ENGINE

A loss of thrust will be noted and with coordinated controls, the nose of
the aircraft will yaw in the direction of the dead engine.

ENGINE SECI.JRING PROCEDURE (FEATHERING PROCEDURE)

Keep in mind that the one engine inoperative air minimum control
speed is ó6 KIAS and the one engine inoperative best rate of climb speed is
92 KIAS.

, To feather a propeller, maintain direction and an airspeed above g5
KIAS. Move the mixture and propeller controls forward. The throttle
controls should be moved forward to maintain a safe airspeed. Retract the
flaps and landing gear and identify the inoperative engine. The airplane will
yaw in the direction of the dead engine. Retard the throttle of the inbperative
engine to verify loss of power.

NOTE

If circumstances permit, in the event of an
actual engine failure, the pilo: may elect to
attempt to res:ore power prior to feathering.

-. If circumstances permit an attempt to restore power prior to feathering,
adjust the mixture control as required, move the fuel selector control to oñ,
and selecr either L (left) or R (right) magneto. Move rhe ALTERNATE AIR
control to oN and the AUX. fuel pump to the ON-HI position. If power is
not immediately restored turn off the AUX. fuel pump.

REPORT: VB-llr0
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The propellers can be teatherecl oniy while the engine is roiaiittg abuve

800 RPM. Loss of centrifugal force due to slowing RPM will actuate a stop

pin ttrut keeps the propellei from feathering each time the engine is stopped

ån tn. ground. One èngine inoperative performance will decrease if the

propellei of :he inoperative engine is not feathered'

The propeller control of the inoperative engine should be moved to the

feather josiiion and the mixture control of the irtoperative engine to idle

cut-off.

Trim the aircraft as required and maintain a 3o to 5o bank toward the

operating engine. The ball will be ll to I out for minimum drag. The AUX.
fuel pumps should be off except in the case of an enginc drivcn fuel pump

failure. Turn OFF the magnetos and close the cowl flaps on the inoperative

engine. Cowl flaps should be used as necessary on the operative engine.

Thi alternator ol the inoperative engine should be turned OFF and the

electrical load reduced to prevent depletion of the battery. Move the fuel

selector control for ttre inoperative engine to the OFF position. If necessary'

consrder thc usc of crossfeed (refer to Fuel Managutrtclrt Dur irrg O¡e Enginc

lnoperative Operation, paragraph 3.1 l). Turrr OFF the operative engine's

AUX. fuel pump.

NOTE

SECTION 3 PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Èunncnxcy pRocEDURES PA'34'220T, SENECA III

When an engine is feathered the alternator'
gyro air, and oil annunciator warning lights
will remain illuminated.

ENGTNE FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF (BELOVV 85 KIAS)

The one engine inoperative air minimum control speed for this airplane
is 66 KIAS under standard conditions.

If engine failure occurs durirrg takeuff glourtd loll and 85 KIAS has not
been attained, CLOSE both throttles immediately and stop straight ahead.

If inadequate runway remains to stop, close the throttles and apply
maximum braking. The battery switch and fuel selectors should be turned
OFF. Continue path straight ahead turning to avoid obstacles as necessary.

REPORT: VB-llr0
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ENGINE FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF (85 KIAS OR ABOVE)

If engine failure oiglrrs during takeoff ground rolr or after lift_off with
the gear still down and 85 KIAS has been atiained, the course tlu.tion to u"
tal<en_will depend on the runway remaining. If adequate ,rñuy-..*uinr,closE both throttles immediately, Iand if airboine anã stãp-straighi
thT9. If-rhe runway remaining is inadequate for stopping, ,t.*iito, *urt
decide whether to abort the takeoff or tó continu.. tt. ¿îcisi,o'n must ue
based o¡ the pilot's judgment considering loading, densityaltituJe, oustruc-
tions, the wearher, and the pilot's com[etence.lf the dãcision is made to
continue the takeoff, maintain heading änd airspeed. when crim¡ i, estab-
lished RETRACT the landing gear, acõelerat. to 92 KIAS, unJFÈerHpn
the inoperative engine (refer to Engine Securing procedure).

WARNING

In certain combinations of aircraft weight,
configuration, ambient conditions and speãds,
negative climb performance may result. Refer
to One Engine Inoperative Climb performance
chart, Figure 5-21.

ENGINE FAILURE DURING FLIGHT (BELOW 66 KIAS)

. Should an engine fail during flight at an airspeed below ó6 KIAS, apply
rudder towards the operative engine to maintain directional control. thã
throttles should be retarded to stop the yaw force produced by the
inoperative engine. Lower the nose of the aircraft to acðelerate above ó6
KIAS and increase the power on the operative engine as the airspeed
exceeds 66 KIAS*.

After an airspeed above 66 KIAS* has been established, an engine
restart attempt may be made if altitude permits. If the restart has failed, ór if
altitude does not permit, the engine should be secured, see Engine Securing
Procedure.

*67 KIAS with aft doors removed

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l9tl
REVISED: FEBRUARY 25, l9t2
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ONE ENGINE INOPERATIVE LANDINL}

complete the Engine Securing Procedure. The landing gear should not

¡. 
"*1Àndr¿ 

and the w-ing flaps should not be lowered untii certain of making

the field.

Maintain additional altitude and speed during approach, keeping in

mind that landing should be made right the first time and that a go-around

'should be avoided if at all possible.

Establish a final approach speed of 90 KIAS and use wing flaps as

required.

WARNING

Under some conditions of loading and density
altitude a go-around may be impossible' and in
any event the sudden application of power

during one enginc inoperative operation makes

control of the airplane more difficult.

ONE ENGINE INOPËRA'I'IVE ÜO-AROUND

NOTE

A one engine inoperative go-around should be

avoided if at all possible.

To execute a one engine inoperative go-around, advance the mixture
and propelier levers forward. The throttle should be advanced slowly to 40

in. Hg. manifold pressure. Retract the flaps and landing gear. Maintain
airspeãd at the one engine inoperative best rate of climb speed of 92 KIAS.
Set the trim and cowl flaps as required.

AIR START (UNFEATHERING PROCEDURE)

Move the fuel selector for the inoperative engine to the ON position and

check to make sure the AUX fuel pump for that engine is on LO boost. Open
the throttle ll4 inch and the mixtures should be set RICH. Turn ON the

magneto switches and push the propeller control latch and propeiler coniroi
lev.r full forward. On airplanes equipped with the optional unfeathering
system the propeller will start to windmill. On airpìanes noi so equipped.

REFORT: VB'1110
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engage the starter until the propeller windmills freely. If the engine does not
start, prime as necessary. After restarr turn oFF tn. eux fr"lñu;; reduce
the power until the engine is warm and turn the alternato.,*it.fi'oru.

if required the starter may be used in conjunction with the unfeathering
accumulators.

3.9 FIRE

ENGINE FIRE ON THE GROUND

. Thg first attempt ro exringuish the fire is to try ro draw the fire back into
the engine. If the engine has not started move the mixture control to idle
cut-off and open the throttle. Begin to crank the engine with the starter in an
attempt to pull the fire into the engine.

If the engine has already started and is running, continue operating to
try to pull the fire into the engine.

In either case (above), if the fire continues ronger than a few seconds the
fire should be extinguished by the best availableixternal means.

If an external fire extinguishing method is to be applied move the fuel
selector valves to OFF and the mixture to idle cut-ofi.-

ENGINE FIRE IN-FLIGHT

The procedure given below is general and pilot judgment should be the
deciding factor for action in such an emergency.

If an engine fire occurs in flight, place the fuel selector of the affected
engine in the oFF position. Feather the propeller on the faulty engine. Move
the mixture control to idle cut-off. The cowl flap should be open. A landing
should be made if terrain permits.

3.11 FUEL MANAGEMENT DURING ONE ENGINEINOPERATIVE
OPERATION

A crossfeed is provided to increase range during one engine inoperative
operation. Use crossfeed in level flight only.

ISSUED: JANUARY I, 1981
REVISED: APRIL 9,1982
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CRUISING

When using fuel from the fuel tank on the same side as the operating

engine the fuel selecto r of the operating engine should be ON and the fuel

selector for the inoperative engine should be OFF. The AUX. fuel PumPs

should be OFF except in tlte case of an cngine driven fuel pump failure. If
driven fuel pumP has failed the AUX. fuel pump on the oPerating

side must be ON - HI.

. lncreased range is available by using fuel from the tank on the opposite

side of the operating engine. For this configuration the fuel selector of the

operaring engine shõuld be on X-FEED (crossfeetl) and the fuel selector of
the inopãratñe engine should be OFF. The AUX. fuel pumps shou¡l be

OFF.

NOTE

A vapor return line from each engine will return
a percentage of luel back to the tank on the
same side as that engine. Therefore, a minimum
of 30 minutes of f'uel should be used from this
tank before selecting crossfeed. If the tank
gauge approaches "FULL," go back to that
tank and operate for 30 minutes to bring the
fuel level down before returning to crossfeed or
fuel may be pumped overboard through the
fuel vent.

During the landing sequence the fuel selector of the operating engine
must be ON and the fuel selector of the inoperative engine OFF' The AUX.
fuel pump of the operating engine should be OFF.

3.T3 ENGINE DRIVEN FUEL PUMP FAILURE

Should a malfunction of the engine driven fuel pump occur, the
auxiliary fuel pump system can supply sufficient fuel pressure for engine
power up to approximately 75%a. AnY combination of RPM and Manifold
Þressure defined on the Power Setting Table may be used, but leaning may
be required for smooth operation at altitudes above 15,000 feet or for RPM's
below 2300. Normal cruise, descent and approach procedures should be

used.

LANDING

REPORT: VB-ll10
3-r8
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_ _Loss of fuel pressure and engine power can be an indication of failureof the engine driven fuer pump. Shoui¿ these occur and engine driven fuerpump failure is,suspected, retard the throttle and unlatch theãuxiliary pump
and selecr the HI position. The throttle can rhen be reser ut jiyoio*", o,
below.

CAUTIONS

If normal engine operation and fuel flow is not
immediately re-established, the auxiliary fuel
pump should be turned off. The lack of a fuel
flow indication while on the HI auxiliary fuel
pump position could indicate a leak in the fuel
system, or fuel exhaustio¡.

Actuate 
. 
the auxiliary fuel pumps if vapor

suppression is required (LO position) or ìhe
lngine driven fuel pump fails (HI position).
The auxiliary fuel pumps have no standby
function. Actuation of the HI switch position
when the engines are operating normally may
cause engine roughness and/or power loss.

3.I5 .LANDING GEAR UNSAFE \ryARNINGS

lle red landing gear light will illuminare when rhe Ianding gear is in
transition between the full up position and the down and lockeã-position.
The piiot should recycle the landing gear if continued illuminatión of the
light occurs. Additionally, the light will illuminare when the gear warning
horn sounds. The gear warning horn will sound at low throttleiettings if thã
gear is not down and locked.

3.I7 MANUAL EXTtrNSION OF THE LANDING GEAR

Several items should be checked prior to extending the landing gear
manually. check for popped circuit breakers and ensure the battery switõh is
oN. Now check the alternators. If it is daytime, turn oFF the navigation
lights.

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 1981
REVISED: APRIL 9,1982
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To execute a manual extenston of the ianding gear, power shouici bc

reduced to maintain airspeed below 85 KIAS. Place the landing gear

selecror switch in the GEAR DOWN position and pull the emergency gear

extension knob. Check for 3 green indicator lights'

IYARNING

lf the emergency gear extension knob has been

pulled out to lower the gear due to a gear system

malfunction, leave the control in its extended
position until the airplane has been put on
jacks to check the proper function of the
landing gears hydraulic and electrical systellls.

3.19 GEAR.UP EMERGENCY LANDING

An approach should be made with power at a normal airspeed with the

flap posiiiôn ro be used at the pilot's discretiorr. Flaps up will reduce rving

flap àamage. Close the throttles just before touchdown. Turn OFF thc

baitery and ignition switches and move the fuel scleclor valve controls to
OFF. Contact to the surface should be made at a minimum airspeed.

3.2T ENGINE FAILURE WITH REAR CABIN AND CARGO DOORS
REMOVED

The minimum single engine control speed for this configuration is ó7

KIAS. If engine failure occurs at an airspeed below 67 KIAS, reduce power
as necessary on the operating engine and apply rudder to maintain direc-
tional control.

3.23 ELECTRICAL FAILURES

I s¡N :+-at:3ool rHRU 34-8r:32as

If an ALT annunciator light illuminates, observe the ammeters to
determine which alternator is inoperative. lf both ammeters show zero

output, reduce electrical loads to the minimum. Turn OFF both alternator
switches and then turn them mo:nentarily ON one at a time while observing
the ammeters. The alternator showing the LEAST (but not zero) current
should be turned ON. The other alternator should be left OFF. Electrical

REPORT: vB-1110
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loads may be reinstated as required to a maximum of ó0 amperes. rf bothalternator outputs cannot be restored, both alternato, switclies sîourd beleft oFF. Reduce the electrical load to essential systems an¿ tanã i, ,oon u,practical. The battery is the only remaining toui.. of electricai pl*.r.
If one ammeter shows zero output, cycre its switch oFFand then oN. If

this fails to restore outpul check ttre circuit breakers. r¡e ureatàrs may ue
reset once if required. lf the alternator remains inoperative reduce electrical
loads if necessary and exercise judgment regarding continued flight.

corrective maintenance actions should be performed prior to further
flights.

The markings on the ammeters (loadmeters)
require mental interpolations to estimate the
ampere values noted. Operating the alternators
at less than 60 amperes will assure that the
battery will not be depleted.

WARNING

Compass error may exceed l0o with both
alternators inoperative.

. If abnormally high alternator outputs are observed and persists (more
than 30 amps above known elect¡ical loads) they may be caused by a low
battery, a battery fault, or other abnormal electrical loà¿. lf it is caused by a
Iow battery the indication should begin to decrease towards normal within 5
minutes. If this condition is observed proceed with the following. Turn the
battery switch oFF and the alternator output indications shoulã decrease.
Turn the battery switch oN. Should the alternator output indications not
decrease, leave the battery switch oFF and land as soon as practical. All
electrical load is being supplied by the alternators. Also anticipate complete
elec:rical power failure.

NOTE

NOTE

Operation with the alternator ON and the
battery switch OFF should be made only when
required by electrical failure, due to increased
system voltage and radio frequency noise.

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 1981
REVISED: AUGUST 9,1982
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si N 34-8333001 AND uP

lf an ALT annunciator light illuminates, check the output of each

alternator individually, using thi prss-to-test buttons located on either side

ãi ifr. ammeter to äeær.ine which alternator is inoperative. If both

alternators sltow zero output, reduce electrical loads to the minimum' Turn

OFF both alternator switches and then turn them momentarily ON one at a

time while observing alternator output. The alternator showing the LEAST
(but not zero) current should be turned ON. The other alternator should be

irft Of f. Electrical loads may be reinstated as required to a maximum of ó0

amperes. lf bo:h alternator outputs cannot be restored, both alternator

swiiches should be left OFF. Reduce the electrical load to csscntial systems

and land as soon as practical. The battery is the only remaining sourcc of

electrical power.

lf one alternator shows zero output, cycle its switch OFF and then ON.

lf this fails to restore output check the circuit breakers. The breakers may be

reset once if required. lf ihe alternator remains inoperative reduce e-lectrical

loads il necessãry and exercise judgment rcgardirtg currtirrucd f'light.

when the ammeter ncetllc iildicates to the le ft of ccntcr. thc battcry is

being discharged; when the needle indicates to the right ofcenter, the battery
is bJing charged. During slngle alternator operation the feature can be used

to deteìmine how much the electrical load should be reduced.

Corrective maintenance actions should be performed prior to further
flights.

NOTE

The markings on the ammeter (loadmeter)
require mental interpolations to estimate the
ampere values noted. Operating the alternators
at less than 60 ampcrcs will assure that the
battery will not be dePleted.

WARNING

Compass error may exceed 10" rvith both
alternators inoperative.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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. If abnormalry high alternator,outputs are observed and persists (morethan 30 amps above known_electricar loads) they may u. *'ur.äïv u lo*batrery, a battery faurr, or other abnormarerectrióail"á¿. rrüi, 
"ãùed 

byalow barterv the indication should begin to decrease towards normal within 5minutes. lf this condition.is observeã proceed witn tne lolio*inË. ru.n tt.battery switch oFF and rhe alternatoi ou:put indications shorìã'd".r.ur..
Turn the battery switch oN. Should :he aiternator output indications not
decrease. teave rhe batrery swirch oFF and rand as ,oôn ; ;;;;iìcar. All
electrical load is being supplied by the alternators. Also anticipat. 

"ãn'pt.t.electrical power failure.

NOTE

Operation with the alternator ON and the
battery switch OFF should be made only when
required by electrical failure, due to inðreased
system voltage and radio frequency noise.

3.25 GYRO SUCTION FAILURES

A malfunction of the instrument suction system will be inclicated by a
reduction of the sucfion reading on the gauge. In the event of a vacuum
system failure or a feathered engine, a low vacuum warning light on the
annunciator panel will illuminate.

ln the event of a suction system malfunction, (suction lower than 4.5
inches of mercury) increase engine RpM to 2600. Descend to an altitude at
which 4.5 inches of mercury suction can be maintained, if possible. The
electric turn indicator should be used to monitor the perfoimance of the
directional and attitude indicators.

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 1981
REVISED: AUGUST 9,1982
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3.27 SPINS

Intentional spins are prohibited in this airplane. In the event a spin is

.n"*ni.i.¿ uniåtentionally, immediate recovery actions must be taken.

To recover frgttl an unintentional spin, immediately retard the throttles

to tlre iclle position. Apply full rudder opposite the direction of the spin

iã,uiion. Leì up all back'pressure on the control wheel' lfthe nose does not

àiop, i**"¿iaìely push fh. .ontrol wheel full forward. Keep the ailerons

neuiial. Maintain tle controls in these positions until spin rotation stops,

ihen neutralize the rudder. Recovery from the resultant dive should be with

smooth back pressure on the control wheel. No abrupt control movement

st¡ould be useã during recovery from the divc, as the positive limit mancu-

vering loacl factor may bc cxceeded.

NOTE

Federal Aviation Administration Regulations
do not rcquire spirr demonstratiorr u[ ¡rrulti-
engine airplanes; thereforc, spirr tests ltave not
beón conductetl. The recovery tcchniquc
presented is based on the best available
information.

3.29 EMERGENCY DESCENT

ln the event an emergency descent becomes necessary, cLoSE the

throttles and move the propeller controls full FOR'WARD. Adjust the

mixture controls as necessary to attain smooth operation. Extend the

landing gear at 130 KIAS and maintain this airspeed'

].3I COMBUSTION HEATER OVERHtrAT

In the event of an overheat condition, the fuel, air and ignition to the

heater is automatically cut off. Do not attempt to restart the heater until it
has been inspected and the cause of the malfunction has been determined

and corrected.

REPORT: vB-lll0
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3.33 OPEN DOOR (ENTRY DOOR ONLY)

The cabin door is double ratched, so the chances of its springing open inflight at both the top and side are remote. However. shourd you forget theupper latch. or not fuily engage the side latch, the door may ,prini pu.tialry
open. This rvill usualry happen at takeoff orsoon afterwa.a. e purlï"'ily op.ndoor rvill not affecr normal flight characteristics, und u nor,nåä""liirg'.""
be made with door open.

. lf.both upper and side latches are open, the door wilr trair slightly open,and airspeed rvill be reduced slightly. 
-

To close the door in fìight, slow the airplane to 90 KIAS, crose thecabin
vents and open the storm window. lf the top latch is open, laich it. lf the sidelatch is open, pull on the armrest while moving thì latch nan¿Le to the
latched position. lf both latches are open, close the side latch then the top
latch.

3.35 PROPELLER OVERSPEED

Propeller overspeed ìs usually caused by a marfunctio'in the propelrer
governor which allows the propeller blades to rotate to full low pitch.

If propeller overspeed should occur, retard the throttle. The propeller
control should be moved to full "DECREASE rpm" and then i.r ir uny
control is available. Airspeed should be reducéd and throttle used to
maintain 2600 RPM.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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SECTION 4

NORMAL PROCEDURES

All data given is for both two and three blade propellers unless otherwise
noted.

REPORT: VB-I110
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4.1 GENERAL

This section describes the recommended procedures for normal
operations for the Seneca III. Required (FAA regulations) procedures and
those necessary for the operation of the airplane as determined by the
operating and design features of the airplane are presented.

Normal procedures associated with those optional systems and equip-
ment which require handbook supplements are provided by sectión-9
(Supplements).

These procedures are provided to present a source of reference and
review and to supply information on procedures which are not the same for
all aircraft. Pilots should familiarize themselves with the procedures given
in this section in order to become proficient in the normal ôperations õf the
airplane.

The first portion of this section consists of a short form checklist which
supplies an action sequence for normal operations with little emphasis on
the operation of the systems.

The remainder of the section is devoted to amplifîed normal procedures
which provide detailed information and explanations of the procêdures and
how to perform them. This portion of the section is not intended for use as
an in-flight reference due to the lengthy explanations. The short form check-
list should be used for this purpose.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, lgtl
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4.3 AIRSPEEDS FOR SAFE OPERATTONS

The following airspeeds are those which are significant to the operation

of the airplane. These figures are for standard airplanes flown at gross

weight under standard conditions at sea level'

Performance for a specific airplane may vary from published figures

depending upon the equipment installed, the condition of the engine,
'"' airptane ãnd-equipment, atmospheric conditions and piloting technique.

(a) Best Rate of Climb SPeed
(b) Best Angle of Climb SPeed
(c) Turbulent Air Operating Speed (See

Subsection 2.3)
(d) Maximum Flap Speed
(e) Landing Final Approach Speed (Flaps 40")

Short Field Effort
(Ð lntentional One Engine Inoperative Speed
(g) Maximum De¡ttonstrated Crosswrnd Velocity

92 KIAS
76 KIAS

I4O KIAS
I I5 KIAS

82 KIAS
85 KIAS

17 KTS

REPORT: VB-lll0
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) i..)

:..,,...,......,,)
WALK.AROUND

Figure z1-l

4.5 NORMAL PROCEDURES CHECKLIST

PREPARATION

Airplane status .
lrVeather

Baggage
Weight ¿nd C.G

airworthy, papcrs on board
suitable

weighed, stowcd, tied
....withinlimits

. . . planned

..on board
.... computcd and safe

... DOWN position
OFF

REPORT: VB.lll0
4-3

Õ

Navigation
Charts and navigati"" ;;;;;;;;;
Performance and range

PREFLIGHT CHECK

INSIDE CABIN

Landing gear control
Avionics

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l9tl
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.oN
.....3 GREEN

adequate plus resenve
OPEN

check operation
,. OFF
.. OFF

idle cut-off
Tri¡n indicators neutral
Controls free

....drain
. fasten belts

drain

OUTSIDE CABIN

Crossfced drains check, cloæd
Right wing, ailcron and flap . . . check, no ice
Right main gcar ... no leaks
Strut . prop€r inflation
Tirc .....
Right wing tip ,..
Right leading edgc

,,,.,.check
....,.check

check, no ice
Fucl cap ... op€n, check quantity and

color, ¡ecure
check oil
. . . check

Nosc scction,......... ;

Norc gcar
Strut

OPEN and secure
..... drain
,,...check
.. no leaks

proper inflation
Tirc
Landing lights

check
chcck

clear
no ice

. clear
latched

Tow bsr . . removed and stowed
Forward bagg¡gc door (kcy rcmovable in lockcd
position only secured and locked

Windshicld clean
Lcft wíng, cnginc n¡ccllc and landing gcar.. . . . .. check as

on right sidc

St¡ll warning vancs . check
... .. clear, checkedPitot mast

Dors¡l fin air scoop .

Rcar doors
Lcftst¡ticvent......
Empcnnage

REPORT: VB'1110
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Stabilaror
Anten¡ras ....:.
Navigation and landing
Right static vent ......

lights

. free
check
check
clear

BEFORE STARTING ENGINES

Scats .

Seat belts and harness

Palking brake .

Circuit brcakers
Radios
Ccru'l f'laps,...
Alternate ail' . .

Altelnators....

Fttel sclector
M ixture
Throttle
Propcontrol .....
Battcr-v srvitch
Ignition srvitches (mags) . . ,

Propc'ller.
Starter.
Primer.
Throttle
Oil pressure
Repeat for opposite engine.
A lternators
Gyro suction

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l
REVISED: FEBRUARY 10, l9B4

. adjusted, secure "'-'.. lastenladjust -'
check inertia reel

,..,.. set

WARNING

No braking u,ill occr¡r if knob is pulled befbre
brake appiication.

STARTING ENGINES (AIRPLANE EQUIPPED WITH STANDARD
PRIMER SYSTEM)

.....tn

.. OFF

. OPEN

.. OFF

... oN

.. oN
FULL RICH
...halftravel

FULL FORWARD
.. oN
.. oN
. clear

....engage
as required

adjust when engine starts
.....check

.....check

.....check

REPORT: VB-lll0
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NOTE

When starting at antbient tenlperatures +20oF

and belorv. operate lirst engine started u'ith
alternator ON (at max chargirlg rate not to
exceed 1500 RPM) for 5 minutes minimum
before initiating start on second engine.

STARTING ENGINES (AIRPLANE EQUIPPED WITH OPTIONAL
ENGINE PRIMER SYSTEM)

Fuelselector ....'.. ON

Mixture '. FULL RICH
Throttle .'FULLFORWARD
Prop corìtrol .. ... .. .. . FLILL FORWARD
Batterl'srvitch ..... ON
lgnition su,itches (mags) . . ON
Auxiliaryfuel purnp .'..' OFF
Primer. ..... ON

See Figure 4-3 for
Priming Time

Throttle - CLOSE
Starter. ...engage
At temperatures below +20oF contitrue priming rvhile cranking until engine
starts.

When engine starts & accelerates thru 500 RPM
Starter.
Throttle

Primer.
Auxiliary fuel pump

Oil pressure
Repeat [or opposite engine.
Alternators
Gvro suction

release
,... advanceslowly
to obtai¡r 1000 RPM

release
.. . .. low only as necessarY

to obtain smooth engine
operation (l-3 minutes rvill

be required when temp.
is belorv +20"F)

. check

check
check

ISSUED: JANUARY I, l98l
REVISED: FEBRUARY 10, 1984
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NOTE

STARTING ENGINES WHEN FLOODED

M ixtr¡rc
Throttlc . :

Prope llcr.
Battcr)'srvitch
lgnition su'itches (nrags)
Auxiliar¡, firel punrp . . .

Propeiler.
Starter.

Wlten cnginc l-ires:
Throttle
M ixturc

Ignition srvitches
Props .

Fuel selector
Mixture . .:.:
Throttle
Prop control ..........
Battery switch
Ignition srvitches (mags)
Auxiliary fuel pump. .. .

S tarter.
Primer.
Throttle

Primer.. .

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l
REVISED: FEBRUARY 10, 1984

When starting at ambient tcmperatures +20oF
and belou,, operate l'irst cngine started with
alternator ON (at nrax charging rale not to
exceed I500 RPM) lor 5 minutes minimunr
before initiating start on second enginc.

STARTING ENGINES IN COLD TVEATHER (AIRPLANE EQUIPPED
WITH STANDARD ENGINE PRIMER SVSTEM)

. idle cut-ofl'
FULL FORWARD
FULL FORWARD

....... oN

....... oN

...... oFF

...... clear

.....engage

. retard
advance slowly

.. OFF
. . . .. turn through by

hand (3 times)
... oN

. FULL RICH
. FULL FORWARD
. FULL FORWARD

... oN

... oN
ON LO boost

. engage
....ON3sec.

. FULL FORWARD
to FULL AFT
. .. ON _J sec.,

": then OFF 3 sec.,
then ON 3 sec.

REPORT: VB-ltt0
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.,!hrottle

..oilpressure.....,*
' tf engi¡le begins to lãlter:

L Primer button
Throttle
Auxiliar'1' lìrel PumP.. ..

WARM-UP

Throttles . . .

TAXIING

Chocks
Parking brake . . .. .

Taxi area
Throttle...........
Brakes
Steering
I nstruments
Heater and del'roster
Fuel selector
Autopilot

REPORT: \'B-lll0
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STARTING ENGINES WITH EXTERNAL PO\ryER

Battery srvitch
All electrical equiPmcnt . .

Tcrmi¡rais
External porver plug... ..
Proceetl rvith rtuttttal slart
Th rottles
Hxternal power plug... ..
Battery switch
Oil pressur c

. , ìear,e cngaged
tap until

rh-v.'thmic l'iring
. . releasc

.....halftravel
. . . check

. . .tap
.. 1000 RPM
...OFFalier

start complete

.... oFF

.... oFF
- - coltncLL

insert in luselage

.. . lorvest possible RPM
discorrnecr from fuselage
... ON-checkammeter

.....chcck

1000 to I200 RPM

.... remot,ed
release
. clear

.appl), slowll'
. check
. check
. check
. check

ON. check crossleed
. OFF

ISSUED: JANLIARY E, l98l
REVISEÐ: FEBRIIARY t0. 1984



PIPER ATRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

BEFORE TAKEOFF. GROUND CHECK

Parkingbrake......
Mixturecontrols....
Propcontrols.......
Throttlecontrols....
Manifold pressure lines .. ..
Prop controls

Throttle controls. .

Prop controls.....
Prop controls. . .

Alternate air . ..
Throttle controls
Magnetos

Alternator output
Gyro suction gauge. . . .

Throttles
Fuel selectors...... ...
Alternators
Ëngine gauges
Annunciator panel .

Ftight instruments.
Mixtures
Quadrant friction
Alternate air . .. .

Cowl flaps
Seat backs
Wing flaps ..
Trim .

Belts/harnest .... .. . .

Empty seats
Controls
Doors
Auxiliary fuel pumps
Pitot heat
Parking brake .

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l98l
REVISED: FEBRUARY 10, l9E4

SECTrcffi
NORMAL PROCEDURES

...,1 , i t

. FORWARD
ON then OFF

:. : : : : : : : : : : : :';il;il,"ïi i?#
150 RPM, max. diff.

drop 50 RpM
. . check

. ...4.8 ro 5.t in. Hg.
. .. . 800-t000 RPM

.. oN
...... oN

in the green
press-to-test
....... set
. .. .. .. set

. ADJUSTED
.. OFF
.. . set
. erect
,. . set

set
. fastened/adjusted
. seat belts fastened
....free.fulltravel

.... latched
.. OFF

. .. as required
. release

REPORT: VB-t,110
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

TAKEOFF

CAUTION

Fast taxi turns immediately prior to takeoff
run should be avoided.

Adjust mixture prior to takeoff from high elevations. Do not overheat.

Adjust mixture only enough to obtain smooth engine operation. Do not
exceed 40 in. Hg. manifold pressure.

NORMAL TAKEOFF (FlaPs uP)

Brakes
Accelerate to and maintain 79 KIAS.

release

Control wheel ..... .. ease back to rotate
to ciimb attitucie

After obstacle clearance, accelerate to best rate of climb speed of 92 KIAS.
Gear. .'.....UP

SHORT FIËLD lAKEOFl'(25" Flaps)

Brakcs
Flaps.

Flaps.
Stabilator trim. .

Brakes
Takeoff power before brake release.
Brakes
Accelerate to ó4 KIAS.
Control wheel .

Gear

REPORT: VB-1110
4-r0

::: :: :::::::: ::: i::il::::ü'$

.25"
set

apply and hold

release

. rotate firmly to atlain
66 KIAS through 50 ft.

...... uP

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 17, 1984



PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.3+220T, SENECA III

SECTION {
NORMAL PROCEDURES

CLIMB

TAKEOFF CLIMB

Best rate (ftaps up)
Best angle (flaps up)
Cowl flaps
Power

CRUISE CLIMB

Mixture
Power
Climb speed
Cowl flaps ...

CRUISING

Power. .

Mixture controls
Cowl flaps

DESCENT

Mixtures
Throttles
Cowl flaps

ISSUED: JANUARY t, 19tl
REVISED: FEBRUARY 15, 19t7

reduce to

full RICH
......2û0 RPM and 33 in. Hg. MAN PRESS

I2O KIAS
CLOSED or as requircd

set per powcr table

.as

adjust with descent
. set

CLOSED

as

92 KIAS
76 KIAS
requiiod

REPORT: VB-lrt0
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SECTION 
'NORMAL PN,OCEDURES

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-3+220r, SENECA III

APPNOACH AND LANDING

Gcar warning horn .

Scat backs .....
Bcltslharness . . .
Fuelsclectors....
Cowl flaps
Auxiliary fuol pumps
Mixturc controls.
Prop controls. . .

....check
.. erect

. fastenladjust
ON

.. as required
.. OFF
... rich

FULL FORWARD
DOWN, 130 KIAS max.
.... set, ll5 KIAS max.
.. .. . 90 KIAS or above

maximum manifold pressure)

...UP
....retractslowly

.... adjust
... as required

retract
. fully OPEN

FAN,2 min. then OFF
.... oFF
...full aft

idle cut-off
OFF

. OFF

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l9tl
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 30, lgts

I-anding gcar ..
Flaps.
Approach speed ......

Gear

GO.AROUND

Full takeoff power, both engines. (40 in. Hg
Establish positivc climb at 85 KIAS'

I rtaps....
Cowl flaps
Trim ....

Throttlc
Mixturc

AFÎER LANDING

Clear of runway
Flaps.
Cowl flaps ....

SHUTDOWN

Heatcr (if oN)....
Radios & clcctrical

Magnctos ....
Battery switch .. ...

REPOR.T: VB'1110
+12
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SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES

'^)

MOORING

Parking brake
Control wheel
Flaps .

Wheel chocks,
Tie downs....

:.)

REPORT: VB-1110
+13
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES

4.7 AMPLTFIED NORMAL PROCEDURES (GENERAL)

. 
The.following paragraphs are provided to supply detailed information

and explanations of the normal piocedures n.".iiuiy for the opeiation of
the airplane.

4.9 PREPARATION

The airplane should be given a thorough prefright and walk-around
*..\. The prefl ight shouÌd incrude a determinaiion oith" ui.pr";;ì;;;;-
tional status, a check that necessary papers and charts u.. on'uou.à and in
9r{e.r'.and a compurarion of weight ana c.c. limits, rakeoff ãiriun.,un¿
in-flight performance. Baggage should be weighed, ,io*.¿ Ànã ii.¿ oo*n.
Passengers should be briefed on the use ofseat belts and shoulder haìnesses,
oxygen, and ventilation controls, advised when smoking is prohibited, and
cautioned against handrin-g 

.or. inte¡fering with controlã, e{u,pÀent, ooo.
handles, etc. A wearher briefing for thð intended ftight jati stråul¿ ¡e
obtained, and any other factors relating to a safe flighlshóuld be checte¿
before takeoff.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l98l
REVISED: AUGUST 17, t98l

REPORT: VB-1110
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SECTION 4

NORMAL PROCEDURES
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

P4.34.220T, SENECA III

4.1I PREFLIGHT CHECK

CAUTION

The flap position should be noted before

boarding the airplane' The flaps must be placetl

in the "ÚP" position before they will lock a¡d
suPPort weight on the step'

Upon entering the cockpit, check that the landing gear selector is in the

DOWÑ position,-turn OFÈ all avionics equipment (to slYg power and

pl..u.n.**u,ontheunits),andturnthebatteryswitchoN'Checkthe
iunaing gear indicator lights to ensure.-that the three green lights have

iilumin"atã¿ and that the red light has not illuminated. Check the fuel supply.

Àà.lrur. fuel should be indicated for the flight plus reserve. The^corvl flaps

rf"-i,l be OPEN to facilitate inspection and ensttre cooling after engine

start. Extend and retract flaps to check for pfoper operation. Return the

hârfên¡ swirch to oFF to save the battery.
usr.vrJ

Check that the ignition switches are OFF and move the mixture controls

to idle cut-off to pre.vent an inadvertent start while checking the propellers'

Move the trim controls to neuf râl so that thc tabs can be checked for align-

I ment. This eheck is performcd prior to engine start so that 1's¡ can hear any

I noise that might indicate binding. The controls should be free and move

' f iop..fy. Drain the pitot and static system lines through the drains located

ån in. íide panel n.it to the pilot's seat. Fasten the seat belts on the empty

seats. Befoie leaving the cockpit, drain the two crossfeed drains on the

forward side of the sPar box'

The first item to check during the walk-around is to ensure that the

crossfeed drains are closed. Check the right wing' aileron and flap hinges

and surfaces for damage and ice. Make a close check of the right landing

gear for leaks, proper piston e"po.ure-under a static load (3-l / 2 inches) and

ihut th. tires aie p.opètly inflated and not excessively worn. The right wing

tip and leading edge should be free from ice and damage'

REPORT: VB-I110
4-16
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CON,PORATION
PA.3+220T, SENECA III

SECTION {
NORMAL PROCEDUNES

Open the fugl cap to check the quantity and color of the fuel and cap
vent. The vent should be free of obstructions. secure the fucl cap properly.
Proceeding around to the engine nacelle, check the oil quantity (iii to eigñt
quarts). Make sure that the dipstick has properly seàtc¿ aftcr checking.
check and ensure that the oil filler cap is securely tightcned and secure tñc
inspection door. check the right pro¡iller for nickJor haks. The spinner
should bs secure and undamaged (chcck closcly for cracks). The cowl flaps
should be open and secure.

_ The right fucl drains should be opcncd to drain moisture and scdimcnt.
Drain the two fuel tank drains under the wing and the gascolator drain near
the bottom of the engine nacelle (refer to section 8 for more detailed
draining procedure).

check the nosc scction for damage and the nosc larding gear for leaks
ard proper strut inflation. under a normal static load, 2- l /2 inches of strut
should bc cxposcd. chcck the tirc for wear and propcr inflation.'If thc tow
bar was rrsed, removc and stow. Bcfore moving on to the forward baggagc
compartment, chcck thc condition of thc landing light. Opcn.the foñaid
baggagc compartm€nt and chcck to make sure thafthc bággage has b€cn
stowed propcrly. Closc, s€cune and lock the batg¡gc door..Thc forward
baggage compartmcnt door key can be removed in ttrã tockc¿ position only.

At the front of the airplane, thc windshield should be clean, sccure and
free from cracks or distortion. Moving around to the lcft wing, check the
wing, engine nacclle and landing gpar as dcscribcd for thc rightside. Dont
forget to check the fuel and oil.

If a pitot cover was installed, it should be rcmoved bcforè flight and the
holes checked for obstructions. rtrith thc heated pitot switch on, chcck thc
heated pitot head and heatod lift dctector for proper heating. chcck the søll
warning vanes for freedom of movement and dámage. -

A squat switch in the stall warning system does not allow the units to bc
activated on the ground.

CAUTION

Carc should bc takcn when an operational
chcck of thc heatcd pitot head and thc hcated
lift dctectors is being pcrformcd. Both units
become very hot. Ground opcration should be
limited to 3 minutcs maximum to avoid
damaging the hcating elemcnts.

ISSUED: AUGUST 17,l9tl
REVISED: NOYEMBER 30, l9t7
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T'IPER AIRCRAFT (]ORPOR,\1'ION
PA--14-220T, SEì\ E{lA lll

Latch thc icar,iooi sccurclÌ'and chcc!'' tht !r!t:t:!ti'-'\ r¡nt anrl 'lrtrs:tl Iitl

airsCOOpforobstructionS.Theempennageshoulil bel'recot'icciltitjtJ¿tnlasc.
and all hing.r should be secure. check the stabilator 1or lrccdonl trl'rtlotr'-

ment and ensure that the right static vcnr is rìnoi^,strtlctcd. Alìtcììrìils:iltrr.tlt-l

be secure and undamaged. Al'ter (tlrning on ihc battcrr':;liitch ¡ntl light

switches in the cockpit, chcck the navigation and landing lights

4.13 BEFORE STARTING f,NGINES

Before starting engines, adjust the seats and t'astclì thc sc'at bclts ittttl

shoulder harnesses'

NOTES

If the fixed shoulder harness (norr-inertia reel

type) is irrstalled, it must bc connected to the

sêât bclt and adjusted to allow proper accessi-

bility to all controls, inclrrcling fuel seiectors'

flapi, trim' etc.' while maintaining adequate

restraint for the occuPant'

lf the inertia reel type shoulder harness is

installcd' a pull test of its locking resttaint
feature shot¡ld be Perl'ormed'

Settheparkingbrakebyfirstdepressingandholdingthctocbrake
pedals and tÈen pulling out the parking brake knob'

WARNTNG

No braking will occur il'knob is pulled prior to
brake aPPlication'

Check to make sure all the circuit breakers are in and thc radios arc

OFF. ðowl flaps should be OPEN and alter.ate air OFF 1-he altcrnat.rs

should now be switched ON'

REPORT: vB-l110
4-l6b
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SECTION 4
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4.I5 STARTING ENGINES (AIRPLANE EQUIPPED WITH STAN-DARD ENGINE PRIMER SYSTEM)

. The first step in starting is to move the fuel selector to the oN position.
Advancc the mixture control to full RICH, open the throttle half tåvel and
move the Þropeller control full FORWARD. Turn the battery s*it"i, an¿ignition switches oN. After ensuring thar the propellers are clear, engage the
starter. The primer button should be used 1ON) as required. Ëor cold
weather starts, refer to paragraph 4.21 - starting Engines in col¿ weather.
v/hen the engine starts, retard the throttle aná mãnitor ttre oil pressure
ca1qe. If no oil pressure is indicated within 30 seconds, shur down tË .;;i;;.
and have it checked. In cold weather it may take somewhat longer fãr an oil
pressure indication. Repeat-the above procedure for the oppãsite engine.
After the engines have srarted, check the ãlternators for sufficiËnt output and
the gyro suction gauge for a reading between 4.g and 5.1 in. Hg.

NOTE

To prevent starter damage, limit starter
cranking to 30-second periods. If the engine
does not start within that time, allow a cooling
period of several minutes before engaging
starter again. Do not engage the starter
immediately after releasing it. This practice
may damage the starter mechanism.

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l
REVISED: AUGUST 17, 1981
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Engine starts can be accomplished down to
am-bient temperatures of +20" f-' with engines

equipped with standard (massive electrode)
spark plugs. Below that temperature fine wire
spark plugs are highly recommended to ensure

engine starts, and are a necessity at +l0oF and
beiow. In addition, the use of cxtcrnal electrical
power source antl prelteat is also recommended
when ambient temperatures are below +20oF'

Upon entering the cockpit, begin starting-procedure by moving the fuel

selectór to ON. Advance the mixture to full RICH and the throttle and prop

controls to full FORWARD. Turn the battery switch and the ignition
swirches (mag.) oN. The auxiliary fuel pump should be oFF. Push prittter

switch and hõld for the required priming tinre (see Figure 4-3). Close throttle
and immediately engage stärter. With ambient temperaturcs abovc +20"F,

starts may be made by discontinuing priming before engaging starter. With
ambient femperatures below +20o F, starts should be made by continuing to

prime during cranking period. Do not release starter until engine accelerates

ihrough igg RpM, rhen SLO'WLY advance throttle to obtain 1000 RPM.
Releaie primer and immediately place auxiliary fuel pump switch to Lo.
Auxiliary fuel pump operation will be required for one to three minutes

during initial cngine wûrm up. When starting at ambient temperatures of
+20o F and below, operate the first engine started with alternator ON (at

maximum charging rate not to exceed 1500 RPM) for 5 minutes minimum
before initiating start on second engine.

NOTE

4.17 STARTING ENGINES (AIRPLANE L,QUIPPED \ryiTH ûFTIÛNAL
ENGINE PRIMER SYSTEM)

NOTE

When cold weather engine starts are nìade
without the use of engine preheating (refer to
TCM Operator's Manual), longer than normal
elapsed time may be required before an oil
pressure indication is observed.

REPORT: VB-l110
4-r8
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Figure 4-3
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
P4.34-220T, SENECA III

4.T9 STARTING ENGINES WHEìù FLOODED

If an engine is flooded, move the mixture control to idle cut-off and

advance the throttle and propeller controls full forward. Turn oN the

¡ãtt*V switch and ignition switches. The auxiliary fuel pump should be

Ofp. ifr.r ensuringihat the propeller is clear, engag€ the starter. Whe¡t the

engine fires, retard the throttle and advance the mixture slowly.

4.2ISTARTINGENGINESINcoLDITEATHER(AIRPLANE
EQUIPPED 1VITH STANDARD ENGINE PRIMER SYSTEM)

NOTE

It may be necessary to apply an external power
source and preheat to facilitate engine cranking
if the aircraft's battery is deficient of charge'

Prior to attempting the st8rt, turn the propeiiers ihrough by harrri three

times aller ensuring that the magneto switches arc uff arrd tlrixture controls

are in the full aft losition. Upon cnterirrg tlte cockpit, begin thc starting

procedure by moving the fuel selector to ON- Advance the mixture to full
iUCH and tñe throttie and prop controls to full FORWARD. Turn ON the

battery switch and the ignition switches (mags). The auxiliary fuel pump

shoulá be ON in the LO boost position. Push the primer button and engagc

the starter simultaneousty. Begin moving the throttle control back and

forth from full forward to full aft. Release the primer button after about

3 seconds of cranking. Leave the primer button offfor 3 seconds ofcranking
and then reapply primer for about 3 seconds, repeat until the engine begins

to fire.

When the engine begins firing, leave the starter engaged and tap the

primer periodically until a rhythmic firing pattern is observed and then

ielease ihe starter switch and position ihe throttle ai half iravel. Tap the

primer button if the engi¡e begins to falter during this period and adjust the

throttle to a 1000 RPM idle sPeed.

The auxiliary fuel pump may be turned OFF as soon as it is determined

that the engine will continue to run without it.

REPORT: VB-1110
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4.23 STARTING ENGINES WITH EXTERNAL PO\ilER

An optional feature caled the piper External power (pEp) allows theoperator to use an externâl battery to crank the engines *itnoút having togain access to thc airplarre's batteiy.

Turn the_b¿ttery switch oFF and turn all electrical equipment oFF.connect the RED read of lle 
pFp kit jumper cable ro ttre'nòstitve 1+¡terminal of an external r2-vort battðry ånd the BLAci l.uá to tr,.NEGATIvE (-) terminal. Insert the ptug óf tne ju.p., ãur"ìntãit" ,o"t.tlocated.on^rhe fuselage. Nore rhat ùten ttre pÍug i, inr.rt"¿,it.Ëiectricat

system is ON. Proceed with the normal starting-techniqu".-' 
---- -'

_ _ After the engines have started, reduce power to the lowest possible
RPM, to reduce sparking, and disconnect the jimper cabre rrrm til åir.r"rt.Turn the battery switch oN and check the aiternator ammeter for an indi_
1I1i91,Of OUtPUt. DO NOT ATTEMPT FLIGHT IF THERE IS ÑO INDI-CATION OF ALTERNATOR OUTPUT.

NOTE

For all normal operations using the pEp
jumper cables, the battery switcÈ should be
OFF, but it is possible to use the ship's battery
in parallel by turning the battery switch ON.
This will give longer cranking capabilities, but
will not increase the amperage.

CAATION

lf the ship's battery has been depleted, the
external power supply can be reduced to the
level of the ship's battery. This can be tested by
tu.rning the battery switch ON momentarily
while the starter is engaged. If cranking speed
increases, the ship's battery is at a highér ievel
than-the external power supply. If the battery
has been depleted by excessive cranking, ít
must be recharged before the second engiñe is
started. All the alternator current will go to the
low battery until it receives sufficieni charge,
and it may not start the other engine imme-
diately.

REPORT: VÈ1110
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4.25 PREHEATING

Theuseofpreheatandauxiliarypower(batterycart)w.illfacilitate
starting during cãld weather and is recommended when the engine has been

cold sðaked at temperatures of l0oF and below in excess of two hours.

Sl*r*i"l starts wiihout these aids can be expected at temFeraturcs Selow

ã"ir""r- provided the aircraft battery is in good condition and the ignition

and fuel lystems are properly maintained'

The following procedures are recommended for preheating, starting,

warm-up, run-up and takeoff.

(a) Select a high volume hot air heater. Small electric heaters which are

insertcd inio the cowling "bug eye" do not appreciably warm the oil
and may result in superficial preheating'

WARNING

Supcräciai appiication of preheaí io a coid-
soaked engine can have disastrous tesults.

A minimum of preheat application may warm the e nginc enough to
permit starting but will not de-congeal oil in the sump' lines, cooler,
iilter, etc. Typically, heat is applied to the upper portion of the

engine for a few minutcs aftel which the engine is startcd 
-and

noimal operation is commenced. The operator may be given a false

sense of security by indications of oil and cylinder temperatures as

a result of preheat. Extremely hot air flowing over the cylinders and

oil temperature thermocouples may lead one to believe the engine is

quite warm; however, oil in the sump and filter are relatively remote

and will not warm as rapidly as a cylinder. For example, even when

heat is applied directly, oil lines are usually "lagged" with material
which does an excellent job of insulating.

Congealed oil in such lines may require considerable preheat. The
engine may start and apparently run satisfactorily, but can be

damaged from lack of lubrication due to congealed oil in various
parts of the system. The amount of damage will vary and may not
be"om. evident for many hours. On the other hand, the engine may

be severely damaged and could fail shortly following application of
high power. lmproper or insufficient application of preheat and the

REPORT: VB-I110
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resulting oil and cylinder temperature indications may encourage
the pilot to expedite his ground operation and commence a takeoff
p.rematurely. This procedure only compounds an already bad
situation.

Proper procedures require thorough application of preheat to all
parts of the engine. Hor air should be âpplied direôtly to the oil
sump and external oil lines as well as the cylinders, air iniake and oil
cooler. Excessively hot air can damage non-metallic components
such as seals, hoses and drive belts, so do not attempt to haiten the
preheat process.

Before starting is attempted, turn the engine by hand or starter until
it._rotates freely. After starting, observã 

"ur.frlty 
for high or low

oil pressure and continue the warm-up until the engine'operates
smoothly and all controls can be moved freely. Do not cläse the
cowl flaps to facilitate warm-up as hot spoti may develop and
damage ignition wiring and other components.

(b) Hot air should be applied primarily to the oil sump and filrer area.
The oil drain plug door or panel may provide acceis to these areas.
continue to apply heat for l5 to 30 minutes and turn the propeller,
by hand, through 6 or I revolutions at 5 or l0 minute inteivals.

(c) Periodically feel the top of the engine and, when some warmth is
noted, apply heat directly to the upper portion of the engine for
approximately five minutes. This will provide sufficient heãting of
the cylinders and fuel lines to promote better vaporization for
starting. If enough heater hoses are available, continue heating the
sump area. otherwise, it will suffice to transfer the source of heat
from the sump to the upper part of the engine.

(d) Start engine immediately after completion of the prehcating
process. Since the engine will be warm, use normãl starting
procedure.

NOTE

Since the oil in the oil pressure gauge line may
be congealed, as much as 60 seconds may elapse
before oil pressure is indicated. If oil pressure is
not indicated within one minute, shut the
engine down and determine the cause.

REPORT: VB-1110
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(e)

REPORT: VB-lll0
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inàicated. Moniior oil pressure closely during this time and be alert

for a sudden increase or decrease. Retard throttles, il necessary, to

maintain oil pressure below 100 psi. lf oil pressure drops suddenl-v

to less than 30 psi, shut down the engine and inspect lubrication

svstem. lf no damage or leaks are noTerl, prclteat tlte enginc lor an

additional l0 to l5 minutes belore restârting'

4.2? WARM.UP

warm-up rhe engines at 1000 to 1200 RPM. Avoid prolonged idling at

low RPM, ai this practice may lesult in fouled spark plugs'

Takeoff may be made as soon as the ground check is completed, pro-

vided that the throttles may be opened fully without backfiring or skipping,

and without a reduction in engine oil pressure.

Do not opcrote the engines at high RFlvl wÌ¡crr nirrning iip oi'taxiing
over ground iontaining loose stot¡cs, gravel ot auy loose matcrial that msy

cause damage to the propeller blades.

ISSUBD: JANUARY t, 1981



4.29 TAXIING J

Remove chocks from the wheels. Rerease the parking brake by first
depressing and hotding rhe roe brake pedars and tñen puiting i"-å" ih; .parking brake knob. check ro make sute th" raxi a¡ea is ciea¡. Ar*uy*-;ñit l
the throttles slowly. . .,

Before taxiing, the brakes should be checke<r by moving forward a few, . :i:feet, throttling back and applying pressure on fheioe peaà'ts. As much as
po:ri?l9' turns during øxiing should be made using rudder pedal morion .

and differenfial power ( more power on the engine on the ousiáe of the tum,
less on the inside engine) rather than brakes.

During the taxi, check the instruments (turn indicator, directional gyro,
coordination ball, compass) and the heater and defroster. check the
operation of the fuel management conEols by moving each fuel selector to
cRossFEED for a short rime, while the othei selecroiis in the oN position.
Return fhe selectors to the oN position. Do Nor attempt a takeoff with the
fuel selector on cRossFEED. The autopilot (if insdled) should be off
during taxi.

4.31 BEFORE TAKEOFF. GROI.]ND CHECK
A thorough check should be made before takeoff, using a checklist.

Before advancing the throttle to check the magnetos and ihe propeller
action, be sure that the engine oil temperafure is 75"F or above.

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURESPA-34- SENECA III

During engine run-up, head the airplane into the wind if possible (see
crosswind limits for propellers) and set the parking brake. Advancè rhe mixrure
and propeller cont¡ols forward and the throttle controls fo 1000 RpM. Drain
the manifoid pressure lines by depressing the drain valves for 5 seconds. The
drain valves are located at the bottom of the instrument panel, behind and
below the dual manifold pressure gauge. Do not depress thè valves when the
manifold pressure exceeds 25 inches Hg. check the feather position of the
propellers by bringing the controls fully aft and then full forward. Do not allow
more than a 300 RPM drop during the feathering check. Move the rhrottles to
2300 RPM and exercise the propeller controls to check the funcrion of the
governor. Retard conrrol unril a 200 ro 300 drop in RpM is intlicared. This
should be done three times on ûre first flight of the day. The govemor can be
checked by reørding the propeller conrrol unril a drop of 100 RpM ro 200
RPM appears, fhen advancing the throttle ro get a slighf increase in manifold
pressure. The propeller speed should stay the same when the throttle is
advanced, thus indicating proper function of the governor.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, 19t1
REVISED: OCTOBER 16, 1989
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P.ctr:1: t!:e prOpe!!e!'Cnntrols to frlll forrvard ¡rosition alrd nrove the

alternate air controis to ON then OFF. Move the throttles to 2000 RPM

arld check the nragnctos. The nornlal drop on each magneto is 100 RPM

and the ma.riniunl drop should not exceed 150 RPM. The nlaxirnum

dilfèrential drop should not exceed 50 RPM. The alterrlator output should

bc app¡oxintatily cc¡ual lclr both alter¡lators. A 4.ll to 5.1 in Hg indic¡titin
o,, tìrc g),t.o sqctio¡ gaugc signil'ies propcr operatitlrt ol'the gyro stlctiolì

systenl.

CAUTION

Ensure that the alternators are not indicating
full charge Prior to takeoff.

Sct rhe throttlcs bctrveetr 800 and 1000 RPM. chcck that the f'ucl

selectors and alternator switches are ON and that all the engine gauges are

rvithin their normal operating ranges (greett arc). Press-to-test the annun-

ciator light to utake sure they all illuminate. Set the altimeter, attitude
ri-^^¿l^-.,1 -.,-^ ^^,1 ^l^^t' Qot fho mivlrrrec and ¡rlrtan¡c fhe

lllulcalul r (lll cutlt,lla¡ ËJ¡ v sr¡u

pr opeller controls to thc forwtrd position. l-he friction lock on tlre riglrt side

ôf tl.re control quadrant should be adjusted. Check to make sure the alternate

ai¡ is OFIr. Adjust thc cowl flaps ond set thc rving fìaps and trim (stabilator
and rudder') tabs ¿ls rcquircd. Tlrc seat backs should be crcct and scat bclts
iurd h¿rrrtcsscs fastcncd. l'astcn the scat bclts on the cnlpty scats.

NOTES

ll' thc f lxcd shouldcr harncss (tron-irlcrtia rccl
type) is installed, it must be connected to the
seat belt and adjusted to allow proper accessi-
bility to all controls, including fuel selectors,
flaps, trim, etc., rvhile maintaining adequate
restraint for the occupant.

ll the inertia reel type shoulder harness is

installed, a pull test of its locking restraint
feature should be Performed.

All controls should be free with full travel, and all doors should be

securely latched. Ensure that the auxiliary fuel pumps are OFF. Pitot heat
should be used as rcquired. Relcase the parking brake.

REI'ORT: VB-ltl0
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4.33 TAKEOFF

\ .^ -I"::T.,:. the t1lggflnerformance specified in Section 5, ir is necessaryl to set rated power (2800 RpM, 40 In. Hg.) prior to brake rerease.

NOTES

;i:ï:1 ;:: å,'"î,i:' Lffi Í;,îå'* l:ï,'iffi åï T
40 in. Hg. manifold pressure. DO NOT EX_
CEED 40 IN. HG. MANIFOLD PRESSURE.

l'he ..overboosj,'indicator 
lights on the annun_

ciator panel will illuminate at approximately
39.8 in. Hg. manifold pressure. Do not e*c..à
40 in. Hg. manifold pressure.

Illumination of the yelrow overboost light on the annunciator panel
does not indicate a marfunction. The overboost lights illuminate when
manifold pressure approaches the maximum limit. the overboost lights

, should be monitored during takeoff to ensure that an overboost condition
/ does not perslst.

Takeoff should not be attempted with ice or frost on the wings. Takeoff
distances and 50-foot obstacle clearance distances are shown on charts in the
Performance Section of this handbook. The performance shown on charts
will be reduced by uphill gradient, tailwind component, or soft, wet, rough
or grassy surface, or poor pilot technique.

Avoid fasr turns onto the runway, followed by immediate takeoff,
especially with a low fuelsupply. Fast taxi turns immediately prior to takeofi
run can cause temporary malfunction of one engine on takeoff. As power is
applied at the start of the takeoff roll, look at the engine instruments to see
that the engines are.operating properry and putting õut normar power, andar the airspeed indicator to see that it is funciioning. Apply throttle
smoorhly until 40 in. Hg. manifold pressure is obtained. bo ñõi Appl-y
ADDITIONAL THROTTLE.

The flap setting for normal takeoff is 0o. In certain short field takeoff
) efforts when the_shortesl possible ground roll and the greatest clearance'/ distance over a 50 ft. obsìacle is d-esired, 

" 
n"f r.tting'olzs" is recom-

mended.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, lgtl
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when obstacle clearance is no problem, a normai iìaps up (Û') takeoíí

."y ue ur.a. Apply and hold the brakes. Set the flaps to the up (0o ) position.

Reiease the brãies, accelerate to 79 KIAS and ease back on the wheel

;;;;õ to tet ttre airplane tift off and climb past ob-stacle.. After obstacle

clearince, accelerate io the best rate of climb speed, 92 KIAS, or higher if
åesired. retracting the landing gear rvhen a gear-dorvn landing is no

longer possible on the runwaY'

When the shortest possible ground roll and the greatest clearance

distance over a 5Q-foot 
-obstacle 

is desired, use a 25-degree flap setting'

irt ttt. stabilator trim indicator slightly nose up from the takeoff range'

Apply and hold the brakes ant! bring tlte engines to full powcr bcforc rclease.

nãleáte the brakes, accelerate to 64 KIAS and rotate firmly so that when

pasring through the 50-foot height the airspeed is approximately 66 KIAS-

h.,.u.-, the gãar when a gear down landing is no longer possible on the

rlrnway.

It should be noted that the airplane is momentarily near Vuc rvhen

using rhe above procedure. IN THE EVENT TFIAT AN ENGINE FAIL-
URË SHOULD bCCU R WHILE THE AIRPLANE IS BELOW VTøt, IT
IS MANDA'IORY THA'T THE THROTTLE ON THE OPERATING
ENGINE BE RETARDED AND THE NOSE LOWERED IMMEDI-
ATEI.Y TO MAINTAIN CONTROL OF'I HH AIRPLANE. It ShOUId AISO

be noted that when a 25-degree flap setting is used on the takeoff roll, an

effort to hold the airplane on the runway too long may result in a "wheel-

barrowing" tendency. This should be avoided'

Thc tlistances required using this takeoff procedure are given on a chart

in the Performance Section of this handbook'

REPORT¡ VB'1110
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{.35 CLIMB

on climb-out after takeoff, it is recommended that the best angle of
, climb speed (76 KIAS) be maintained only if obstacre clearance is a

consideration. The besr rate of climb speed (92 KIAS) should be maintained
with takeoff power on the engines until adequate terrain clearance is
obtained. At this point, engine power should be reduced to 2600 RpM and
33 inches Hg. manifold pressure for cruise climb. Establish a climb speed of
120 KIAS and close the cowl flaps.

This combination of reduced power and increased airspeed provides
better engine cooling, less engine wear, reduced noise level an'd better
forward visibility.

when reducing engine power the throttles should be retarded ñrst,
followed by the propeller controls. The mixture controls should remain at
full rich during the climb. cowl flaps should be closed or adjusted if
required, to maintain cylinder head and oil temperatures within thè normal
ranges specified for the engine. During climbs under hot weather conditions,
it may be necessary to use Lo auxiliary fuel pump for vapor suppression.

consistent operational use of the cruise climb configuration is strongly
recommended si¡¡ce this practice will make a substantial contributionlã
increased engine life, and will reduce the incidence of premature engine
overhaul.

4.37 CRUISING

.l

\tr/hen leveling off at cruise altitude, the pilot may reduce to a cruise
power setting in accordance with the Power setting Table in this handbook.

For 45, 55 and 65Vo power the mixture should be leaned to 25o rich of
peak E.G.T. but not to exceed ló50" F E.G.T. For '75V0 power the mixture
should be leaned to 14.5 G.P.H. but not to exceed li25.F E.G.T. The
mixture should be full rich at powers above 75To.

For maximum engine service life, cylinder head temperatures should be
maintained below 420oF and oil temperatures below 200'F during cruise.
These temperatures can be maintained by opening the cowl flaps, reducing
the power, enriching the mixture or any combination of these methods.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, lgtl
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r ..rr -^-:.^, rr;a^rliôr ê^n'l;r;^ñc whila flwins ând shÕltlrl be
I ne prrut slluulu lllultlLul wv4u¡v¡ wv¡ruÉv¡'e

alert to conditions which might lead to icing. If induction system icing is

expected, place the al¡ernate air conrol in the "ON" position'

IYÁRrVI¡VG

Flight in icing conditions is prohibited unless

aircraft is equipped with the approved and

complete Piper ice protection system (see

Supplement 6, Section 9). If icing is encoun-

rcreã, immediâte action should be taken to fly
out of icing conditions. Icing is hazardous due

rc greatly reduced performance, loss of forwa¡d

visibility, possible longitudinal control diffi-
culties due to increased conEol sensitivity' and

impaired power plant and fuel system

oPeration.

I 1.ne ammeter(s) for the e.lectrical system should be monitored during

flight, especially during night or instrument flight, so that corrective measures

.* Ut taken in case oimalfunction. The proccdures for dealing with electrrcal

failures a¡e contained in the Emergency Procalure Ser,úo¡r of this handbook'

The sooner a problem is recognized and correcúve action taken, the greater is

- the chance ofãvoiding total electrical failure. Both alternator switches should

l¡" ott for normal operarion. on S/ì{ 34-8133001 thru 34-8233205, the two

I u**.r"r5 continuouJly indicaæ the altemator outputs. On S/t'{ 34-8333001 and

I up, the single ammeto indi.uto ttre battery charging cuÍent continuously and

lúr. 
"tt 

..tot outputs momentarily. Certain regulator failures can cause the
'alternator output voltage to increase uncontrollably. To prevent damage,

overvoltage telays ate installed to automatically shut off the alternator(s). The

atternator light õn the annunciator panel will illuminate to v/am of the tripped
, 'rl - -- 

---.^L .L ^ -l^^.-:^^t ^^..iaaa¡t in ttca on¡l
conüuon. Alternator ouPuIS wru vary wlul u¡{, litç,t uL,.ü stlurP¡rrw¡¡L ¡¡¡ uùv s¡s
the state of charge of the battery. Alternator outputs should not exceed 65

amperes.

REPORT: VB'1110
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Should the current requirement exceed 130 amps, the alternators will
continue. at 65 amps each, the remainder coming frãm the battery. There-
fore., t-o insure against battery discharge, it is recommended that älectrical
loads be adjusted to limit continuous alternat<¡r outputs to 55 amps. It is not
recommended to take off into IFR operation with only one alternator
operative even though electrical loads may be less than 55 amps.

' Since the Seneca tll has one combined fuel tank per engine, it is advis-
able to feed the engines-symmetrically during cruise sã that-approximately
the same amount of fuel will be left in each side for the landing. A crossfeed
is provided and can be used in cruise after 30 minutes of flightio balance the
fuel quantity and extend the range during single-engine opiration. Monitor
the fuel quantity for the tank not being uied to avoid ou"iflo* due to vapor
return.

During Ílight, keep account of time and fuel used in connection with
power settings to determine how the fuel flow and fuel quantity gauging
systems are operating. If the fuel flow indication is considerably higher than
the fuel actually being consumed or if an asymmetric flow gauge iñdication
is observed, a fuel nozzle may be clogged and require cteãnirig.

The re are no mechanical uplocks in the Ianding gear systcm. In the event
of a hydraulic system malfuncrion, the landing geãiwill iree-fall ro the gear
down position. The true airspeed with gear down is approximately 75% of
the gear retracted airspeed for any given power setting. Allo*un".s for the
reduction in airspeed and range should be made when planning extended
flight between remote airfields or flight over water.

For flight above 12,500 feet see FA R 91.32 requirements for oxygen and
Section 9 - Supplements in this handbook.

4.39 DESCENT

when power is reduced for descent, the mixtures should be enriched as
altitude decreases. The propellers may be left at cruise setting; however if
the propeller speed is reduced, it should be done after the throttles have been
retarded. cowl flaps should normally be closed and the E.G.T. shoutd be
maintained at.approximately l3000F or higher to keep the engines at the
proper operating temperature.

REPORT: VB-1110
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4.4I APPROACH AND LANDING

sometime during the approach for a landing the throttle-controls

should be retarded to check t-hè gear rvarning horn. Flying the airplane with

;il;;;; i""perative is not advisable. Doing so can lead to a gear up landing

år-ii i, ,ury to forget the landing gcar, esp.ecially rvhen approaching for a

,ingf.-*ngi|. landìng, or when other equipment is inoperative, or when

attãntioriis drawn to events outside the cabin' The red landing gear unsafe

lilfr, *iU illuminate when the landing gear is in transition between the full up

pãri,i"" and the dorvn and locked position. Additionally, the light will

illuminate when the gear warning horn sounds. The gear warning horn will

sound at lorv throttle settings if the gear is rlot down and locked.

The light is off when the landing gear is in either the full down and

locked or full uP Positions'

Prior to entering the traffic pattern, the aircraft shcruld be slowed to

approximately 120 KtAS, and this speed should be maintaincd on the down-

*iåa t.g. The larrding check should be macle on the dorvnrvind leg. The seat

backs siould be erect, and the seat bel¡s and shoulder Ìtart¡esscs shuuld 1-'e

lastened.

NOTE

If the fixed shoulder harness (non-inertia reel

type) is installed, it must be connected to the

sêät belt and adjusted to allow proper accessi-

bility to all controls, including fuel selectors,
flaps, trim, etc., while maintaining adequate
restraint for the occupant.

lf the inertia reel type shoulder harness is

installed, a pull test of its locking restraint
ieature shouici be Períormeci.

Both fuel selectors should be ON, and the cowl flaps should be set as

required. The auxiliary fuel pumps shor¡ld be OFF. Set the mixture and

propeller controls. Select landing gear DOWN and check for three green

iigttir on the panel and look for the nose wheel in the nose wheel mirror. The

tanaing gear should be lowered at speeds below 130 KIAS and the flaps at

speeds as follows:
l0' 140 KIAS maximum
25" 122 KIAS maximum
40o ll5 KIAS maximum

REPORT: VB-lll0
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Maintain a traffic pattern speed of r00 K rAS and a final approach speedof 90 KIAS. If the aircraft is rightry roaded, the finarupp.oå.i spe.a muy
be reduced to 79 KIAS.

When the power is reduced on close final approach, the propeller
controls should be advanced to the full forward'position to'prãvide
maximum power in the event of a go-around.

.The la.nding gear position should be checked on the downwind legand
again on final approach by checking rhe rhree green indicaroi tilnts on the
instrument panel and looking at the externar ñrror to check ttãf tn. nor.
gear is extended. Remember that rvhen the navigation ligh:s ur. ãn, the gear
position lights are dimmed and are difficurt tJsee in tte aaytime.

Flap position for randing will depend on runway length and surface
rvind. Full {laps will reduce stall speed during finalappioacñand wiil permit
contact with the runway 

_at a slower speeà. Gooà pattern management
includes a smooth, gradual redr¡ction of þower on finät upp.ou"tr, with thepower lully off before the rvheels touch the runway. Ttris gives.the gear
u'arning horn a chance to blow if the gear is not lockeã down.ïf electl.ic t=rim
is available, it can be used to assist a smooth back pressure duringflare out.

Maximum braking after touch-down is achieved by retracting the flaps,
applying back pressure to the wheel and applying préssu.e on tî. brakes.
Howe'er, unless extra braking is needed or unleii a strong crosswind or
gusty air condition exists, it is best to wait until turning off ihe runway ro
retract the flaps. This will permit full attention to be givJn to the landing and
landing roll, and will a.lso^prevent the pilot from aJcidentally reachirig for
the gear handle instead of the flap handle.

For a normal landing, approach with full flaps (40.) and partial power
until shortly before touch-down. Hold the nose up as long as pàssible before
and after contacting the ground with the main wheels. 

-

Approach with full flaps at 82 KIAS for a shorr field landing. immedi-
ately after touch-down, raise the flaps, apply back pressure to thJwheel and
apply brakes.

If a crosswind or hìgh. wind landing is necessary, approach with higher
than normal speed and with zero to 25 degrees of flapi.-Immediately ãfter
touch-down, raise the flaps. l-)uring a crosswind approach hold a craú angle
into the wind until ready to flare our for the tana-iñg. Then lower the wñrg

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 19El
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4.43 GO.AROUND

If a go-around from a normal approach with the airplane in the landing

contigurãtion becomes necessary, apply takcufl power to both engines (not

to exãeed 40 in. Hg. manifold pressure). While the pitch attitude is increased

to obrain rhe balked landing climb speed of 85 KIAS, retract the landing gear

and slowly retract the flaps, when a positive climb is established' and adjust

cowl flaps for adequate engine cooling. Airspeed should then be established

at the bèst angle of climb speed (76 KIAS) for obstacle clearance or to the

best rate of climb speed (92 KIAS), if obstacles are not a factor. Reset the

longitudinal trim as requir-ed.

4.45 AFTER LANDING

After leaving the runway, retract the flaps and open the cerwl flaps. Test

the toe brakes, a spongy pedal is often an indication that the brake fluid
needs replenishing. The alternate air control should be OFF.

that is into the wind. to eliminate the crab angle wlthout ciritling, anci use the

t.udd.. to keep the wheels aligned with the runway. Avoid prolonged side

slips with a low fuel indication.

The maximum demonstrated crosswind component for landing is l7
KTS.

4.47 SHUTDOWN

Prior to shutdown, switch the heater (if on) to the FAN position a few

minutes for cooling and then turn it OFF. All radio and electricai equipment
should be turned OFF.

Move the mixture controls to idle cut-off. Turn OFF the magneto and

battery switches and set the parking brake.

NOTE

The flaps must be placed in the "UP" position
for the flap step to support weight. Passengers
should be cautioned accordinglY.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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4.49 MOORING

The airplane can be moved on the ground with the aid of ¡he optional
nose wheel tow bar stowed aft of the fifth and sixth seats. Tie-down rofes
may be attached to tie-down rings under each wing and to the tail skid. The
ailerons and stabilator should be secured by looping the seat belt through the
control wheel and pulling it snug. The rudder need not be secured under
normal conditions, as its connection to the nose wheel holds it in position.
The flaps are locked when in the fully retracted position.

4.51 TURBULENT AIR OPERATION

In keeping with good operating practice used in all aircraft, it is recom-
mended that when turbulent air is encountered or expected, the airspeed be
reduced to maneuvering speed to reduce the structural loads caused by gusts
and to allow for inadvertent speed build-ups which may occur as a resùlt of
the turbulence or of distractions caused by the conditions. (See Subsection
2.3)

) 4.s3 FLTGHT \ryITH REAR CABrN AND CARGO DOORS REMOVED

The airplane is approved for flight with the rear cabin and cargo doors
removed. certain limitations must be observed in the operation of this
airplane in this configuration.

The maximum speed with doors removed is I29 KIAS. The minimum
single engine control speed is 67 KIAS. Smoking is not permitted and all
loose articles must be tied down and stowed. The jumper's static lines must
be kept free of pilot's controls and control surfaces. Operation is approved
for VFR non-icing flight conditions only. It is recommended that all occu-
pants wear parachutes when operating with the rear cabin and cargo doors
removed.

All climb and cruise performance will be reduced by approximately five
percent when the airplane is operated with the rear cabin and cargo doors
removed.
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D\II-INF I\JftpFpaTII/F qpFFn
¿1.3! Y SSþ ' lll ¡ fJlì I lvr!ô! v¡r!

Vssr is a speed selected by the aircraft manufacturer as a training aid for
pilot's in the hãndling of multi-engine aircraft. It is the minimum speed for
intentionally rendering onc engine inoperative in flight. This minimum

speed provides the margin the manufacturer recommends for use when

intentionally performing engine inoperative maneuvers during training in

the particular airplane.

The intentional one engine inoperative speed, Vssr, for the Seneca lll
is 85 KIAS.

4.57 Vrvrcr MINIMUM SINGLE'ENGINE CONTROL SPEED

Vuce is airspeed below which a twin-engine aircraft cannot be con-

trolled in flight with one engine operating at takeoff power and the other
engine windmilling. Vr,,lcn for the Seneca III has been determined to be 66

KIAS' under no circtrmstanccs should ûn attempt be made to flY at a speed

below this Vrurc¡ with only one engine operating. As a safety precaution,
whcn operating under single-engine ftight conditions either in training or in
emergency situations, maintain an indicated airspeed above 85 KIAS, Vss¡.

The Vrnrc¡ demonstration required for the FAA flight test for the multi-
engine rating approaches an uncontrolled flight condition with power
reduced on one engine. The demonstration should not be performed at an
altitude ofless than 3500 feet above the ground. Initiate recovery during the

demonstration by immediately reducing power on the operating engine and
promptly lowering the nose of the airplane to accelerate to Vssr.

The most critical situation occurs where the stall speed and Vvce speed

coincide. Care should be taken to avoid this flight condition, because at this
point loss of directional control occurs at the same time the airplane stalls,
^-,¡ ^.-i- ^^"1'l .-s:r!+4llu 4 ùP¡rr wvu¡u ¡!ou¡!'
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Vvcn DEMONSTRATION

(a) Landing Gear
(b) Flaps
(c) Airspeed

(d) Propeller Conrrols
(e) Throttle (Simulated lnoperative

Engine)
(Ð Throttle (Other Engine)
(g) Airspeed

UP
UP

at or above
85 KIAS (Vssr)

HIGH RPM

IDLE
MAX.ALLOWABLE

Reduce approximately
I knot per second until
either Vr'¡cn or STALL
WARNING is obtained

REPORT: VB-lilO
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CAUTIONS

Use rudder to maintain directional control
(heading) and ailerons to maintain 5" bank
toward_s the operative engine (lateral attitude).
At the first sign of either V vcn or stall warning
(which may be evidenced by an inability to
maintain heading or lateral attitude, a;ro-
dynamic stall buffet, or stall warning horn)
imrnediately initiate recovery, reduce pãwer to
idle on the operative engine, and immediately
lower the nose to regain Vssr.

One engine inoperative staüs are not recom-
mended.

under no circumstances should an attempt be made to fly at a speed
below Vucn with only one engine operating.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, 1981
REVISED: FEERUARY 25, l9t2
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The loss of altitude during a power off stall with the gear and {laps

¡etracted may be as much as 400 feet. The loss of altitude with the ge ar down

ì '".Ì:-;nd 
40o of tiaps may also be as much as 400 feet'

The stall warning system is inoperative with the battery switch OFF.

4.59 STALLS

REPORT: vB-ll10
4-38
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SECTION 5

PERFORMANCE

5.I Gf,NERAL

This section contains the required FAA performance information
applicable to this aircraft. Additional informatìon is provided for flight
planning purposes.

Performance information associated with those optional systems and
equipment which require handbook supplements is provided by Section 9
(Supplements).

5.3 INTRODUCTION - PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT PLANNING

The performance infor¡nation presented in this section is based on
measured Flight Test Data corrected to I.c.A.o. standard day conditions
and analytically expanded for the various parameters of weight, altitude,
temperature, etc.

- The performance charts are unfactored and do not make any allowance
for varying degrees of pilot proficiency or mechanical deteriorãtion of the
aircraft. This performance, however, can be dupticated by following the
stated procedures in a properly maintained airplane.

Effects of conditions not considered on the charts must be evaluated by
the pilot, such as the effect of soft or grass runway surface on takeoff anã
landing performance, or the effect of winds aloft on cruise and range
performance. Endurance can be grossly affected by improper leaniñg
procedures, and inflight fuel flow and quantity checks are recommended.

REMEMBER! To get chart performance, follow the chart procedures.

REPORT: VB-II10
5-1
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The information provided by paragraph 5.5 (Flieht Planning Example)

outlines a detailed fìight plan using the performancê charts in this section.

Each chart includes its own example to show how it is used'

WARNING

Performance information derived by extrapo-
lation beyond the limits shown on the charts
should not be used for flight planning
purposes.

REPORT: VB-l110
5-2
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5.5 FLIGHT PLANNING EXAMPLE
(a) Aircraft Loading

The first step in planning the flight is to calculate the aþlane
weight and center of gravity by utilizing the information providéd by
Section 6 (Weight and Balance) of this handbook.

The basic empty_weight for the airplane as licensed at the factory
has been entered in Figure 6-5. If any ãlterations to the airplane have
been made effecting weight and barance, reference to the aircraft
logbook and weight and Balance Record (Figure 6-7) should be made
to determine the current basic empfy weight õf tt e uirplane.

Make use of the Weight and Balance Loading Form (Figure 6_11)
and c-G. Range and weight graph (Figure 6-15) io determin-e rhe total
weight of the ai¡plane and the center of gravity position.

The landing weight cannot be determined until the weight of the
fuel to be used has been established [refer to item (gXl)].

(6) Landing Weight
(a)(5) minus (gXt), (3969lbs. minus 193.8 lbs.) 3775.2\bs.

The takeoff and landing weights are berow the maximums and the
weight and balance calculations have determined that the c.G. position
is within the approved limits.

(l) Basic Empty Weight

(2) Occupants (2 x 170 lbs.)

(3) Baggage and Cargo

(4) Fuel (6 lb./gal. x 80)

(5) TakeoffWeight

3304 lbs.

170 lbs.

l5 lbs.

480lbs.

3969 lbs.

REPORT: YB-1110
5-3
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(b) TakeoffandLanding
Apply the departure airport conditions and takeoff weight to the

appropriate Takeoff Performance and Accelerate and stop Distance

giaptrs (Figures 5-ll tlru 5-l?) to determine the lcngth of runway

necessary for the takeoff and/or the barrier distance.

The landing distance calculations are performed in the same

manner using the existing conditions at the destination airport and,

when established, the landing weight.

The conditir¡ns artrj calculations for the exarnplc flight are listed

below. The takeoff and landing distances required for the example

flight have fallen well below the available runway lengths.

(l) Pressure Altitude

(2) Temperature

(3) Wind Component

(4) Runway Length Available

(5) Runway Required
(Normal Procedure, Std. Brakes)

Takeoff

Accclcrate and StoP

Landing

1650 ft.*

3032 ft.**
2260 ft.***

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, L981

REVISED: NOVEMBER 15' 2004

Departure
Airport

2000 fr.

2l"c
9 KTS

(Headwind)

7400 ft.

Destination
Airport

3000 ft.

22"C

IO KTS
(Headwind)

9000 ft.

NOTE

The remainder of the performance charts used in
this flight plan example assume a no wind condi-

tion. The effect of winds aloft must be considcrcd

by the pilot when computing climb, cruise and

descent performance.

* reference Figure 5-15
*x reference Figure 5-11

*** reference Figure 5-75

REPORT: VB-1110
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ISSUED: JANUARY 8,1981
REVISED: NOVEMBER lS, 2004

10,000 ft.

-40c

6.5 min.*

ll.5 naut. miles*

6 gal.*

REPORT: VB-1110
5-5

(c) Climb

The desired cruise pressure altitude and conesponding cruise
outside air temperature values are the first variables to be consúered in
determining the climb components from the Fuel, Time and Distance to
Climb graph ( Figure 5-39). After the fuel, time and distance for the
cruise pressure altitude and outside air temperature values have been
established, apply the existing conditions at the departure field to the
graph (Figure 5-39). Now, subtract the values obtained from the graph
for the field of departure conditions from those for the 

"ruire 
pte-ssure

altitude.

The remaining values are the true fuel, time and distance
components for the climb segment of the flight plan corrected for
field pressure altitude and temperature.

The following values were determined from the above instructions
in the flight planning example.

(l) Cruise Pressure Altitude

(2) Cruise OAT

(3) Time to Climb (8 min. minus 1.5 min.)
(4) Distance to Climb (14 naur. miles

minus 2.5 naut. miles)

(5) Fuel to Climb (7 gal. minus I gat.)

* reference Figure 5-39
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(d) Descent

The descent data will be determined prior to the cruisc data to

provide thc descent distancc for establishing the total cruise distance'

utilizing the cruise pressure altitude and oAT, tlcterttúne the basic

fuel, time and distance for descent (Figure 5-69). These figurcs tllust be

adjusted for the field pressure altitude and temperature at the destination

airport. To find the necessary adjustment values, use the existing

pressure altitude and temperature conditions at the destination airport as

variables to find the fiel, time and distance values from the graph

(Figure 5-69). Now, subtract the values obtained from the field

conditions from the values obtained from the cruise conditions to find

the true fuel, time and distance values needed for the flight plan.

The values obtained by proper utilization of the graphs for the

descent segment of the example are shown below.

(l) Time to Descend
(J0 min. minus 3 min') 7 min'x

(2) Distance to Descend
(26 naut. miles minus

8 naut. miles) 18 naut. milesx

(3) Fuel to Descend
(3.4 gal. minus I gal.) 2.4 gal.*

x reference Figure 5-69

REPORT: VB-111.0
5-6
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(e) Cruise

using the total distance to be traveled during the flight, subtract the
previously calculated distance to climb and àistance to descend to
establish the total cruise distance. Refer to the power setting Tables
when selecting the cruise power setting. The established fressure
altitude and temperature values and the selected cruise powei shourd
now be utilized to determine the true airspeed from the-speed power
graph (Figure 5-53).

calculate the cruise fuel for the cruise power setting from the
information provided on Figures 5-43 thru 5-5i.

The cruise time is found by dividing the cruise distance by the
cruise speed and the cruise fuel is found by multiplying the cruisË fuel
flow by the cruise time.

The cruise calculations estabrished for the cruise segment of the
flight planning example are as follows:

(l) Total Distance

(2) Cruise Distance
(e)(l) minus (c)(4) minus (d)(2),
(394 naut. miles minus l l.5 naut.
miles minus l8 naut. miles)

(3) Cruise Power - Economy

(4) Cruise Speed

(5) Cruise Fuel Consumption

(6) Cruise Time
(e)(2) divided by (e)(4), (364 naut.
miles divided by 152 KTS)

(7) Cruise Fuel
(e)(5) multiplied by (e)(6), (10.0
GPH multiplied by 2.39 hrs.)

* reference Figure 5-53** reference Figures 5-43 thru 5-51

ISSUED: JAI\UARY 8, 1981
REVISED: NOVEMBER tS, 2004

394 miles

364 naut. miles

25OO RPM

152 KTS TAS*

10.0 GPH**

2.39 hrs.

23.9 gal.

REPORn VB-1110
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(Ð Total FlightTime
The total flight time is determined by adding the time to climb, the

time t0 descend and the cruise timc. Rcmember! The time values taken

from thc climb and descent graphs are in minutes and mtlst he

convefed to hours before adding them to the cruise time.

The following flight time is requiretl fur tlte flight planning

example.

(l) Total Flight Time
(cX3) plus (dXl) Plus (eX6)'
(0.1I hrs. plus 0.12 hrs. plus 2.39 hrs.) 2.62 tul

(g) Total Fuel Required
Determine the total fuel required by adding the fuel to climb, the

fuel to descend and the cruise fuel' When the total fuel (in gallons) is

determined, multiply this value by 6lb' / gal. to determine the total fuel

weight used for the flight.

The total fuel calculations for the example flight plan a¡e shown

below.

REPORT: VB-1,110
5-8

(1) Total Fuel Required
(cX5) plus (dX3) plus (eX7),

(6 gal. plus 2.4 gal. plus 23.9 gal.)

(32.3 gal. multiplied by 6 lb./gal.)
32.3 gal.

l93.8lbs.

ISSLIED: JANUARY 8' 1981

REVISED: NOVEMBER 15' 2004
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STALL SPEED VS. ANGLE OF BANK
Figure 5-7
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TAKEOFF DISTANCE - FEET
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RATE OF CLIMB - FPM
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powER sETTlhlG TABLE (l.S.A. - tSo c¡
T.C.trt. T510-360K SERIES

PA-34-2207

NOIE: For temperatures colder than ISA-15" C reduce M.P. given ¡n this table by 0.3" for eâch 50 C

EGT 15250 F

14.8 15.0

Ð(AMPLE:
Cruise Alt¡lude:
Cruise Power:
Engine Speed:

r 0000 fl.
Economy
2500 rpm

fi4ifure Setling: 25o F rich of peak EGT

ÀôanifoldPress.: 24.2lnHg
lrpprox Fu:l Flow: 10 GPH

Max¡mum Cruise Po$/er

2500 2600

33.3

32.9
32.s
32.2

31.8
31.5

31.1
30.7

32.2
31.8
31.5
31.'1

30.8
30.5
30.5
30.5
30.5
30.5

Recommended Cruise Power

2400 2500 260)

32,6
32.4
32.O

3'1.6

31.2
30.8
30.5

31.6

31.3
30.9
30.6
30.2
29.9
29.5
29.2
28.8

30.9
30.5
30.0
29.6
29.1

28.9
28.6
24.4
24.2
27.9
27.7

25"F Rlch of Peak EGT

EGT 1650O F Mâx,

13.1 13.4 13.5

Economv Cruise Powet

2400 2500 2æ0

28.0
27.3
26.7
26.1

25.5
24.9
24.2
24.O
23.8
23.6

27.2i

26.€i

26.(t

25.4.

24.8i

24.2:.

23.Êi

23.4.

23.2:.

23.C|

22.ei

26.3
2s.8
25.2

2¿.7

2¿.2

23.7
23.1

22.5
2ì.7
22.5
22.3
22.1

21.9
21.8

9.9 10.t1 1ç,1.2

outs¡de
A¡rTemp.

oF r
32.0
24.9
17.7
10,6
3.5
-3.7

-10.8
-17.9
-25.1

-32.2
-39.3
-46.5
,53.5

-57.2

0.0
4.0
-7.9

-1 1.9
-15.8
-19.E

-23.E
-27.7
-31.7

-35.7
-39.6
-43.6
47.5
49.5

Mixlure

Approx. Fuel Flow per Engine GPH

Press
Att.

Feet

s.L.
2000
4000
8000
8000
10000
12000

14000
16000
1 8000
20000
22000
24000
2s000



POWER SETTTNG TABLE (t.S.A.)
T.C.M. TSIO.36OK SERIES

PA-34-2207

M¡xture Setting: 25o F rich of peak ÊGT
Manifold Press.: 25.1 ln Hg
Appfox Fuel Flow: l0 GPH

an<c:
ãE
tl]w

2>
^z<Ë

=zbd ^: FÉ

t4r -- o,ÞË {l-¡ OO lil¡'¡ ü
ìi ct)Ë rEFÉ

= l-lCóZ
?otF

lË
r{
Ef

,i
ct)

10000 ñ.
Economy
2500 rpm

EXAMPLE:
Cruíse Altitude:
Cruise Powerì
Engine Speed:

F
FJ
FÚ

F
Fì

<
ÈË
a(,'li

(rê

Max¡mum Cruise Power
2500 2600

34.2
33.9
33.6
33.3
33.0
32.7
32.4
32.'l

33.2
32.9
32.6
32.3
31.9
31.8
31.8
3'.t.7

s1.7
31.6

EGT 1525. F

14.8 15.0

Regommended Cruise power

2400 2500 2600

33.8
33.4
33.1

32.7
32.4
32.O

31.7

32.7
32.3
32.O

?1.7
31.3
31.0
30.7
30.4
30.0

31.8
31.4
31.0
30.6
30.2
30.0
29.8
29.6
29.4
29.2
29.0

250 F Rich of Peak EGT
Þo¡t EGT 16500 F Max.

13.1 13.4 13,5

Economy Cruise power

2400 2500 2600

28.9
28.3
27.6
27.0
26.4
25.8
25.2
25.0
24.8
24.6

28.0
27.4
26.8
26.3
25.7
25.'l
24.5
24.3
24.1

23.9
23.7

27.2
26.6
26.1
25.s
25.O

24.4
23.9
23.7
23.5
23.3
23.1
22.9
22.7
22.6

9.9 10.0 102

Oulside
A¡r Temp.

T oc

59.0
5f .9
44.7
37.6
30.5
23.3
16.2
9.1

1.9
-5.2

-12.3
-19.5
-26.6
-30.2

15.0
11 .0
7.1

3.1
-0.E
-4.8
-6.8

-12.7
-16.7
-20.7
-24.õ
-28.6
-32.5

Mixture

Approx. Fuel Flow per Engine GpH

Press
Alt.

s.L.
2000
4000
6000
8000
't0000
12000
14000
16000
1 8000
20000
?2.ooo
24000

Fg

FÚ

l!
w

c)ñ
raJ

Fl
l)
Fto
F
Fl

z

U)

z
lIJô
Þ

lfI
F|:'o2
Ðt3rà ¡J
ÞFl20Òz
Þl ur
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POWER SETTING TABLE (l.s.A. + 10o c)
T.C.M. TSIO-360K SERIES

PA-34-2ã)T

?Ft, tti.ÞE
oã
Fli
tË
åEE

{
FI
F
U)
Itj
Fl
Jrr;¡ñ'z

EO(DÈ
!¡Þã àtËt'l -E

gøã
Õ7 >;Êriv 

^L].. Y
{gi À
trl Þzz
tË t-ãP
ìÅ F.

J¡ 9O

e\oeæ

¡É

ts
E

Þ
F

EÊò>a rtl
$Fl
EO
äE
3F
õB
Åz

M¡)dure Setiing: 25o F r¡ch of peâk EGT

Mãrn¡fold Pr¿ss.: 25.7 ln Hg

Approx Fuel Flow: 1 0 GPH

't0000 ft.
Economy
2500 rpm

EXAMPLE:
Cruise Altitude:
Cruise Power:
Engine Speed:

Meximum Cruise Power

2500 2600

34.9
34.6
34.4
34.1
33.8
33.6
33.3

33.8
33.6
33.3
33.1
32.8
32.6
32.6
32.6
32.5

Ecr 1525'F

14.8 15.0

Power

2500 2500

29.5
28.9
28.3
27.7
27.1
26.5
25.8
25.6
25.4

28.6
2E.O

27.5
26.9
26.3
25.7
25.1
24.9
24.7
24.s
24.3

27.8
27.2
26.7
26.1
25.5
25.O
24,4
24.2
24.C
23,8
23.e
23.4

34.4
34.1

33.8
33.5
33.2
32.9

33.4
33.1

32.8
32.4
32.1
31.8
31.5
31.2

32.5
32.1

31.7
31.3
31.0
30.8
30.7
30.6
30.5
30.3

25o F Ri:h of Peak EGT

Peak F

9.9 't 0.0 10-2 13.1 13.4 13.5

oF oc

T7.O

69.9
62.7
55.6
48.5
41.3
34.2
27.1
19.9
12.8
5.7
-1.5

25.O

21.O

17.1

13.1

9.2
5.2
1.2
-2.7
6.7
-10.7
-14.6
-18.6

M¡Éure

Approx. Fuel Flolv Per Engine GPH

Press
Alt.
Feet

s.L.
2000
4000
6000
800û
10000
12000
14000
16000
18000
20000
22000
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POWER SETTTNG TABLE (t.S.A. + 20o C)
T.C.M. TS|O-360K SERTES

PA-34-2207

{
E1
F
v)l!
Þi

orËñ'z
(D,¡
!^F
À, rÉ\OF

FI
I

cn
Þ
+
t\¡

oo

EXAMPLE:
Cruise Altilude:
Cruise Power:
Engine Speed:

10000 fÎ.
Economy
2500 rpm

Mixture Setting: 25o F rich of peak EGT
Mân¡foH Press.: 26.4 ln Hg
Approx Fuel Flow: l0 GPH

Max¡mum cruise Power
2500 2600

35.6
35.3
35.1
34.9
34.7
34.5
34.3

u.2
34.1

34.0
33.9
33"7
33.6
33.5
33.4
33.3

EGT 1525. F

14.E 15.0

Recommended Cruise Power
2400 2500 2600

35.1
34.9
34.6
34.3
34.1
33.8

34.1

33.E
33.5
33.3
33.0
32.7
32.4
32.1

32.9
32.7
32.5
32.3
32.0
31.8
31.6
31.4
31.2
30.9

<--- 25õ F Rich of peak EGT - . .- ,- È
Peek EGT 1650o F Max.

't3.1 13.4 13.5

Economy Cruise Power
2400 2500 2600

30.2
29.6
29.0
28.4
27.8
27.1
26.5
26.3
26.1

29.3
28.7
28.1
27.s
27.0
26.4
25.8
25.6
25.4
25.2

28.4
27.8
27.3
26.7
26.2
25.6
25.O

24.8
24.6
24.4
24.2

9.9 10.0 10.2

Ouls¡de
Air Temo.

oF oc

95.0
E7.9
80.7
73.6
66.5
59.3
52.2
45.1
37.9
30.8
23.7

35.0
31.0
27.1
23.1
19.2
'15.2

11.2
7.3
3.3
-o.7
-4_6

Mixlure

Approx. Fuel Flow per Ëngine GPH

PÍess
Atr.

Feel

S.L.
2000
4000
6000
8000
't0000

12000
14000
16000
I 8000
20000

FÚ

ÈE

l!
Þ
Fo
F
Þ
ã1

'-loo7

F
Þ
Fl

z

u)
r¡z
E1o

rg
E
Frrl
(a u)

EåÈi>É20Õz
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POWER SETTING TABLE (l.s.A. + 30o c)
T.C.M, TSIO-360K SERIES

PA-34220f

Mixture Sdting: 25o F rich of Peak EGT

M¿nifold Press.: 27.'l ln Hg

A¡rprox Fuel Flow: 10 GPH

10000 fl.
Economy
2500 rpm

E)GMPLE:
Cruise Altilude
Crulse Power:
Engine Speed:

Meximum Cruise Power

2500 2600

36.'l
36.0
35.8
35.7
35,6
35.4

34.9
34.8
34.7
34.6
34.5
u.4
34.3
34.2

EGT 1525" F

14.E 15.0

Recommended Cruise Powgr

2400 2500 2600

35.8
35.6
35.4
35.2
34.9

34.9
34.6
34.3
34.1

33.8
33.5
33.3

33.6
33.¡l
33.2
33.t
32.9
32;l
32.5
32.3
32.2

- 250 F Rich cf Peak EGT

Peak EGT 16ó00 F

13.1 13.4 ',13.5

Economv Cruise Power

2400 2500 26æ

30.9
30.3
29.7
29.1
28.5
27.9
27.3
27.1

29.9
29.5
28.8
28.2
27.4
27.1
26.5
26.3
26.1

25.9

29.)
28.4
n.J
27.3
26.8
26.2
25.7
25.5
25.3
25.1

24.9

9.9 10.0 10.2

outside
Air Temp.

OF tc

113.0
105.9
98.7
91.6
84.5
77.3
70.2
6S.1
55.9
48.8
41.7

45.0
41.0
37.1
33.1
29.2
2s.2
21.2
17.3
'13.3

9.3
5.4

Mixlure

Approx. Fuel Flow per Engine GPH

Pr€ss
Alt.
Feet

s.L.
2000
4000
6000
8000

10000
12000
14000
16000
1 8000
20000
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EXAMPLE:

Cruise Press At.: to(xÏt ff.

CnlseCìAT: -4'C
ÎßE Arsp€ed: 152l(floß

PA-34-2207
SPEED . ECONOMY CRUISE POWER

U)
talo
r.l
oz
Ur

F
E¡E
o
F
H

EÉ
Iuìl(, r¡\¡C

24,000

22,000

20,000

18,000

16,000

14,000

12,000

10,000

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

s.L.

-30'c -zcPc
-10'c
0'

n'

OAT

T+rlf+

-i-r-+:
-i--i*l-F*r

l{dq lf 3Hded propdþrs are
irstdled, stract4KfAs
lf3bldedpçdersrxl
feèice@<ageae
irstdled, suHrad6KIAS

/-._-r:

4450 Lb. Mid Cruise Weight
Flaps and Gear Up
Cowl Flaps Closed
Mixture Leaned to 25' F Rich of peak

Peak EGT 1650" F Max.

/-

-¡ r¡ ----.1-.;_{{--_+

- 
ttT-f'

l*lL

130 135 140 145 150 1s5 160 165 170 175

KTAS
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EXAMPLÉ:

Gu¡se PressAt.: 10000 ñ.

C¡uise oAT: 4'C
True 172 l$o{s

145 150 155 160 165

PA-34-2207
E

180 185 19Cl 195 200

?Fl,tÐæE
o
FË
<

a

tË
E
F
E
F

ruô>FåÞèEl
lr Fl

3ö
i;8,
EÀ
aáô5>'Fi
-Oáz

E

2ã
l2 u)

zg
{q
ErÞ?z
Ëe
ze
Jr¡ -æt\)Ée\ocæ

22000

20000

18000

16000

14000

12000

10000

8000

6000

4000

2000

s.L.

t--
[rJ
ul
lJ-

I

tuof
t--
t-J
tll
É.f
U)
ct)
ulú
fL

U)
FÉ

FJ
tã

¡

F
Eo
o?

úd
dË'È,v(Díl
ïE

C)
F
CN

ItJ

{l!
F

170 175

<TAS

f"r -30'c-.
-N
-10'c
0'

20'c

45'
il'

oAr

Note: lf 3 bladed ProPellers are

installed, subtract 4 KTAS

lf 3 bladed Propellers and

the de-ice Package are

installed, subÛact 6 KTAS

ffi

+H-.-r-l-+-r"l+#

4450 Lb. Mid Cruise Weight
Flaps and Gear Up

Cowl Flaps Closed

Mifure Leaned to 25' F Rich of Peak

Peak EGT1650'F Max.

f

+-
llllìl+-

4-

{

+.

(

-"1ffi

ll
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PA-34-2207
SPEED - MAXIMUM CRUISE POWER

EXAMPLE:
CruiseFr€ssAl.: 10OOOft.

Cruise OAT: 4"C
Tn e Arspeed: 177 ltþts

20,000

18,000

16,000

2,000

s.L.
175

KTAS

OAT

Note; lf 3 bladed propellers are
installed subtract 4 KTAS
lf 3 bladed propellers and
the de-ice package are
installed subtract 6 KTAS

4450 Lb. Mid Cruise Weight
Flaps and Gear Up
CowlFlaps Closed

Mixture Leaned to 152So F EGT

150 155 .160 165 170 180 185 190 195 200
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.34.220T, SENECA III

SECTION 5
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STANDARD TEMPERATURE RANGE.93 GALLONS USABLE
Figure 5-59
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STANDARD TEMPERATURE RANCiE (WITH RESERVES) - 123 GALLONS USABLE
æIQçUEoCWþM: -Tddf t¿lË!Ìlr 47$L.b,

h: i¡CÞd9l{¡S
NOTÊ'
(1) Rangc ncludes cllmb and

descenl dÉlancê6

(21 Rangelnseaæ3 aPPtox

6 n.m. lor oach 10' C ãbwe

std. lemp

EXÂi'PLE:

Cnilsé Atittde: 10,000 Ft
hÈt r.m FPi¡sú l 5 ¡4as Po¡ßc ECOrOmy Cnise
tr,ld h
r¡r*c* tP Range: 756 n.m.
h¡ng:

SEE POTI ER f¡gE

26,000

24,000

22,OOO

20,000

18,000

16,000

14,000

12,000

10,000

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

0
540 560 580 600 620 640 660 680 700 720 740 760 780 800

lf 3 bladed propellers and

the de-¡ce package âre

installed subract range

in braces { }

5nm

lf 3 bladed propelers a'e
¡nslalled subtEct range

ln parenlhesisi ( )

14 nm

RANGE - NAUTICAL MILES (WITH 45 MlN. RESERVE AT 55% POWER)
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STANDARD TEMPE
assÁtEo@Íwoñt.

f¡lcdflr¡t¡dt {?5ob. NOTÊ:

l1) Range ¡ncludeÈ ct¡mb and
descenl distãnces

(2) Ronge lncrèôses ¡pprox.
6 n.d, for eãch 10'C above
sld. temp and decreãses
6 n.m lo. eåch 10'C bclr
sld. temp

RATURE RANGE (W|THOUT RESERVES) - 123 GALLONS USABLE

Orùi
ÞÉd.

RædGq
Cdn*i

l¿trPrd9þÁS
t(mFpi,td t45ütÁs
l&¡
t¡,
AOG;D
SEE R}/ITN I¡A.E

FIÄM9I F'

Cruise Al¡tude: 1(n0 Ft
Po,!fi EconomyCruise
Rdge: 871 n.m

26,000

24,OOA

22,000

20,000

18,000

16,000

14,000

12,O00

10,000

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

S.L.
640 660 680 700 720 740 760 780 800 820 840 860 880 900 920 940

RANGE - NAUTTCAL MTLES (WITH NO RESERVE)

lf 3 bladed propelfers and
the de-ice package are
installed subract range

in braces { }

6nm

lf 3 bladed propellers are
¡nstalled subtract range
in parenthesis ( )
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ENDURANCE . 123 GALLONS USABLE
Flaps and Gerri UPTakeof Weighti 4750 LB

Climb'
De3cenl:

26,000

24,000

22,000

20,000

18,000

16,000

14,000

12,000

10,000

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

s.L.

Cruise PÍ6s An.:

End!Þôco
wìlh resery6:
wilhoul r*cñes:

t0,000 h

Economy Cru¡s€

5 hrs
57hrs

45
ENDURANCE - HRS.
WITH NO RESERVE

MCP AND 92 KIAS Cowl Étspsr CLOSED
1000 FPM AND Mtxlurê: SEÉ POWFR TAaLE
I45 K¡As

3456
ENDURANCE - HRS.

WITH 45 MIN. RESERVE AT 55% POWER
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SECTION 5

PERFORMANCE
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORÄTION
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Figure 5-71
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.34-220T, SENECA III SECTION 6

WEIGHT AND BALANCE

SECTION 6

WEIGHT AND BALANCE

ln order to achieve the performance and flying characteristics which are
designed into the airplane, it must be flown with-the weight and center of
qr.ayitV !C.C.l position within t!9.appro^ved operaring ånge lenvetope¡.Although rhe airplane offers flexibiliiy of loading it cinnotie ho*n ,uit't
the maximum number of adult passengers, fulr Iuer tunt, uná maximum
baggage. with the flexibility comeJ responsibility. The pilot must
insure rhat the airplane is roaded within the loading envelop'e belbre a
takeoff.

Misloading carries consequences for any aircraft. An overloaded air-', planc will not take off, clir¡rl¡ t¡r cruise as welias a properly loaded one. The' heavier the airplane is loaded, the less climb perf'or*uni. it *iu t au..

^ ^center of gravity is a determining factor in flight characteristics. If thec.G. is too far forward in any airplane. it may 6e difficult ro rotate for
takeoff or landing. If the c.G. is too far aft, the airplane may rorare
prematurely on takeoff or.tend to pitch up during climb. Longitudinal
stability will be reduced. This can lead to inadverteni stalls and evãn spins;
and spin recovery becomes more difficult as the center of gravity moves aft of
the approved limit.

A properly loaded airplane, however, will perform as intended. Before
the airplane is licensed, it is weighed, and a bas.ic em_pty weight una õ.c. Ilocation 

-is 
computed (basic-empty weight consists of ttt. rtu-n¿ard empty '

weight of the airplane. plus.the .optional equipment). using the basic empty
weight and C.G. location, the pilot can easily determine the-weight and c.G.
position for the loaded airplane by computing the total weight ãnd moment
and then determining whether they are within the approvãd envelope.

6.I GENERAL

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l
REVISED: AUGUST 9,1982

REPORT: VB-tll0
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SECTION 6

WEIGHT AND BALANCE
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

PA-34.220T, SENECA III

The basic empty rveight and C.G. location are recorded in the Weight

¿rnd Balance Data Form (Figure 6-5) and the Weight and Balance Record
(Figure 6-7). The current values should ahvays be used. Whe¡lever nerv

equ-ipment is added or an)¡ modification work is done' the mechanic

respônsible 1'or the work is required to compute a ne$,basic emPty weight

un¿ C.C. position and to write these in the Aircraft Log Book and the

Weight anð Bul"nce Record. The orvner should make sure that it is done.

A rveight and balance calculation is necessary in determining how much

fuel or baggage can be boarded so as to keep the C.G. within allorvable

limits. Check calct¡lations prior to adding lucl tu irtsuic agairtst illlploper
loading.

The follorving pages are forms used in weighing an airplane in
production and in computing basic empty u'eight, C.G. position, and useful

ioad. Note that the useful load includes usable fuel, baggage. cargo and
passengers. Following this is the method for computing takeoff rveight and
L-.G.

f. 2 
^ 

r!) pt 
^ 

ñ-Ë \tu t' ¡ l;t{ ¡ N {; PR OI F.!-.¡I ;R-ES
UIJ ñ¡¡\À

At the time of'licensing, Piper Aircraft Corporation provides each air-
plane rvith the basic empty weight and center of gravi:¡ location. This data
is supplied b1' Figure 6-5.

The removal or addition of equipment or airplane modifications can

affect the basic cmptl' wcight and center ol gravity. The follorving is a

rveighing procedure to determine this basic empt\r rveight and center of
gravity location:

(a) Preparation

( l) Be certain that all items checked in the airplane equipment list
are installcd in thc proper location in the airplane.

(2) Remove excessive dirt. grease. moisture. loreign items such as

rags and tools from the airplane belore *eighing.

1-j) Defuel airplane. Then open all fuel drains until all remaining
fuel is drained. Operate each engine until all undrainable luel is
used and engine stops. Thc'n add the unusable fuel (5.0 gallons
total. 2.5 gallons each uing).

REPORT: VB-lll0
6-2

ISSLIED: JANUAR\' 8. l98l
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.3+220T, SENECA III

SECTION 6
WEIGHT AND BALANCE

(4) Fill with oit to fult capacity.

(5) Place pilot and copirot seats in fourth (4th) notch, aft of
forward position. put flaps in the fulry rerracted position and
all control surfaces in the neutrar position. Tow bãr should bein the proper location and all entrance and baggage doors
closed.

(6) weigh the.airplane inside a closed building to prevent errors in
scale readings due to wind.

(b) Leveling

(l) lvith airplane on scares, block main gear oleo pistons in the
fully extended position.

(2) Level airplane (refer to Figure ó-3) deflating nose wheel tire. to
center bubble on level.

(c) Weighing - Airplane Basic Empty Weight

(l) with the airpalne lever and the brakes released, record thc
weight shown on each scale. Deduct the tare, if any, from each
reading.

Scale Position and Symbol

Nose Wheel

Right Main Wheel

Left Main Wheel

Basic Empty Weight, as Weighed

Net
Weight

REPORT: VB-lll0
6-3

WEIGHING FORM
Figure ó- t

Scale
Reading Tare

(N)

(R)

(L)

(r)

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, lgtl



SECTION 6

WEIGHT AND BALANCE
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

PA-34-220T, SENECA III

(d) Basic Empty Weight Center of Gravity

(l) The following geometry applies to the PA-34-220T airplane
when it is lcvcl. Refer to Leveling paragraph ó'3 (b)'

C. G. ARM
'18.4 Level Points

(Fuselage Left Side
w Window)

R+L

B

N

A = 25.3
B = 109.8

*The datum is 78.4 inches ahead of the
wing leading edge at the inboard edge of
the inboard fuel tank.

LEVELING DIAGRAM
Figure 6-3

(2) The basic empty weight center of gravity (as weighed including
optional equipment, full oil and unusable fuel) can be deter-
mined hy the following formula:

C.G. Arm = N (A) + R+L B inches

Where:J=|r{+ft+l

REPORT: VB-lll0
6-4
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
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SECTION ó
WEIGHT AND BALANCE

6.5 1VEIGHT AND BALANCE DATA AND RECORD

.. Tl:. Basic Empty weight. cenrer of Gravity Location and userur Load
listed in Figurc' 6-5 are for the airplane as delivåred from the iu.tory. rn"r.
f igures appl¡'only ro rhe specifii airprane seriar nunrb.. unJ r.girtrution
¡rt¡nrber shorv¡r.

. The basic e''rpty rveighf of the airplane as deli'ered from the factory has
been enrered in the weight and Bala.ce Record (Figure ó-7). This form ispro'ided to present the curre nt status of the airplane t,.ic empty weight und
a completc history of previous modificationr. Any cha'ge ìo tn. perma-
nentlf installed equipment or modification which aiL.t, w-eight or moment
must be cntered in the Weight and Balance Record.

REPORT: VB-lll0
6-5
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WEIGHT AND BALANCE
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

PA-34.220T. SENECA III

MODEL PA-34-220I' SENECA III

Airplane Serial Number 34 -8133010

Rcgistration Nunrber NB32 9R

1-31-81
JArfÜ1

AIKI'LANt bASIL EMT I I \AE.IUrl I

Itenl

C.C. ArnJ
Weight x (lncl.res Aft = Moment
(Lbs.) ol Datun) (ln-Lbs.)

Standard Emptv Weight*
Actual

ffixr$ffiëa( 2856.0 85.8 24sA56

Optìonal Ec¡uipment 368.0 110.2 40s44

l. 3zz4 .o 88.6 28s6ooBasic Lmpt¡' Weight

*The standard em

unusa

AI RPLANE TJSEFIJ L L-OAD

, itt'

wel t-includes {ull oil ¿lnd 5.0 sof

i'l i :;11 '. ' r ', :'

_ NORMAL CATEGORY OPERATION
'i , Ì

(Ramp Weight)* - (Basic,Ernpty Wei'ght¡ =' Lisellul [,o'à'd' '

(477J rbs.) - 13224.0 'rur.li'= 1549.0' lbr. 3- tg-!+

THIS BASIC EMPTY WEICHT. C.G. AND LJSEF'L]I- LOAD ARE
FOR THE AIRPLANI AS DELIVERED FRON{ 1'HE FACTORY.
REFER -IO IHE APPROPRIATE AIRCRAFI RECORD WHEN
ALTERATIONS HAvE BEEN MADE.

*lncludes fuel allorvances for start-up. taxi and run-up 12-1 lbs.)

\ryEIGHT AND BIiLANCE DATA FORM
Figure ó-5

REPORT: VB-l110
6-6,
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.34-220T, SENECA III

SECTION 6
WEIGHT AND BALANCE

The Basic Empty weighr. cenrer of Gravity Location and useful Load
listed in Figure 6-5 are lor the airplane as delivered from the factory. These
ñgures apply only to the specific airplane serial number and regístration
number shown.

The basic empty weight of the airplane as delivered from the factory has
been entered in the weight and Balance Record (Figure 6-7). This foim is
provided to preseît the current status olthe airplane basic empty weight and
a complete history of previous modifications. Any change to the perma-
nently installed equipment or modification which aflfects *.ight or monlent
must be enrered in the Weight and Balance Record.

ó.5 WEIGHT AND BALANCE DATA AND RECORD

REPORT: VB-lll0
6-5

ISSUED: JANUARY E, lg8l
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
P4.34-220T, SENECA III

MODEL PA.34.220T SENECA III

Airplane Seriai Number l4-B 1 3loL o

Registr-ation Number NB329R

o". llARt81984

AIRPLANE BASIC EMPTY WEIGHT
'1

Actual
Standard Empty Weight* Gðñfftltæe 2856

Item

*The standard emPtY
unusable fuel.

AIRPLANE USEFU

| 1nu*p weight)*

(a773 lbs.)-( 3

REPORT: VB-I110
6-ói{

C.G. Arm
Weight x (lnches Aft = Moment
(Lbs.) of Datum) (ln-Lbs.)

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 1981
REVISED: FEBRUARY 25, t982

{

?rJ47B0

Optional EquiPment 373
Basic Empty Weight ,as welghed )2?.9 I

weight includes futl oil and 5.0 gallons of

LLOAD-N AL CATEGORY OPERATION

ptY Weight) = Useful Load

lbs.) = LJI+I1 lbs.

THIS BASIC EMPTY WEIGHT, C.G. AND USEFUL LOAD ARE
FOR TIIE AIRPLANE AS LICENSED AT THE FACTORY. REFER
-IO THE APPROPRIATE AIRCRAFT RECORD WHEN ALTER-
ATIONS HAVE BEEN MADE.

**lncludes fuel allowances for start-up, taxi and run-up (23 lbs')

IVEIGHT AND BALANCE DATA FORM
Figure 6-5

t'-(



PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

SECTION 6
WEIGHT AND BALANCE

6.5 WEIGHT AND BALANCE DATA AND RECORD

.. Tl. Basic Empty weight, center of Gravity Locarion and useful Load Ilisted in Figure ó-5 are for the-airplane as licênsed at ttre factoiy. These
figures apply only ro the specific airprane seriar number and ,.lirtr"tion
number shown.

The basic empty weight of the airplane as ricensed at the factorv has I
been entered in the weighr and Barance Record (Figure 6-7). This fo;;l; '
provided to present the current status of the airplane Èasic emity weigt t ana
a complete history of previous modifications. Any change ìo tne perma-
nently installed equipment or modification which aifects w-eight or moment
must be entered in the Weight and Balance Record.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, lgtl
REVISED: AUGUST 9,1982

REPORT: VB-lll0
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.34-220T, SENECA III

MODEL PA-34-22AT SENECA III

Airplane Serial Number
34-8133010

NB329R
Registration *"Tùï 'rfigffi
Date

AI RPLANE BASIC EMPTY'Vi'ËTGHT

Item

C.G. Arm
Weight x (lnches Aft = Moment
(Lbs.) of Datum) (ln-Lbs.)

ISSUED: JANUARY I, l98l
REYISED: FEBRUARY 25, 1982

Standard EmptY Weight*
Actual

ûorryxæ&x 2856

Optional Equipment 389

Basic Empty Weight 287 17 5

*The standard empty weight includes full pdtity and 5.0 gallons of
unusable fuel.

AIRPLANE USEFUL LOAD - RMAL CATEGORY OPERATION

(Ramp Weight)** - Empty Weight) = Useful Load

(4773 lbs.) - ( 45 lbs.) = I52B lbs,

THIS BASIC EMPTY WEIGHT, C.G. AND USEFUL LOAD ARE
FOR THE AIRPLANE AS LICENSED AI THE FACTORY. REFER
TO THE APPROPRIATE AIRCRAFT RECORD WHEN ALTER-
ATIONS HAVE BEEN MADE.

**lncludes fuel allowances for start-up, taxi and run-up (23 lbs.)

\ilEIGHT AND BALANCE DATA FORM
Figure 6-5

REPORT: VB-lll0
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SDCTION 6
WEIGHT AND DALANCE

PII'ER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
P 

^-34-220T, 
SENECA III,

MODEL PA-34-220T SENECA III
n ' ¡!

a

Airplanc Scrial Nunbcr 34-8133010

l(cgistrat ion N uql.bqr,
NB329R

Datc Jul- 2l

A¡ IIPLANE B'ASIC EM PTY,VMTG HT

Itcn¡

C.C. Arm
Wcight x (lnchcs Aft = Monrcnt
(Lbs.) o[ Datum) (ln-Lbs.)

Actual
Standard Empty Wcight+ 2856
Optional Equipmcnt 419.1
Basic lìmpty,Wcight 3275.L 89.44 292935.9.

,Ì
*Thc sta¡rdird cnrpty rvcight incluclcs full oil caþir=city and 5.0 gallons of
unus¡blc fucl.

AI¡(PLANE USEI:UL LOAD - NOIìMAL CATECOI(Y OI)E¡ìATION

(l{amp Wciglrt)*t - (Basic Enrpty Wcigltt) = Uscful Load

(4773 lbs.) - ( 3275. 1 lbs.) åf ¿92.9 lbs:'

THIS I}ASIC EMPl'Y WEIGI.IT, C.C. AND USEFUL LOAD ARI:
FOR THE AIIìI'LANE AS LICINSED A'T TIIE FACTOII.Y. IIEFEIì.
TO 'THE AI'PI(OIJTTIA'I'E AIRCRAFT RECORD WI.IEN AL'I-EI(-
AI.IONS I.IAVE I]EEN MADE. tt

, ,,'
**lncludcs fucl allowanccs for start-up, taxi and run-up (23 lbs.)

WEIGI.IT AND I}ALANCII DATA FOIIM
Figurc 6-5

'ISSUED: JANUARY I, lgEl
REVISDD: FEBRUARY 25, 1982

REP0RT: VB-lll0
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-34.220T, SENECA III

SECTION ó
WEIGHT AND BALANCE

ó,7 GENERAL LOADING RECOMMENDATIONS

The following general loading recommendation is intended only as a
guide. The charts, graphs, instructions and plorter should be checked to
assure the airplane is rvithin the allowable weight vs. center of gravity
envelope.

(a) Pilot Only
Load rear baggage compartment to capacity first. Without aft
baggage, fuel load may be limited by forward envelope for some
combinations of optional equipment.

(b) 2 Occupants - Pilot and Passenger in Fronr
Load rear baggage compartment to capacity first. Without aft
baggage, fuel load may be limited by forward envelope for some
combinations of optional equipment.

(c) 3 Occupants - 2 in front. I in middte
Load rear baggage compartment to capacity first. Baggage in nose
may be limited by lbrward envelope. Without aft baggage, fuel may
be limited by forward envelope for some combinations of optional
equipment.

(d) 4 Occupants - 2 in front, 2 in middle
Load rear baggage compartment to capacity first. Baggage in nose
may be limited by forward envelope. Without aft baggage, fuel may
be limited by forward envelope for some combinations of optional
equipment.

(e) 5 Occupants - 2 in front, 2 in middle, I in rear
lnvestigation is required to determine optimum location for
baggage.

(f) 5 Occupants - I in front, 2 in middle, 2 in rear
Load forward baggage to capacity first. Rear baggage and/or fuel
load may be limited by aft envelope.

(g) 6 Occupants - 2 in front, 2 in middle, 2 in rear
With six occupants fuel and/ or baggage may be limited by envelope
load forward baggage compartment to capacity first.

ISSUED: JANUARY I, l9tl
REVISED: FEBRUARY 25, 1982

REPORT: VB-lll0
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SECTION 6

WEIGHT AND BALANCE
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

P4.34-220T, SENECA III

(h) 7 Occupants - 2 in front, 3 in middle' 2 in rear
With seven occupants fuel andlor baggage may be limited by

enveloPe.

For all airplane configurations, it is the responsibility of the pilot in
command to make sure that the airplane always remains within the

allowable rveight vs. center of gravitv envelope while in flight.

ó.9 WEIGHT AND BALANCE DETERMINATION FOR FLIGHT

(a) Add the weight of all items to be loaded to the basic empty weight.

(b) Use the Loading Graph (Figure 6-13) to determine the moment of
all items to be carried in the airpìane.

(c) Add the moment of all items to be loaded to the basic empty weight
moment.

(d) Divide the total momenl by the total rveight to determine the C.G.
lçrÈàtiùn.

(e) By using the figures of item (a) and item (d) (above), locate a poinr
on the C.G. range and weight graph (Figure 6-15). If the point falls
within the C.G. envelope. the loading meets the weight and balance

requirements.

NOTES

Actual fuel allowance for start-up, taxi and
run-up (23 lbs. max.) should be determined
based on krcal operating condition.

Moment due to gear retraction does not signifi-
cantly affect C.G. location.

REPORT: \/B-1110
6-10
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
P4.34220T, SENECA IIT

SECTION ó
\ryEIGHT AND BALANCE

Weight
(Lbs.)

Arm Aft
Datum
(lnchæ)

Moment
(ln-Lbs)

Basic Empty weighr t" 3212 88.5 284262

Pilot and Front Pâssenger 3,f,0 85.5 2W10

Passengers (Center Seats)
(Forward Facing)

il8.t

Passengers (Center Seats)
(Aft Facing) (Optional)

236 ilg.1 28r08

Passengers (Rear Seats) 340 157.6 53585

Passenger (Jump Seat) (Optional) I t8.t

Baggage (Forward) (100 Lbs. Max.) r00 22.5 2250

Bassase (AfO (100 Lb6. Max.) t78.7

Zero Fuel Weight (¡1470 Lbs. Max -
Std) (See equipment list.)

4228 94.0 397275

Fuel (93 Gal. Max.) - Std.
(123 Gal. Max.) - Opt.

545 93.6 510r2

j Ramp Weight (4773 Lbs. Max.) 4773 93.9 48281

Fuel Allowance for Start, Taxi,
Runup

-23 93.6 -2r53

Takeoff Weight (4750 lbs. Max.) 4750 93.9 u6134

The center of gravity (C.G.) of this sample loading problem is at 93.9 inches aft of the
datum line. Locate this point (93.9) on the C.G. range and weight graph. Since this point
falls within the weight - C.G. envelope, this loading meets the weight and balance requirements.

Takeoff Weight (4750 Lbs. Max.) 4750 93.9 u6134

Minus Estimated Fuel Burnoff -450 93.ó -42t20

Landing Weight (4513 Lbs. Max.) 4300 93.9 &4014

l,ocate the center of gravily for the landing weight on thc C.G. range and weight graph. lf
this point falls within the weight C.G. envelopc, the loading may be assumed acceptable for
landing

IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PILOT AND AIRCRAF'T OTVNER TO INSURE
THAT THE AIRPLANE IS LOADED PROPERLY.

SAMPLE LOADING PROBLEM
Figure G9

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l9tl
REVISED: OCTOBER 31, 1986

REPORT: VB-1110
6ll



SECTTON 6
1VEIGHT AND BALANCE

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.-__ .P4.3+220T, SENECA III

Weight
(Lbs.)

Arm Aft
Datum
(lnches)

Moment
(ln-Lbs)

,1,.' ¡ 5Basic EmPtY Weight
85.5

Pilot and Front Passcnger

Passèngers
tt8.t

I tt. ¡

Passengers (Center Seats)

(A tì l'acing) (OPtional)
I 57.6

Passengers (Rear Seats)
il8. I

(i SeaÐ

Baggage (100 Lbs. Max.)

Baggage (Af0 (100 Lbs. Max.)

Zero Fuel weight (4470 Lbs' Max -

r)

22.5

t'78.7 '1 -"

Std) (See eq uipment list.)
93.6

Fuel (93 Gal. Max.) - Std'

123 Gal. Max.) - OPt

Ramp Weight (4i /l Lbs. Max.)

Fuel Allowance for Start. Taxi' -23 9_1.6 -7t53

Ru

Takeoff Weight (4750 lbs. Max.)

The center of gravitY (C.G.) for the takeoff weight ofthe actual loading Problem is at

inches aft of the datum line. Locate this Point ( on the C.C. range and rveight graPh

lf this point lalls within the wcigltl -

requirements.

C.C. cnveloPe' this ìoading meets the weight and balance

(4750 Lbs. Max')Takeoff Weight

Burnoff 93. ó

Locate thc ccutcr of gravity for the landing weight on the C'C' range and rveight graph' lf

this point falls within tt't *tigii é'C' envelope' the loading may be assumed acceptable for

landing.

TT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PILOT AND AIRCRAFT OWNER TO INSURE

inifiip AIRPLANE ts LoADED PRoPERLY'

WEIGHT AND BALANCE LOADING FORM
Figure 6- I I

Minus Estimated Fuel

Landing Weight (4513 Lbs. Max.)

REPORT: VB'11r0
ç12

ISSUED: JANUARY I' 1981

REVISED: OCTOBER 31, 198ó



PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-3+220T, SENECA III

SECTION 6
WEIGHT AND BALANCE
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SECTION 6

WEIGHT AND BALANCE
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

PA-34.220T, SENECA III

4750 _ MAX. T.O. WEIGHT- 92
90

4600
451 3
4470
4400

_ MAX. LANDING WT

- MAX. ZERO FUEL WT

94

oa

4200
86

4000

3800
84

3600

3400 a2

3200

ø
3oo0-3-

I

2800 _

2600

2400_

2200_
WEIGHT

vs
a2 a4 86 88 90 92 94 C.c. ENVELOPE

c. G. LOCATTON (TNCHES AFT DATUM)

Moment change due to retracting Landing Gear = -12 in. - tbs.

C.G. RANGE AND WEIGHT
Figure 6- I 5
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
P^-34-220T, SENECA III

SECTION 6
1VEIGHT AND BALANCE

ó.II INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE WEIGHT AND BALANCE
PLOTTER

This plotter is provided-to enable the pilot quickly and conveniently to:(a) Determine rhe roral weight and C.G. position.
(b) Decide how ro change his load if his first loading is not within the

allowable envelope.

. Heat can warp or ruin the plotter if it is left in the sunlight. Replacement
plotters may be purchased liom Piper dealers and distributors.

The "Basic Empty weight and center of Gravity"location is taken from I
the weight and Balance Form (Figure 6-5), the weight and Balance Record I
(Figure ó-7) or the iaresr FAA major repair or altãration form. 

I

The plotter enables the user to add weights and corresponding moments
graphically. The effect of adding or disposing of useful ioad can easily be
seen. The plotter does not cover the si¡uation where cargo is loadeà in
locations other than on the seats or in the baggage compartments.

Brief instructions are given on the plotter itself. To use it, first plot a
point on the grid to locate the basic weight and c.G. location. This can be
put on more or less permanently because it will not change until the airplane
is modified. Next, position rhe zero weight end of one õf the six slors over
this point. using a pencil, draw a line along the slot to the weight which will
be carried in that location. Then position the zero weight end olthe next slot
over the end of this line and draw another line repre senting the weight which
will be located in this second position. when all the loads have been drawn
in this manner, the final end of the segmented line locates the total load and
the c.G. position of the airplane for rakeoff. If this point is not within the
allowable envelope it will be necessary to remove fuel, baggage, or
passengers and/ or to rearrange baggage and passengers to get thè final
point to fall within the envelope.

Fuel burn-off and gear movement do not significantly affect the center
of gravity.

ISSUED: JANUARY I, l98l
REVISED: AUGTTST 9, 1982

REPORT: VB-llt0
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SECTION ó
WEIGHT AND BALANCE

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORAÎION
PA-3+220T, SENBCA III

SAMPLE PROBLEM

A sample problem will demonstrate the use of the weight and balance

plotter.

Assume a basic weight and C.G. location of 2850 pounds at 83.5 inches

respectively. We wish to carry a pilot and 5 passengers. Two men weighing

lgd and 2õ0 pounds will occupy the front seats, two \ryomen weighing ll5
and 135 pounds will oceupy the middle seats and two children weighing 80

and l00iounds will ride-inthe rear. Two 25 pound suitcases will-be tied

down in th. ftont baggage compartment and two suitcases weighing 25

pounds and 20 pounds respectively, will be carried in the rear compartment.
we wish to carry 60 gallons of fuel. will we be within the safe envelope?

(a) Place a dot on the plotter grid at 2850 pounds and 83.5 inches to
represent the basic airplane. (See illustration.)

(b) Slide the slotted plastic into position so that the dot is under the slot
for the forward seats, at zero weight.

(c) Draw a linc up the slot to the 380 pounds position ( I 80 + 200) and
put a dot.

(d) Move the slotted plastic again to get the zero end of the middle seat

slot over this dot.

(e) Draw a line up this slot to the 250 pound position (l l5 + 135) and
place the 3rd dot.

(Ð Continue moving the plastic and plotting points to account for
weight in the rear seats (80 + 100), forward baggage compartment
(50), rear baggage compartment (45), and fuel tanks (3ó0).

(g) As can be seen from the illustration, the final dot shows the total
weight to be 4l 15 pounds with the C.G. at 90.1. This is well within
the enveloPe.

(h) There will be room for more fuel.

As fuel is burned off, the weight and C.G. will follow down the fuel line
and stay within the envelope for landing.

REPORT: VB-l110
Gt6

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 1981



PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION 6
WEIGHT AND BALANCEPA-34- SENECA In

)

4750 - MAX. T.O. WEIGHT- 92 94
90

4600
4513 _ MAX. LAND]NG WT
4470 - MAX. ZERO FUEL WT
44OO-88

4200
86

4000

3800
84

3600

3400 82

3200

2800 _

2600_

2200_-.-
WEIGHT

VS
a2 a4 86 88 90 92 94 C.G. ENVELOPE

c. G. LOCATION (INCHES AFT DATUM)

Moment change due to retracting landing Gear = -32 in. -lbs.

SAMPLE PROBLEM
Figure 6-17
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6.r3 EQUIPMENT LIST

^ T!." [ollowing is a list ol ec¡uipme nt which may be insrallccl in the pA_-]4 _22t)T" lt consists ol,rhose ite;ns usedfor.defining the conf iguration ol'an airplanc when the basicemptv weight is esrablished at the tinre ol'delivery.Only those standard items which are altòrnate standard items an'd ihosc required to be listed by thc certificatingauthority ( FA A ) are presented. I tems marked with an "'X " a re rhose itcms wh ich were installcd o n t he airpla nedescribed below as delivered by the manulãcturer.

where the letter "4.'. -8," or "c" precedes an item: "4" denotes an item which is required equipment thatmust be installed in the aircralt: "8" denotes an item which is required equipment that must be installed in thcaircraft unless replaced by an optional equivalent item:..C.'denoies an optiJnal item which replaccs a requireditem of standard equipment. Where no [etter precedes an item. that item is not required equipment.

Unless otherwise indicated. the installation certification basis for the equipment included in this list is theaircraft's approved type design.

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

SERIAL NO 3¿-glagOtO RE6TSTRATION NO

P4.34.220T. SENECA III

F I-28-81NR12 gR AT
Revl sed.
Revi sed

3h3/84
6/13/Bs
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Item
No.

(a) Propeller and Propeller Accessories

Item

Two Propellers
Hartzell Model BHC-C2YF-2CKUF/
FC8459-8R (Left Wing)
Hartzell Model BHC-C2YF-2CLKU Fl
FJC8459-8.R ( Right Wing)

Mark if
I nstl.

'Weight
( Pounds)

55.0

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

20.3

M cment
i Lb-ln.)

lllTIB

3A Two Hydraulic Governors
Cert. Basis - TC P920
Hartzell Governor. PiPer
Dwg. 37845-10 (l-eft Wing)
Hartzell Governor. PiPer
Dwg. 37845-ll (Right Wing)

3.9

3.9

28. r
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Item
No.

(b) Engine and Engine Accessories

Item

ilA Two Engines
Cert. Basis - TC E9CE
Teledyne Continental Model
TSIO-3ó0-KB Fuel Injected
Turbocharged (Left Wing)
Teledyne Continental Model
LTSIO-3ó0-KB Fuel Injected
Turbocharged (Right Wing)

Mark if
Instl.

Weight
(Pounds)

4l1.0

4l t.0

Arm (In.)
Aft Datum

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

38.8 t5947

38.8 15947
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Item
No.

(c) Landing Gear and Brakes

Item

Two Main Wheel Assemblies
a. Cleveland Aircraft Products

Wheel Assy. No. 40-90
Brake Assy. No. 30-ó5
Cert. Basis - TSO C26a

b. 6.00-6 Type lll 8 Ply
Rating Tires with Regular Tubes
Cert. Basis - l-SO C62

Mark if
I nstl.

Weight
( Pounds)

34.4

3.8

5.5

9.0

Arrn (ln.)
Aft Datum

r09.8

25.3

:25.3

25.3

Moment
( Lb-ln. )

3777

96

r39

3l B

334 Nose Wheel Assembly
a. Cleveland Aircraft Products

Wheel Assy. No. 40-76F
Cert. Basis - TSO C26a

b. McCauley lndustrial CorP.
Wheel Assy. No. D-30625
Cert. Basis - TSO C26b

c. 6.00-ó Type lll 6 PIY
Rating Tire with Regular Tubes
Cert. Basis - TSO C62
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(d) ElectricalEquipment

Item

Wing Nav Light (Right)
(Whelen 4675-Pc-14)
Piper Dwg. 36789-25
Cert. Basis - TSO C30b

Wing Nav Light (Left)
(Whelen Aó75-PR-14)
Piper Dwg. 36789-25
Cert. Basis - TSO C30b

Fin Strobe (Tail)
(V/helen 4470-D-R-5 [3C3] )
Piper Dwg. 36789-25

Power Supply
(Whelen A4 I 2A-HS-DF- t4)
Piper Dwg. 36789-25

Mark if
I nstl.

Weight
( Pounds)

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

Moment
( L b-ln. )

42

87

277

55

57

I

0.4 r05.0

0.4 t05.0

0.3 289.0
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(d) Electrical Equipment (cont)

Item
No.

Mark if
I nstl.

Weight
( Pounds)

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

Moment
( Lb-ln. )

-t76

52

5l

63

ó5

Item

594 Landing Lights (2)
(G.E. P/N 4509)
Piper Dwg. 96240-0

6l A Battery l2V 35 A.H
Rebat R35

Voltage Regulator (2)
Piper Dwg. 68804-3

Overvoltage Relay (2)

(Prestolite "Wico Div."
P/N FOC-40028)
Piper PS50034-l

A

A

r.ó *27.0

28.4 -6.2

1.0 5t.7

1.0 5l.4
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*With nose gear in extended positton
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No.

67

7l

69

A

A

(d) Electrical Equipment (cont)

Item

Battery Relay
Piper Dwg. 63880

Starter Relay (2)
(RBM Control P/N lll-lt t)
Piper Dwg. 99130-2

Alternator (2)
(TCM P/N 6416ó9 Prestolite*)

Mark il'
I nst l.

Weight
( Pounds)

t.0

0.4

0.2

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

-6.2

42.8

80.2

64.6

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

-7

t3

A

738 Stall Warning Detector
(Safe Flight l8ó-2)
Piper Dwg. 78978-6, -7

75A Stall Warning Horn
(Safe Flight 352t4\
Piper Dwg. 78978-6, -7

32

*lncluded in basic engine dry weight.
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(e) lnstruments

Item

Altimeter - Piper PS50008-4
or -5
Cert. Basis - TSO Cl0b

Airspeed Indicator - Piper
PS50049-585
Cert. Basis - TSO C2b

Compass - Piper Dwg 67462-7
Cert. Basis - TSO C7c

Mark if
Instl.

Weight
(Pounds)

l.l

0.6

0.9

t.2

1.2

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

ó5.9

6ó.8

70.0

66.2

66.2

Moment
( Lb-ln.)

73

63

79
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858

878
40

89 A

A9l Manifold Pressure (Dual)
Piper Dwg. 37554
Cert. Basis - TSO C45

93 A Fuel Flow Cauge (Dual)
Piper Dwg. 37341-2
Cert. Basis - TSO C47
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(e) lnstruments

Item
No.

Mark if
lnstl.

Weight
(Pounds)

t.4

1.2

t.9

0.3

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

67.2

ó5.9

s6.8

67.3

62.9

Moment
(Lb-In.)Item

95 A Exhaust Gas Temperature
Gauge (Dual)
Piper Dwg. 87231-2

97 A Tachometer (Dual)
Piper Dwg. 39648-3 or 39569-2

99A Tach Generator Assy (2)
Piper Dwg. 87706-2 or 87706-3

l0l A Cluster Assembly (2)
Piper Dwg. 9ó898-4

103 A Engine Hour Meter
Piper Dwg. 37731-0
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(0 Miscellaneous

Item
No.

Mark if
lnstl.

Weight
( Pounds)

1.8

1.6

l.ó

Arrn (ln.)
Aft Datum

8ó.9

t23.0

ló3.0

120.t

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

r56

t9"l

26t

t32

Item

il3A Front Seat Belts (2)
Piper PS50039-4-2
Cert. Basis - TSO C22f

l15 A Center Seat Belts (2)

Piper PS50039-4-3
Cert. Basis - TSO C22f

|l7A Aft Seat Belts (2)
Piper PS50039-4-4
Cert. Basis - TSO C22f

Shoulder Harness - Fixed (Front) (2)
Piper PS50039-4-24

I19 B
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No.

(g) Propeller and Propeller Accessories
(Optional Equipment)

Item

t25 C

127

Two Propellers
McCauley Model 3AF32C508/
82NFA-6 (Left Wing)
McCauley Model 34F32C509/
L82NFA-6 (Right Wing)
Cert. Basis - P57GL

Synchrophasers
a. Piper Dwg. 3ó890-2
b. Piper Dwg. 87719-2 (When

heated props are not installed.)
c. Piper Dwg. 87719-2 (rWhen

heated props are installed.)

^l

Mark if
Instl.

Weight
(Pounds)

*35.2

Arm (In.)
Aft Datum

20.3

6t.3

49.5

50.0

63.3

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

7t5

362

272

250

1747

5.9

5.5

5.0

t29 Propeller U nfeathering
Systems Piper Dwg. 39815 27.6

*Weight and moment difference between standard and optional equipment.
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Item
No.

(i) Landing Gear and Brakes
(Optional Equipment)

Item

135 C Heavy Duty Group No. I

a. Cleveland Aircraft Products
¿+0-120C Wheel Assy. (2)
30-83 Brake Assy. (2)
Cert. Basis - TSO C26a
Goodrichó.00x6Ribbed
Type III 8 Ply Rating Tire
with Tube (2)
Cert. Basis - TSO C62

b. Goodrich 6.00 x ó Ribbed
Type III 8 Ply Rating Tire
with Tube
Cert. Basis - TSO C62

Itlark if
Instl.

Weight
(Pounds)

*2.9

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

r 09.8

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

3r8

iù.
(Same as standard equipment)

*Weight and moment difference between standard and optionat equipment.
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0) Electrical EquiPment
(Optional ÊquiPment)

Item
No.

r43

145

t47

t49

l5l

Mark if
I nstl.

Weight
(Pounds)

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

Moment
iLb-In.)Item

Reading Lights
a. (2) Grimes #10-0154-l
b. (2) Grimes #10-0154-l

Wing/Tail Nav and
White Strobe Light (Right)
Whelen Aó00-PG-D-M-14

Wing/Tail Nav and
White Strobe Light (Left)
Whelen A600-PR-D-M-14

Wing/Tail Nav and
Red Strobe Light (Rieht)
Whelen Aó00-PG-D-M-R- l4

Wing/Tail Nav and
Red Strobe Light (Left)
Whelen Aó00-P R-D-M-R- l4

0.5
0.5

149.3
I15.0

0.5

75
58

53

53

53

53

105.0

0.5 r 05.0

0.5 t05.0

0.5 105.0
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0) Electrical Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

Wing Tail Nav and
White Strobe Light (Lef't)
Whelen A600-PR-D-M-14

Wing, Tail Nav and
Red Strobe Light lRight¡
Whelen A600-PG-D-M-R- I 4

Wing/Tail Nav and
Red Strobe Light lLeft¡
Whelen Aó00-PR-D-M-R- I 4

Power Supply
Whelen A4l 3-A-H DA-DF- l4
(Used with wingtip and
fin strobe lights.)

Item
No.

141

t49

l5t

r53

Mark if
I nstl.

Weight
( Pounds)

Arm (ln.)
Alt Datum

Moment
( Lb-l n. )

53

5-l

416

0.5 t05.0

0.5 105.0

0.5 r05.0

* 1.8 23 r.0

*Weight and moment difference between standard and optional equipment
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Item
No.

155

157

t59

t7t

2.6

4.6

0.2

2.2

4.6

4.4

ü) Electrical Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

Auxiliary Power Receptacle
Piper Dwg. 68815

External Power Cable
Piper Dwg. 62355-2

Lighter #200462, l2 Volt
U niversal

Vacuum System lnstallation
a. Two Vacuum Pumps

Piper Dwg. 79399-0 &. -2
b. Two Vacuum Pumps

Piper Dwg. 36535-2
(Edo-Aire P/N lUl28A)

Mark if
I nstl.

ç;(

Weight
( Pounds)

Armr (ln.)
Aft Datum

-7.8

33.0

61.9

67.3

54.3

54.3

Moment
tLb-ln.)

-20

152

t4

r48

250

239

'ì

l7
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(k) Instruments
(Optional Equipment)

Item
No.

t75

t7'7

178

179 C

N{ark if
lnstl.

Weight
( Pounds)

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

Moment
(Lb-ln.)Item

Directional Gyro, Piper
Dwg. 99003-2, -3, -4 ar -7
Cert. Basis - TSO C5c

Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI)
(Mitcheu P/N NSD-3ó0A)
Cert. Basis - TSO C6c, C9c, C52a

Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI)
(Mitchell P/N NSD-3604-Slaved)
Cert. Basis - TSO C6c, C9c, C52a

Tru-Speed Indicator
Piper PS50049-587
Cert. Basis - TSO C2b

2.6 64.7 r68

4.9 63.9 313

7.7 nó.6 898

(Same as standard equipment)
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(k) lnstruments
(Optional Equipment) (contì

Item

l8l c

r83

r85

t87

Encoding Altimeter
Piper PS50008-6 or -7
Cert. Basis - TSO Cl0b, C88

Altitude Digitizer (United
Instruments Pl N 5125-P3)
Cert. Basis - TSO C88

Narco AR-500 Altitude Encoder
Cert. Basis - TSO C88

Vertical Speed
a. Piper Dwg. 99010-2, -4 or -5
b. Piper Dwg. 99010-3
Cert. Basis - TSO C8b

Mark if
I nstl.

ÌWeight

( Pounds)

*0.9

t.0

1.0

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

65.9

56.2

57.5

65.9
67.2

Moment
( Lb-ln.)

-¡:.

59

5ó

58

66
34

U)
V)
e
tã

;
z
e
F

.æ

\ê
æ

x 1.0

5

*Weight and moment difference between standard and optional equipment.
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No.

r89

t9t

193

(k) Instruments
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

Turn and Slip Indicator
Piper PS50030-2 or -3
Cert. Basis - TSO C3b

MKl0 Radar Altimeter
Piper Dwg. 3'7693-2

King KRA-10 Radio
Altimeter

Clock

Digital Clock
Piper Dwg. 37754-4

Air Temperature Gauge
Piper Dwg. 79316

Mark if
Instl.

Weight
( Pounds)

2.6

5.4

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

t95

t97

4.3

0.4

64.7

r8r.3

2A2.0

67.4

76.6

77.6

168

979

8ó9

27

23

l6

0.3

199
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(k) lnstruments
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

Copilot's Advanced lnstrumentation

Attitude Gyro, Piper
Dwg. 99002-2. -3, -4 or -8
Cert. Basis - TSO C4c

Directional Gyro, Piper
Dwg. 99003-2-3, -4 or -7
Cert. Basis - TSO C5c

Tru-Speed Indicator
Piper PS50049-587
Cert. Basis - TSO C2b

Item
No.

20t

205 C

Mark if
I nstl.

Weight
( Pounds)

2,2

2.6

0.ó

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

64.4

64.7

66.8

lrloment
( Lb-ln.)

142

r68
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No.

(k) Instruments
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

Vertical Speed
a. Piper Dwg. 99010-2. -4 or -5
b. Piper Dwg. 99010-3
Cert. Basis - TSO C8b

Altimeter, Piper
PS50008-4 or -5
Cert. Basis - TSO CI0b

Turn and Slip lndicator
Piper PS50030-2 or -3
Cert. Basis - TSO C3b

2t3 Clock

Mark if
I nstl.

Weight
( Pounds)

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

t68

27

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

65
67.2

65.9

64.7

67.4

207

209

2lt

t.0
0.5

I.0

2.6

0.4
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(D Autopilots
(Optional EquiPment)

Item
No.

2t7

2t9

22t

Item

King KFC-200 Flight Control
System, Kl-256 Flight Director
and 3" Gyros
Cert. Basis - STC SAI l47CE

Mark if
I nstl.

Weight
(Pounds)

49.4

49.4

12.

Arm (ln.)
Aft f)atum

t45.0

145.0

76.4

t46.1
&.3
u.l
63.8
64.4

Moment
iLb-ln.)

7 t63

7163

917

3536
180
212
236
213

King KFC-200 Flight Control
System, KG-258 Attitude Horizon
lndicator and 3" GYros
Cert. Basis - STC SAI l47CE

Autopilot Century 2l
Piper Dwg. 39796
Cert. Basis - STC SA3384SW-D

Autopilot Century 4l
a. Horiz-on lnd.52D267
b. Steering Horizon 52D177
c. Steering Horizon 52C77

d. Directiãnal Gyro,58tss.g lg1Ð'36"0À
Piper Dwg. 39795
Cert. Basis - STC SA337lSW-D

24.2
2.8
3.3
3.'l
3.3
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No.

225

229

(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment)

Item

Bendix 20ll Dual Comm/Nav
Cert. Basis - TSO C34c, C35d,
C36c, C37b, C40a

Bendix IU 20148 lndicator
a. Single
b. Dual
Cert. Basis - TSO C34c, C36c,
C40a, C66c

Bendix TR-20ó0 Transponder
Cert. Basis - TSO C74c

I.9
3.8

63.4
63.4

120
24t

Mark if
Instl.

Weight
( Pounds)

r ó.8

*2.9

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

66.8

ó3.6

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

|22

r78

*Weight includes antenna and cable.
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(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item
No.

Mark if
lnstl.

Weight
(Pounds)

* 10.3

5.4

4.9

l. t

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

22.9

64.2

27.2

58.ó

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

709
t325

347

r33

64

23t

233 Bendix DME 2030
Cert. Basis - TSO C66a

235 Bendix NCP-2040
Nav Programmer

231 Bendix lU 2016A lnterlace
Cert. Basis - TS DOT-160. C2a

239 Bendix Blower l4 VDt

*Weight includes antenna and cable.
**Weight includes dual antenna and cable

Item

Bendix - ADF 2070 w12073 Antenna
a. Single
b. Dual
Cert. Basis - TSO C4lc, C2a

*ó.0
** 10.ó

iltr.l
125.0

236
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Item
No.

241

245

(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

Collins VHF-250 or VHF-251
Comm Transceiver
a. Single
b. Dual
Cert. Basis - TSO C37b, C38b

Collins VIR-350 or VIR-351
Nav Receiver
a. Single
b. Dual
Cert. Basis - TSO C40a, C36c

Collins IND-350 ( )
VOR/LOC Indicator
a. Single
b. Dual
Cert. Basis - TSO C40a, C36c

3.9
7.9

62.4
62.4

243
493

Mark if
Instl.

Weight
(Pounds)

8.1

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

65.2
65.2

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

6r.9
6l.9

248
50r

t.0
2.0

ó5
r30
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Item
No.

247

251

255

(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

Collins IND-351 ( )
VOR/LOC/GS Indicator
Cert. Basis - TSO C40a, C36c

Collins GLS-350 Clide Slope
Receiver
Cert. Basis - TSO C34c

Collins ANS 351 R-NAV
Cert. Basis - TSO C36c

Collins DCE 400 Distance
Computing Equipment
Cert. Basis - TSO C40a

Collins DME-451 with lnd.
450 I 451
Cert. Basis - TSO Cóóa

Mark if
Instl.

Weight
(Pounds)

1.3

*3.ó

3.8

2.1

Arm (In.)
Aft Datum

65.2

8ó.8

63.2

63.9

26.3

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

312

240

t34

23t

253
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xWeight includes antenna and cable
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(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item
Item
No.

257

26t

Collins RCR-650 ADF Receiver
and Antenna and IND-650
lndicator
Cert. Basis - TSO C4lc

Collins RCR-ó504 ADF
Receiver and Antennas and
IND-ó504 Indicator
Cert. Basis - TSO C4lc

Collins AMR-350 Audio/
Marker Panel
Cert. Basis -TSO C35d, C50b

Collins TDR-950 Transponder
Cert. Basis - TSO C74c

Mark if
lnstl.

rWeight

(Pounds)
Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

122.1

I16.1

123.9

62.5

Moment
( Lb-ln.)

855

899

t75

't.0

7.7

x *3.3

*2.8

*Weight includes antenna and cable
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(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item
Mark if

I nstl.
'Weight

(Pounds)
,\rm (ln.)
Afr Datum

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

42
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316
334
303
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Item
No.

264 King KX 155 VHF Comm/Nav
Receiver
a. With Audio Amplifier
b. Glide Slope Receiver
c. rvVithout Glide Slope Receiver
Cert. Basis - TSO C37b, C38b,
C40a, C36a

King KX 165 VHF Comm/Nav
Receiver
a. With Glide SloPe Receiver
b. Without Glide SloPe Receiver
Cert. Basis - TSO C37b, C38b,
C40a. C36a

5.0
5.3
4.8

5.7
5.1

63.0
63.t

63.
63.
63.

265

266 King KX 170 ( ) (YHF
Comm/Nav)
a. Transceiver, Single
b. Transceiver, Dual

267 King KR-21 Marker Beacon

359
322

7.5
r5.0

6r.6
6t.6

462
924

282*2.2 128.3

*Weight includes antenna and cable.
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(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont) (, IrlÀ ;,;
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Item
No.

269

27t

273

Item

King KNS-80 R-Nav
a. King KA-20 14 VDC Blower

King KNS-81 Area Nav
Includes KN-63 DME, KDI-572
Indicator and KA-60 Antenna
and Cable, Piper Dwg. 39810
Cert. Basis - TSO C34c, C3óc, C40a

King KI 202 VOR/LOC
Indicator
Cert. Basis - TSO C40a, C3óc

King KI-206 R-Nav lndicator
Cert. Basis - TSO C34c, C36c,
C40a

275 King KN-ó2A DME

550

86

80

209

272

Mark if
Instl.

Weight
(Pounds)

7.0
0.9

10.4

t.3

t.3

3.3

Moment
( Lb-ln.)

436
47

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

62.3
52.4

52.9

65.9

6t.6

63.3
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(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item
No.

277

281

Item

King KT 76 ( ) TransPonder
Cert. Basis - TSO C74ó

King KMA-24 Audio Control
Panel

King KN-53 Nav Receiver with
GS Receiver
a. Single
b. Dual
Cert. Basis - TSO C40a, C34c, C36c

King KN-53 Nav Receiver
Cert. Basis - TSO C40a, C34c, C36c

King KR-8ó with KA-428
Loop and Sense Antenna

Mark if
I nstl.

Weight
(Pounds)

*3. I

L"l

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

ó3. I

65.3

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

t96

ill

176

793

3.2
6.4

2.8

7.6

63.0
63.0

283

284

F
trl
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\o \oæoo

63.0

t04.3

*Weight includes antenna and cable.
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Item
No.

285

287

(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

King KR-87 ADF Receiver
and Ind.
a. Single
b. Dual
c. KA 448 Antenna

(l) Single
(2) Dual

d. Audio Amp. without KMA 24
Cert. Basis - TSO C4lc

King KX 175 ( ) VHF
a. Transceiver
b. King KN 72 VOR/LOC

Converter
c. King KN 75 Glide Slope

Receiver
d. King KI-204 VOR/ILS

Indicator
Cert. Basis - TSO C3óc, C37b,
C38b, C¿l0a

4.0
7.4

64.0
63.7

256
47t

*3.6
*7.2

0.8

Mark if
lnstl.

Weight
(Pounds)

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

179.1
194.5
54.1

6t.6

12.0

12.7

65.5

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

645
1400

43

462

t6

20

t83

7.5

1.3

t.6

2.8

*Weight includes antenna and cable.
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Item
No.

289

291

293

7.5

1.3

t.ó

(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

King KX 175 ( ) VHF
a. Transceiver (2nd)
b. King K],¡ 72 VOR/LOC

Converter
c. King KI-203 VOR/LOC

Indicator
Cert. Basis - TSO C36c, C37b,
C38b, C40a

King KY-196E Transcerver
W/RB 125 Power Booster
a. Single
b. Dual
Cert. Basis - TSO C37b, C38b

King KY-197 Transceiver
a. Single
b. Dual
Cert. Basis - TSO C37b, C38b

Vark if
Instl.

Weight
(Pounds)

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

6 r.ó

t2.0

65.5

Moment
( Lb-ln.)

462

l6

r05

5.7
I1.4

80.7
80.7

4.2
8.4

63.7
63.7
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(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont) (, l:!lÀ-
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Item
No.

301

Item

King KI-208 VOR/LOC Indicaror
Cert. Basis - TSO C34c, C36c, C40a

King KI-209 VOR/LOC/cS
Indicator
Cert. Basis - TSO C34c, C36c, C40a

Antenna and Cable
â. Nav Receiving VRP 37 or

AV-I2PPR
b. #l VHF Comm PS50040-18
c. #2 VHF Comm PS50040-18

Anti Static Antenna and Cable
a. #l VHF Comm
b. #2 VHF Comm
c. Single ADF Sense

Mark if
Instl.

Weight
(Pounds)

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

1.0 64.9

209.4
146.3
l8 r.l

Arm (In.)
Aft Datum

t62.7
192.5
ló0.0

Ì/_T-

65

78

293
205
272

2M
308
96

u.91.2

.4

.4

.5

1.5
t.6
0.ó
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Item
No.

305

(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

Marker Beacon Antenna
Comant Cl 102

Piper Dwg. 39737-6

Emergency Locator Transmitter
(Narco Model ELT-10)
a. Antenna and Coax
b. Shelf and Access Hole
Cert. Basis - TSO C9l

Microphone
Telex Acoustics Model l00T/NH
a. Single - Piper Dwg. 79036-3
b. Dual - Piper Dwç79036-4
Narco lr{odel M7008
c. Single - Piper Dwg. 7903ó-5
d. Dual - Piper Dwg. 79036-6

0.3
0.6

70.8
70.8

2l
42

0.6
t.2

69.9
ó9.9

Mark if
lnstl.

Weight
(Pounds)

*1.2

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

199.0

Moment
(Lb-In.)

239

935
77

133

J.
....-....k 3.5

0.3
0.5

267.2
255.4
266.4

F
E(-
õ2
F':
Y t'J
ãV
E.-H>
=z:e
å2<ã
¡.¡
J¡ 9'
\ê \Þææ

*Weight includes antenna coax wire to Marker Beacon Receiver
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Item
No.

307

(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

Boom Microphone - Headset
Piper Dwg. 37921-3 or -9
Telex5x5Markll
(P/N 6262e-00)
a. Single
b. Dual

Cabin Speaker, Piper Dwg. 99820

Headset, Piper Dwg. 68856-10

Bendix Radar
Piper Dwg. 37916-2
Cert. Basis - TSO C63b

0.3
0.6

l.t

0.5

26
5I

t01

33

Mark if
Instl.

Weight
( Pounds)

r9.5

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

242

85.5
85.5

97.5

ó5.0

t2.4

309

3il

313
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(m) Radio Equipment
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item
Item
No.

315

Mark if
Instl.

Weight
(Pounds)

23.5

0.9

25.0

t5.7

Arm {ln.)
Aft Datum

2t.2

229.0

24.3

9.2

Moment
(Lb-In.)

3t7

3t9

Bendix Radar
Piper Dwg. 37916-9 or 37916-10
Cert. Basis - TSO Có3b

Radio Shelf, Piper Dwg. 69977-2

RCA - WeatherScout II Color
Radar, Piper Dwg. 37916-7
Cert. Basis - TSO C63b

RCA - WeatherScout II
Monochrome Radar
Piper Dwg. 37916-5
Cert. Basis - TSO C63b

498

206

608

144

ã
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(n) Miscellaneous
(Optional Equipment)

Item
No.

38r

383

Mark if
Instl.

Weight
( Pounds)

Moment
( Lb-ln.)

Arm (ln.)
Aft DatumItem

Zinc Chromate Finish

Stainless Steel Control Cables

6.0 172.0 t032

(Same as standard equipment)
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(n) Miscellaneous
(Optional Equipment) (cont)
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286

Item
No.

385

Item
Mark if

Instl.
Weight

(Pounds)
Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

59.ó

100.0

72.0

39.2

28.0

r lt.9

79.8

Moment
(Lb-In.)

t55

40

455

3838

t6

Ice Protection System lnstallation
Piper Dwg. 37700
a. Windshield Heating Unit

Piper Dwg. 37700-12
b. Heated Pitot Head

Piper Dwg. 39563-4 or -6
c. Ice Light Kit

Piper Dwg. 87291-3
d. Electrothermal Hartzell

Propeller Deicing System
Piper Dwg. 37700-10

e. Electrothermal McCauley
Propeller Deicing System
Piper Dwg. 37700-l I

l'. Pneumatic Deicing System
lncluding Vacuum Pumps
Piper Dwg. 37700-9

C g. Heated Stall Warning
Piper Dwg. 8'1291-2

2.6

0.4

0.4

I r.6

t0.2

34.3

0.2
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(n) Miscellaneous
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item
Item
No.

387

389

39r

393

Fuel Cells, Piper Dwg. 370'17-3
Cert. Basis - TSO C80

Air Conditioning lnstallation

Ground Ventilating Blower
Piper Dwg. 79273-5

Super Cabin Sound Proofing
Piper Dwg. 78480

Mark if
lnstl.

Weight
(Pounds)

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

93.6

t 08.6

207.3

t07.2

Moment
( Lb-ln.)

580

57 67

1679

2594

6.2

53. I

8.1

24.2
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(n) Miscellaneous
(Optional Equipment)

Item

Adjustable Front Seat (Left)
Piper Dwg 79592-0 | 79592-2

Adjustable Front Seat (Right)
Piper Dwg 79592-1 179592-3

Jump Seat (with seat belts)
Piper Dwg. 78108-9

Club Seating (with Headrests)
Piper Dwg. 37825-3

lnboard Armrest - Aft Seats

Headrests l2) Front
Piper Dwg. 79337-18

Item
No.

395

397

40r

403

405

lvfark if
lnstl.

Weight
(Pounds)

*4.6

*4.6

9.2

* 13.2

2.6

2.0

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

84.1

84. r

122.3

90.4

t52.0

qq5

Moment
(Lb-In.)

390

387

I t25

lt93

395

199

399

U)(t
c
tlt
P

z
e

-æ
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æ

*Weight and moment difference between standard and o¡ttional equipment
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(n) Miscellaneous
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item
No. Item

407 Headrests (2) Center
Piper Dwg. 79337-18

Headrests (2) Rear
Piper Dwg. 79337-18

4ll C Shoulder Harness - lnertia
(Front) (2)
Piper PS50039-4-21

413 Shoulder Harness - Fixed
(Center) (2)
Piper PS50039-4-22

4t5 Shoulder Harness - lnertia
(Center) (2)
Piper PS50039-4-19

Mark if
I nstl.

Weight
( Pounds)

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

132.1

17 t.5

t20.t

r33.9

t 33.9

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

264

343

t47

174

2.0

& z.o

*0.2

Lt

t.3

*Weight and moment difference between standard and optional equipment.
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(n) Miscellaneous
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

Shoulder Harness - Fixed
(Rear) (2)
Piper PS50039-4-22

Shoulder Harness - Inertia
(Rear) (2)
Piper PS5O039-4-19

Assist Straps, Piper Dwg. i9455

Curtain and Rod lnstallation
Piper Dwg. 39760-3

Refreshment Console

Executive Writing Table
Piper Dwg. 36800-2

Deluxe Carpeting

Item
No.

417

419

421

423

425

427

429

Mark if
Instl.

Weight
(Pounds)

l.l

1.3

0.3

5.2

7.0

3.9

*-3.4

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

t 81.5

r81.5

r20.0

Moment
(Lb-In.)

200

236

3ó

747

830

724

-408

:.7
C

P

U)
U)-t!
P

z-

-æ

\o
æ

tÉÞÕ

v
t 43.6

r r8.5

** 185.ó

t20.0

*Weight and moment difference between standard and optionalequipment.
**Stowed position.
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(n)

Item
No.

43t

433

435

43'7

Miscellaneous
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

Luxurious Interior
Piper Dwg. 67954-3

Fire Extinguisher
Piper Dwg. 87269-2
(Graviner HAl0l4-01)

Tow Bar, Piper Dwg. 96331-0

Oxygen System - Scott Aviation
MK lll (lncl. (l) Mike Mask)
a. Piper Dwg. 37684 (Forward

Facing Seating Arrangement)
Scott 802180-00

b. Piper Dwg. 37825-4 (Club
Seating Arrangement)
scott 802180-01

Mark if
lnstl.

Weight
( Pounds)

25.0

5.6

4.4

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

3000

352

35

4629

4697

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

r 20.0

62.8

8.0

4 t.0 I t2.9

4t.6 I12.9
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(n) Miscellaneous
(Optional Equipment) (cont)

Item

Fixed OxYgen SYstem - Scott
Aviation, Ambassador MK III
System, Piper Dwg' 36960-3
a. Charged
b. Uncharged

45.5
40.2

20t.3
200. l

Item
No.

439

Mark if
lnstl.

Weight
(Pounds)

Arm (ln.)
Aft Datum

94.t
167.3
95.1

63.0
111.6

Moment
(Lb-ln.)

9 t59
8044

9
1890

s04

220
42938

X

441 Locking Fuel CaP
Pioer Dwe. 39824-2 r'0' I

442 's'ü"'sîtii;;ã;ãe wX-loA 11'3
4h3 II Morrow 612 Loran X 5'3

*Weight and moment difference between standard and optional equipment'

444 Argus 5000 Moving }lap lrisp:L¿y X 3'5

TOTAL OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT 384 '6
as of 06/13/s5
as of Ol/27/Bg 388'1 111.2 43158
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Registration *o. ao,o, Black

Type Fin ish Polyurethane

EXTERIOR FINISH

Base Color Sandalwood Tan *

Madrid Red
d nge

Firethorn

*Imron N781BU

Trim Color

Accent Color
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(o) Maximum Zero Fuel Weight lncrease

Certain items of optional equipment are either partially or wholly installed in the wing olthe Seneca lll, and
hence need not be counted against the centerlirìe loading restriction. "fhe following is a list of these items:

Mark if
I nstl.

Amount By Which Max. Zero
Fuel Weight May Be lncreased

( Pounds)

t.4

r5.8

Item

Optional Engine Primer System
Piper Dwg. 37865-4

Two Propellers
McCauley Model 34F32C508/ 82Nþ'A-ó
(Left Wing)
McCauley Model 34F32C509i L82N FA-6
(Right rwing)

Cert. Basis - P57GL
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(o) Maximum Zero Fuel Weight lncrease (cont)

It¿m

Synchrophasers
Piper Dwg. 36890

Heavy Duty Group No. I

a. Cleveland Aircraft Products
40-120 Wheel Assy. (2)
30-83 Brake Assy. (2)
Cert. Basis - TSO C2óa

b. Goodrich 6.00 x ó Ribbed
Type lll I Ply Rating Tire
With Tube (2)
Cert. Basis - TSO C62

Strobe Lights (Wing Tip) (Whelen)
Piper Dwg. 36789-26, -27

Amount By Which Max. Zero
Fuel Weight May Be lncreased

( Pounds)

t.4

0.3

2.5

Mark if
I nstl.
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(o) Maximum Zero Fuel Weight lncreasc (cont)

Item

Vacuum System Installation
Two Vacuum Pumps
Piper Dwg. 79399-0 &. -2*

Heated Pitot Head
Piper Dwg. 37700

Electrothermal Hartzell Propeller
Deicing System
Piper Dwg. 87281

Electrothermal McCauley Propeller
Deicing System
Piper Dwg. 87281

Anrount By Which Max. Z.ero
Fuel Weight May Be lncreased

( Pounds)

2.2*

0.5

4.9

4.2

Mark il
I nst l.

*Not installed with pneumatic deicing system
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(o) Maximum Zero Fuel Weight Increase (cont)

Item

Pneumatic Deicing System
lncluding Vacuum Pumps
Piper Dwg. i7700-9

Fuel Cells
Piper Dwg. 37077-3
Cert. Basis - TSO C80

Air Conditioning lnstallation
Piper Dwg. 3ó809-3

Amount By Which Max. Zero
Fuel Weight May Be lncreased

( Pounds)

Mark if
I nstl.

22.1

7.9

r9.3

Toral of lnstalled ltems = 56 .4 lbs

X
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{/
EQUIPIIENT CHANGE

WEIG}IT AIÐ BALANCE

UPDATËÞ 5'28'2OIO
wo #3664

Lanma¡ Aviation, lnc.
cRs # L4AR428X

Reg. No. Nl¡l4JK

NEW EXPTY WEIGHT =
NEW EI|PTY WEIGHT C.G. =
NEW EIIPTY WEIGHT C.G. MOIIENT =
MAX GROSS WEIGHT =
NEW USEFUL LOAD =

Serial No. 34{133010

3300.78 Pounds
89.05901484 lnchss

293964.215 lnch I Pounds
¡3773 Pounds

Itodel No. PA-34-2207

578

-2'to,46

-167.13

-125

48.75

-208.56

-32

-26.325

0

316

48.75

259.9E

99

33

0

0

0

0

0

294246.21

-220.5

88.98

63
61_9

61.9

62.5

65

63.2
't6

97.5

63.2
97.5
61.9
t)þ

õo

-2

-0.27

5

0.5
4.2

1.5

0.5

3307

-3.5

-3.4

-2.7

-2
-0.75

-3.3

55383

84140236
1H6007177

N/A

't 535

2232'.|

34195

1805

3377

2995

13915

11775

97135638

013-00235-00

01 1-00455-00

010-00667{0
N/A

s000-10-07
a22-2078-O11

â22-20AO-O11

622-3004-001

97-'t03644

066-01 148-0101

622-208/,-OO1

071-01553-0200

01 t-01060{0

GLS-350 - Collins Glide SloDe Receiver

KA-92 - GPS Antenna

GNS430W - cãrmin Comn¡/Nav/GPS

cA-35 - WAAS Antenna
GTX-33O - TrânsDonder

GPS MAP 696 Movino Mao

G¡zmos Dockino Sùat¡on

Previous Alrcrañ EmÞtv Wslsht:
Arous 5000 - Movino Mão

VHF-251 - Collins Comm.

VIR-351 - Coll¡ns Nav.

TDR-950 - Cóllins ïrânsoonder
MSI-97 - Nâv Selector Relav

KLN-898. Kino GPS

lnstalled

Removed

1472.22 Pounds Complôtod 8Y:
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION 7
PA-34-220T, SENECA III DESCRIPTION & OPERATION

SECTION 7

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
OF THE AIRPLANE AND ITS SYSTEMS

7.1 THE AIRPLANE

The Seneca lll is a twin-engine, all metal. retractable landing gear,
turbocharged airplane. It has seating for up to seven occupants and two
separate one hundred pound luggage compartments.

7.3 AIRFRAME

The basic airframe is of aluminum alloy with steel engine mounts and
landing gear and thermo-plastic or fiberglass fairings. Aerobatics are
prohibited in this airplane since the structure is not designed for aerobatic
loads.

The fuselage is a semi-monocoque structure. There is a front door on the
right side and a rear door on the left. A cargo door is installed aft of the rear
p¿ìssenger door. Both rear doors may be opened for loading large pieces of
cargo. A door on the left side of the nose section gives access to the nose
section baggage compartment.

The wing is of a conventional design and employs a laminar flow
NACA ó5¡4 l5 airfoil section. The main spar is located at approximately
4gc7; ol the chord aft ol the leading edge. The wings are attached to the
fuselage by the insertion ofthe butt ends ofthe spar into a spar box carry-
through, which is an integral part of the fuselage structure. The bolting of the
spar ends into the spar box carry-through structure, which is located under
the center seats, provides in effect a continuous main spar. The wings are
also attached fore and aft of the main spar by an auxiliary front sparand a
rear spar. The rear spar, in addition to taking torque and drag loads,
provides a mount for flaps and ailerons. Each wing contains two fuel tanks
as standard equipment. An optionalthird tank may be installed on each side.
The tanks on one side are filled through a single filler neck located well
outboard of the engine nacelle.

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 17, 1984

REPORT: VB-l110
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SUC'I'IUN 'I PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
DESCRIPTION & OPERATION PA-34-220T, SENECA III

A vertrcal stabtitzer, an aii-movabie horizontai s¡abiiator. anci a rucicier

make up the empennage. The stabilator incorporates an anti-servo tab which
improves longitudinal stability and provides longitudinal trim. This tab
moves in the same direction as the stabilator, but with increased travel.
Rudder elfectiveness is increased by an anti-servo tab on the rudder.

7.5-ENGINES

The Seneca lll is porvered by two Teledyne Continental six-cylinder
turbocharged engines each rated at 200 horsepower at 2ó00 RPM maximum
contirruous at sea level and22A horsepower at 2800 RPM takeoff power for
live minutes. The engines are air cooled and fuel injected and are equipped
with oil coolers wi:h Iow temperature bypass systems and engine mounted
oil filters. A winterization plate is provided to restrict air during winter
operation. (See Winterization in Handling and Servicing Section.) Asym-
metric thrust during takeoll and climb is eliminated by the counter-rotation
of the engines, the left engine rotating in a clockrvise direction when viewed
lrunr thc uuc'kpit, arrtl the light enginc rr'ìtatittg rottnttrclockwisc.

The engincs arc acccssiblc through removablc panels, one on cither sidc
r-rf each engine cowling. Inginc Inoul'tts arc constt'uctcd of stccl tubing, atrd
dynafocal engine mounts are provided tu retluce vibration.

A Ray-Jay turbocharger on each engine is operated by exhaust gases.

Exhaust gases rotate a turbine wheel, which in turn drives an air compressor.
lnduction air is compressed (supercharged) and distributed into the engine
air manifold, and the exhaust gases which drive the compressor are dis-
charged overboard. Engine induction air is taken from within the cowling, is
filtered. and is then directed into the turbocharger compressor inlet. Each
engine cylinder is supplied with pressurized air in operation from sea level to
maximum operating altitude. The pressure relief valve protects the engine
from inadvertently exceeding 42 inches Hg; q0 inches Hg is manually set
rrrith the thr^ttle( Thc trrrhn hvnrcc nrifice is nrecel fnr 4O inchec Ho at

12,000 feet density altitude at full throttle and 2ó00 RPM.

REPORT: VB-lll0
1-1
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION ?
PA.34.220T, SENECA III DESCRIPTION & OPERATION

The intake filter air.box incorporates a manually operated two-way
valve designed to allow induction air either to pass into ttre compressor
through the filter or to bypass the filter and supply heated air directlv to the I
turbocharger. There is an automatic alternate air door which opcns in the I
event that the primary air source becomes blocked. Alternate air selection 

I

ensures induction air flow should the filter become blocked. Since the air is
heated, the alternate air system offers protection against induction system
blockage caused by snow or freezing rain, or by the freezing of molsture
accumulated in the induction air filter. Alternate air is unfiltered; therefore,
it should not be used during ground operation when dust or other con-
taminants might enter the system. The primary (through the filter) induction
source should always be used for takeoffs.

The fuel injection system incorporates a metering system which
measures the rate at which turbocharged air is being used by the engine and
dispenses fuel to the cylinders proportionally. Fuer is suppliéd to theinjector
pump at a greater rate than the engine requires. The excess fuel is returned
to the fuel tank by the vapor return line. The fuel injection system is a
"continuous flow" type.

To obtain maximum efficiency and time between overhauls from the I
engines, follow the procedures recommended in the Teledyne continental I

Operator's Manual provided with the airplane.

Engine controls consist of a throttle, a propeller control and a mixture
control lever for each engine. These controls are located on the control
quadrant on the lower center of the instrument panel where they are
accessible to both the pilot and the copilot. The controls utilize teflon-lined
control cables to reduce friction and binding.

The throttle'levers are used to adjust the manifold pressure. They
incorporate a gear up warning horn switch which is activated during the lasi
portion of travel of the throttle levers to the low po\iler position. If the
landing gear is not locked down, the horn will sound until the gear is down
and lockrid or until the power setting is increased. This is a safeiy feature to
warn the pilot of an inadvertent gear up landing.

All throttle operations should be made with a smooth, not too rapid
movement to prevent unnecessary engine wear or damage to the engines,
and to allow time for the turbocharger speed to stabilize.

The propeller control levers are used to adjust the propeller speed from
high RPM to feather.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, 19t1
REVISED: FEBRUARY 25, 1982
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Figure 7-l

The mixture control levers are used to adjust the air to fuel ratio. An
engine is shut down by the placing of the mixture lever in the full lean (idle
cut-ofÐ position.

The friction adjustment lever on the right side of the control quadrant
may be adjusted :o increase or decrease the friction holding the throttle,
propeller, and mixture controls or to lock the controls in a selected position.

The alternate air controls are located on the control quadrantjust below
¿L^ ---i-- ¡n¡r¡nl lavprc Whpn ¡n qlternqte air ler¡er is in the rrn nr nff!rrL !r¡Ër¡rw wv¡¡!¡ v¡

position the engine is operating on filtered air; when the lever is in the down,
or on, position the engine is operating on unfiltered, heated air. Should the
primary air source become blocked the automatic alternate air door will
automatically select unfiltered heated air.

The cowl flap control levers (Figure 7-l), located below the control
quadrant, are used to regulate cooling air for the engines. The levers have
three posi:ions: full open, full closed, and intermediate. A lock incorporated

L R

REPORT: VB-ll10
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in each control lever locks the cowl flap in the selected position. To operate
the cowl flaps, depress the lock and move the lever toward the dìsired
setting. Release the lock after initial movement and continue movement of
the lever. The control will stop and lock into place at rhc next setting. The
lock must be depressed for each selection of a new cowl flap settinÃ. The
intermediate lever position is used for climb and single .ngine operation.
The full open position is available when abnorrnal teñperaiures are
encountered.

7.7 PROPELLERS

counter-rotation of the propellers provides balanced thrust during
takeoff and climb and eliminates the "critical engine" factor in single enginã
flight.

Two-blade, constant speed, controllable pitch and feathering Hartzell
propellers are installed as standard equipment. The propelleis mount
directly to the engine crankshafts. Pitch is controlled by oii and nitrogen
pressure. oil pressure sends a propeller toward the high RpM or unfeather
position; nitrogen pressure sends a propeller toward the low RpM or feather
position and also prevents propeller overspeeding. The recommended
nitrogen pressure to be used when charging the unit is listed on placards on
the propeller domes and inside the spinners. This pressure varies with
ambient tenperature at the time of charging. Although dry nitrogen gas is
recommended, compressed air may be used provided it contains no
moisture. For more detailed instructions, see "Propeller Service" in the
Handling and Service Section of this handbook.

Governors, one on each engine, supply engine oil at various pressures
through the propeller shafts to maintain constant RPM settings. A
governor controls engine speed by varying the pitch ofthe propeller to match
load torque to engine torque in response to changing flight conditions.

Each propeller is controlled by the propeller control levers located in the
center of the power control quadrant. Feathering of a propeller is accom-
plished by moving the control fully aft through the low RPM detent, into the
"FEATHER" position. Feathering takes place in approximately six
seconds. Unfeathering is accomplished by moving the propeller control
forward and engaging the starter unti¡ the propeller is windmilling.

An optional propeller unfeathering system may be installed which
consists of increased capacity governors, gas charged accumulators and a
latching propeller control lever.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l9tl
REVISED: APRIL 9, 1982
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manner in addition to their accumulator unfeathering capability.

The accumulators store engine oil under pressure from the governors
which is relcascd back to the governors for propeller unfeathering when the

J¡ropcllcr control lever is unlatchcd and moved forward from the feathered
position.

The feathering latches hold the propeller control lever in the feathered
position and prevent inadvertent unfeathering. These latches must be

manually released (pushed forward) to unfeather the propeller but do not
change the feathering procedltre.

With this system installed:he feathering time is l0 - l7 seconds and
unfeathering times is 8 - l2 seconds depending on the oil temperature.

A feathering lock, operated by cetttrifugal for-ce, prevellts featheling
during engine shut down by making it impossible to feather any time the
engine speed falls below 800 RPM. For this reason, when airborne, and the
pilot rvishes to feather a propeller to save an engine, he must be sure to mo\¡e
the propeller control into the "FEATHFR" position.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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SECTION 7
DESCRIPTION & OPERATION

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
SENECA III

7.9 LA}iÐN\iG GEAR

The Seneca III is equipped with hydraulically operated, fully retract-

able, tricycle landing gear.

Hydraulic pressure for gear operation is furnished by an elecuically

f powered, reversibte hyrtraulic pump (refer to Figures 7-5,7-7 antl 7-8). the
lpump is activatcd by a two-position gear selector switch located to the le.ft of

tl¡e controi quadrant on the insg'ument panel (Figure 7-3). The gear selector

switch, which has a wheel-shaped knob, must be pulled out before it is moved

to the "UP" or "DOWN" position. When hydraulic pressure is exerted in one

di¡ection, thc gcar is retfacted; when it is exerted in the other direction, the

gear is extended. Gear extension or retraction normally take.s six to seven

seconds,

CAUTION

If the landing gear is in transit, and the
hytlrauliu purnp is running, it is NOT advisablc
to move the gear selector switch to tftc up¡lusite

position before the gear has reached its full
travel limit, because a sudden reversal may
damage the elecEic pump.

The landing gear is designed to extend even in the event of hydraulic
failure. Since the gear is held in the retracted position by hydraulic pressure,

should the hydraulic system fail for any reason, gravity will allow the gear to

extend. When the landing gear is retracted, the main wheels retract inboard
into the wings and the nose wheel retracts forward'in¡o the nose section.
Aerodynamic loads and springs assist in gear extension and in locking the

gear in the down position. During gear extension, once the nose has sta¡ted

toward the down position, the airstream pushes against it and assists in
l- --- --l .L^movlng l[ to tne oov/nlocKeo posrtlon. ¡rllcr tllÞ Bcats ärE. uuwrr arru L¡rç

downlock hooks engage, springs maintain force on each hook to keep it
locked until it is released by hydraulic pressure.

REPORT: VB-1110
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LANDING GEAR SELECTOR
Figure 7-3

To extend and lock the gears in the event of hydraulic failure, i: is
necessary only to relieve the hydraulic pressure. Emergency gear extension
must not be attempted at airspeeds in excess of 85 KIAS. An emergency gear
extension knob, located directly beneath the gear selector switch is provided
for this purpose. Pulling this knob releases the hydraulic pressure holding
the gear in the up position and allows the gear to fall free. During normal
operation, this knob is covered by a guard to prevent inadvertent extension
of the gear. Before pulling the emergency gear extension knob, place the
landing gear selector switch in the "DOWN" position to prevent the pump
from trying to raise the gear. If the emergency gear knob has been pulled out
to lower the gear by gravity, due to a gear system malfunction, leave the
control in its extended position until the airplane has been put on jacks to
check the proper function of the landing gears hydraulic and electrical
systems. See Aircraft Service Manual for proper landing gear system check
out procedures. If the airplane is being used for training purposes or a pilot
check out mission, and the emergency gear extension has been pulled out, it
may be pushed in again when desired if there has not been any apparent
malfunction of the landing gear system.

REPORT: VB-t110
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V/hen the gear is fully extended or fully retracted and the gear selector ts

in the corresponding position, electrical limit switches stop ¡he fiow of
current to the motor of the hydraulic pump. The three green lights to the lelt
of the landing gear selector switch illuminate to indicate that each of the

three landing gears is down and locked. A convex mitror on the left engine

nacelle both sen'es as a trxüng aid and allows ttre pilot to visually confirm
the condition of the nose gear. If the gear is in ncither the full up nor the full
down position, a red warning light on the instfument panel illuminates.
Should the throttle be placed in a low setting - as for a landing approach

while the gear is ret¡acted, a warning horn sounds to alert the pilot that the

gear is retracted. The gear waming horn emits a 90 cycle per minute beeping

sound.

The green gear lights are dimmed automatically when the navigation
lights are turned on. For this reason. if the navigation lighs a¡e tumed on in
the daytime, it is difficult to see the landing gear lights. If the green lights are

not observed after the landing gear selector switch is placed in the "DOWN"
position, the first thing lu check is thc position of rhc navigation lights
switch.

If one or two of the three green lights do not illuminate when the gear

down position has been ssleutrd, auy uf thc following conditions could exist
for each light that is out:

(a) The gear is not locked down.
(b) A bulb is bumed out
(c) There is a malfunction in ttre indicating system.

In order to check the bulbs, the square indicaor lights can be pulled out
and inærchanged.

A micro switch incorporated in the throttle quadrant activates the gear

warning horn under the following condiüons:
la) The. sear is not locke.d down and tJre manifolrt Dressttre has fallen\-/

below 14 inches on either one or both engines.
(b) The gear selector switch is in the " u P" position when the airplane is

on the ground.

To prevent inadvertent gear reÍracúon should the gear selector switch be
placed in the "lJP" position when the airplane is on the ground, a squat
switch located on the left main gear will prevent the hydraulic pump from
actuating if the master switch is turned on. On takeoff, when the landing gear

oleo strut drops to its full extension, the safety switch closes to complete the

REPORT: YB-1110
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circuit which allows the hydraulic pump to be activated ¡o raise the landing

gear when the gear selector is moved to the "uP" position. During the pre-

flight check, be sure the landing gear selector is in the *DOVy'l{' position and

- - rhã¡ üe three g¡cen geaf indicator lights are illuminated. On takeoff' the gear

)should be reracted before an airspeed of 108 KIAS is exceeded. The landing I
gear may be lowered at any speed up fo 130 KIAS.

The hydraulic reservoir for landing gear operation is an integral part of
the gear hydraulic pump. Access to the combination pump and reservoir is

through a panel in the nose baggage compartment. For filling instfuctions,

see the PA-34-22AT Service Manual.

The nose gear is steerable through aZI degren arc either side of center by

use of a combination of full rudder pedal travel and brakes. A gear centering

spring, incorporated in the nose gear steering system, prevents shimmy

tãndencies. A bungee assembly reduces g¡ound steering effort and dampens

shocks and bumps during taxüng. lVhen tl¡e gear is retfacted, the nose wheel

centers as it enters the wheel well, and the steering linkage disengages to

reduce pedal loads in flighr The landing light ngns off auomatically when

the gear is retracted.

) All three landing geårs carry 6.00 x 6 tires. The nose wheel has a 6-ply
/ 

ü¡e and tt¡e main wheels have 8-ply tires. For information on servicing the

tires, see "Tire Inflation" in the Handling and Servicing Section of this

handbook.

St¡uts for the landing gear are air-oil assemblies. Strut exposure should

be checked during each preflight inspection. If a need for service or adjust-

ment is indicated, refer to the inst¡uctions printed on the uniS. Should more

detailed landing gear service information be required, refer to the

P A-34 -220T Service Manual.

7.11 BRAKE SYSTEM

Two single-disc, double puck brake assemblies, one on each main gear,

are actuated by toe brake pedals mounted on both the pilot's and the

copilot's ruddeipedals. A brake system hydraulic reservoir, independent of
the landing gear hydraulic reservoir, is located behind a panel in the rear top

of the nosã baggage compaftment. Brake fluid should be maintained at the

level marked on the reservoir. For further information see "Brake Service"

in the Handling and Servicing Section of this handbook'
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The parking hrake knob is located on the lower left instrument panel.

To set thó parking brake, frst depress and hold the toe brake pedals and then

pull out thl parking brake knob. To release the parking brake, first depress

änd hold the toe brake pedals and then push in on the parking brake knob.

WARNING

No braking will occur if knob is pulled prior

to brake aPPlication'

7.13 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

Dual flight cont¡ols are insølled in the Seneca 111 as standard equip-

ment. The cónfols actuate the control surfaces through a cable system. The

horizonøl tail surface (stabilator) is of the all movable slab type with an

anti-servo tab mounted on the trailing edge. This tåb, actuated by a connol

mounted on the console between the front seats, âlso acts as a longitudinal

trim tab (refer to Figure 7-9).

The ailerons are of the Frise type. This design allows the leading edge of

the aileron to extend into the airstream to provide increased drag and

improved roll control. The differential deflection of the ailerons tends to

eliminate adverse yaw in turning maneuvers and to reduce the amount of

coordination required in normal tums.

The vertical øil is fined with a rudder which incorporates a combination

rudder fim and anti-servo tab. The n¡dder trim cont¡ol is located on the cont¡ol

console bctween the front seats.

I On aircrafr serial numbers 34-8133002 through 34-8433086, the flaps

are manually operated and spring loaded to return to the retracted position.

A four-position flap control lever (Figure 7'9) between the front seats

adjusrs ùe flaps for reduced landing speeds and glide path contfol. The flaps

have rhree exiended positions - 10,25 and 40 degrees - as well as the tuiiy

retfacted position. A button on the end of the lever must be depressed before

the conUól can þ moved. A past center lock incorporated in the actuating

linkage holds the flap when it is in ¡he ret¡acted position so that it may be

used 
-as 

a step on the right side. Since the flap will not support a step load

except in tnó fulty retfacted position, the ftaps should be retracted when

people are entering or leaving the airplane.

REPORT: VB-1110
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/
Aircr¿fi gN 3+8133002
through 34-81 33086

CONSOLE
Figure 7-9

on aircraft serial numbers 34-8533001, and 34-g633001 and up, rhe flaps I
a¡e electrically operated. A cont¡ol lever and indicator light are locaæd on the'
lower right instrument panel. Selection of a new flap position will activate the
flap moror and the light. when the flaps reach rhe desired posirion the flap
motor is automatically switched off and the indicator light goes out.

In the event of a flap drive malfunction; move the flap lever unúl rhe light
goes out. The position of the flap lever relative to the insf,rument panel
markings indicates the approximaæ flap posiúon.

on aircraft serial number 34-8533002 rhru 34-8533069 rhere a¡e three I

stops for the flap control lever, full up (0" flap), lsr notch (25" flap), and fulll
down (40" flap).

- ,t on aircraft serial numbers 34-8533001, and 34-8633001 and up there are I
four stops for t}le flap control lever, full up (0o flap), lsr norch (l0o flap), 2nd '
notch (25o flap), and full down (40. flap).

I
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7.I5 FUEL SYSTEM

A past cenrer lock incorporared i' the acruating linkage hold the flap Ig'hen it is in the retracted position so that it may bé used ãt u rt.p on tn! Iright side. Since the fla-p will not support a step load except in ine ruily 
Iretracted position. the llaps should be retracted rvhen people are entering '

or leaving the airplane.

Fuel is sto¡'ed in l'uel tanks located in each rving. The tanks in each wing
arc interconnected to lunction as a single tank (reler to Figure 7-ll). All
tanks on each side are filled rhror-rgh a single filler in the outbóard tank, and
as fi.rc'l is consumed from the inboard tank, it is rcplenished bl,fLrel from
outboard. on11, 11vo and one half gallons of fuel in each rving is unusable.
giving the Seneca Illa total of 93 usable gallons with standard fuel tanks or
l2-1 usable gallons rvith the optional fuel tanks instailed. The niinimum fuel
grade is 100 or l00LL Aviation Grade. The fuel tank vents. one installed
undcr each u'ing. f-eatr,rre an anti-icing design to prevent ice fornration from
blocking the luel tank vent lines.

l-he luel injection system is a "continuous florv" type that utilizes a
vapor return line leadlng back to the fuel ranks. This line provides a route
back to the tanks for vapor laden l'uel that has been separated in the injector
pump swill chamber. Each engine has an engine-driven fuel pump that is a
part of the fuel injection system. An auxiliary fuel system is provìded. The
purpose of the electrically powered auxiliary fuel system is to supply fuel to
the engine in case of engine-driven fuel pump shaft failure or malfunction,
for ground and inflight engine starting, and for vapor suppression. The two
auxiliary luel pump switches are located on the lower left side of the instru-
ment panel and are three-position rocker switches: LO, HI and OFF. The

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l9tl
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 17, 1984
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HI auxiliary fuel pressure is selected by pushing the bottom of the switch.
but this can be done only after unlatching the adjacent guard. When the H I

auxiliary fuel pump is activated, an amber light near the annunciation panel

is illuminated lor each pump. These lights dim whenever the pump pressure

reduces arrlomatically and manilold pressure is below approximately 2l
i nches.

ln case ol a lailed engine-clriven fuel pump. HI auxiliary fuel pressure

should be selected. Adequate pressure and fuel llorv rvill be supplied for up to
approximately 750¡þ power. Manual leaning to the correct fuel flow will be

required at altitudes above I 5,000 feet and lor engine speeds less than 2300
RPM. An absolute pressure switch automaticalll'selects a lower fuel pres-
sure rvhen the throttle is reduced below 21" Hg manifold pressure and the HI
auxiliary fuel pump is on.

NOTE

Excessive fuel pressure and very rich fuel¡air
rnixtures will occur if the H! position is ener-
gized rvhen the engine ftrel injection system is

functioning normally.

Low auxiliary fuel pressurc is available and t:tay be uscd durirrg tturlttal
engine operation both on the ground and inflight for vapor suppression
should it be necessary as evidenced by unstable engine operation or fluctu-
ating fuel flow indications during idle or at high altitudes.

Separate spring loaded OFF primer bulton switches, located adjacent to
the starter switches, are used to select Hl auxiliary fuel pump operation for
priming, regardless of other switch positions. These primer buttons may be
used for both hot or cold engine starts.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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FUEL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
Figure 7-l I
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On airplanes eqLripped wlth an optlor¡al pnmer s),stem (ldentll'lecl by

Placard below starter switch shorvn in Figure 7-15), the primer switch

location and actuation is:he same as the basic airplane. However, this
systen does provide a separatc prinrer s)'stem as an integral part of the

enginc l'uel systenr. An elcctrically operated cliverter valve is located in the

¡rrctc¡etl l'uel supply linc bctwccn the air throttle valve and the manifold
valr.e. Other components are two primer nozz.les. located in the intake mani-
fold on each side of the engine, and the interconnecting luel lines. Actuation
of the engine prlmcr switch operates the auxiliary electric l'uel pump on Hl
and energiz-es the diverter valve which supplies fuel to each primer nozzle.
The diverter valve does not shut off fuel flow to the manifold valve, there-
fore some quantity of'fuel is also supplicd to caclt cylilder ntl¿zlc duri¡g
priming. Normal operation of the auxiliary fuel pump is unchanged.

Fr-rel management controls are located on the console between the front
seats. There is a control lever f'or each of tl're engines, and each is placarded
ON - OFF - X FEED. During ¡rormal operation, the levers are in the ON
position, and each engine draws luel from the tanks on the same side as the
engine. Thc two f'uel systenrs are lnterconncctcd by crossfccd lincs. Whcn thc
X FEED position is selected, the engine wili draw fuel lrom the tanks on the
opposite side in order to extend range and keep fuel weight balanced during
single-engine operation. The OFF position shuts olf the fuel llow lrom a

side.

NOTE

When one engine is inoperative and the fuel
selector lor thc operating engine is on X FEED
the selector lor the inoperative engine must be
in the OFF position. Do not operate with both
selectors on X FEED. Do not take off with a

selector on X FEED. Fueland vapor are always
returned to the tank on the same side as the
operating engine.

REPORT: VB-ll l0
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Before each flight, fuel must be drained from low points in the luel
system to ensure that any accumulation of moisture or sediment is removed ,

. lrom the system and to check for proper fuel. Fuel drains are provided for I

) 9.a 
.h fuel filter (2), each luel rank (4), and each crossfeed linc izi. Ïr. r".ì I

filter drains are located on the outboard underside of each engine nacelle:
two fuel tank drains are located on the underside of each wing; fuel crossfeed
drains are located at the lowest point in the fuel system. on the underside of
the fuselage, just inboard of the trailing edge of the right wing flap.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l98l
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7.I7 ELECTRICAL SYST'EM

The electrical system of the Seneca Ill is capable of supplying sufficient
current for complete night IFR equipment. Electrical power is supplied by

two 65 ampere alternators (Figure 7- l3), one mounted on each engine. A 35

ampcre-hour, l2 volt battery provides current for starting, for use of elec-

trical equipment when the engines are not running, and for a source of stored
electrical power to back up the alternator output. The battery, which is

located in the nose section and is accessible through the baggage compart-
ment, is normally kept charged by the alternators. If it becomes

necessary to charge the battery, it should be removed from the airplane'

Two solid state voltage regulators maintain cffective load sharing while
regulating electrical system bus voltage to l4 volts. An overvoltage relay in
each alternator circuit prevents damage to electrical and avionics equipment
by taking an alternator off the line if its output exceeds l7 volts. If this
should occur, the alternator light on the annunciator panel will illuminate.
Voltage regulators and overvoltage relays are located forward ofthe bottom
of the bulkhcad separating the cabin section from the nose section.

The electrical system and equipment are protected by circuit breakers
located on a circuit breaker panel on the lower right side of the instrument
panel. The circuit breaker panel is provided with enough blank spaces to
accommodate additional circuit breakers if extra electrical equipment is

installed. In the event of equipment malfunctions or a sudden surge of
current, a circuit breaker can trip automatically. The pilot can reset the
breaker by pressing it in (preferably after a few minutes cooling period). The
circuit breakers can be pulled out manually.

Most of the electrical switches, including the battery switch and switches
for magnetos, fuel pumps, starters, alternators, lights and pitot heat, are
conveniently located on the switch panel (Figure 7-15) to the left of the
pilot's control whþel.

An optional starting installation known as Piper External Power (PEP)
is accessible through a receptacle located on the lower left side of the nose
section. An external battery can be connected to the socket, thus allowing
the operator to crank the engine without having to gain access to the
airplane's battery.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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An optional cabin courtesy light system consists of a front entrance
light over the forward cabin door and rear entrance light, which replaces the

. reading light over the aft cabin door. These lights arJoperated individually
' wirh switches thar.are.incorporated as part of each iight assembly. Thä

courtesy light circuit is independent of the aircraft battery switch; therefore ,
the lights can be operated regardless of the position of ihe battery switch.
unless the engines are running, the courtesy lights should not be left on for
extended time periods, as battery depletion could result.

An optional wing.tip/recognition light system consists of 2lights (one
in each wing tip) and is opera_ted b.y a switch mounted adjacent tãexisìing
switches on the pilot's side of the instrument panel.

s/N 34-813300t THRU 34-8233205

Approximately 2000 RPM or more is required to obtain full alternator
output of 65 amperes. It is normal to have zero output at idle RpM. This is
due to the reduced drive ratio from the engine. Dual ammeters and the ALT
annunciator light provide a means of monitoring the electrical system
operation. The two ammeters (load meters) indicate the output of the alter-
nators. Should an ammeter indicate a load much higher than the known
consumption, of the electrical equipment in use, an alternator malfunction
should be suspected and the respective alternator switch turned off. In this
event, the remaining alternator's ammeter should show a normal indication
after approximately one minute. If both ammeters indicate a load much
higher than the k¡own consumption for more than approximately five
minutes, an electrical defect other than the alternator system should be
suspected because a discharged battery will reduce the alternator load as it
approaches the charged conditions. A zero ammeter reading indicates an
alternator is not producing current and should be accompanied by illumi-
nation of the ALT annunciator light. A single alternator is capable of
supporting a continued flight in case of alternator or engine failure in most
conditions: however, with deicing equipment and othèr high loads, care
must be exercised to prevent the loads from exceeding the 65ãmpere iating
and subsequent depletion of the battery. For abnormal andf or emergency
operations and procedures refer to Section 3 - Emergency procedures.

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION 7p^-34-220T, SENECA III DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
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slN 34-8333001 AND UP

A single ammeter on the instrument panel indicates both battery
charging current and alternator output. When the ammeter needle indicates
to the left of center, the battery is being discharged; rvhen the needle indicates
to the right o[ centcr, tlte battery is being charged. During single-enginc
operation, this feature can be used to determine how much the electrical load
should be reduced. To check the output ofeach alternator individually. use

the press-to-test buttons located on either side of the ammeter. The left
button, when depressed, will cause the ammeter to indìcate left alternator
output, and the right button, when depressed. rvill indicate right alternator
output. I hese buttons are the momentary type, and indicate alternator
output only while depressed.

Approximately 2000 R PM or more is rec¡uired to obtain full altc-rnator
output of 65 amperes. It is normal to have z.ero output at idle RPM. This is
due to the reduced drive ratio from the engine. Ammeter and the ALT
annunciator lights provide a means of monitoring the electrical system
operatiorr.Shuuld tlte anìllìeter indicate a load much higher than the known
consumption of the electrical equipment in use. an aiternator n¡aifunction
should be suspected and the respective alternator switch turned otï. ln this
event, the remaining alternator should show a normal inclication on the
ammeter after approximately one minute. lf both alternators indicate a load
much higher than the known consumption for more than approximately five
minutes, an electrical defect other than the alternator system should be

suspected because a discharged battery will reduce the alternator load as it
approaches the charged conditions. A z.ero ammeter reading indicates an
alternator is not producing current and should be accompanied by iìlumi-
nation of the ALT annunciator light. A single alternator is capable of
supporting a continued flight in case of alternator or engine failure in most
conditions: however, with deicing equipment and other high loads, care
must be exercised to prevent the loads from exceeding the 65 ampere rating
and subsequent depletion of the battery. For abnormal and/or emergency
operations anci proceciures reier to Section -3 - Emergency Proceciures.

CAUTION

Do not use cigar lighter recc'ptacles as power
sources for any devices other than the cigar
lighters supplied with the airplanc. Anv other
device plugged into these rcccptacles ma1, be
damaged.

REPORT: VB'lll0
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7.T.9 VACUIJM SYSTEM

The vacuum system operates the air driven gyro instruments. The
vacuum system (Figure 7-17) consists ofa vacuum pump on each engine,
plus ptumbing and regulating equipment.

The vacuum pumps are dry type pumps, which eliminates the need for
an air/ oil separator and its plumbing. A shear drive protects the engine from
damage. If the drive shears the gyros will become inoperative.

The vacuum gauge, mounted in the center of the instrument panel below
the radios (refer to Figurc 7-21), provides valuable informatiou to tile
pilot about the operation of the vacuum system. A decrease in pressure in a
system that has remained constant over an extended period, may indicate a
dirry filter, dirty screens, possibly a sticking vacuum regulator or leak in
system (low vacuum indicator lights are provided in the annunciator panel).
Zero pressure would indicate a sheared pump drive, defective pump,
possibly a defective gauge or collapsed line. ln the event of any gauge
variation from thc norm, the pilot should have a mechanie check the system
to prevent possible damage to the system components or eventual failure
of the system.

A vacuum regulator is provided in the system to protect the gyros. The
valve is set so the normal vacuum reads 4.8 to 5. I inches of mercury, a setting
which provides sufficient vacuum to operate all the gyros at their rated
RPM. Higher settings will damage the gyros and with a low setting ttre
gyros will be unreliable. The regulator is located behind the instrument
panel.
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7.2I PITOT STATIC SYSTEIVT

Pitot pressure for the airspeed indicator is sensed by an aluminum pitot
head installed on the bottom of the left wing and carried through lines within
the wing and fuselage to the gauge on the instrument panel (ref'er to Figure
7- I 9). Static pressure for the altimetcr, vertical speed and airspeed indicators
is sensed by two static source pads, one on each side of the rear fuselage
forward of the stabilator. They connect to a single line leading to the instru-
ments. The dual pickups balance out differences in static pressure caused by
side slips or skids.

An alternate static source control valve is located below the instrument
panel to the right of the control quadrant. When the valve is set to the
alternate position, the altimeter, vertical speed indicator and airspeed
indicator will be using cabin air for static pressure. During alternate static
source operation, these instruments may give slightly different readings,
depending on conditions within the cabin. Airspeed, setting of heating and
ventilating controls, or the position of the storm window can influence cabin
air pre ssur e. The pilot can dcterminc the cll'ects of lhe al[ernate static suurce
on instrument readings by switching from standard to alternate sources at
different airspeeds and heating and ventilating configurations (including
open storm window below 129 KIAS).

If one or more of the pitot static instruments malfunction, the system
should be checked for dirt, leaks, or moisture. The pitot and static lines may
be drained through separate drains located on the side panel next to the
pilot's seat.

The holes in the sensors for pitot and static pressure must be fully open
and free from blockage. Blocked sensor holes will give erratic or zero
readings on the instruments.

A heated pitot head, which alleviates problems with icing and heavy
rain, is avaiiabie as optionai equipment. Static source pads have been
demonstrated to be non-icing; however, in the event icing does occur,
selecting the alternate static source will alleviate the problem.
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Figure 7-19
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SECTION 7 PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
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7.23 INSTRUMENT PANEL

Flight instruments are grouped in the upper instrument panel (Figures
7-20, 7-21, 7'22), engine instruments are to the left of the radios. The auto-
pilot is to the left of pilots control wheel. 'l"he circuit breaker panel is on the
Iower right iustrument panel. Thc lcft and right cnginc instrumcnts arc
stacked by the pilots control wheel shaft.

Radios are mounted in the center of the upper instrument panel. The
control quadrant-throttles, propeller and mixture controls are in the center
of the lower instrument panel. To the lef: of the control quadrant is the
landing gear selector.

An annunciator panel is located to the upper left of the radios, and
incorporates a press-to-test feature. The annunciator panel includes the
manifold pressure overboost, oil pressure, gyro vacuum, alternator,
auxiliary fuel, gear unsafe, heater overheat and provisions for an optional
baggage door ajar and air conditioner door open lights. The illumination
of these lights in flight is an indicotion of a possible systcm malfunction. I hc
pilot shoulci cioseiy monitor instrument panei gauges to check the condition
of a system whose corresponding light on the annunciator panel illuminates.
Illumination of the manifold pressure overboost lights indicates manifold
pressure at or above the maximum allowable 40 inches Hg. During preflight
the operational status of the annunciator panel should be tested by use of
the press-to-test button. When the button is depressed all annunciator panel
lights should illuminate.

NOTE

When an engine is feathered, the alternator,
gyro air and engine oil pressure annunciator
lights will remain illuminated.

Optimum cockpit iightirrg for irigÌit fìyiäg is achieved by using a
combination of the panel lights and the red overhead flood lights. The panel
lights are adjusted by rheostat switches below the pilot's control shaft. The
overhead lights are adjusted by rheostat switches adjacent to the lights.
A white map light can be selected from either overhead flood light.

Most of the electrical switches are located in the switch panel on the left
side of the instrument panel. A radio power switch is located near the top of
the instrument panel between the radio stacks. lt controls the power to all
radios through the aircraft battery switch. The radio power switch has an
ON and OFF position.

REPORT: VB-I110
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An optional ground clearance energy saver system is available to
provide direct power to comm # I without turning on the master switch. An

. internally.lit pushbutton switch, located on the instrument panel, provides
, annunciation for engagement of thc system. when the buiton is engaged

direct aircrafr battery power is applied to comm #1, audio urnptiri.,
(speaker) and radio accessories. The switch must be turned off or depìetion
of battery could result.

An "Auxiliary Avionics Bus Switch" is located on the instrument panel
to tlre right of the copilot control wheel shaft. The switch is provided tô give
auxiliary power to the avionics bus in the event of a radiô master switch
circuit fäilure.

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION 7
P^-34-220T, SENECA III DESCRIPTION & OPERATION

The manifold pressure lines have drain valves located behind and below
the dual manifold pressure gauge at the bottom of the instrument panel.
This allows any moisture which may have collected from condensation to
be pulled into the engines. This is accomplished by depressing the two valves
for 5 seconds while operating the engines at 1000 RpM.

NOTE

Do not depress the valves when manifold
pressure exceeds 25 inches Hg.

ISSUED: JANUARY I, 1981
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 17, 1984
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TYPICAL INSTRUMENT PANEL
s/N 34-813300r THRU 34-E23320s

Figure 7-20
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TYPICAL INSTRUMENT PANEL (cont)
S/N 34-8133001 THRU 34-8233205 (conr)

Figure 7-20 (cont)
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TYPICAL INSTRUMENT PANEL
s/N 34-8333001 THRU 34-84330t6

Figure 7-21
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TYPICAL INSTRUMENT PANEL (cont)
S/N 34-8333001 THRU 34-E4330tó (cont)

Figure 7-21 (cont)
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TYPICAL INSTRUMENT PANEL
s/N 34-8533001 AND UP

Figure 7-22
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1, HOURMETER
2. RADAR ALIIMETER
3, NAV INDICATOB
4, AIRSPEED INDICATOß
5, TURN AND BANK INDICATOR
6, ATTITUDE GYRO
7, AUTOPILOT ANNUNC¡ATOR PANEL
8, DIRECIIONAL GYBO
9, ALTIMETER

10. ANNUNCIATOR PANÊL
1 1, VÊRTICAL SPEED INDICATOF
12, DUAL MANIFOLD PRÉSSURE GAUGE
13. DUAL TACHOMÊTER
14. AV|ONICS
15. MODE SELECTOR
16, AUDIO,/MARKER PANEL
17. RAOIO MASTÊR SWITCH
18, R.NAV
19. DME
20, RADAR
21, AIBSPEED INDICATOR, COPIIOT
22, TURN AND EANK INDICATOR
23. AÍIITUDE GYRO. COPILOÍ
24. DIRECNONAL GYRO, COPILOT
25. ALTIMÊIÊR. COPILOT
26. VEßTICAL SPEED INDICATOR
27. AUTOPILOT CONTROL PANÊL
28, PILOT'S MIK€ AND PHONE JACKS

29. SLAVING METËR
30 SWITCH PANEL
31. AOF INDICATOR
32 PANEL LIGHTS
33, RADIO LIGHTS
34. ÊNGINE GAUGES
35, DUAL ÊUEL FLOW GAUGE
36 EMERGENCY GEAR EXTENDÊR
37, LANOING GÊAR SELECTOR
38. DUAL EGT GAUGE
39, AMMETER PRESS.TO.TESI BUTTONS
40, LEFI ÊNGINE ALTËRNAIE AIB CONTROL LEVER
41, CONTROL LEVERS
42. AMMETER
43. VACUUM GAUGE
44, GROUNO CLEABANCE SWITCH
45. RIGHT ENGINE ALTERNATE AIR CONTROL LEVEÊ
46, CONÎROL FRICTION LOCK
47. WtNc FLAP SELECTOR (S/N 34-8533001 AND Upl
48. FLAP |NTRANS|T LTGHT (S/N 34.8533001 AND Upl
49, TRANSPONDER
50, ADF
51, PNÉUMATIC DÉ.IC€ CONTROTS
52. ECS CONTROL SWITCHÉS
53. AVIONICS €MERG€NCY ÊUS SWICH
54. CIBCUIT BREAKER PANEL
55, COPITOT'S MIKE AND PHONE JACKS
56. CIGAR LIGHTER



SECTION 7 PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
DESCRIPTION & OPERATION PA-34.220T, SENECA III

7.25 HEATING, VEN'l'iLA'tlNG ANL, D¡,FRUS'IlNG SYSr'f,M

Heated air for cabin heat and windshield defrosting is provided by a

Janitrol combustion heater located in the aft fuselage behind the cabin
baggage compartmenf close-out panel (refer to Figure 7-23). Air from the
heater is ducted forward along thc cabin floor to outlcts at cach seat and to
the windshield area.

Operation of the combustion heater is controlled by a three-position
switch located on the control console (Figure 7-25) between the front seats

and labeled FAN. OFF and HEATER. Airflow and temperature are regu-
lated by the two levers on the console. The right-hand lever regulates air
intake and the left-hand lcver regulates cabin temperature. Cabin comfort
can be maintained as desired through various combinations of lever
positions. Passengers have secondary control over heat output by individ-
ually adjustable outlets at each seat location.

For cabin heat, the air intake lever on the heater control console must be
parrially or fully open and the three-position switch set to the HEATER
position. This simultaneously starts fuel flow and ignites the heater; and,
during ground operation, it also activates the ventilation blower which is an
integral part of the combustion heater. With instant starting and no need for
priming, heat should be felt within a few seconçls. When cahin air reaches
the temperature selected on the cabin temperature lever, ignition of the
heater cycles automatically to maintain the selected temperature. Two safety
switches activated by the intake valve and located aft of the heater unit
prevent both fan and heater operation when the air intake lever is in the
closed position. A micro switch, which actuates when the landing gear is

retracted, turns off the ventilation blower so that in flight the cabin air is
circulated by ram air pressure only.

When the three-position switch is in the FAN position during ground
operation, the ventilation fan blorvs fresh air through the heater ductwork
for cabin ventilation and windshield defogging when heat is not desired.
When the heater controls are used either for cabin heat or for ventilation,¿ir
is automatically ducted to the windshield area for defrosting.

The flow of defroster air to the windshield area can be increased by the
activation of a defroster fan. The fan is controlled by a defroster switch
located on the control console between the two front seats.

REPORT: vB-1110
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CABIN HEATING, VENTILATING AND DEFROSTING SYSTEM
Figure 7-23
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HEATING, VENTILATING AND DEFROSTING
CONTROL CONSOLE

Figure 7-25
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To introduce fresh, unheated air into the cabin during flight, the air intake
:hg.ul¿ be open and the heater off. Ram air enters thã sy-stem and can be

. individually regulated ar each floor outlet. overhead oútlets also supply
) lr,..rl^"ir for..c1!in ventilation. The occupant of each seat can manúátty

adjust an outlet in the ceiling to regulate the flow of fresh air to that seai
area. An optional fresh air blower may be installed in the overhead
ventilation'system to provide additional fresh air llow during ground
operation.

An overheat switch located in the heater unit acts as a safety device to
render the heater inoperative if a malfunction should occur. Should the
switch deactivate the heater, the OVERHEAT light on the annunciator
panel will illuminate. The overheat srvitch is lõcated on the forward
outboard end of the heater vent jacket. The red reset button on the heater
shroud can be reached through the bulkhead access panel in the aft cabin
close-out panel.

-To_ prevent activation of the overheat switch upon normal heater
shutdown.during ground operation, turn the three-posìtion switch to FAN
for two minutes with the air intake lever in the open position before turning
the switch to oFF. During fl-ight, leave the air iñtake lever open for ã

¡ minimum of fifteen seconds after turning the switch to OFF.

The combustion heater uses fuel from the airplane fuel system. An electric
fuel pump draws fuel from the left tank at a raie of approximately one-half
gallon per hour. Fuel used for heater operation shoulã be considèred when
planning for a flight.

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION 7
PA.3+220T, SENECA III DESCRIPTION & OPERATION

7.27 CABIN FEATURES

The front seats are adjustable fore and aft. Each seat reclines and is
provided with an armrest. The center and rear seats are easily removed to
provide additional cargo space.

NOTE

To remove the center seats, retainers securing
the back legs of the seats must be unlocked. Re-
leasing the retainers is accomplished by de-
pressing the plunger behind each rear leg. Any
time the seats are installed in the airplane, the
retainers should be in the locked position. To
remove the rear seats, depress the plunger
behind each front leg and slide seat to rear-.

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, lgtl
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An optional jump seat, which can be mounted between the two center
seats, gives the Seneca III seven-place capabilities.

Shoulder harnesses with inertia reels are standard equipment for the
front seats.

C)n aircraft serial numbers 34-8133001 through 3zt-8433086 shoulder
harnesses with inertia reels are offered as optional equipment for the third,
fourth, fifth.and sixth seats, but not for the seventh seat.

On aircraft serial numbers 3¿$-8533001 and up, shoulder harnesses with
inertia reels are standard equipment on the third, fourth, fifth and sixth seat.
A shoulder harness with inertia reel is also provided when the optional
seventh seat is installed.

The inertia reel should be checked by tugging sharply on the strap. The
reel will lock in place under this test and prevent the strap from extending.
Under normal movement, the strap will extend and retract as required.

On earlier aircraft provided with a single strap adjustable shoulder
harness for each front seat the shoulder strap is routed over the shoulder
adjacent to the windows and attached to the lap belt in the general area of
the person's inboard hip. Adjust this fixed strap so that all controls are
accessible while maintaining adequate restraint for the occupant.

Shoulder harnesses shall be worn during takeoff and landing. Shoulder
harnesses should be worn during an emergency situation.

Standard cabin features include a pilot's storm window, ashtrays, map
pockets, coat hooks and assist straps, acigarlighter, sunvisors, and pockets
on the front and center seat backs. Among the options which may be added
to suit individual needs are headrests, a fire extinguisher, and a special cabin
sound-proofi ng package.

An optional club seating interior is also available. In the club seating
interior the center seats fac¿ aft. These seats are equipped with lap belts and
adjustable shoulder harnesses.* Removal of the seats is accomplished by
removing the two bolts holding the aft attach points and stiding the seat aft.

An optional refreshment console is located between the center seats. lt is
removed in a manner identical to the removal of the center seats.

l*Earlier aircraft are equipped with tab belts only

REPORT: VB-1110
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-\n optional oxygen s)'stem is located betrveen the center seats. lt is
strapped to theiump seat in the standard seating arrangement. In the club
scarlng arr¿ìngcment it utilizes lhe same attach points as the refreshment
(:(] n\ rl lC.

.\n optional cabin *'ork table. serving the two seats on the right side of
the passenger cabin. is olfered to the club seating arrangement. The table
mirst be storved during takeolf and landing. lf the table is to be r¡sed, it
shor¡ld be set up after a level cruise is established.

To re nrove the cabin work table from the aft baggage compartment,
unlock thc str¡d located on the bottom of the close-out br¡lkhead. Loosen the
rvhite tic-dorvn strap and remove the table from the mounting brackets by
lilting the table two inches straight up until it clears the mounting brackets.
Do not twist the table while it is in the brackets.

To install the cabin work table during flight. hold the table in place and
tilt the free end of the table upward 30o until the lobed upper knobs on the
table supports align rvith the top holes of the escutcheons located below the
right cabin windorv trim. Hold the upper lobes in place and lower the free
end ol the table to the level work position. The retaining springs will click
rvhen secure.

To storv the cabin work table. remove the table by lifting the free end of
the table upu'ard to disengage the bottom lobes of the table supports. Lift
until the top support lobes disengage at approximately 30o of tilt and remove
the table. Position the table iir the stowage area and. with the table work
surface 1'acing forrvard. place the slots in the table support into the receptacle
clips mounted on the hat shelf. Make sure the tie-down straþ is not behind
the table. With the table fully placed in the clips. bring the tie-down strap
:ìcross the lace of the table and lock over the stud located on the bottom of
the close-out bulkhead.

7.29 STALL 1VARNING

An approaching stall is indicated by a stall warning indicator which is
acrivafed between five and ten knots above stall speed. Mild airframe
buflèting and gentle pitching may also precede the stall. Stall speeds are
shown on a graph in the Performance Charts Section. The stall warning
indicator consists of a continuous sounding horn located behind thq instru-
ment panel. The stall rvarning horn has a different sound from that of the

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l
REVISED: SEPTEMBER l?, 1984
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gear warning horn rrhich ha¡ a 90 cycles per minute bccping sound Thc stall
warning indicator is activatcd by two lift dctætors on thc þadingedgc of the

fcft-wing, outboard of the engine n¡ccllc. Thc inboard detector activatæ the
indic¡tor whcn the flaps are in thc 25 and 40 dcgree positions, the outboard
when thc haps are in ôther positions.

A squat gwitch in thc stsll warning system docs not allow thc units to bc
activatcd on thc ground.

7.3I BAGGAGE AREA

Therc are two scparate bag$gc compsrtmcnts. Oræ, the nose section
baggage compsrtment, is acccasiblc through a bargagc door on thc þft sidc
of thc nosc rcction. It h¡s a rn¡ximum wcight caprcity of l0 pounds. Thc
cabin bagg¡gc compartment, located aft of scas five and six has a weight
capacity of 100 pounds. This compartment is loaded and unloaded through
the rcar cabin door, ard it is acccssiblc during flight. Ticdorryn strapß are
providcd and should bc r¡scd at all times. A cargo loading door, installcd aft
of thc rcar door, facilitatcs thc loading of bulky itcms. All cargo, baqg¡ge
compertrnênt and passcngêf doors u¡c the sarnc kcy. The kcy can bc
removed from the forward baggnge compårtmeni door oniy wherr irr îhe
lockcd porltlon.

A nosc scction bagg¡ge compartment liSht' illuminatæ automatically
whenever thc baggngc door is opencd. The bag8¡gc compartrnent light is

indepcndcnt of the ¿ircraft battcry swiæh; thcrcfore, whcn thc baggage door
ic opencd, the light will illumin¡tc regarrllcss of the position of thc battery
switch. Whcn thc bag€agc compartment light option is installed, thc baggage

door should not be bft opcn or ajar for extendcd timc pcriods as battery
dcplction could result.

An optional forward baggagc door ajar annunciator system is availablc,
which scr¡¡cs thc bag€Êgc door latch pin position. Failure to latch the

forward baggrge door will illuminatc an ambcr light on thc pilot's

annunciator paræ!. The annunciator, when illuminatcd, is *Baggage Door"
advising thc pilot of this condition.

NOTE

It it thc pitot's responsibility to bc surc when

baggagc is loadcd !h8! tlc airplarc^ C.G' falls
wiüiin thc allowgble C.G. range. (Sce Wcight
end Balancc Scction')

tOptional cquiPmcnt

REPOßÎ: Yllll0
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7.33 FIMSH

All exterior su¡faces are finished with acrylic lacquer.

) An optional polyurethane ñnish is available.

7.35 PIPER EXTERNAL POWER*

An optional starting installation known as piper Extemal power @Ep)
allows the airplane engine to be started from an exfernal battery without the
necessity of gaining access to the airplane battery. The cable from the
external battery can be attached to a receptacle under the right side of the
nose section of the fuselage. Instrucrions on a placard located on the cover of
the receptacle should be followed when starting with externar power. For
instructions on tle use of ttre PEP, refer to Sørting Engines - Section 4.

7.37 EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER*

The Emergency Locator Transmirrer (ELÐ is located in the aft portion
of the fuselage just below the stabilator leading edge and is accessible
through a plate on fhe right side of the fuselage. This plate is attâched \r/ith
slotted-head nylon screws for ease of removal; these screws may be readily
removed with a variety of common items such as a dime, key, knife blade,
etc. If there are no tools available in an emergenc¡ the screw heads may be
broken off by any means. The ELT is an emergency locator transmitter
which meets the requirements of FAR 91.52.

A battery replacement daæ is marked on the transmitter to comply with
FAA regulations, t}re battery must be replaced on or before this dare. The
battery must also be replaced if the transmitter has been used in an emer-
gency situation or if the accumulated test time exceeds one hour, or if the
unit has been inadvertently activafed for an undeærmined time period.

NOTE

If for any reason a test transmission is
necessary, the test transmission should be
conducted only in the first five minutes of any
hour and limited to three audio sweeps. If the
tests must be made at any ofher time, the tess
should be coordinated with the nearest FAA
tor¡/er or flight service station.

*Optional equipment

ISSUED: JANUARY 8,1981
REVISED: MAY 4,1990
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NARCO F,T;I IO OPERATTON*

On the ELT unit itself is a th¡ee position switch placarded ON, OFF and

ARM. The ARM position sets the ELT so that it will transmit after impact

and will continue to transmit until its battery is drained. The ARM position
is selected when tlte ELT is installed in the airplane and it should rcmain in

that position.

AfÞr a forced landing, and assist¿nce is desi¡ed, vcrify thc opcration of
the ELT by tuning a radio receiver to 121.50 MHz. If the ELT transmission

can be heard it is functioning properly. If there is no ELT transmission,
remove the ELT access plate in the tail cone and place the ELT selector

switch in the ON position.

Afier verificâtion that the ELT is transmitting, turn off monitoring
receiver to conserve the battery. If radio communication is attempted, place

the ELT selector switch in the OFF position until the communication is
completed.

If required, the ELT may be removed from the airplane and used as a
nnrrolrla "nit 'l'n rrca rhp FI T ac a nnrtalrlc lnit in ân emergencv. femovePv¡ su¡v
the cover and unlatch the unit from i¡s mounting base. The antcnna cable is

disconnected by a left quarter-tum of ttre lnu¡led nut and a pull. A sharp tug

on the two small wires will break them loose. Deploy the self-contained
antenna by pulling the plastic tab ma¡ked 'PULL FULLY TO EXTEND
ANTENNA." Move the switch ûo ON to activate the transmitter.

In the event the transmitter is activated by an impact, it can only be

tumed off by moving the switch on the ELT unit to OFF. Normal operation
can ¡hen be restored by pressing the small clear plastic reset button located

on fhe top of the f¡ont face of the ELT and then moving the switch to ARM.

A pilot's remote switch locaæd on ¡he left side panel is provided to allow
the uansmitter to be turned on from inside the cabin. The pilot's remote
switch is piacarderi ON anti ARMED. The swiich is normaiiy in itre
ARMED position. Moving the switch to ON will activate the transmitter.
Moving the switch back to the ARMED position will turn off the trans-
mitter only if the impact switch has not been activated.

*Optional equipment

REPORT: VB-1110
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The ELT should be checked to make certain the unit has not been
activated during the ground check. check by selecting 121.50 MHz on an- 

¡ operating receiver. If there is an oscillating chþing iound, the ELT may/ have been activa¿ed and should be turned off immediately. This requires
removal of the access cover and moving the switch to oFF, then press fhe
reset button and return the switch to ARM. Recheck with the receiver to
ascertain the transmitter is silent.

NARCO ELT 910 OPERATION*
on the ELT unir iself is a three posirion switch placarded oN, oFF and

ARM. The ARM position sets the ELT so thæ it will ransmit after impact and
will continue ro rransmit until its battery is drained. The ARM poiition is
selecæd when the ELT is installed in the airplane and it should remain in that
position.

A pilot's remote switch, placarded oN and ARM, is located on the left
side panel to allow the transmiEer to be armed or urrned on from inside the
cabin. The switch is normally in the ARM position. Moving the swiæh to oN

,¡ will activate the transminer. A warning light" located above the remote switch,/ will blink continuously whenever the ELT is activated.

NOTE

The warning light will not blink if rhe ELT is
activated by an incident that also results in
severance of the airplane's power supply lines.

should rhe ELT be activated inadvertently it can be reset, by either
positioning the remote switch to tfie oN position for two seconds, and then
relocating ir o the ARM position, or by setting the switch on rhe ELT o oFF
and then back to ARM.

In the event the Eansmitter is activated by an impact, it can be turned off
by moving the ELT switch oFF. Normal operation can then be restored by
resetting the switch to ARM. It may atso be turned offand reset by positioning
the remote swirch to the oN position for two seconds, and then to t¡e mvt
position.

*Optional equipment

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 1981
REVISED: MAY 4,1990
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The transmittÊr can be acuvated ¡¡¡lrally at any dme by piacing ciiher thç

remote switch or the ELI switch to the ON position.

The ELT should be checked during posdtight ¡o make certain the uni¡ has

not been activated. Check by selecting 12I.50 MHz on an operating rcceiver. If
a downward sweeping audio tone is hea¡d, the ELI may have been activate¡i,

Set the remote switch to ON. If there is no change in the volume of the signal,

your aþlane is probably transmitting. Sening the remote switch to ARM will
automatically reset the ELT and should silence the signal being received on

121.50 MI{z.

7.39 PIPER CONTROL \trHEEL CLOCK

The time and daæ can be set by the operation of the reset (RSÐ buton
while in the clock mode.

The month is set by pressing the reset (RST) button once, this will cause

the dâte to appear with the monttr flashing. Pressing the starl stop (ST-SP)

button adyances tho months at one per second or one per push, until the
-:^L+ -^-ôL '1¡ ¡a+ rl.o ¡lafa ¡raoo tho ¡acat /Þ S'T\ hrrf tnn nn¡e¡rËl¡L ¡r¡u¡llr¡ oPPv4ù, rv ùw! u¡¡e ssrer Prvoú
again causing the date to f1ash, then press the sta¡t/stop (ST-SP) button to

advance to the correct date.

To set the correct hour, press the RST button two times causing the

hours digits to flash. Press the ST-SP button to advance to the correct hour.

The minutes can now be set by pressing the RST button once again and

causing the minutes digis to flash. Set the minutes to the next minute to
come up at the zero seconds time mark and depress the RST button to hold

the time displayed. At the time mark, press the ST-SP button momentarily
to begin time counting at the exact second. If the minutes are not advanced

when they are flashing in the set mode, pressing the RST button will return
the clock to the normal timekeeping mode without altering the minutes
timing. This ieature is useiui when changing iime zones, when oniy the

hours are to be changed.

The calender function will automatically advance the date correctly
according to the four year perpetual calendar. One day must be added

manually on February 29 on leap year. The date advances correctly at
midnite.

To display a test function, press both the RST and ST-SP butons at the

same úme.

REPORT: VB-1110
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SECTION 8

AIRPLANE HANDLING, SERVICING, AND MAINTENANCE

8.1 GEI\ERAL

This section provides general guidelines relating to the handling, servicing,
and maintenance of the SENECA Itr. For complete maintenance i=nstructions,
refer to thePA-34-220T Maintenance Manual.

WARNING

Inspection, maintenance and parts requirements for all
non-PIPER approved STC installations are not included in
this handbook. When a non-plpBR approved STC

t installation is incorporated on the airplane, those portions of/ the airplane affected by the insta[ation must be inspected in
accordance with the inspection program published by the
oïyner of the STC. Since non-plpER approved STC
installations may change systems interface, operating
characteristics and component loads or stresses on adjacent
structures, PIPER provided inspection criteria may not be
valid for airplanes with non-plpER approved STC
installations.

WARNING

Modifications must be approved in writing by pIpER prior
to installation. Any and all other installations, whatsoever, of
any kind will void this warranty in it's entirety.

ISSUED: JANUARY 8,1981
REVISED: NOVEMBER 15, 2004

REPORT: VB-1110
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8.1 GENERAL(CONTIIYUED)

WARNING

flse onlv senrrine PIPRR riarts or PIPER approved Darts
obtained from PIPER approved sources, in connection with the
maintenance and repair of PIPER airplanes.

Genuine PIPER parts are produced and inspected under
--!------- --^^-J----- 

¿^ !-----^ -!---.^-.L:-^-- --J ---:¿^L:::4- !^-rlBur-uus lrlu(:cuur-Ës l.u ¡tlltulc all-ì/vullttulËss arru Þurtäuü¡ry rur
use in PIPER airplane applications. Parts purchased from
sources other than PIPER, even though idenJical in appearance,
may not have had the required tests and irspections performed,
may be different in fabrication techniques and materials, and
may be dangerous when installed in an airplane.

Additionally, reworked or salvaged parts or those parts obtained
from non-PIPER approved sources, may have service histories
which are unknorvn or cannot be authenticated, may have been
subjected to unacceptable stresses or temperatures or may have
other hidden damage not discernible through routine visual or
nondestructive testing. This may render the part, component or
structural assembl¡ even though originally manufactured by
PIPER, unsuitable and unsafe for airplane use.

PIPER expressly disclaims any responsibility for malfunctions,
failures, damage or injury caused by use of non-PIPER
approved parts.

REPORT: VB-1110
8-la
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E.l GETYERAL (CONTTNUED)

Every owner should stay in close contact with an authorized piper service
center or Piper's customer Service Depafment to obtain the latest information
pertaining to their airplane, and to avail themselves of piper's support systems.

Piper takes a continuing interest in having owners get the most efficient use
from their airplane and keeping it in the best mechanical condition.
consequently, Pipe¡ from time to time, issues service releases including service
Bulletins, service Letters, service Spares Letters, and others relating to the
ai¡plane.

Piper Service Bulletins are of special importance and piper considers
compliance mandatory. These are sent directly to the latest FAA-registered
owners in the united States (u.s.) and piper service centers worldwide.
Depending on the nature of the release, material and labor allowances may apply.
This information is provided to all authorized piper Service Centers.

Piper service Letters deal with product improvements and servicing
techniques pertaining to the airplane. They a¡e sent to piper Service centers and,
if necessary, to the latest FAA-registered owners in the u.s. owners should give
careful attention to Service Letter information.

Piper Service Spares Letters offer improved parts, kits and optional
equipment which were not available originally, and which may be of interest
to the owner.

Piper offers a subscription service for Service Bulleúns, service Letters, and
service Spares Letters. This service is available to interested persons such as
owners, pilots, and mechanics at a nominal fee, and may be obtained through an
authorized Piper Service Center or Piper's Customer Service Department.

Maintenance manuals, parts catalogs, and revisions to both, are available
from Piper Service Centers or Piper's Customer Service Department.

Any correspondence regarding the airplane should include the airplane
model and serial number to ensure proper response.

ISSUED: JANUARY I,1981
REVISED: NOVEMBER 15, 2004
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8.3 AIRPLANE INSPECTION PERIODS

WARNING

AII inspection intervals, replacement time limits, overhaul tíme
limits, the method of inspection, life limits, cycle limits, etc.,
recommended hv PIPER are solelv hase¡l on the use of new.

reruauufactured or overlrauled PIPDR approved parts. If parts
are designed, manufactured, remanufactured, overhauled
and/or approved by entities other than PIPER, then the data in
lrTPÍ'.PtS maintcnqnnp/ccrvice mqnrrqlc qn¡l nerfs cefelnqs ¡re----_'Þ- --'
no longer applicable and the purchaser is warned not to rely on
such data for non-PIPER parts. All inspection intervals,
replacement time limits, overhaul time limits, thc mcthod of
inspection, life limits, cycle limits, etc., for such non-PIPER
parts must be obtained from the manufacturer and/or seller of
such non-PIPER parts.

Piper has developed inspection items and requirecl inspection intervals (i.e.:

50, 100, 500, and 1000 hours) for the specific model aircraft. Appropriate forms
are contained in the applicable Piper Main:enance Manual, and should be

complied with by a properly trained, knowledgeable, and qualified mechanic at

a PiperAuthorized Service Center or a reputable repair shop. Piper cannot accept

responsibility for the continued airworthiness of any aircraft not maintained to
these standards, and/or not brought into compliance with applicable Service
Bulletins issued by Piper, instructions issued by the engine, propeller, or
accessory manufacturers, or Airworthiness Directives issued by the FAA.

A programmed Inspection, approved by the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), is also available to the owner. This involves routine and detailed
inspections to allow maximum utilization of the airplane. Maintenance
inspection costs are reduced, and the maximum standard of continuous
airworthiness is maintained. Complete details are available from all local
distributors representing The New Piper Aircraft, Inc.

In addition, but in conjunction with the above, the FAA requires periodic
inspections on all aircraft to keep the Airworthiness Certificate in effect. The
owner is responsible for assuring compliance with these inspection requirements
and for maintaining proper documentation in logbooks and/or maintenance
records.

REPORT: VB-1110
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A spectographic analysis of the engine oil is available from several
sources. This inspection. if performed properly, provides a good check of the
internat condition of the engine. To be accurate, induction air filters must be

\, cleaned or changed regularly. and oit samples must be taken and sent in at
regular intervals.

8.5 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

The holder of a Pilot Certificate issued under FAR Part 6l may perform
certain preventive maintenance described in FAR Part 43. This maintenance
may be performed only on an aircraft which the pilot owns or operates and
which is not used to carry persons or property for hire, except as provided in
applicable FAR's. Although such maintenance is allowed by law, each
individual should make a self-analysis as to wherher he has the ability to
perform the work.

All other maintenance required on the airplane should be accomplished
by appropriately licensed personnel.

If maintenance is accomplished, an entry must be made in the
appropriate logbook. The entry should contain:

(a) The date the work was accomplished.
(b) Description of the work.
(c) Number of hours on the aircraft.
(d) The certificate number of pilot performing the work.
(e) Signature of the individual doing the work.

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, l98l
REVISED: JANUARY 16, 1989
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t.7 AIRPI,ANE AI,TERATIONS

ll rhe orvne r dcsircs to havc his aircrait modified. hc'must obtain l-AA
approval lor tht altcration. Maior altcrations ¿ìccomplished in accordancc
t*,iih Adtisorv Circul¿rr 4.ì.1-ì-2. when pcrlìrrrnc'd b¡'an A & P mechanic-

nriry hr::rpprovc(l h1,the local FAA ol'ficc. Maior alterations to the basic
. --. ----.t L-. ^/\ t1 I a î -.-.,..:..-.^ C,,^^l-*--t'.1'l-.'^,'

illl l¡¿illlc (,t sYstt:il15 ilr,r Lrrvutsu rr\ 
^\ 

T-'. r.,-¿ rLYurrL o \rul,l,¡!.¡¡!¡¡(.¡¡ ¡ -r t,!

Ccrtilicatc.

'ì-hc orvncr or pilot is required to ascertain that the following Aircraft
D.,^.,-, .,.,-;- ^.¡Ar.-.1 in rh,' oir¡r¡l'tr.tlrL¡,r lrtr rr¡ (,¡r¡r¡

(a) To hc clisplavcd in the aircraft at all times:
( I ) Aircrafi Airworthiness Certificate Form FAA-lt 100-2.

(2) Aircraft Rc'gistration Certificate Form FAA-tì050-3'
(l) Aircralt Radio Station l-icense if transmitters are installed,

(b) .l o bc carricrl in the aircralt at all times:
( l) Pilot's Operating Handbook.
(2) Weight and Balance data plus a copv of the latest Repair

and Alteration Form FAA-337. if applicable-
(l) Aircralt equi¡rrtrertt list.

Alrhough the aircraft and engine logbooks are not required ttl be in thc

aircralì. they should bc made available upon request. Logbooks should be

complete and r¡p to datc. Good records will rcduce maintenance cost by

giving thc mechanic information about what has or has not been

accomplished.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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8.9 GROUND HANDLING

(a) Towing

(b) Taxiing

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, lgEl
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 17, 1984

The airplane may be moved on the ground by the use of the nose
wheel steering bar that is slowed in the baggage compartment or by
power equipment that will not damage or excessively strain thã
nose gear steering assembly.

CAUTIONS

When towing with power equipment, do not
turn the nose gear beyond its steering radius in
either direction, as this will result in damage to
the nose gear and steering mechanism.

Do not tow the airplane when the controls are
secured.

In the evenT towing lines are necessary, ropes should be
attached to both main gear struts as high up on the tubes as possible.
Lines should be long enough to clear the nose and / or tail by not less
than fifteen feet, and a qualified person should ride in the pilot's seat
to maintain control by use of the brakes.

Before attempting to taxi the airplane, ground personnel
should be instructed and approved bya qualified personauthorized
by the owner. Engine starting and shutdown procedures as well as
taxi techniques should be covered. When it is ascertained that the
propeller back blast and taxi areas are clear, the parking brake is
released and power should be applied to start the taxi roll. The
following checks should be performed:

(l) Taxi a few feet forward and apply the roe brakes to deter-
mine their effectiveness.

(]) Taxi with the propeller set in low pitch, high RpM setting.
(3) While taxiing, make slight turns to ascertain the effectivð-

ness of the steering.
(4) Observe wing clearance when taxiing near buildings or

other stationary objects. If possible, station an obsèrver
outside the airplane.

(5) When taxiing over uneven ground, avoid holes and ruts.

REPORT: VB-I110
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(ó) Do not operate the enginc at high RPIvI when rulìl'¡illg up
or taxiing over ground containing loose stones, gravel, or
any loose material that may cause damage to the propeller
blades.

(c) Parking

When parking the airplane, be sure that rt rs suiiiciently
protected from adverse weather conditions and that it presents no

danger to other aircraft. When parking the airplane lor any length
^f ri-- ^- ^.'-'ñidhr it ic c¡rooccterl thât if he mnnrerl seerrrelv
vl l¡l¡lL v¡ v v!¡ ¡¡¡6¡¡!t ¡!

(l) To park the airplane, head it into the wind if possible.
(2) The parking brake knob is located on the lower left of the

instrument panel. To set the parking brake. first depress

and hold the toe brake pedals and then pull out the parking
brake knob. To release the parking brake, first depress and
hold the toe brake pedals and then push in on the parking
brake knob.

WARNING

No brukirrg will occur if knob is pulled prior
to brake application.

CAUTION

Care should be taken when setting brakes that
are overheated or during cold weather when
accumulated moisture may freeze a brake.

(3) Aileron and stabilator controls should be secured with the
front seat belt and chocks used to properly block the
wheels.

(d) Mooring

'f he airplane should be moored lor immovability, security and
protection. The following procedures should be used for the proper
mooring of the airplane:

(l) Head the airplane into the wind if possible.
(2) Retract the flaps.
(3) lmmobilize the ailerons and stabilator by looping the seat

belt through the control wheel and pulling it snug.
(4) Block the wheels.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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(5) Secure tie-down ropes to the wing tie-down rings and to the
tail skid at approximately 45 degree angles tolhe ground.
When using rope of non-synthetic material, leave sùfficient
slack to avoid damage to the airplane should the ropes
contract.

CAUTION

Use bowline knots, square knots or locked slip
knots. Do not use plain slip knots.

NOTE

Additional preparations for high winds include
using tie-down ropes from the landing gear
forks and securing the rudder.

(6) I nstall a pitot head cover if available. Be sure to remove the
pitot head cover before flight.

(7) Cabin and baggage doors should be locked when the
airplane is unattended.

8.IT ENGINE INDUCTION AIR FILTERS

(a) Removing Induction Air Filter

( l) Remove the upper cowling to gain access to the air filter
box.

(2) Turn the four studs and remove the air filter box cover.
(3) Lift the air filter from the filter box.

(b) Cleaning Induction Air Filters

The induction air filters must be cleaned at least once every 50
hours, and more often, even daily, when operating in dústy
condilions. Extra filters are inexpensive, and a spare stroutd be kejt
on hand for use as a rapid replacement.

To clean the filter:
(l) Tap filter gently to remove dirt particles. Do not use

compressed air or cleaning solvents.

ISSUED: JANUARY I, l98l
REVISED: FEBRUARY 10, 1984
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(2) lnspect iilter. If paper element is torn or rupturccl or gaskcl

is dâmaged. the filter should be replaced. The usable life of
the filter should be restricted to one year or 500 hours.
whichever comes first.

(c) lnstallation of induction Air Filters

After cleaning, place filter in air box and install cover. Secure

cover by turning studs. Replace cowl.

8.13 BRAKE SERVICE

The brake system is filled rvith MIL-H-5606 (petroleum base) hydrallic
brake fluid. This should be checked periodically or at every 50-hour
inspection and rcplenished when necessary. The brake rcservoir is locatcd in
the forward maintenance area. Remove the four screws and rotate the
liberglass nose cone forward and dorvn. The reservoir is located at the top
rear of the compartment. Keep the fluid level at the level marked on the
reservoir.

No adjustment ol brakc clcarance is necessary. Refer to the Service
Manual l'or brake hning replacement instructions.

8.I5 LANDING GEAR SERVICE

Two jack points are provided for jacking the aircraft for servicing. One
is located outboard of each main landing gear. Before jacking, attach a tail
support to the tail skid. Approximately 500 pounds of ballast should be
placed on the tail support.

CAUTION

Be sure to apply sufficient support ballast;
otherwise the airplane may tip forward, and the
nose section could be damaged.

Landing gear oleos should be serviced according to instruction on the
units. Under normal static load (empty weight olairplane plus full fuel and
oil), main oleo struts should be exposed approximately 3.20 inches and the
nose oleo strut should be exposed 2.50 inches. Refer 1o the Service Manual
for conrplete information on servicing oleo struts.

REPORTT VB-lll0
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BRAKE SYSTEM
Figure 8-l

REPORT: VB-llt0
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8.I7 PROPELLER SERVICT

The gas charge in the propeller cylinder should be kept at the pressure

specified on the placard located in the spinner cap. The pressurc in the

"ylind.r 
will increase about one-third psi for every degree Fahrenheit

increase in temperature. This effect should be considered when checking
pressure. I he charge maintaineci mUSI be accurate anci írce oí exccssivc

moisture since moisture may freeze the piston during cold weather. Dry
nitrogen gas is recommended.

¡.ILt A À,lE¡ED DDECçI IÞ F ÞtrTìIIIÞFÀIFNTS \À/ITTJ
L llntv¡ uLr\ t l\LJJ v r\L ¡\!\< v

TEMPERATURE FOR HARTZELL COUNTERWEIGHT
TYPE PROPELLERS

FOR PROPELLER HUBS:
BHC-C2YF-2CKUF AND BHC-C2YF-2CLKUF

NOTE: Do not check pressure or charge with propeller in feather position

The spinner and backing plate should be cleaned and inspected for
cracks frequently. Before each flight the propeller should be inspected for
nicks, scratches, or corrosion. Iffound, they should be repaired as soon as

possible by a rated mechanic, since a nick or scratch causes an area of
increased stress which can lead to serious cracks or the loss of a propeller tip.
The back face of the blades should be painted when necessary with flat black
paint to retard glare. To prevent corrosion, all surfaces should be cleaned
and waxed periodically.

The gas charge in the optional unfeathering accumulators should be

maintained at 90 - 100 PSl. It is important to use nitrogen only for this
purpose since any moislurc irr thc systettì nlay frÈeze alld lendel it ittopeta-
tive. Do not check this charge pressure while engine is running.

REPORT: VB-tll0
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8.19 OIL REQUTREMENTS

.The oil capacity of the Teledyne continental engines is g quarts per
engine with a minimum safe quantity of 3 quarts peiengine. Itìs recom-
mended that oil be added if the quantity falls to 6 quarts. Ii is recommended
that engine oil be d:ained and renewed every 100 hours, or sooner under
unfavorable conditions. Full flow cartridge type oil filters should be
replaced each 50 hours of operation. The following grades are required for
temperatures:

Below 40o F
Above 40oF

ISSUED: JANUARY I, l98l
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 17, 1984

The minimum aviation grade fuel for the Seneca III is 100.
Since the use of lower grades can cause serious engine damage in a
short period of time, the engine warranty is invalidated by the use
of lower octanes.

Whenever 100 or l00LL grade fuel is not available, commercial
grade 100/ 130 should be used. (See Fuel Grade Comparison
Chart.) Refer to the latest issue of Continental Service Bulletin
"Fuel and Oil Grades."

OIL VISCOSITY

Aviation Grade S.A.E. No

REPORT: VB-II10
8-il

1065
I t00

30
50

8.21 FUEL SYSTEM

(a) Servicing Fuel System

The fuel screens in the strainers require cleaning at 50 hour or
90 day intervals, whichever occurs first. The fuel gascolator
strainers are located in the wing between the fuel selector valves and
the auxiliary pumps in the nacelles. The fuel injector screen is
located in the housing where the fuel inlet line connects to the
injector. This screen should be cleaned every 50 hours ofoperation.

(b) Fuel Requirements (AVGAS ONLY)
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A summary of current grades as well as the previous fuel
r : ^l - a-lt---.:-^ ^L^-.-ogslgnatlons ls snown ln trlE tulluwltlB u¡r¿ll.

FUEI- CRADE COMP.\RI\IJN CHART

Prer ious Commercial
Fuel Grades {ASTM-D910)

Curr( 'r ( ,¡utmercial
Fuel Gradr. rA5l M-D910-r5)

Max. TEL
Grade Color mll Ll.S. gal.

L urrent Militar¡
Fur'l Grades {IvlIl -(i-5571t.}

Amendmcnt \o. -1

Grade Color

t{Oltl7 red
9l/9ll blue
100/ I .10 green
I l5/ 145 purple

Max. TEL
ml t!.S. gal Grade Color

Max. 'IEl-
ml/ t'. S. ga I

{}_50.5
2.0
1.0
4.6

l't0/ l(7 rcd
nonc nont
I 00/ I 30 green
I l5/ 1.1-5 purplc

n()nc
*-ì-0

.1. l.

'-Cr¿del00LLfuelinsomeoverseascountriesi!currentllcolorcdgrecnanddc:ignaterjas'1001.."**- Commcrcial luel grade 100 and gradc l(10/ l.ìtl lboth oi wh¡ch arc colored grecn) harrng I El
content of up to 4 ml/U.S. gallon trr: approrcd for usc in all engint': crrtificäted lor urc uith
gradc l00l l1(l trr''

The operation of the aircraft is approved with an anti-icing
additive in the fuel. When an anti-icing additive is used it must meet
the specification MIL-I-27686, must be uniformly blended with the
fuel while refueling, must not exceed . I 570 by volume of the refueled
quantity, and to ensure its effectiveness should be blended at not
less than .1070 by volume. One and one half liquid ozs' per ten
gallon of fuel would fall within this range. A blender supplied by the
additive manufacturer should be used. Except for the information
contained in this section, the manufacturer's mixing or blending
instructions should be carefully followed.

CAUTIONS

Some fuels have anti-icing additives pre-
blended in the fuel at the refinery, so no further
btending should be performed.

Fuel additive can not be used as a substitute for
preflight draining of the fuel system.

REPORT: VB-lll0
8-12
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\
\

/
I

<)
<)

FUEL DRAIN
Figure 8-3

CAUTION

Assure that the additive is directed into the
flowing fuel srream. The additive flow should
start after and stop before the fuel flow. Do not
permit the concentrated additive to come in
contact with the aircraft painted surfaces or the
interiqr surfaces of the fuel tanks.

(c) Filling Fuel Tanks

- _ 
observe all required precautions for handling gasorine. Fill the

fuel tanks to the bottom of the filler neck with I oo/ I :o ocrane fuel.
Each wing holds a maximum of 49 gallons, giving a total of 9g
gallons of fuel. with optional fuel tanks instãlle¿, tne total fuel
capacity is increased to 128 gallons.

REPORT: VB-I110
&13
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(d) Draining Fuel Strainer, Sumps and Lirrcs

Each gascolator strainer is provided with a quick drain which
should be drained before the first flight of the day and after re-

fueling, to check for fuel contamination and proper fuel. If contami-
nation is found, filel should be drained until the contamination
stops. ií contaminaiig¡ pcrsisis afier 'jrainir,g fücl fi:r a i¡:ì¡¡ütc,

contact a mechanic to check the luel system.

Each fuel tank is provided with a fuel quick drain to check for
^a¡+ami¡otin- Fanh tank chn¡ld he checked fOr COntaminatiOn inL Ull L4¡¡ r¡¡¡O r ¡V

accordance with the above procedure. Crossfeed drains are located
on the bottom of the fuselage inboard of the right flap' The fuel
drained at each quick drain should be collected in a transparent
container and examined for contamination.

CAUTION

When draining fuel, be st¡re that no fire hazard
exists before starting the engines.

(c) Draining Fuel System

The bulk of the f uel may be drained either by opening the valve
at the inboard end of each tank or by siphoning. The remaining fuel
in the lines may be drained through the gascolators and the two
drains located on the bottom of the fuselage, inboard of the right
flap.

S.23 TIRE INFLATION

For maximum service from the tires, keep them inflated to the proper
pressures. The main gear tires should be inflated to 55 psi and the nose gear

tire should be inflated to 40 Psi.

Interchange the tires on the main wheels, if necessary, to produce even

wear. All wheels and tires are balanced before original installation, an{ the

relationship of the tire, tube, and wheel should be maintained if at all
possible. Unbalanced wheels can cause extreme vibration on takeoff. ln the

installation of new components, it may be necessary to rebalance the wheel

with the tire mounted.

REPORT: VB-lrl0
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vy'hen checking the pressure, examine the tires for wear, cuts, bruises,
and slippage.

8.25 BATTERY SERVICE

Access to the l2-volt 35 ampere hour battery is gained through the nose
baggage compartment. It is located in the forward portion of the nose
baggage compartment. The battery container has a plaJtic drain tube which
is normally closed off. This tubé should be opened óccasionally to drain off
any accumulation of liquid.

The battery fluid level must not be brought above the baffle plates. It
should be checked every 30 days to determine that the fluid level ís proper
and the connections are tight and free of corrosion. Do Nor fill the battèry
above the baffle plates. Do Nor fill the battery with acid - use distilleä
water only. A hydrometer check will determine the percent of charge in the
battery.

If the battery is not properly charged, recharge it starting with a rate of
4 amperes and finishing with a rate of 2 amperes. euick charg€s are not
recommended.

The external power receptacle, if installed, is located on the left side of
the nose section. Be sure that the master switch is off while inserting or
removing a plug at this receptacle. connect l2 vDc external power source
only.

Refer to the PA-34-220T Service Manual for detailed procedures for
cleaning and servicing the battery.

8.27 SERIAL NUMBER PLATES

The serial number plate is located on the left side of the fuselage near
the leading edge of the stabilator. The serial number should always be used
when referring to the airplane on service or warranty matters.

REPORT: vB-l110
t-15
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I.29 LUBRTCATION

Lubrication at regular intervals is an essential part of the maintenance
of an airplane. For lubrication instructions and a chart showing lubrication
points, types of lubricants to be used, lubrication methods and recom-
mended frequencies, refer to the PA-34-220T Service Manr¡al.

t.31 CLEANING

/^\ 
^t^^-:-- 

t-^:-- 1l^----lña-+
\d, \-ll4rr¡l¡Ë Lr¡Ë¡¡¡! vur¡rP4¡ !¡¡¡vr¡t

Before cleaning the engine compartment, place a strip of tape
on the magneto vents to prevent any solvent from entering these
units.

(l) Place a large pan under the engine to catch waste.
(2) With the engine cowling removed, spray or brush the

engine with solvent or a mixture of solvent and degreaser.
In order to remove especially heavy dirt and grease
deposits, it may be necessary to brush areas that were
sprayett.

CAU'I'ION

Do not spray solvent into the alternator, pres-
sure pump, starter, air intakes, or alternate air
inlets.

(3) Allow the solvent to remain on the engine from five to ten
minutes. Then rinse the engine clean with additional
solvent and allow'it to dry.

CAUTION

Do not operate the engine until excess solvent
has evaporated or otherwise been removed.

(4) Remove the protective tape from the magnetos.
(5) Lubricate the controls, bearing surfaces, etc., in accor-

dance with the Lubrication Chart in the P A-34-2207
Service Manual.

REPORT: VB-r110
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(b) Cleaning Landing Gear

Before cleaning the landing gear, place a plastic cover or similar
material over the wheel and brake aisembly.

(l) Place a pan under the gear to catch waste.
(2) Spray or brush the gear area with solvent or a mixture of

solvent and degreaser, as desired. Where heavy grease and
dirt deposits have collected, it may be necessá{ to brush
areas that were sprayed, in order to clean them.

(3) Allow the solvent to remain on the gear from five to ten
minutes. Then rinse the gear with additional solvent and
allow to dry.

(4) Remove the cover from the wheel and remove the catch
pan.

(5) Lubricate the gear in accordance with the Lubrication
Chart in the PA-34-220T Service Manual.

CAUTION

Do not brush the micro switches.

; (c) Cleaning Exterior Surfaces

The airplane should be washed with a mild soap and water.
Harsh abrasives or alkarine soaps or detergents ìourd make
scratches on painted or plastic surfaces or could cause corrosion of
metal. cover areas where cleaning solution courd cause damage. To
wash the airplane, use the following procedure:

{l) Flush away loose dirt with water.
(2) Apply cleaning solution with a soft cloth, a sponge or a soft

bristle brush.
(3) To remove exhaust stains, allow the solution to remain on

the surface longer.
(4) To remove stubborn oil and grease, use a cloth dampened

with naphtha.
(5) Rinse all surfaces thoroughly.
(6) Any good automotive wax may be used to preserve painted

surfaces. soft creaning cloths or a chamois shourd 
-be 

used
to prevent scratches when cleaning or polishing. A heavier

. coating of wax on the leading surfaces will reduce the, abrasion problems in these areas.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, lgtl
REVISED: FEBRUARV 25, lgtz
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(d) Cleaning Windshield and Windows

( l) Remove dirt, mud and other loose particles from exterior
surfaces with clean water.

(2) Wash with mild soap and warm water or with aircraft
plastic clcancr. Use a soft cloth or sponge in a straight back
and forth motion. Do not rub harshly'

(3) Remove oil and grease with a cloth moistened with
kerosene.

LIIU T'IJIY

Do not use gasoline, alcohol, benzene, carbon
tetrachoride, thinncr. scetone, or window
cleaning sprays.

(4) After cleaning plastic surfaces, apply a thin coat of hard
polishing wax. Rub tightly with a soft cloth. Do not use a

circular motion.
(5) A severe scratch or mar in plastic can be removed by

rubblng out the scratch with jcweler's rouge. Smooth both
sides and apply wax.

(e) Cleaning Headliner, Side Panels and Seats

(l) Clean headliner, side panels, and seats with a stiff bristle
brush, and vacuum where necessary.

(2) Soiled upholstery, except leather, may be cleaned with a
good upholstery cleaner suitable for the material. Carefully
follow the manufacturer's instructions. Avoid soaking or
harsh rubbing.

CAUTION

Solvent cleaners require adequate ventilation.

(3) Leather should be cleaned with saddle soap or a mild hand
soap and water.

REPORT: VB-lll0
8-lt
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{f) Cleaning Carpets

-lo 
clean carpets, first remove loose dirt with a whisk broom or

v¿rcuum. For soiled spots and stubborn stains use a nonflammabre
dr¡,cleaning fluid. Floor carpets may be removed and cleaned likeany household carpet.

{g) Cleaning Deicing Equipmenr*

The deicers should be cleaned when the aircraft is washed
using a mild soap and water solution.

l¡r cold weather, wash the boots with the airplane inside a
warm -hangar if possibre. rf the cleaning is to be ¿ïn. outãoo.r,
heat the soap and water sorution befõre taking ¡t ort to it.
airplane. If difficulty is encountered with the wa-ter freezin! on
boots, direct a blast of -warm air arong the region being cleãned
using a portable ground heater.

As an alterna¡e creaning sorvent, use benzol or nonleaded
gasoline. Moisten the cleaning croth in the solvent, scrub tighily,
and thcn, with a clean, dr-y cbth, rvipe dry so that the clcancr"docs
not have time to soak into the rubber. peiroleum products such as
these are injurious to rubber, and therefore should be use¿
sparingly if at all.

with the deicer boots properly cleaned, a coating of Agemaster
No. I should be applied as described in the pA-3ã-220f Service
Manual. This treatment herps protect the boot rubber from ozone
attack, aging and weathering.

_ After the Agemaster coating is dry, a coating of B.F. Goodrich
Icex may. be applied ro rhe boots if icing conditioìs are anricipared.
For specific instructions refer to the pA-34-220T Service Månuat.

*Optional equipment

ISSUED: JANUARY t, t98l
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 23, l9t3
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8.33 ìVINTERIZATION

For winter operation a winteriz.ation kit is installed on the inlet opening
of the oil cooler outboard chamber of the plenum chamber. This kit should
be installed whenever the ambient temperature is 50o F or less. When the kit
is not being used it can be stowed in the nose cone compartment, left hand
side. i'orwarci oí rhe cioor, using ihc sirap p¡úvirjed.

REPORT: vB-lll0
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SECTION 9

SUPPLEMENTS

9.I GENERAL

This section provides information in the form of Supplements which are
nec€ssary for operation of the airplane when equippe¿ïitn on. o. more ofthe various optional systems and óquipment nof pioìiaed with the siandard
airplane.

. All of- the Supplements listed on the preceding pages are ..FAA
Approved" and are required to be aboard thi airpra;.;Ë; tr," ,"1"t"¿equipment is instalred-. supprements for equipmåt instailà lhould beidentified to avoid confusion. Supplements foì equipment not inri"ìied may
at the owners discretion be segregated ot ."-ou.d from the pitoit-ope.ating
handbook.

REPORT: VB-llt0
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. T
FOR

PORTABLE OXYGDN SYSTEM INSTALLATION.
SCOTT AVIATION PRODUCTS

EXECUTIVE MARK III
PART NUMBER 8021S0_00 ()R 8021t0-01

SECTION T. GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of
the airplane when the optionat portable oxygen system is installed in accor-
dance with "FAA Approved" piper data. 

.rtrã infórmation conrained within
t this supplement is to be uscd in conjunction with the complete handbook.
I

- This supplement has been "FAA Approved" and must remain in this
handbook at all times when the optional þôrtable oxygen system is installed.

FAA APPROV oa, D o""[ €,*,
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

REPORT: VB-ltl0
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This portable oxygen system provides supplementary oxygen for the

crew and passengers during high altitude flights (above 10,000 feet). The

system is secured to the middle center ieat with the forward facing seating

orrung.mrnt and mounted between the center scats with lhe cluh seating

arrangement.

The major components of the system consist of two console cylinder
kits and six oxygen masks. Each console is equipped with a 22 cubic foot
oxygen cylinder, an oxygen supply gauge, an ON-OFF flow control knob
and-two ptug-in receptacles. Two single supply line masks and two dual
supply line masks, which utilize dual manifold connectors, are provided to
supply six masks with only four outlets.

Each cylinder is enclosed in a console carrying case with a separate

supply gauge and ON-OFF flow control knob mounted on the sloped face of
eaõñ unit. Two plug-in outlets are mounted below the gauge and control
knob on each console. The masks for the rear seats are stowed in the pockets

on the center seats anrl all other masks are stowed in the consoles.

When fully charged, each cylinder contains oxygen at a pressure of 1850

psi at ?0" F, the filler port is encloscd by a covcr at the rear of each unit. If
high altitude ftight is anticipated, it should be determined that the oxygen
sulply is adequate for the proposed flight and that the passengers are

briefed. When oxygen is required, insert the mask plug-in connector into an

outlet and lock by rotating the connector approximately l14 turn' Don
mask(s) and rotate the ON-OFF control knob fully counterclockwise
(approximately two full turns).

Each mask assembly oxygen line incorporates a flow indicator' When
the red pellet in the indicator disappears, oxygen is flowing through the line
normally. If the red indicator appears in any of the lines during a period
when oxygen is essential, the airplane should be lowered to a safe altitude
immediately.

Always remove fittings from the oxygen receptacles and stow the masks

when they are not in use. Connect only those mask assemblies being used to
prevent oxygen loss through an unused mask asse mbly. If the control knob
is ON and the fitting is in the receptacle, oxygen will flow through the mask

continuously. If a dual manifold connector is used, both masks must be

donned. Masks may be damaged if they are not properly stowed.

REPORT: VB-rll0
9-4, 2 of 6
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WARNING

Positively no smoking while oxygen is being
used by anyone in the airplane.

- To stop the fìow of oxygen through the system, the control knob should
be turned OFF by rotaring fully cloðkwise, finger tight.

To preclude the possib-ility of fire by spontaneous combustion, oil,
grease, paint, hydraulic fluid and other flammable material should be kepi
away from oxygen equipment.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

(a) No smoking allowed.
(b) The aircraft is restricted to six occupants with two (2) oxygen units

installed.
(c) The aircraft is restricted to four occupants with one ( l) oxyge n unit

installed.
(d) Oxygen durarion:

DURATION ¡N HOURS AT ALTITUDE

Persons Using
Each Unit t0,000 t 5,000 20,000 25,000

I

2
3

4

6.3
3.2
2.t
t.ó

4.7
2.4
t.6
t.2

3.8
1.9
1.3

0.95

3.3
t.7
t.l
0.8

NOTE

For six occupants maximum duration will be
obtained with three (3) persons utilizing each
unit. See preceding chart for number of pãrsons
vs duration (per unit).

Rf,PORT: VB-lrr0
3 of ó, 9-5
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SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

(a) Time of useful consciousness at 25,000 feet is approximately 3

minutes.
(b) If oxygen flow is interrupted as evidenced by the flow i¡ìdicators or

hypoxic indication:
(l) Instalt another mask unit.
(2) Install mask connection in an unused outlet if available.
(3) tf flow is not restored, immediately descend to below 12,500

feet.

In the event an emergency descent becomes necessary' CLOSE the
throttles and move the propeller controls full FORWARD. Adjust the
mixture control as necessary to attain smooth operation. Extend the landing
gear at 130 KIAS and maintain this airspeed'

SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

PREFLIGHT

(a) Check oxygen quantity.
(b) Installation (Forward facing seating arrangement only)

(l) Remove middle center seat and secure units to seat by use of
belts provided.

(2) Reinstall seat and secure seat by adjusting the middle seat belt
tightly around seat aft of the oxygen units.

(c) lnstallation (Club seatirtg arrattgement only)
(l) lnstall mounting base between center seats utilizing slotted

receptacles for front attachment points and bolts for aft attach-
ment points.

(2) Slide oxygen bottles into position on top of mounting base

ensuring that all mounting lugs engage in the slotted receptacle
and that the locking pin is in the raised position.

(d) Turn on oxygen system and check flow indicators on all masks'
Masks for the two aft seats are stowed in the seat pockets of the
middle seats. All other masks are stowed in the oxygen system
containers.

REPORT: VB-t110
9-6, 4 oÍ 6
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IN-FLIGHT

(a) Adjust oxygen mask.
(b) Turn on system.
(c) Monitor flow indicators and quantity

CAUTION

Use of oxygen unit is prohibited when gauge
approaches red area.

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary fôr this supile-ent.

REPORT: VB-ltr0
5 of 6, 9-7

ISSUED: JANUARY t, lgtl
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

ST'PPLEMENT NO.2
FOR

IN

A
PART NLIMBERS 36960-3 or 9744t-2

SECTION I - GENERAL

lhis supplenrent supplies inlbrnlation rìcccss¿ìry lgr t¡c opcration of'
the airplane rvhe. trre optionar fixc-d oxygcn rl,rr.n.r is in.stailed in accor_
dance rvith "FAA Approved" Piper data. Tie iniornration contained rvithin

) tlris supph:urctrt is ttr lrc usctl in con.iulìctron rvith rhe.nrrrpì.t. handbook.
'l'his sLrpplemc'r has been "FAA Approve-d'. and musr remain in this

handbook at all tirrres q,hcn the optional-lixed oxvgcn systen.l is installed.

FAA APPROVE

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, t98l
REVISED: FEBRUARY 10, I9B4

WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH. FI-ORIDA

REPORT: VB-tll0
I of 4, 9-9
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This fixed oxygen system provides supplementar!' oxygen l'or the crerv

and passengers during high altitude llights (above 10.000 feet). The rnajor

co.nponenti of the Scott oxygen system ale a óJ cubic foot oxygen cylinder.
an oxygen supply gauge, an ON-OFF l'low control knob' a pressLtre regu-

lator. six plug-in receptacles and six oxygen masks.

On some models the oxygen cvlinder is tnounted alt in the tail cone -

When fully charged, the cylinder contains oxygen at a pressure of 1850 psi at

70"F. The oxygen supply gauge is mounted in the aft overhead vent duct'
The oxygen flow control knob, labeled "Oxygen i Pull-On" is mounted in the

pilot's overhead panei. The pressure reguiator is n.¡ounteci direc:.iy on iire
ôxygen cylinder. once the oxygen flow control knob is on. each ofthe oxygen
plug-in receptacles operates as an automatic on-oll valve. The oxygen
ðylinder ca¡r be recharged throtrgh the access door aft of the rear rvindorv on

the lelt side of the fuselage.

On other models the oxygen cylinder is mounted in the forward baggage

compartnlent. When lully charged. the cylinder contains oxygen at a pressure

of 1850 psi at 70"F. The oxygerì supply gauge is mounted in the co-pilot's
instrument panel. The oxygen flow control knob, labeled "Oxygen¡ Pull-On"
is also mounted in the copilot's instrument panel. lhe pressure regulator is

mounted directly on the oxygen cylinder, once the oxygen [low control knob
is on, each of the oxygen plug-in receptacles operates as an automatic on-off
valve. 'l'he oxygen cylinder can be recharged througlt the l'orward baggage

compartment on the left side of the fuselage-

lf high altitude flight is anticipated, it should be determined that the
oxygen supply is adequate [or the proposed flight and that the passengers are

briefed. When oxygen is required, the control knob should be pulled to the

ON position, allorving oxygen to flow from the cylinder through the system.
Connecting the constant flow mask fitting to a receptacle and turning
it 90 degrees clockwise. automatically releases oxygen to the mask through
the on-off valve feature of the receptacle. The occupant then dons the mask

and breathes normally for a sulficient supply ol'oxygen.

Each mask assenbly oxygen line incorporates a llow indicator. When
the red pellet in the indicator disappears, oxygen is flowing through the line
normally. If the red indicator appears in any of the lines during a period
when oxygen use is essential, the airplane should be lowered to a safe altitude
immediately.

When not in use. mask nray be stowed in the storage pockets behind the

front and center seats. Always remove fittings from the oxygen receptacles

REPORT: VB-lll0
9-10. 2 oI 4

ISSLIED: JANIIARY 8, l98l
REVISED: FEBRLIARY 10, 1984
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SECTION 9
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and stow tlre mask rvhen they are not in use. lf the control knob is pulled on
and the litting is in the receptacle. oxygen will florv through the mask con-
tinuously. Masks may be damaged if they are not properly stowed.

CAUTION

Postively NO SMOKING while oxygen is
being used by anyone in the aircraft.

To stop the llorv ol' oxygen th rough the system. the conrrol knob should
be pushed to the oFF position. To bleed down low pressure lines, it is
reconrmended that the mask assembly be left connected to the outlet for at
least three minutes after the control knob is turned off.

To preclude the possibility o[ fire by spontaneous combustion, oil,
grease. paint, hydraulic fluid, and other llammable materialshould be kept
arvay from oxygen equipment.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

(a) No smoking allorved u,hen oxygen systcm is in usc
(b) Oxygen cluration: (Boule pressure 1850 PSI).
(c) Six occupants maximum when oxygen is required.

DURATION IN HOURS AT ALTITUDE
(Based on 90c/r, Consumption)

Persons
Using System 10,000 15,000 20.000 25,000

8.5
4.3

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

(a) Time of useful consciousness at 25,000 feet isoSpproximatety 3
minutes.

I

2

3

4
5

6

7.7
3.9
2.6
t.9
t.5
1.3

8.t
4.t
2.7
2.0
1.6

1.4

8.3
4.2
2.8
2.t
1.7

t.4

2.8
2.1
1.7

t.4

ISSUED: JANUARY t, lgtl
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 23, 1983
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(b) ll oxygen flow is interrupted as evtdenced by the ilow inciicators or
hypoxic indications:
( l) lnstall another mask unit.
(2) lnstall mask connection in an unused outlet if available.
(3) lf ilow is not restored, immediately descend to belorv 12,500

feet.

ln the event an emergency descent becomes necessary, CLOSE the

throttles and move the propeller controls lull FORWARD. Adjust the

mixture control as necessary to attain smooth operation. Extend the landing
gear at 130 KIAS and maintain this airspeed.

SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

PREFLICHT

(a) Check oxygen quanttty.
(b) Turn on oxygen system and check llorv i¡rtliuatuts u¡t all rrlasks All

masks are stored in the seat pockets ol the front and middle seats.

IN.FLICIIT

(a) Adjust oxygcn mask.
(b) Turn on system.
(c) Monitor flow indicators and quantity

CAUTION

Do not use oxygen system below 200 PSI to
prevent contamination and/or molsture from
entering depleted cylinder-regulator assembly.
lf cylinder has been depleted it must be re-
moved and refurbished in accordance rvith the
manufacturer's recommended procedures.

SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

REPORT: VB-lll0
9-12, 4 oI 4
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SECTION 9
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO.3
FOR

AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATION
PIPER DWG.3ó809

SECTION I. GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airplane when the optional air conditioning system is instálled in accor-
dance with "FAA Approved" Piper data. The information contained within
this supplement is ro be used in conjunction with the complete handbook.

This supplement has been "FAA Approved" and must remain in this
handbook at all times when the optional airconditioningsystem is installed.

FAA APPROVE
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER A¡RCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

REPORT: VB-I110
I of ó, 9-13

ISSUED: JANUARY t, 19tl
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

PA-34-220T, SENECA III

The air conditioning syst€m is a recirculating air system. -l'he maSor

components include an evaporator, condenser, compressor, blower,
switches and temperature conJrols.

The evaporator is located behind the rear baggage compartment' This
cools the air used for the air conditioning system.

The condenser is mounted aft of the fire wall on the left engine. A
retractable condenser scoop extends when the air conditioner is ON and
retracts to a flush position when the air conditioner is OFF.

lf the air conditioner is operated on the ground, the condenser scoop
operates to a ground opening position which is larger than the in-flight
opening. A circuit through the squat switch on the right main gear prevents
the scoop from operating to the ground opening when the aircraft is in flight'

The compressor is mounted on the rear outboard side of the left engine.
It has an electric clutch which automatically engages or disengages the
compressor.

Air from the baggage area is drawn through the evaporator by the
blower and distributed through an overhead duct to individual outlets
located adjacent to each occupant.

The switches and temperature control are located on the lower right side
of the instrument panel. The temperature control regulates the temperature
of the cabin. Turning the control clockwise increases cooling; counterclock-
wise decreases cooling.

The fan speed switch and the air conditioning ON-OFF switch are above
the temperature control. The fan can be operated independently of the air
conditioning; however, the fan must be ON for air conditioner operation.
Turning either switch OFF will disengage the compressor clutch and retract
the condenser door. Cooling air should be felt within one minute after the
air conditioner is turned on.

NOTE

If the system is not operating in 5 minutes, turn
the system OFF until the fault is corrected.

REPORT: VB-lll0
9-14, 2 oÍ 6
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The fan switch allows operation of the fan with the air conditioner
turned oFF to aid in cabin air circulation. ..Low', or ..HIGH" can be-. selected to direct a flow of air through the air conditioner outlets in the over-) hea¿ duct. These outlets can be adjusted or rurned off individually.

The condense¡ door light is located on the finnunciator panel and
illuminates when the door is open and extinguishes when the door is closed.

A circuit breaker on the circuit breaker panel protects the aircraft
electrical system.

SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

(a) To ensure maximum climb performance the air conditioner must be
turned oFF manually prior to takeoff to disengage the compressor
and retract the condenser door. Also the air conditioner must be
turned oFF manually before the landing approach in preparation
for a possible go-around

)

(b) Placards
In full view of the pilot, in the area of the air conditioner controls
when the air conditioner is installed:

\ryARNING

AIR CONDITIONER MUST BE OFF
PRIOR TO TAKEOFF AND LANDING
AND ONE ENGINE INOPERATIVE OP-
ERATIONS.

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No changes to the basic Emergency procedures provided by Section 3
of this Pilot's operating Handbook are necessary foi ttris tuppl"."nt.

REPORT: VÞ1110
3 of 6, $15
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, SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

Prior to takeoff, the air conditioner should be checked for proper
operation as follows:

(a) Check aircraft battery switch ON.
(b) lurn the air conditioner controi switch to CrÌi anci the ian switch

to one of the operating positions - the A/ C DOOR OPEN warning
light will illuminate, thereby indicating proper air conditioner
condenser door actuation.

(c) Turn the air conditioner control switch to OFF - the Ai C DOOR
OPEN warning light will go out, thcreby indicating the air
conditioner door is in the retracted position.

(d) If the A/ C DOOR OPEN light does not respond as specified above,
an air conditioner system or indicator bulb malfunction is indicated
and further investigation should be conducted prior to flight.

The above operational check may be performed during flight if an in
flight failure is suspected.

The condenser door light is L¡catetl urt tlte artrtuuciator parrcl and illu-
minates when the door is open and extinguishes when the door is closed.

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

Operation of the air conditioner will cause slight decreases in cruise
speed and range. Power from the engine is required to run the compressor,
and the condenser door, when extended, causes a slight increase in drag.
When the air conditioner is turned OFF there is normally no measurable
difference in climb, cruise or range performance of the airplane.

NOTE

To ensure maximum climb performance the air
conditioner must be turned OFF manually
before takeoff to disengage the compressor and
retract the condenser door. Also the air
conditioner must be turned OFF manually
before the landing approach in preparation lbr
a possible go-around. The air conditioner must
be OFF during all one engine inoperative
operations.

REPORT: VB-ll10
9-16, 4 o1 6
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Although the cruise speed and range are only slightly affected by the air
conditioner operation, these changes should 

-ue 
consi¿ered in ireflightplanning. To be conservative, the following figures assume that the com-

pressor is operating continuously while the airpiane is airborne. This will be
the case only in extremely hot weather.

(a) The decrease in true airspeed is approximately 4 KTS at all power
settings.

(b) The decrease in range may be as much as 25 nautical miles for the 93
gallon capacity.

(c) The decrease in range may be as much as 35 nautical miles for the
123 gallon capacity.

climb performance is affected by the air conditioner operation. A
decrease in the rate of climb of as much as g0 fpm can be expected at all
altitudes with the air conditioner operating.

REPORT: VB-lll0
5 of ó, 9-17
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO.4
FOR

KFC 2()O AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
(WITH FLIGHT DIRECTOR INSTALLATION)

PIPER D\ryG.36840

SECTION I. GENERAL

This supplemenr is to acquaint the pilot with the operation of the
KFC 200 Automatic Flight control sysrem with optionat Flight Director
as installed in the PA-34-220T Seneca III in accordance with.FAA
Approved" Piper data. The airplane must be operated within the limitations

) herein specified.

This supplement has been "FAA Approved" based on King STC
sA I l47cE and must remain in this handbook at all times when the optionat
King KFC 200 Automatic Flight Control System is installed.

FAA APPROV Fr) 6r-..-
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-t
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

REPORT: VB-lll0
I of 16, 9-19
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The KFC 200 is certif ied tn thrs arrplane with two axis control, pitch and
roll. The system may be operated as a flight director aione with the pilot
steering the airplane to the flight director command presentation or the
autopilot can be engaged to steer the airplane to the flight director command
presentation.

I he airplane is equipped with a manuai eiectric trim system which is

controlled by pilot operation of the trim switch.

The autopilot uses the electric trim to accomplish trimming to unload
the autopilot elevator servo so that autopilot disengagement does not result
in transient airplane motion. An autotrim/clcctric pitch trim monitor is
provided in the autopilot. Autotrim and/or electric pitch trim faults are
visually annunciated on the Mode Annunciator and accompanied by an
audible warning.

ABBREVIATIONS

AFCS
ALT
AP
APPR
ARM
BC
CDI
CPLD
CWS
DISC
FCS
FD
FDI
GA
GS
HDG
LOC
NAV
PAH
PNI

Automatic Flight Control System
Altitude or Altitude Hold
Autupilot
Approach
System Arm for Capture
Back Course
Course Deviation Indicator or Control
Coupled
Control Wheel Steering
Disconnect
Flight Control System
Flight Director
Flight Director Indicator
Go Around
Glide Slope
Heading Select
Localizer
Navigation
Pitch Attitude Hold
Pictorial Navigation Indicator

REPORT: VB-llt0
9-20, 2 of 16
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SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

NOTE

In accordance with FAA recommendations,
use of "Altitude Hold" mode is not recom-
mended during operation in severe turbulence.

(h) Placards:
Location - Pilot's control wheel, left horn:

AP TRIM
DISC INTERRUPT

- Pilot's control wheel, left horn:

cws

- Pilot's control wheel, left horn:

TRIM UP/DN

- Left throttle lever:

GO AROUND

(a) During autopilot operation, pilot must be seated at the controls
with seat belt fastened. operation is restricted to left sioe pitot
position.

(b) Maximum speed for autopilot operation is 200 KIAS.(c) The maximum altitude for operation of the autopilot has not been
determined. The maximum altitude flight tested was 24,000 feet.(d) Do nor exrend flaps beyond 25. during autopi¡ot op.ruiion.

(9) Jne autopilot musr be disengaged during takèoff and landing.(Ð System approved for Category I operaiion only (AppR or"BC
selected).

(g) Autopilot attitude command limits:
Pitch t l5o
Roll t25"

REPORT: VB-llt0
3 of ló, 9-21
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SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCtrDURtrS

(a) AUTOPILOT MALFUNCTION
(l) Emergency Disengagement of AP - Hold the Control Wheel

firmly and press the AP DISC/TRIM TNTERRUPT Switch.

(b) ELEC-|RIC I RIM MALFUNCTION leither manuai eiectric or
autotrim)
(l) AP DISC/TRIM INTERRUPT Switch - Press and hold down

until recovery can be made.
(2) RADIO POWER Switch - OFF.
(3) Aircraft - manually retritn.
(4) PITCH TRIM circuit breaker - Pull.
(5) RADIO POWER Switch - ON.

CAUTION

When disconnecting the autopilot alier a trim
malfunction, hold the control rvheel firmly (up
to 45 pounds of force on thc control wheel may
be necessary to hold the aircraft lcvel).

(c) ENGINE FAILURE (c()UPLED)
(l) Disengage AP.
(2) Follow basic Airplane Flight Manual engine inoperative

procedures.
(3) Airplane rudder and aileron axes must be manually trimmed

prior to engaging autopilot for engine inoperative operations.

CAUTION

If rudder and aileron trim cannot be main-
tained when power is changed during a single
engine inoperative coupled approach, disen-
gage autopilot and continue approach
manually.

CAUTION

At airspeeds below ll0 MPH/96 KTS IAS,
rapid power application may cause a pro-
nounced pitch up attitude of 20o or more.

REPORT: VB-lll0
9-22, 4 of 16
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)

(d) AUTOPILOT DISENGAGEMENT
(l) The autopilot can be manually disengaged by the following

actions:
a. Press rhe AP DISC/TRIM INTERRUPT switch on rhe

pilot's control wheel.
b. Move the Autopilot ON-OFF handle to rhe OFFposirion.c. Engage the Go-Around mode.
d. Pull the AUTOPILOT circuit breaker our (OFF).
e. Turn off the RADIO POWER switch.
f. Operate manual electric trim switch Up or DN.

(2) The. folloryjng conditions will cause the Autopilor to auro_
matically disengage:
a. Power failure.
b. Internal Flight Control System failure.
c. With the KC_S_554_compass system, a loss of compass valid

(displaying HDG flag) disengages the Autopitot aìO fngnt
Director when a mode using heading informatiori is
engaged. With the HDG flag present only vertical modes
can be selected for FD or Autopilot operation.

(e) MAXIMUM ALTITUDE LOSSES DUE To AUTOPILOT
MALFUNCTIONS
Cruise, Climb, Descent 400 feetManeuvering 100 feetAPPR 50 feet
SE APPR 50 feet

CAUTION

When the autopilot is engaged, manual
application of a force to the pitch axis of the
control wheel for a period of three seconds or
more will result in the autotrim system
operating in the direction to create a force
opposing the pilot. This opposing mistrim force
will continue to increase as long as the pilot
applies a force to the control wheel, andwill
ultimately overpower the autopilot. If the
autopilot is disengaged under these conditions,
the pilot may be required to exert control forces
in excess of 50 pounds to maintain the desired
airplane attitude. The pilot will have to
maintain this control force while he manually
retrims the airplane.

REPORT: VB-1110
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SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) The BATTERY switch function is unchanged and can be used in
an emergency to shut off all electrical power while the problem is

isolated.
(b) The RADIO POWER switch supplies powcr to thc avionics bus bar

of the radio circuit breakers, AP and TRIM circuit breakers.
(c) The KFC 200 is controlled by the following circuit breakers:

AUTOPILOT - This suplies power to the FCS KC 295 Computer,
KC 290 Mode Controller, KA 285 Annunciator Panel, KI256 FDI,
and AP Pitch and Roll Servos.

FCS MASTER - This in conjunction with the radio po\ryer switch
supplies power to the avionics bus.

COMPASS SYSTEM - This supplies power to the KCS 554
Compass System.

PITCH TRIM - This supplies power to the FCS Autotrim and
manual electric trim sYstems.

(d) FCS WARNING FLAGS AND ANNUNCIATORS

The KI 256 Flight Director Indicator does not have a warning flag,
however the command bars will be biased out of view whenever
the system is invalid or a FD mode is not engaged.

HDG - This warning flag mounted in the Pictorial Navigation
Indicator will be in view whenever the directional gyro information
is invalid. If a HDG invalid occurs with either NAV, APPR, or
HDG modes selected the AP and/or FD is disengaged. Basic FD
mode may then be re-engaged along with any vertical mode and
the AP re-engaged.

TRIM - The TRIM warning light, located in the lower right corner
of the annunciator panel, will flash and be accompanied by an
audible warning whenever the following autotrim andlor manual
electric pitch trim failures occur. The Trim servo motor running
without a command is monitored on the manual electric and auto-
trim. The trim servo motor not running when commanded to run
and the trim servo motor running in the wrong direction are

REPORT: VB-lll0
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monitored on Autotrim only. The TRIM warning light should
flash at least 4 but not more than six times and the uù¿iu-t. warning
sounds when the test switch on the Mode controller is depressedl

GS - The Glide Slope valid (GS pointer being in view on pNI) has
to be present before GS may couple. If after GS coupled, the vaiid is
lost, the sysrem will ftash the GS Annunciator and tiansfer from GS
coupled to PAH with the FDI pitch command bar providing pitch
attitude steering information. lf the GS valid retuins, the íyìtem
will revert back to GS.

NAV FLAG - The NAV or AppR Modes (ARM or CpLD) mav be
selected and will function with or without a NAV *urning it"g
present. The FDI bank steering will continue to provide stãering
information with or without a valid NAV signal.

AP DISCoNNECT ALERT - The Autopilot Disconnect Arert wilr
sound an audible warning for approximately 2 seconds whenever
the autopilot engage lever on the KC 290 Mode controller is
disengaged.

(e) PILOT'S CONTROL WHEEL SwtTCH FUNCTTONS

AP DISC/TRIM INTERRUPT - This emergency disconnecr
switch will disengage the AP, interrupt the power to thè electric trim
system, and disconnect all FD Modes. To resume Apcontrol, a FD
Mode and the AP lever on the Mode Controller must be re-engaged.
In the event of electric trim or autotrim failure, the switch õañ u.
held depressed, which removes all power from the trim system to
allow the pilot time to rurn off the RADIo powER switch and pull
the (PITCH TRIIvI) circuit breaker.

CWS - This switch.when depressed and held will allow the pilot to
manually fly the airplane without disengaging the Ap. When the
switch is released the AP will resume control, (within the pitch and
rolì attitude limits). The CWS switch will resync the FD in pAH, or
ALT hold and will transfer the GA mode to pAH. When the CWS
is held depressed, Manual Electric Trim may be operated without
disengaging the AP.

REPORT: VB-II10
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MANUAL PITCH TRIM - Manual Llectrtc Prtch I rtm rs acttvated

by a dual action type switch that requires both parts to be moved

simultaneously for actuating up or down trim commands.
Operation of the manual electric pitch trim switch will disengage the

AÞ lever switch on the Mode Controller (except when CWS switch

is held deprcsscd as previously noted).

GA - The Go Around switch is located on the left throttle and the

operation of the switch will indicate a fixed angle of climb of óo o¡
the FDI. Selection of the GA Mode when in APPR or NAV CPLD
Mode will disengage the mode and revert to the FD Mode (wings

level) for lateral steering. Tlte AP, if engaged, will disengage.

However, the AP may be engaged/re-engaged with the GA Mode
selected and will follow the FDI pitch command to climb at the

fixed angle.

NOTE

I'he tlight control system incorporates its own
annunciator panel which is located on the
instrument panel. The modes and indicaticlns
given on the annunciator panel are placarded
on the face of the lenses and illuminate when
the respective modes are active. The switches
on the mode selector are the push-on, push-off
type. When engaged, the corresponding flight
director/autopilot annunciator light illumi-
nates. The V-bars on the flight director
indicator will disappear to the bottom of the
instrument when a flight director mode is not
engaged. The V-bars must be in view before the
autopilot can be engaged.

(Ð BEFORE ENGAGING FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
(l) Check that all circuit breakers for the system are in.
(2) Allow sufficient time for gyros to come up to speed and system

warm-up (3-4 minutes).

REPORT: VB-l110
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(5) Daily preflight check (musr be performed prior to first flighr
of the day)
a. Engage rhe FD and Ap and put in a pirch (Up) command

using the vertical trim switch on Mode Controller. Hold
the control column to keep it from moving and observe the
autotrim run in the nose-up direction after approximately
three seconds delay. Use the vertical trim switch and put in
a pitch (DN) command. Hold the control column and
observe the autot¡im run in the nose-down direction after
approximately 3 seconds delay.

b. Engage the HDG mode and rhe Ap. Ser the HDG bug to
command a right turn. The control wheel will rotate clock_
wise. Set the HDG bug to command a left tr¡m. The control
wheel will rotate counterclockwise.

(g) PREFLIGHT CHECK (Run prior ro each flighr)
(1) With no modes engaged and power applied to all systems,

depress the TEST button on the Mode Controller. AÍ moOc
annunciators will be illuminated on the annunciator panel and
the red autotrim failure light will flash. At least four but no
more than six flashes must be observed to indicate proper
operation of the autotrim/manual electric trim feature änd an
audible warning should sound.

(2) Engage the FD, rhen engage Ap, depress the CWS swirch,
center the flight conrols and release crvs. Apply force ro the
controls to dete¡mine if the Ap can be overpowered.

(3) check that ttre pilot's emergency disconnect switch disconnects
the autopilot.

(4) Perform rhe following manual electric pitch trim checks:a. Actuate the lefçside switch to the fore and aft positions.
The trim solenoid should engage, but the trim sÀould not
run. (Solenoid engagement may be confirmed by addi_
tional force required to move trim wheel.)

b. Actuare the righrside switch to the fore and aft posirions.
The trim solenoid should not engage and the rim should
no[ run.
Grasping the manual trim wheel, run the trim both up and
down and check the overpower capability.
Press the AP DISC/TRIM INTERRUPT swirch down
and hold. The manual electric pitch trim will not operare
either up or down.
Set manual trim for takeoff.

c.

d.

e.

ISSUED: APRIL 21,1981
REVISED: FEBRUARY 25, t9B2
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PIPER AIRCRAF-T C ORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECA III

Run manual electric trim from full nose up to full nose

down. Time required should be.39 t5 seconds.

CAUTION

Dise.ngage the AP and check that the airplane
manuai pirch rim is in the iakcr¡íi posiiion prioi
to takeoff.

NOTE

If the autopilot ci¡cuit breaker is pulled, the red

"TRIM' failure light on the annunciator panel

will be disabled and the audible warning will
continuously sound indicating Lhat the failure
light is disabled. In this event, the "Pitch Trim"
circuit breaker should be pulled and in-flight
trim accomplished by using the manual pitch
Fim wheel.

(h) rN-FLICIIT OPERÄTION
(l) EngagcProccdure:

After takeoff, cleân up aþlane and establish climb. Engage the

FD mode first, monitor flight controls and engage AP. The
pitch attitude will lock on any attitude up to 15" pitch attitude-

Engaging and holding the CV/S switch allows the pilot to
momentarily revert to manual control, while retaining his
previous modes, except GA, and conveniently resuming that
profile at this discretion.

(2) Disengage Procedure:

Check the airplane trim by monitoring the command bars

before disengaging AP. While monitoring the flight controls,
disengage the system by one of the following methods: de-

pressing the pilot's AP DISC/TRIM INTERRUPT switch,
operation of the manual trim switch or by the operation of f.he

AP engage lever on the Mode Cont¡oller. The AP light on the

annunciator panel will flash at least fou¡ times and remain off
and an audible warning will be heard to indicate the AP is
disengaged. To deactivate the Flight Director System, depress

the FD switch on the Mode Controller or press the AP DISC/
TRIM INTERRUPT switch on the pilot's control wheel.

REPORT: VB-1L10
9-28, 10 of 16
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(3) Flight Director Mode:
The FD must be engaged before the Ap can be engaged. The
FD mode alone indicates pAH and wings level. Thã pilot -uychoose to fly the FDI commands manually, without the AÉ
engaged, by depressing rhe FD switch on thè Mode Controller
or selecting any of the other modes he wishes to follow. When
S: _ep is engaged, the airplane will automatically follow the
FDI commands. The 

-F? *uV be disengaged by depressing the
FD switch on the Mode Conrroller. lf the Ãp is engaged :nãf.n
cannor be rurned off without first disconnecting ihã Ap or by
pressing the AP DISC/TRIM INTERRUpT-switch on thË
pilo:'s control wheel. FD mode engagement is displayed on the
annunciator.

NOTE

The "Vertical Trim" switch, located on the
Mode Controller, may be used to trim the
command pitch attitude at a rate of one degree
per second (the pitch attitude degrees legend on
the airplane attitude indicator will not indicate
accurate IìDI pituh stccring bar pitch attitude
in degrees).

(4) Altitude Hold Mode (ALT):
When the ALT switch on the Mode Controller is pressed, the
FDI will provide commands for maintaining tire pressure
altitude existing at the time rhe switch is depresséd. Foismooth
operation, engage the ALT at no greater than 500 feet per
minute climb/descent. The ALT will automatically disengâge
whel glide slope couples or the go-around switch ii OepreJseã.
ALT hold may be rurned off at any time by depressing the ALT
switch. ALT engagement is displayed on ìhe anirunciator
panel.

NOTE

The "Vertical Trim" switch, located on the
Mode Controlier, may be used to change or
trim the command altitude up or down at 500
to 700 FPM without disengaging the mode.
The new pressure altitude that exists when the
switch is released will then be held.

REFORT: VB-rlt0
ll of ló, 9-29
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(5) Heading Mode (HDG):
Set the heading bug to the desired heading on the PNi, depress

the HDG switch on the Mode Controller and HDG will be

displayed on the annunciator panel. The FDI and/or AP will
command a turn to the heading selected. The pilot may then
choosc any new heading by merely setting the bug on a ne\ry

heading. The FDI and/or AP wiii automaticaiiy commanci a

turn in the direction of the new setting. To disengage the HDG
mode, depress the HDG switch on the Mode Controller and
observe the HDG light go out on the annunciator. The HDG
mode will automatically disengage when APPR or NAV
CPLD is achieved.

(6) Navigation Mode (NAV):
The Navigation mode may be selected by tuning the NAV
receiver to the desired frequency, setting the CDI to the desired
radial and depressing the NAV switch on the Mode Controller.
The annunciator will indicate NAV ARM until capture of the
selected coursc, unlcss the NÂV switch is engaged with wings
level and a centered needle on the CDI. Then the mode will go

directly to NAV CPLD as displayed on the annunciator panel.
The system can intercept at any angle up to 90o and will always
turn toward the course pointer. lf a condition requiring a

capture exists at mode engagement, the pilot is required to set

up an intercept angle using either HDG or FD mode. NAV
may be disengaged by depressing the NAV switch or by
engaging HDG when in NAV CPLD or engaging APPR when
in NAV CPLD or NAV ARM.

CAUTION

The "NAV" mode of operation will continue to
provide airplane commands and/or control
without a valid VOR/LOC signal (NAV flagin
view). AIso erroneous navigation information
may result from COMM radio interference
with the NAV radio. This erroneous infor-
mation may cause premature NAV captures as

well as erroneous steering information. Should
this occur reselect HDG mode and then
reselect NAV mode.

REPORT: VB-ll10
9-30, 12 o1 16
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(7) Approach Mode (AppR):
The Approach mode may be selected by tuning the NAV
receiver to the desired VOR or LOC frequency, settlng the CDI
to the desired radial or inbound heading and aeprãssing-tn"
APPR switch on the Mode controller. ihe annuiciator-will
indicate APPR ARM until the course is captured unless the
APPR mode is engaged with wings level and ihere is u r.nt.rrd
needle on the cDI. In.that situation, the mode will go directly
to APPR CPLD as displayed on the annunciator ianel.

The system can intercept at any angle up to 90o and will always
turn toward the course pointer. See approach procedure fór
rnore detail. APPR mode can be disengaged by depressing the
APPR switch on the Mode Controller; by Oepressing the-GO
AROUND switch on rhe engine throitle ìontroi; or by
engaging HDG when in AppR CPLD or engaging NÁV wneí
in APPR CPLD or APpR ARM.

CAUTION

)
The "APPR" mode of operation will continue
to provide airplane commands and/or control
without a valid VOR/LOC signal (NAV flagin
view). Also erroneous navigation information
may result from COMM radio interference
with the NAV radio. This erroneous infor-
mation may cause premature AppR captures
as well as erroneous steering informãtion.
Should this occur reselect HDG mode and then
reselect APPR mode.

(8) Back Course Mode (BC):
For BC operation, proceed as for normal approach mode, but
engage BC mode after selecting AppR. The BC mode reverses
the signals in the computer and cannot be engaged without a
LOC frequency selected. BC status is indicateã õn the annun_
ciator panel. BC mode can be disengaged by depressing either
the BC, APPR or GO AROUND switchès, oi by sãlecting
other than a LOC frequency on the NAV receiver.-

REPORT¡ VB.IUO
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(9) Vertical Mode Switch (Trim UpTDn):
Operation of the vertical trim switch on the Mode Controller
provides a convenient means of adjusting the ALT hold or
PAH angle function without disengaging the mode.

(t0) Go-Around Mode (GA):
The Ge mocie may be engageci at any time 'oy ciepressing the
GO AROUND switch on the left engine throttle. GA will
illuminate on the annunciator panel indicating mode status.
The GA mode provides a fixed pitch angle indication on the
FDL The AP, if engaged, will disengage. GA will cancel all
other vertical modes as well as APPR or NAV CPLD.

(Ð voR PROCEDURES
(l) Tune NAV receiver to appropriate frequency.
(2) Set desired heading with the HDG BUG to intercept radial and

engage HDG and AP. (Maximum recommended intercept
angle 90o.)

(l) Sclcct desired rodial ond engege NÂV. The FCS will remain
on HDG as indicated on the annunciator panel and in ARM on
the NAV mode. When the airplane approaches the beam, the
system will automatically couple, HDG will decouple and
track in NAV mode and indicate CPLD on the annunciator
panel.

(4) A new course may be selected over the VOR station when
operating in the NAV mode, by selecting a new radial when the
To-From indication changes.

(5) For VOR approach, see approach procedure.

(¡) APPROACH PROCEDURES
(l) Tune ILS or VOR.
(2) Set CDI for front course.
(3) Set Heading Bug and engage HDG to intercept selected CDI

course beam at desired angle. (Maximum recommended
intercept angle 90".)

(4) Engage APPR and note APPR ARM on the annunciator.
(5) When airplane approaches the selected CDI course, APPR will

couple, HDG will decouple, the FDI and/or AP will give
command or steering to track LOC, or VOR, and CPLD will
illuminate on the annunciator panel.

REPORT: vB.l110
9-32, 14 o116
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(ó) rWhen the glide slope beam is intercepted, the glide slope (GS)
will couple automatically and indicatès GS on ih. 

"nnuoci"toípanel. If the ALT mode was engaged prior to intercepting the
glide slope, it will automatically disengage when GS'corfles.
FDI and/or AP will now provide commands or steering to
track LOC and GS. Adjust throttles to control ,p."d on
descent. Set HDG bug for missed approach but do noì.ng"ge
HDG.

NOTE

Should the "GA" mode be inadvertently
selected during "APPR" mode operation,
cancel "GA" mode (press CWS) prior to re_
selection of the "APPR. mode. It may be
necessary to use some combination of vertical
trim and power to recenter the ..GS" for ..GS"
coupling. Failure to follow this procedure will
result in the "GS" mode being inhibited.

(7) When middle marker signal is received, system will auto_
matically switch to a more stablc track modt.

NOTE

Operation of marker test function after AppR
CPLD will reduce the flight control system
gain9. If this should occur, the AppR switch
should be recycled.

(8) Landing or missed approach
a. Landing: Disengage AP and land.
b. Missed Approach: See Go Around procedures.

(k) Go AROUND PROCEDURE
Depress the GO AIOUND switch and perform missed approach
procedure as per Airplane Flight Manual. The Ap will dGngage
and the FDI will command a 60 climb attitude. when establilhèd
in climb artitude the AP may be re-engaged and the AppR mode
may be selected for a straight away missed approach or HDG may
be selected to turn to the missed approach heading.

REPORT: VB-II10
15 of 16, 9-32t
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SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are nccessary for this supplemcnt'

(I) BACK COURSE PROCEDURI,
Same as front course except that BC is engaged after APFR is

engaged and the airplane must be set for descent manually by
holding the vertical trim control DN on the Mode Controller or by
establiihing the desired PAH using the CWS or vertical trim
switch.

REPORT: vB-lll0
9-32b, 1ó of 16
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)

PILOT'S OPENATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. 5
FOR

KFC 2OO AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
(wrTHouT FLIGHT DIRECTOR INSTALLATTON)

PIPER DWG. 36840

SECTION I. GENERAL

FAA APPROV FII

WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

_ IlI supplemenr is to acquainr rhe pilot with the operation of the
KFC 200 Automatic Flight control system as installed in the pA-34-2207
Seneca III in accordance with. "fA4 Approved" piper data. The airplane
must be operated within the limitations herein specified.

This supplement has. been "FAA Approved" based on King STC
sA I l47cE and must remain in this handbook at all times when the oftional
King KFC 200 Automatic Flight Control System is installed.

rl 6v*

REPORT: VB-rl10
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The KFC 200 is certified in this airplane wtth two axrs control, pitch

and roll.

ABBREVIATIONS

The airplane is equipped with a manual electric trim system which is

controlled by pilot operation of the trim switch.

when the autopilot is coupled, the autopiiot uses the eiectric trim to
accomplish automatic trimming to unload the autopilot elevator servo so

that autopilot disengagement does not result in transient airplane motion.
An autotrimlelectric pitch trim monitor is provided in the autopilot. Auto-
trim andl or electric pitch trirn faults are visually annunciated on thc Mode
Annunciator and accompanied by an audible warning.

AFCS
ALT
AP
APPR
ARM
BC
CDI
CPLD
CIù/S
DISC
FCS
GS
HDG
LOC
NAV
PAH
PNI

Automatic Flight Control System
Altitude or Altitude Hold
Autopilot
Approach
System Arm for Capture
Back Course
Course Deviation lndicator or Control
Coupled
Control Wheel Steering
Disconnect
Flight Control System
Glide Slope
Heading Select
Localizer
Navigation
Pitch Attitude Hold
Pictorial Navigation Indicator

REPORT: VB'lll0
9-34, 2 of 16
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SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

NOTE

In accordance with FAA .recommendations,
use of "Altitude Hold" mode is not recom-
mended during operation in severe turbulence.

(h) Placards:
Location - Pilot's control wheel, left horn:

AP TRIM
DISC INTERRUPT

- Pilot's control wheel. left horn:

CWS

- Pilot's control wheel, left horn:

TRIM UP/DN

ISSUED: APRIL 21, l98l
REVISED: FEBRUARY 25, l9E2

(a) During autopilot operation, pilot must be seated at the controls
with seat belt fastened. operation is restricted to left side pilot
position.

(b) Maximum speed for autopilot operation is 173 KIAS.(c) The maximum altitude for operation of the autopilot has not been
determined. The maximum altitude flight tested was 24,000 feet.(d) Do not exrend flaps beyond 25. during autopilot op.ruiion.

!g) 1ne autopilot must be disengaged during takèoff and ìanding.(Ð System approved for Caregory I operaiion only (AppR or" BC
Mode selected).

(g) Autopilot artirude command limits:
Pitch t 15"
Roll +25o

REPORT: VB-tll0
3 of 16, 9-35
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SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

(a) AUTOPILOT MALFUNCTION
(l) Emergency Disengagement of AP - Hold the Control Wheel

firmly and press the AP DISC/TRIM INTERRUPT Switch'

(b) ELFCTRIC TRIM MALFUNCTION (either manual electric or
autotrim)
( l) AP DISC/TRIM INTERRUPT Switch - Press and hold down

until recovery can be made.
(2) RADIO POWER Switch - OFF.
(3) Aircraft - manuallY retrim.
(4) PITCH TRIM circuit breaker - Pull.
(5) RADIO PowER Switch - ON.

CAUTION

When disconnecting the autopilot after a trim
¡nalfu¡rstioll, hold the control wheel lirmly (up
to 45 pounds offorce on the control wheel may
be necessary to hold the aircraft level).

(c) ENGTNE FAILURE (COUPLED)
(l) Disengage AP.
(2) Follow basic Airplane Flight Manual engine inoperative

procedures.
(3) Airplane rudder and aileron axes must be manually trimmed

prior to engaging autopilot for engine inoperative operations.

CAUTION

If rudder and aileron trim cannot be main-
tained when power is changed during a single
engine inoperative couplcd approach, discn-
gage autopilot and continue approach
manually.

CAUTION

At airspeeds below ll0 MPH/96 KTS IAS,
rapid power application may cause a pro-
nounced pitch up attitude of 20o or more.

REPORT: vB'l110
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(d) AUTOPILOT DISENGAGEMENT
( I ) The autopilor can be manually disengaged by the following

actions:
a. Press the AP DISCITRIM INTERRUpT switch on rhe

pilot's control wheel.
b. Move the Autopilot ON-OFF handle to the OFF position.
c. Pull the AUTOPILOT circuit breaker our (OFF).
d. Turn off the RADIO POWER swirch.
e. Operate manual electric trim switch Up or DN.

(2) The following conditions wilr cause the Autopiror to auro-
matically disengage:
a. Power failure.
b. lnternal Flight Control System failurq.
c. With the KqS!54 compass system, a loss of compass valid

(displaying HDG flag) disengages the Autopilor when a
mode using heading information is engaged.

(e) MAXIMUM ALTTTUDE LOSSES DUE TO AUTOPTLOT
MALFUNCTIONS
Cruise, Climb, Descenr 400 feetManeuvering 100 feet

^PPR 50 feet
SE APPR 50 feet

CAUTION

When the autopilot is engaged, manual
application of a force ro the pirch axis of the
control wheel for a period of three seconds or
more will result in the autotrim system
operating in the direction to create a force
opposing the pilot. This opposing mistrim force
will continue to increase as long as the pilot
applies a force to the control wheel, and will
ultimately overpower the autopilot. If the
autopilot is disengaged under these condi:ions,
the pilot may be required to exert control forces
in excess of 50 pounds to maintain the desired
airplane attitude. The pilot will have ro
maintain this control force while he manually
retrims the airplane.

ISSUED: APRIL 2l,lg9l
REVISED: FEBRUARY 25, 1982
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SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) The BATTERY switch function is unchanged and can be used tn

an emergency to shut off all electrical power while the problem is

isolated.
(b) The RADIO POWER switch supplies power to the avionics bus bar

of the radio circuit breakers, AP and I RIM circuit breakers.
(c) The KFC 200 is controlled by the following circuit breakers:

AUTOPILOT - This suplies power to the FCS KC 295 Computer,
KC 292 Mode Controller, KA 285 Annunciator Panel, and AP
Pitch and Roll Servos.

FCS MASTER - This in conjunction with the radio power switch
supplies power to the avionics bus.

COMPASS SYSTEM - This supplies po\ryer to the KCS 554
Compass System.

PITCH TRIM - This supplies power to the FCS Autotrim and
manual electric trim sYstems.

(d) Fcs WARNING FLAGS AND ANNUNCIATORS

HDG - This warning flag mounted in the Pictorial Navigation
lndicator will be in view whenever the directional gyro information
is invalid. If a HDG invalid occurs with either NAV, APPR, or
HDG modes selected the AP is disengaged. Basic AP mode may
then be re-engaged along with any vertical mode.

TRIM - The TRIM warning light, located in the lower right corner
of the annunciator panel, will flash and be accompanied by an
audible warning whenever the following autotrim and/or manual
electric pitch trim failures occur. Thc Trim scrvo motor running
without a command is monitored on the manual electric and auto-
trim. The trim servo motor not running when commanded to run
and the trim servo motor running in the wrong direction are
monitored on Autotrim only. The TRIM warning light should
flash at least 4 but not more than six times and the audible warning
sounds when the test switch on the, Mode Controller is depressed.

REPORT: VB'lll0
9-38, ó of 16
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GS - The Glide Slope valid (GS poinrer being in view on pNI) has
to be presenr before GS may coupre. rf after GS coupred, the vaiid is
lost, the sysrem rvill flash the GS Annunciator and riansfer from GS
coupled to PAH. If the GS valid rerurns, the system will revert
back to GS.

NAV FLAG - The NAV or AppR Modes (ARM or CpLD) may be
selected and will function with or rvithout a NAV rvarning iìag
presenr. The AP will continue to provide steering informatioñwitñ
or rvithout a valid NAV signal.

AP DISCoNNECT ALERT - The Autopirot Disconnect Alert wiil
sound an audible warning for approximarely 2 seconds whenever
the autopilot engage lever on the KC 292 Mode controler is
disengaged.

(e) PILOT'S CONTROL wHEEL SwtTCH FUNCTTONS

AP DISC/ TRIM INTERRUpT - This emergency disconnecr
switch will disengage the AP, inrerrupr the porver to thé electric trim
system. To resume AP control, the Ap lever on the Mode Con_
troller nrust be 

'e 
-urrgaged. In the event of electric trim or autotrim

failure, the switch can be held depressed, which removes all power
from the rrim sysrem to alrow the pilot time to turn off the RÀDIO
POWER switch and pulì the (plTCH TRIM) circuit breaker.

cws - This switch when depressed and held will ailow rhe pilot to
manually fly the airplane without disengaging the Ap. Wñen the
switch is released the AP will resume control, (within the pitch and
roll attitude limits). The CWS switch will resync pAH; or ALT
hold. When the CWS is held depressed, Manual Electric Trim may
be operated without disengaging the Ap.

MANUAL PITCH TRIM - Manuar Erectric pitch rrim is activared
by a dual action type switch that requires both parts to be moved
simultaneously for actuating up or down ìrim commands.
operation of the manual electric pitch trim switch will disengage the
AP lever switch on the Mode controller (except when cwS switctr
is held depressed as previously noted).

ISSUED: APRIL 21, l98l
REVISED: FEBRUARY 25, l9t2
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NO'I E

The flight control system incorporates its own
annunciator panel which is located on the
instrument panel. The modes and indications
given on thc annunciator panel are placarded

on the face of the lenses and illuminate when
the respective modes are active. The switches
on the mode selector are the push-on, push-off
type. When engaged, the corresponding
autopilot annunciator light illuminates. The
autopilot must be engaged bcfore any other
mode can be selected.

(Ð BEFORE ENGAGING FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
(l) Check that all circuit breakers for the system are in.
(2) Allow sufficient time for gyros to come up to speed and system

warm-up (3-4 minutes).

(g) PREFLIGHT CHECK (Run prior to each flight)
(l) Vyith no modes engaged and power applied to âll systems,

depress the TEST button on the Mocle Controller. All mode
annunciators except FD will be illuminated on the annunciator
panel, including three marker lights. At least four but no more
than six flashes must be observed to indicate proper operation
of the autotrim/manual electric trim feature and an audible
warning should sound.

(2) Engage the AP, depress the CWS switch, center the flight
controls and release the CrvVS switch. Apply force to the
controls to determine if the AP can be overpowered.

REPORT: VB-l110
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(5)

ISSUED: .{PRIL 21, t98l
REVISED: FEBRUARY 25, t9B2

check tha.t the pilot's emergency disconnect srvitch disconnects
the autopilot.
Perform the lollowing manual electric pitch trim checks:a. Actuate the left-side switch to the iore and aft positions.

The trim solenr:id should engage, but the trim sllould not
run. (Solenoid engagement may be confirmed by addi_

. tional force required to move trìm wheel.)b. Acruate the right-side switch to the fore and arì positions.
The trim solenoid should nor engage and the trim shoulà
not run.

c. Grasping the manual trim wheel, run the trim both up and
dorvn and check the overpower capability.

d. Press rhe Ap DtSC/TRtM INTÉRRUÞT switch down
and hold. The manual electric pitch trim will not op..u,l
either up or down.

e. Set manual trim for takeoff.
Daily prefìight check (must be performed prior ro first flight
of the day)
a. Engage the AP and.put in a pitch (Up) command using

the vertical trim srvitch on Mode Controller. Hold thã
control column to keep it from moving and observe :he
autotrim run in the nose-up direction afier approxirrratel-y
three seco¡ds delay. Use the vertical trim swiich and put in
a pirch (DN) command. Hold the control column and
observe the autotrim run in the nose-down direction after
approximately 3 seconds delay.

b. Engage the HDG mode and the Ap. Set the HDG bug to
command a right turn. The conrrol whee I will rotate clõck_
wise. Set the H DG bug to command a left turn. The control
u,heel will rotate counterclockwise.

c. Run manual electric trim from full nose up to full nose
down. Time required should be 39 t5 secor¡ds.

CAUTION

Disengage the AP and check that the airplane
manual pitch trim is in the takeoff position
prior to takeoff.

(-r)

(4)

REPORT: VB-tlI0
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NOl E

lf the autopilot circuit breaker is pulled. the red

'TR I M " lìrilure light on the annunciator panel

will be disabled and the audible warning rvill
contir¡uouslv sound indicating that the lailure
light is disabled. ln this event. tl're "Pitch I rtm''
circuit breaker should be pulled and in-flight
trim accomplished by using tht- manual pitch
trim wheel.

(h) IN-FLI(;H'I OPERATION
(l) Engagc Procedure:

After takeol'f. clean up airplane and establish climb. Monitor
flight controls and engage AP. l-he pitch attitude rvill lock on

any attitude up to l5o pitch attitude. Engaging and holding the

CWS switch allows the pilot to morllent¿¿rily revert to manual
co¡rtrol. rvhile retaining his previous nrodes and convenientll'
resunring that prolile at thrs dtscretton.

(2) Disengage Procedure:
While monitoring the flight controls. clisengagc Ilìt: svstenl b)'

one of'the lollowing methods: dc'pressing the pilot's AP DISC
l-RlM INTERRUPI-srvitch. operatii.rtl of the n'¡antral trim
srvitch or by 1¡s operatiotl ol'thc AP engage lever on the It4ode

Controller. 
-l-he AP light on thc annunciator panel lvill llash

at least lour times and remain off'and an audible rvarning rvill
be heard to indicate thc AP is disengage<-I.

(-l) AP Mode (AP):
'l'hc AP must bc engaged belore any other nlode can be

cngaged. l-he AP Mode alone provides PAH and rvings levcl

control. -l'hc AP will autonlaticalll' l'ollon' any other modc
crrgaged. Disengaging thc AP discngugcs all other nrodcs.

NO'I E

l'he "Vcrtical Trinl" srvitch. located on thc
Mode Controllcr. ma¡' be r¡sed to tritn the

conrmand pitch attitudc at a ratL'of'one degrec
per sccond.

REPORTT VB-lll0
9-42. l0 of ló
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(4) Altitude Hold Mode (ALT):
When the AP is engaged and the ALT switch on the Mode
co.ntroller is pressed, the airplane will maintain the pressure
altitude existing ar the time the switch is depressed. Foismooth
operation, engage the ALT at no greatei than 500 feet per
minute climb or descent. The ALT will automaticaily disengåge
when.the glide slope couples. ALT hold may be turne¿ oitãt
1ny rime by depressing the ALT switch. AiT engagement is
displayed on the annunciator panel.

NOTE

The "Vertical Trim" switch, located on the
Mode Controller, may be used to change or
trim the command altitude up or down at 500
to 700 FPM without disengaging the mode.
The new pressure altitude that exists when the
switch is released will then be held.

(5) Heading Mode (HDG):
Set the heading bug to the desired heading on rhe pNI, engage
the AP, depress the HDG switch on rhe Mode Controtteiañ¿
HDG will be displayed on rhe annunciator panel. The Ap will
command a turn to the heading selected. The pilot may then
choose any new heading by merely setting the bug onã new
heading. The AP will automatically command a lurn in the
direction of the new setting. 'Io disengage the HDG mode,
depress the HDG switch on the Mode Controller and observé
the HDG light go out on the annunciator. The HDG mode will
automatically disengage when AppR or NAV CpLD is
achieved.

(ó) Navigation Mode (NAV):
The Navigation mode may be selected by tuning the NAV
receiver to the desired frequency, setting the CDI to the desired
¡adial and depressing the NAV switch on the Mode Controller.
The annunciator will indicate NAV ARM until capture of the
selected course, unless the NAV switch is engaged with wings
level and a centered needle on the CDI. Thenthi mode wiil [o
directly ro NAV CPLD as displayed on the annunciator panãI.
The system can intercept at a.ny angle up to 90o and will aiways
turn toward the course pointer. If a condition requiring-a

REPORT: VB-lll0
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capture exists at mode engagement, the pilot is required to set

upan intercept angle using either HDG or AP mode. NAV may

bé disengaged by depressing the NAV switch or by engaging
HDG when in NAV CPLD or NAV ARM.

CAUTION

The "NAV" mode of operation will continue to
provide airplane commands and/or control
without a valid VOR/LOC signal (NAV flagin
view). Also erroneous navigation information
may result from COMM radio interference
with the NAV radio. This erroneous infor-
mation may cause premature NAV captures as

well as erroneous steering information. Should
this occur reselect HDG mode and the n
reselect NAV mode.

(7) Approach Mode (APPR):
The Approach mode may be selected by tuning the NAV
receiver to the desired VOR or LOC frequency, setting the CDI
to the desired radial or inbound heading and depressing the
APPR switch on the Mode Controller. The annunciator will
indicate APPR ARM until the course is captured unless the
APPR mode is engaged with wings level and there is a centered
needle on the CDI. In that situation, the mode will go directly
to APPR CPLD as displayed on the annunciator panel.

The system can intercept at any angle up to 90o and will always
turn toward the course pointer. See approach procedure f<lr
more detail. APPR mode can be disengaged by depressing the
APPR switch on the Mode Controller; or by engaging HDG
when in APPR CPLD or engaging NAV when in APPR CPLD
or APPR ARM. Thc annunciator panel indicates the status of
the approach mode.

REPORT: VB-II10
9.4, 12 of 16
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CAUTION

\
The "APPR" mode of operation will continue
to provide airplane commands and/or control
without a valid VORi LOC signal (NAV flagin
view). Also erroneous navigation informaii,on
may result from COMM radio interference
with the NAV radio. This erroneous infor-
mation may cause premature AppR captures
as well as erroneous steering information.
Should this occur reselect HDG mode and then
reselect APPR mode.

(8) Back Course Mode (BC):
For BC operation, proceed as for normal approach mode, but
engage BC mode after selecting AppR. The BC mode reverses
the signals in the computer and cannot be engaged without a
LOC frequency selected. BC starus is indicateã õn the annun_
ciator panel. BC mode can be disengaged by depressing either
the BC, APPR, or by selecting other than a LOC frrquãncy on
the NAV receiver.

(9) Vertical Mode Switch (Trim Up/Dn):
Operation of the vertical trim switch on the Mode Controller
provides a convenienr means of adjusting the ALT hold or
PAH angle function without disengaging the mode.

REPORT: VB-llt0
13 of 16, 9-l,/rt
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(i) voR PRocEDURES
(l) Tune NAV receiver to appropriate frequency'
(2) Set desired heading with the HDG BUG to intercept radial and

engage HDG and AP. (Maximum recommended intercept
angle 90o.)

(3) Selcct desired radial and engage NAV. The FCS will remain
on HDG as indtcated on the annunciator panei anci in AR M on

the NAV mode. When the airplane approaches the beam, the
system will automatically couple, HDG will decouple and
track in NAV mode and indicate CPLD on the annunciator

Panel.
(4) A new course may be selected over the VOR station when

operating in the NAV mode, by selecting a new radial when the
To-From indication changes.

(5) For VOR approach, see approach procedure.

0) APPROACH PROCEDURES
(l) Tune ILS or VOR.
(2) Set CDI tor tront course.
(3) Set Heading Bug and engage AP and H DG to intercept selected

CDI course beam at desired angle. (Maximum recommended
intercept angle 90".)

(4) Engage APPR and note APPR ARM on the annunciator.
(5) rWhen airplane approaches the selected CDI course, APPR will

couple, HDG will decouple, the AP will track LOC. or VOR,
and CPLD will illuminate on the annunciator panel.

(6) When the glide slope beam is intercepted, the glide slope (GS)
will couple automatically and indicates GS on the annunciator
panel. If the ALT mode was engaged prior to intercepting the
glide slope, it will automatically disengage when GS couples.
The AP will now track LOC and GS. Adjust throttles to control
speed on descent. Set HDG bug for missed approach but do not
engage HDG.

(7) When middle markcr signal is received, system will auto-
matically switch to a more stable track mode.

NOTE

Operation of marker test function after APPR
CPLD will reduce the flight control system
gains. If this should occur, the APPR switch
should be recycled.

REPORT: vB-lll0
9-#b, 14 of 1ó
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(8) Landing or missed approach
a. Landing: Disengage Ap and land.
b. Missed Approach: Disengage Ap and perform missed

approach procedures per Airplane Flight Manual.

(k) BACK COURSE PROCEDURE
Same as front course except that BC is engaged after AppR is
engaged and the airprane must be set for ãeicent manuaily by
holding the vertical trim control DN on the Mode contiãll.i'ir inALT hold or by establishing the desired pAH using CWS- or
vertical trim switch_

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

_. No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this ,upilrrn"nt.

REPORT: VB-ltl0
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SECTION 1. GENERAL

. Thil supplement supplies information necessary for the operation ofthe airplane when the optional ice protection ,yrt.m is instaled in accor-
da.nce with *FAA Approved" piper àara. The iniormation ,ontuin.ã withinthis supplemenr is to be used in conjunction with ttre compieie ü"ììuoot.

. This,supplement has been *FAA Approved" and must remain in thishandbook ar all rimes when the optionai ice protection ryrt.*ì, instailed.

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. ó
FOR

ICE PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTALLATION

FAA APPROVED t)-,J-
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-t
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA
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For flight into known icing conditions, a complete ice protection system

(Figure 9-l) is required on the Seneca III'

The complete ice protection sYstem consists of the following com-

pon*ts pneumatic wing and empennagc .boots' wing ice detection light'

ãf..*o,tt.?ral propeller-deice paãs, electric windshield panel, heated lift
àLt.",o.r, and ireaied pitot heád. A single system or alty co-mbinalion of

;t;i.rr ;"y be installeã. However, the warning placard specified in Section

2 of this supplement is required. Such a placard is aiso required if any systelll

is inoperative.

The pneumatic wing and empennage boots are installed on the leading

edges of the wings, thé vertical stabilizer and the horizontal stabilator.

Oriting normal op.-eration, when the surface deicer system is off, the engine-

driven"pneumatió pumps apply a constant suction to the deicer boots to

provide smooth, streamlined leading edges'

Deicer boors are inflated by a momentary oN type SU RFACE DE-ICE

switch (Figure 9-3) located on the instrument panel to the right of the control

quadraìt.-Actuation of the surlace deice switch activates a system cycle

timer that energizes the pneumatic pressure control valves until the system

pressure reachãs l7 psi or until ó seconds is reached. The boot solenoid

valves are activated and air pressure is released to the boots, inflating all

surface deicers on the airplane. A green indicator light illuminates rvhen the

wing+ail deicer surface boots are inflated above 8 psi. The light also

inco-rporates a press-to-test and turn-to-dim feature. When the cycle is

compìete, th. d.i""t solenoid valves permit automatic overboard exhaustion

of piessurized air. Suction is then reapplied to the deicer boots. The cleicer

boóts do not inflate during the press-to-test cycle'

Circuit protection for the surface deicer system is provided by a wing tail

deice, W¡T DE-lCE, circuit breaker located on the circuit breaker panel.

wing icing conditions may be detected during night flight by use of an

ice deteciion light installed in the outboard side of the left engine nacelle- The

light is controiled by a wlNG ICE LIGHT switch ( Figure 9-3) located on

th'e insrrument panel to the right of the surface deice switch. A wing ice light,

Wl ICE, circuif breaker located in the circuit breaker panel provides circuit
protection.

REPORT: vB-1110
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ICE PROTECTION SYSTEM
Figure 9-l
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Electrothermal propeller deicer pads are bonded to the leading edges

of the propeller bladei. The system is controiied by an Oli-OFF type

PROP be¡Ce switch (Figure 9-3) located to the right of the surface deice

switch. Power for the propeller deicers is supplied by the airplane's electrical

system through a PROP DE-lCE circuit breaker in thc circuit breaker

panel. When ih. ptop deice switch is actuated, power is applied to a timer

ihrough the PROÞ DE-ICER ammeter which monitors the current through
the propeller deicing system. With the propeller deicing system on, the prop

deicer ammeter neèdle should indicate within the shaded portion oi the

ammeter for a normal reading.

Power from the timer is cycled to brush assemblies which distribute
power to slip rings. The current is then supplied from the slip rings directly
to the electrothermal propeller deicer pads.

The Hartzell 2-blade propellers are deiced by heating the outboard half
and then the inboard half of the deicer pads in a timer controlled sequence.

The heating sequence of the deicer pads is conducted in the following order:
(a) Outboard halves of the propeller deicer pads on the right engine.

(b) Inboard halves of the propeller deicer pads on the righr engine.

(c) Cutboard halves of the propeller deicer pads on the ieít engine.

(d) Inboard halves of the propeller deicer pads on the left engine.

The optional McCauley 3-blade propellers are deiced by heating the

entire deicer pads alternately in the following sequence;
(a) The entire deicer pads on the right engine for 90 seconds.
(b) The entire deicer pads on the left engine for 90 seconds.

When the system is turned ON, heating may begin on any one of the

above steps, depending upon the positioning of the timer switch when the

system was turned OFF from previous use. Once begun, cyclìng will proceed

in the above sequence and will continue until the system is turned off.

A preflight check of the propeller deice rs can be performed by turning
the prop deice switch on and feeling the propeller deicer patls for propcr

heating sequence. The deicer pad should become warm to the touch.

The heat provided by the deicer pads reduces the adhesion between the

ice and the propeller so that centrifugal force and the blast of airstream

cause the ice to be thrown off the propeller bìades in very small pieces'

REPORT: VB-1110
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A heated glass panel is instalred on the exterior of the pilot's windshierdto provide vìsibiliry in icing conditions. The paner is rreut.ä uy *iont frornthe airplane's ele*rical power supply and controiled by an oñ-oÈÈ conrrorswitch/circuit breaker. The contròl-switch/circuit Ur.uL.. i, locate¿ in ttreright hand side of the dcicc panela,d is pracarded wTNDSHIELD PANELHEAT - SEE AIRPLANE FLIGHT UENUNI.

CAUTION

If the airplane is to be flown with the heated
glass panel removed, rotate the receptaclà phte
180" and replace it to cover the holes in the
fuselage skin. Also replace the windshield
collar screws.

. An operational check may be performed by turning the heated wind-shield panel switch on fo¡ a peri,od not .*"..ding :õ ,.ronJr. p.op.,
operation is indicated by the grass secrion being waim to Ûr. toì"i,.

Two heated lift detectors and a heated pitot head installed on the left
wing are controlled by a single oN-oFF typá etror HrÁi,*it"h locatedon the instrument panel below the pilott control wheel.

ICE DETECTION LIGHT, SURFACE DEICER, PROPELLER
DEICER AND HEATED WINDSHIELD CONTI{OL SWìiõH'NS

Figure 9-3

ISSUED: JANUARY t, lgtl
REVISED: AUGUST 17, t98t
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The heated lift detectors, one inboard and one outboard on the left wing,

are installed to prevent icing conditions from interfering with operation of

the stall warning transmitters. A Stall Warn circuit breaker in the circuit

breaker panel protects the system against an overvoltage condition. The

stall warning system should not be deperrdcd ott when there is icc on thc

wing.

A heated pitot head, mounted under the lefi wing, is installed to provide

pitot pressure for the airspeed indicator wÚh heat to allevlate lce accumu-

iation from blocking the pressure intake. The heated pitot head aiso has a

separate circuit breãker locatcd itt the circuit breaker pancl and labeled

Pitot Heat.

With the heated pitot switch on, check the heated pitot head and heated

lift detector for ProPer heating.

CAUTION

Care should be taken when an operational
check of the heated pitot head and the heated
li{i ápre¡rnrs ic heinq nerformed Both Unitsr--_--_--_-
become very hot. Ground operation should be

limited to 3 minutes maximum to avoid
damaging the heating elements'

SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

(a) Equipment required for flight into known or forecast icing:
(l) Pneumatic wing and empennage boots.
(2) Wing ice detection light.
(3) Electrothermal propeller deice pads on the propeller blades.
(4) Electrothermal windshieid panel.
(5) Heated lift detectors.
(6) Hcatcd pitot head.
(7) Propeller sPinners.

(b) If all the equipment listed above is not operative or not installed, the

following placard must be installed in full vierv of the pilot.

WARNING - THIS AIRCRAFT IS NOT
APPROVED FOR FLIGHT IN ICING
CONDITIONS.

REPORT: VB-lll0
9-50, 6 of l0
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SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

The malfunction of any. required deice equipment requires immediate
1 action to avoid icing conditioni.

ENGINE FAILURE IN ICING CONDITIONS

Select alternate air and attempt restart.
lf unable to restart engine:
Inop. prop
Airspeed
Descend if necessary to maintain airspeed.
Electrical load ..
1{void further icing conditions if possible.
Land as soon as practical.
Maintain at least 89 KIAS on final.
Do not extend gear or lower flaps until certain
Flaps.

ALTERNATOR FAILURE IN ICING CONDITIONS

Alternator switches. .

Circuitbreakers.....

If unable to restore alternator:
Avionics ..

Electric wipdshield

ISSUED¡ J.4,NUARY 8, 19il
REVISDD: AUGUST 17, lgtl

. . feather
. at or above 92 KIAS

... reduce

of making field.
25"

OFF then ON
check and reset

654 load

ON if necessary

all off except Nav Comm
and Transp.

OFF to maintain

If icing conrinues, terminate flight as soon as practical.

Prior to landing:
Electric windshield
Gear may require free fall extension.

WING.TAIL DEICER PANEL LIGHT

If light is illuminated more than 20 seconds pull surface deice circuit breaker

REPORT: VB-ltt0
7 of 10, 9-Sl
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SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

The Piper Seneca III is approved for flight into known icing conditions
when equipped with the complete Piper lce Protection System. Operating
in icing conditions in excess of the Continuous Maximum and Intermittent
Maximum as defined in FAR 25, Appendix C has been substantiated;
however, there is no correlation betWeen these conditions and forecasts of
reported "Light, Moderate and Severe" conditions. Therefore, on the basis

of flight tests, the following guidelines should be observed:
(a) Flight into severe icing is not approved.
(b) Moderate icing conditions above 10,000 ft. should be avoitJed

whenever possible; if moderate icing conditions are encountered
above 10,000 ft., a descent to a lower altitude should be initiated
if practical.

(c) Operation in light icing is approved at all altitudes.

Icing conditions of any kind should be avoided whenever possible, since

any minor malfunction which may occur is potentially more serious in icing
conditions. Continuous attention of the pilot is required to monitor the rate
of ice build-up in order to effect the boot cycle at the optimum time. Boots
-L ---rr L^ ^-,^t^l --.L^- :^^ L^- L,,:1. +^ L-+..,--- I t'l 6^Å I i 1iñ^h thi-1,--". ^-sll(tlllu trç çyçrçu yYltçl¡ lvç ll4ù uur¡r ru uçlwçr¡¡ ¡ / - qr¡u ¡ / ¿ rr¡!¡¡

the leading edge to assure proper ice removal. Repeated boot cycles at less

than li 4 inch can cause a cavity to form under the ice and prevent ice

removal; boot cycles at thicknesses greater than ll2 inch may also fail to
remove ice,

Icing conditions can exist in any clouds when the temperature is below
freezing; therefore it is necessary to closely monitor tlutsidc air tcntperaturc
when flying in clouds or precipitation. Clouds which are dark and have
sharply defined edges have high water content and should be avoided when-
ever possible. Freezing rain must always be avoided.

Prior to dispatch into forecast icing conditions all ice protection should
be functionally checked for proper operation. Before entering probable
icing conditions use the lollowing procedures:

(a) Windshield defroster - ON (immediately)
(b) Pitot heat - ON (immediately)
(c) Windshield heat - ON (immediately)
(d) Propeller deice - ON (when entering icing conditions)
(e) Wing deice - ON (after l/4 to li 2 inch accumulation)
(Ð Relieve propeller unbalance (if required) by increasing RPM

briefly. Repeat as required.

REPORT: VB-lll0
9-52, I of l0
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Heat for the lift detecrors is activated by the pitot hear switch. ïvhen ice
has accumulated on the unprotected surfaces ofìhe airplane, aeiodynamic
buffet commences between 5 and l0 knots above the stall speed. A sub-
stantial margin of airspeed should be maintained above the'norÀal stall
speed, since the stall speed may increase by up to l0 knots in prolonged
icing encounters.

If ice is remaining on ,the unorotected surfaces of the airplane at the
termination.of the flight, the landing should be made using fúll flaps and
carrying a slight amount-of pow_er whenever practical, and a!proach ipeeds
should be increased by l0 to l5 knots.

cryige speed may be significantly reduced in prolonged icing encoun-
ters. If icing conditions are encountered at altitudesãbove 10,000 fJet, it may
be necessary to descend in order to maintain airspeed above the best rate of
climb speed (92 KIAS).

NOTE

Do not cycle pneumatic boots with less than
ll4 inch of ice accumulation; operation of
boots with less than I / 4 inch ice aciumulation
can result in failure to remove ice.

IY.4RNINGS

Do not hold momentary surface deice switch
oN.

Pneumatic boots must be regularly cleaned and
waxed for proper operation in icing conditions.
Pitot, windshield and lift detector heat should
be checked on the ground before dispatch into
icing conditions.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, 19tl
REVISED: AUGUST 17, I9t1
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SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

WARNING

lce accumulation of the unprotected surfaces

can result in significant performance loss'

lnstallation of ice protection equipment results in a 30 F.P. M. decrease

in single engine climb performance and a reduction of 850 feet in single

engine service ceiling'

All other performance is unchanged.

REPORT: VB-1110
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO.7
FOR

.P R O p E Lr ER s yl_\çIr 
B OpJ +q gR_r N s rA L L A rr o N

)

SECTION 1- GENERAL

. This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airplane. when the optional propeiler synchrophaser is instålreà in u""or-
d.a.nce with *FAA Approved" piper datâ. The informarion conraineã within
this supplement is to be used in conjunction with ttre compteie i,uì¿uooL.

- This supplement has been *FAA Approved" and must remain in thishandbook at all times when the optional propelre*yn.l.ãpt ur.. i,
installed.

FAA APPROVE
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

REPORT: VB-lll0
I of 4, 9-Ss
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The function of the synchrophaser is to maintain both propellers at the

same RPM and at a selected phase angle. This eliminates the propeller

"beat" effect and minimizes vibration. When the synchrophaser is installed,

the lcft cngine is established as the master engine, and the right engine is

equipped *ittt u slave governor which automatically maintains its RPM

*ittr'ttre left engine RPM. When the propeller synchrophaser is installed, a

rotary switch is located on the throttle quadrant below the propeller

contiols. lt is labeled oFF for manual control or standby and PHASE

ADJUSTMENT for propeller synchronizing and phase angle adjustment.

SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

Placards:
On the throttle quadrant below engine and propeller controls:

USE OFF POSITION FOR TAKEOFF,
LANDING AND SINGLE ENGINE OPER-
ATIONS.

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

The propeller synchrophaser must be in the OFF position for all single

engine operations.

SEC'I'ION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

The rotary switch must be in the OFF position during taxi. takeoff,
landing and single engine operations. Before operating the synchrophaser

system, ensure that the rotary switch is in the OFF position and
chronrze rs To operate. rotate

\rylse out OFF detent and slight into the PHASE ADJUST-

REPORT: vB'lll0
9-56, 2 ol 4

manuallv
the switch

c

MEñT range. lt may require up to J0 seconds for the propellers to syn-

chronize. The phase angle of the propellers may then be adjusted by rotating
the switch within the PHASE ADJUSTMENT range to obtain the

smoothest operation. Remember to wait 30 seconds after any switch move-

ment for the propellers to assume the new phase angle. Turn the synchro-
phaser switch to the OFF position for 30 seconds before changing power

iettings; re-establish synchrophaser operation following power changes

using the above procedure. Pulling the circuit breakers completel;' de-

activãtes the propeller synchrophaser system. If the master switch is turned

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 1981
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oFF or if there is an electrical system failure, the slave engine will return to
the controlled selected RpM plus approximatety 25 RÞM ..out of syn-
chronization" regardless of the position of the synchrophaser switch.

SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

. No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary fbr this ,rpil.*"nt.

REPORT: VB-llt0
3 of 4, 9-57
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO.8
FOR

BENDIX NP.2O4IA AREA NAVIGATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

PIPER D\ryG.39673

SECTION I - GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation ofthe airplane when the optional Bendix Np-2041A Area ñavigation
Computer Programmer is installed in accordance with ..FAA Approved',
Piper data. The information contained within this supplement is tã-be used
in conjunction with the complete handbook.

This supplement has been *FAA Approved" and must remain in this
handbook at all times when the optional Bèndix Np-2041A Area Navigation
Computer Programmer is installed.

FAA APPROVED
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

REPORT: VB-l1r0
1 of 6, 9-59
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SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

No changes to the basic limitations provided by Sectiurr 2 of this Pilot's
Operating Handbook are necessarv for this supplement.

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No changes to the basic Emergency Procedures provided by Section 3 of
this Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement'

SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

NOTE

The #l VOR and DME receivers supply infor-
mation to the NAV computer programmer,
which in turn drives the pilot's navigation
displays.

(a) Turn the VHF COM/NAV on and set the DMË lrequency pairing
selector to N l.

(b) Turn the DME on.

(c) FREQUENCY SELECTION
(l) MANU^L-SetKBD/NAV I lCOM I selectoronCOM¡NAV

to NAV l. Set in frequency of the reference VOR/ DME
station.

(2) KEYBOARD - Set KBD/NAV I i COM I selector on COM'
NAV to KBD. Set in the frequency of VORr DME station from
the keyboard on the NP-20414.

(d) Sct thc modc sclcctor on thc NP-20414 to VOR,LO('.

(e) Set the display selector on the NP-20414 to SBY

(f) Address Standby Waypoint I by pressing the SBY WPT kev and
the #l key.

REPORT: VB-lll0
9-60, 2 oî 6
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(g) Program Waypoint I parameters (any sequence).

NOTE

Pressing the FREe, BRG, DST, EL, or CRS
keys causes a flashing dot to appear in the asso_
ciared display window. A flashing dot indicates
the parameter that is being addressed. As
number keys corresponding to data are
pressed, the numbers appear in the addressed
window. If valid data is entered into the
window, the flashing dot will extinguish when
the ENTER key is pressed. If invalid data is
entered in the window, the data will be rejected
when the ENTER key is pressed and the
window will revert to a flashing dot, which
indicates data should be re-entered.

(l) STATION FREQUENCY - press FREe key; press number
keys corresponding to the frequency of the V-OÉ station; and
press the ENTER key.

(2) WAYPOINT BEARING - press BRG key; press number keys
corresponding to the waypoint bearing; and press the ENTER
key.

(3) WAYPOINT DISTANCE - press DIST key; press number
keys corresponding to the waypoint distancê; ãnd press the
ENTER key.

(4) STATION ELEVATION - press EL key; press number keys
corresponding to the station elevation in hundreds offeet; and
press the ENTER key.

(5) INBOUND AND OUTBOUND COURSE - press CRS key;
press number keys corresponding to the desired inbound or
outbound course (depending upon whether IN or OUT annun_
ciator lamp is illuminated); and press the ENTER key.

Press CRS XFR key; IN/OUT annunciator lamps will switch.
Press CRS key, press number keys corresponding to the desired
inbound or outbound course (as annunõiated); and press the
ENTER key.

(h) Repeat Step (f¡ and (g) for any (or all) of the remaining waypoints.

REPORT: VB-ltlO
3 of 6, $6f
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(i) Press SBY WPT key; press number key corresponding to, the

waypoint desired to be recalled from memory, and verify data.

0) Set the display selector to BRGIDST.

(k) Press the WPT XFR key to transfer the standby waypoint to active.

NOTE

Provided the KBD/NAV I /COM I selector on
the COM/NAV unit is set to KBD, the NAV
receiver and DME wilt be automatically tuned
to the frequency stored for the active waypoint.
The stored inbound course will be displayed in
the CRS window for 30 seconds to allow the
CRS control (OBS) on the IN-831 HSI to be

set to that course. After the waypoint has been
passed, the CRS XFR key can be pressed to
recall the outbound course which will appear
for 30 seconds to allow the CRS to be reset.

The course pointer on the tn-EEl HSI will
automatically reset to the display course,
provided its function switch is in the HSI
position.

(l) With the mode selector set to VOR/LOC, the following data rs

displayed.
(l) DISPLAY SELECTOR SET TO BRGi DST - Bearing antl

distance to the selected VOR/DME station are displayed.
(2) DISPLAY SELECTOR SET TO KTS /TTS - Ground speed in

knots and time-to-station are displayed in minutes.
(3) HSI - The HSI presents unprocessed information with conven-

tional angular sensitivity, i.e., full scale deviation equals l0o
olï course.

(4) DISPLAY SELECTOR SET TO SBY - Data stored for stand-
by waypoin: (number appearing in SBY window) is displayed,
and can be altered as desired.

(5) DISPLAY SELECTOR SET TO ACT - Data stored for active
waypoint (number in ACT display window) is displayed, but
cannot be altered.

REPORT: VB'l110
9-62, 4 of 6
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(m) with the mode selector set to RNAV, the following data is dis-
played.
(l) DISPLAY SELECTOR SET TO BRG/DST _ Bearing and

distance to the selected waypoint is displaycd.
(2) DISPLAY SELECTOR SET TO KTS/TTS- Ground speed in

knots and time-to-waypoint is displayed in minutes.
(3) HSI - The HSI presents RNAV information with constant

deviation, i.e., full scare deviation represents 5 nautical miles
off course out to a distance of 100 nautical miles. From thereon
full scale deviation represents 3o off course.

(4) DISPLAY SELECTOR SET TO SBy - Data stored for stand-
by waypoinr (number appearing in SBy window) is displayed
and can be altered as desired.

(5) DISPLAY SELECTOR SET TO ACT - Dara stored foracrive
waypoint (number appearing in ACT window) is displayed, but
cannot be altered.

(n) with the mode selector set to ApR, the displays are the same as
RNAv' except full scale deviation represents 1.25 nautical mires
off course out to 25 nautical miles. From thereon, full scale
deviation represents 3o off course.

(o) Program COM and NAV frequencies by performing the following
steps.

NOTE

To program the COM/NAV Unit from the
NP-2041A keyboard, the KBD/NAVICOM
selector switches must be set to KBD.

(l) MODE SELECTOR -The modeselecror onthe Np-2041A can
be on in any position other than OFF or TEST to program
COM I or COM 2 frequencies.

(2) COM I FREQUENCY - Press COM I key; press number keys
corresponding to the desired frequency; and press the ENTER
key.

(3) COM 2 FREQUENCY - Press COM 2 key; press number keys
corresponding to the desired frequency; and press the ENTER
key.

REPORT: VB-lt10
5 of 6, 9-63
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(4) NAV I FREQUENCY - Set the mode selector to VOR/LOC.
(To tune NAV I from keyboard, mode selector must be set to
VOR/LOC.) Press NAV I key; press number keys correspond-
ing to the desired frequency; and press the ENTER key.

(5) NAV 2 FREQUENCY - Press NAV 2 key; press number keys

corresponding to the desired frequency; and press the ENTER
key.

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of the Pilot's
Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

REPORT: VB-I110
9-64, 6 of 6
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)

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO.9
FOR

COLLINS ANS 35I AREA NAVIGATION COMPUTER
PIPER DWG.87292

SECTION I. GENERAL

. This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airpla-ne- when rhe optional collins ANS 351 Area Navigation computer is
installed in accordance with "FAA Approved" piper datä. The information
contained within this supplement is to be used in conjunction with the
complete handbook.

This supplement has been "FAA Approved" and must remain in this
handbook at all times when the optional collins ANS 351 Area Navigation
Computer is installed.

FAA APPROVED
ÏVARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

REPORT: VB-llt0
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SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

N o changes to the basic lirnitalions pt ovided by Section 2 ol this Pilot's
Opcrating Handbook are necessary lor this supplement.

SECÎION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No changes to the basic Emergency Procedures provided by Section 3

of this Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

ATBIEIIÎ LIGHT SENSOS DISTANCE

WAYPOINT
NUTEER

NADIAL
ENR/APPB

rooE
CONTROL

REPORT: VB-lll0
9-66, 2 of 6
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(a) CONTROLS

CONTROL OR
INDICATOR FUNCTION

Mode Control

Waypoint Selector

Return Button

Use Button

Radial Selector

Selects ENR (enroute) or AppR (approach)
modes of operation. ln the enroute moãe, CDI
deviation is I mile/dot, 5 miles full scale. In
approach. CDI deflection is l/4 mite/dot, t-t/4
miles full scale.

S-equences display waypoints from I through g.
Winking waypoint number indicates inaõtive
waypoints; steadily-on-waypoint number indi-
cates active waypoint.

Depressing RTN (return) button returns the
display to the active waypoint when an inactive
waypoint is currenrly being displayed.

Depressing the USE button converts the way-
point beiug tlisplayed into the acrive waypoint.

Two concentric knobs set radial information
into the display. Knobs control information as
follows:

Large knob: Changes display in l0-degree
increments.

Small knob pushed in: Changes display in l-
degree increments.

Small knob pulled out: Changes display in
0. I degree increments.

REPORT: VB-I110
3 of6, 9-67
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CONTROL OR
INDICATOR FUNCTION

Distance Selector

Check Button

Ambient Light
Sensor

REPORT: vB'1110
9-68, 4 oÍ 6

(b) AREA NAVIGATION WAYPOINT PROGRAMMING
(l) Presetting of Waypoint On Ground

lVaypoints are entered after engine start, since the waypoint
information will probably be lost during the low-voltage
conciition occurring ciuring engine cranking. 'Waypoint ciata
should always be writtcn in llight plartrtirtg fur¡¡l to facilitate
checking later in flight. When power is first applied to the
ANS 351 and the system is in the RNAV mode, waypoint
number I will be active, (waypoint number not blinking) and
waypoint bearing and distance preset to zero will appear.
a. Waypoint number I coordinates are set into the ANS 351

using concentric knobs under bearing and distance display
fields.

Two concentric knobs set distance information
in nautical miles i¡tto the display. Kltobs cotttrol
infon¡ntion as follows:

Large knob: Changes display in lO-mile
increments.

Small knob pushed in: Changes display in l-
mile increments.

Small knob pulled out: Changes display in 0.l-
mile divisions from 00.0 through 100 miles.
Beyond 100 nmi, changes display in l-mile
increments.

Depressing CHK (check) button causes DME
and bearing indicators to display raw distance
^-l L-^-:-^ l-f^-*^ri^- DÀl 

^\/ 
¡¡'.nrrra+in-alru u!4¡¡¡¡é ¡¡¡¡v^¡¡¡4!¡v¡¡, ¡\¡!n r vv¡¡¡l,qfqrrv¡¡,

CDI deviation, to/from display, and autopilot
tracking of RNAV path remain unaffected. The
check button is springJoaded to prevent
permanent actuation.

Automatically adjusts display lighting intensity
as a function of cockpit ambient light.

ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 1981
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b. The waypoint selection knob is then rotated to select way_
point number 2. Note that the waypoint number is blinl_
ing, indicating that the waypoint is at this point inactive.
Waypoint number 2 bearing and distance definitions are
then set into the ANS 351.

c. Set up the rest ofthe desired waypoints as described above.
d. Press the RTN (return) pushbutton ro display the active

waypoint.

(2) Changing Waypoints In Flight
To.change a.waypoint in flighr. rotate the waypoint selector
until the desired waypoint number and coordinates are dis_
played on the ANS 351.
a. Verify that the waypoint definition is correct by comparing

the display with the flight plan.
b. Uncouple the autopilot if tracking RNAV deviation.
c. Select the desired reference facility frequency on the

associated NAV receiver.
d. Depress the USE pushbutton and note that the waypoint

identification number stops winking.
e. Select the desired course on OBS.
f. Recouple the autopilot after deviation and distance-

to-waypoint indications have stabitized.

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

. No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

REPORT: VB-llr0
5 of6, 9-69
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SECTION 9
SUPPLEMENT 10

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. 10
FOR

KING KNS EO NAVIGATION SYSTEM
PIPER DrryG. 3697t

_)

SECTION I. GENERAL

This supplement supplies inforrnation necessary for the operation of the
airplane when the optional King KNS 80 Navigatiòn System is installed in
accordance with "FAA Approved" piper data. The information contained
within this supplement is to be used in conjunction with the complete
handbook.

This supplement has been "FAA Approved" and must remain in this
handbook at all rimes when the optional King KNS g0 Navigation Sysrem
is installed.

D*! 6*FAA APPROVED
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-t
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

REPORT: VB-rll0
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SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

No changes to the basic limitations provided by Section 2 of this Pilot's
Operating Hanrlhook are necessary for this supplement,

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No changes to the basic Emergency Procedures provided by Section 3

of this Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) KNS 80 OPERATION
The KNS 80 can be operated in any one of 3 basic modes: (a) VOR,
(b) RNAV, or (c) ILS. To change from one mode to another, the
appropriate pushbutton switch is pressed, except that the ILS mode
is entered automatically whenever an ILS frequency is channeled
in the USE waypoint. The display will annunciate the mode by
l:-L.:-- ^L^-,^ +L^ -.,^LL,,¡¡^- I-- ^ll:.:^-.^.hellBltllrlË a rrrEù54ëç duuvL lll! Puù¡tuul(ur¡. rtr 4us¡llu¡¡ lu I

standard VOR and RNAV enroute (RNV ENR) modes, the KNS 80
has a constant course width or parallel VOR mode (VOR PAR)
and an RNAV approach mode (RNV APR). To place the unit in
either of these secondary modes the VOR pushbutton or the RNAV
pushbutton, as the case may be, is pushed a second time. Repetitive
pushing of the VOR button will cause the system to alternate
betrveen the VOR and VOR PAR modes, while repetitive pushing
of the RNAV button causes the system to alternate between RNV
ENR and RNV APR modes.

(b) coNTRoLS
(r) voR BUTTON

Momentary pushbutton.
Whcn pushed while system is in either RNV mode couscs
system to go to VOR mode. Otherwise the button causes system
to toggle between VOR and VOR PAR modes.

(2) RNAV BUTTON
Momentary pushbutton.
When pushed while system is in either VOR mode causes
system to go to RNV ENR mode. Otherwise the button causes
system to toggle between RNV ENR and RNV APR modes.

REPORT: VB-I110
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(3) HOLD BUTTON
Two position pushbutton.
When in depressed position, inhibits DME from channeling to
a new station when the-VOR frequency is changed. pushing-the
button again releases the button and õhannels ttre otvtE tõti¡e
station paired with the VOR station.

(4) USE BUTTON
Momentary pushbutton.
Causes, active waypoint to take on same value as displayed
waypoint and dara display to go to FRe mode.

(5) DSP BUTTON
Momentary pushbutton.
Causes displayed waypoint to increment by I and data display
to go to frequency mode.

(6) DATA BUTTON
Momentary pushbutton.

91Ë.r waypoint data display to change from FRe to RAD to
DST and back ro FRQ.

) (7) Or-F/PULL ID CONTROL
a. Rotate counterclockwise to switch off power to the

KNS 80.
b. Rotate clockwise to increase audio level.
c. Pull switch out to hear VOR tdent.

REPORT: VB-I110
3 of 4, ,¡73

(8) DATA TNPUT CONTROL
Dual concentric knobs. Center knob has ..in" and ..out"
positions.
a. Frequency Data

Outer knob varies I MHz digit.
A carryover occurs from the unitt to tens position.
Rollover occurs from I lZ to 108 or vice vérsa.
Center knob varies frequency in.05 MHz steps regardless
of whethe¡ the switch is in its ..in', or..out" iositi-on.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, l9tl
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b. Radial Data
Outer knob varies l0 degree digit.
A carryover occurs from tens to hundreds position
A rollover to zero occtrrs at 360 degrees.
Center knob "in" position varies I degree digit.
Center knob "out" position varies 0. I degree digit.

c. Distance Data
Outer knob varies l0 NM digit.
A carryover occurs from the tens to hundreds place
A rollover to zero occurs at 200 NM.
Center knob "in" position varies I NM digit.
Center knob "out" position varies 0.1 NM digit.

(9) COURSE SELECT KNOB
Located in CDI unit.
Selects desired course through the VOR ground station or
waypoint.

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of
the airplane when the optional KNS 8l Navigation System is ìnstalled in
accordance with "FAA Approved" piper data. The information contained
within this supplement is to be used in conjunction with the complete hand-
book.

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. II
FOR

KNS 8I DIGITAL AREA NAVIGATION SYSTEM
PIPER D\ryG. 398T0

SECTION 1. GENERAL

This supplement has been "FAA Approved" and must remain in this
handbook at all times when the optional KNS gl Navigation System is
installed.

FAA APPROVE d
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-t
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA
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SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

No changes to the basic limitations providcd by Section 2 of this Pilot's

Operating Handbook are necessary for this sttpplement'

SECTION 3 - EM¡JRGENCY PROCEDURES

No changes to the basic Emergency Procedures provided by Section

3 of this Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 4. NORMÀL PROCEDURES

(a) KNS 8l OPERATION
The KNS 8l can be operated in any one of 3 modes: (a) VOR'
(b) RNAV, or (c) lLS. To change from one mode to another the

mode select knob is rotated (large knob on the left side of the panel)
except that the ILS mode is entered automatically whenever an ILS

lrçquq¡rçy ¡s chaq4elgd. fqe di¡nþy will annunciate the VOR or
RÑÀV mo¿e Ui tfhaing á méssaselèiide ihe wàfÞôint- In áddiaión
to the standard VOR and RNAV enroute modes, the KNS 8l has a

constant course width or parallel VOR mode (VOR PAR) and an

RNAV approach mode (RNV APR). To place the unit in either of
these secondary modes the mode selector knob is rotated.

(b) CONTROLS
(I) USE BUTTON

MomentarY Pushbuttort.
Causes displayed waypoint to become active waypoint and
"carrot" display to go to FRQ mode.

(2) RTN BUTTON
Momentary Pushbutton.
When pusheci causes rvaypoini in use to be ciispiayeci anci

"carrot" display to go to FRQ mode.

(3) RAD BUTTON
Two position pushbutton.
The KNS 8l is normally operated with the RAD button not
pressed.
When in depressed position causes DME to display radial

REPORT: VB-llr0 ISSUED: JANUARY 8, 1981
REVISED: FEBRUARY 25, 1982lo-tt, 2 oI4
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information instead of ground speed. Radial displayed will be
from the station in VOR mode and from the wâypoint in
RNAV modes.

(s) DATA BUTTON
Momentary pushbutton.

Çauses waypoint data display to change from FRe to RAD to
DST and back ro FRQ.

(4) CHK BUTTON
Momentary pushbutton.
Causes radial and distance waypoint parameters to show radial
and distance from VOR station instead.

l

(6) OFFi ON/TDENT CONTROL
a. Power OFF-ON / Volume Function - Rotate ctockwise for

power ON.
b. VOR Audio Level Control - Rotate clockwise for increased

audio level.
c. VOR IDENT Mute Function - push-pull switch. Enables

the VOR ldent tone to be heard in out position.

(7) DATA INPUT CONTROL
Dual concentric knobs, right side of panel - Center knob has
"in" and "out" positions.
a. Frequency Data

Outer knob varies I MHz digit.
A carry occurs from units to tens position.
Rollover occurs from I l7 to 108.
Center knob varies frequency in 50KHz steps (..1N" or
"OUT" position).

b. Radial Data
Outer knob varies l0 degree digit.
A carry occurs from the tens to hundreds position
A rollover to zero occurs at 360 degrees.
Center knob "in" position varies I degree digit.
Center knob "out" position varies 0. I degree digit.

REPORT: VB-I110
3 of {, Y77
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WAYPOINT

c. Distance Data
Outer knob varies lONM digit.
A carry occurs from the tens to hundreds place

Â, rollover to zero occurs at 200NM.
Center knob "in" position varies INM digit.
Center knob "out" position varies 0.lNM digit.

(s) DUAL CONCENTRIC KNOBS, LEFT SIDE OF PANEL
a. Mode Select

Outer knob changes mode from VOR to VOR PAR to
RNV to RNV APR a¡rd rolls over.

b. WPT Select
Center knob selects waypoint from I to 9 and rolls over.

(9) COURSE SELECT KNOB
Located in remote unit.
Selects desired course through the VOR ground station or
waypoint.

MODE SEI-ECTOR KNOB NAV FREO DISPLAY WAYPOINT DISTANC

ANNUNCIATOR

AADIAL BUTTON DATA
INPUIT CONTROLSELECTOR KNOB

USE BUTTON CHECK ON/OFF

RETURN BUTTON
DENT CONTßOL

KNS 81 DIGITAL AREA NAVIGATION SYSTEM

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

REPORT: vB-l110
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. 12
FOR

RCA COLOR WEATHERSCOUT II WEATHER RADAR SYSTEM

SECTION T. GENERAL

. This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airplane when the optional RCA color weatherScout lI weather Radar
System is installed in accordance with "FAA Approved" piper data. The
information contained within this supplement is-t-o be used in conjunction
with the complete handbook.

) This supplement has been *FAA Approved" and must remain in this
handbook at all times when the optional RCA color rr¡y'eatherScout Il
Weather Radar System is installed.

r^)FAA APPROVED O/t C
L¿{rr-At \¿t

WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-t
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA
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SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

Do not operate the radar during refueling operations or in the vicinity
of trucks or containcrs accommodating flammables or explosives. Do not
allow personnel within I 5 feet of area being scanned by antenna when system
is transmitting.

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No changes to the basic Emergency Procedures provided by Section 3

of this Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) SYSTEM CONTROLS
All controls used to operate the radar system are located on the
indicator front panel. These controls and the display features are
indexed and identifled in Figure 4-l and described in Table 4-3.

INDICATOR CONTROLS AND DISPLAY FEATURES
Figure 4-l

REPORTT VB-lll0
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(b) OPERATION
Preliminary Control Settings
Place the Indicator controls in the following positions before
applying power from the aircraft electrical *ystem:

lNTensity control
TILTcontrol ....
RANGE switch. .

Fully counterclockwise, in OFF
....Fullyupward
. l0 nautical miles

)

( l) Display Area

(A) Mode Field

(B) Auxiliary
Field

(C) Range Mark
Identifiers

See item A, B, and C for explanation of
alphanumeric display.

Selected mode is displayed as WX, CyC,
MAP, or TEST. STBY is displayed if R-T
is warming up and no mode is selected
after turn-on. WAIT is displayed if a
mode is selected prior to end of warm up
or when lndicator and Antenna are syn-
chronizing.

FRZ is displayed as a blinking word if
radar is in freeze mode (to remind pilot
that radar display is not being updated for
incoming target returns).

I 2 3 and color bar legend is displayed in
WX/C, TEST and MAP modes. In
weather mode, color bar is green, yellow,
and red. In map mode, color bar is cyan,
yellow, and magenta.

Five labeled range marks are displayed
on each range. Label of furthest mark is
same as range selected. Range and azi-
muth marks are displayed in cyan for
WX/C and TEST, green for MAp.

INDICATOR CONTROLS AND DISPLAY FEATURES
Table 4-3

REPORT: VB-lll0
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(2) INT/OFF Rotary control used to regulate bright-
ness (intensity) tlf display.

On/OtT l'unction: Full CCW rotation of
intensity control places system in OFI-
condition. CW rotatlon trom OFF setting
turns system on. STBY is displayed until
WX/C, MAP, or TEST is selected.

ll WX/ C or MAP is selected initially oL
prior to the end of the warm-up period,
WAIT will be displayed until RT warms
up (approximately 30 seconds).

lf TEST is selected immediately, WAIT
will be displayed until Antenna is syn-
chronized (less than 4 seconds and then
test pattern will appear.

(3) wx/c Alternate-action pushbutton switch used
to select weather mode or cyclic contour
mode.

If selected at turn-on, system will come up
in weather mode; second depression gf
switch will select cyclic contour modr:.

INDICATOR CONTROLS AND DISPLAY FEATURES (cont)
Table 4-3 (cont)
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_,t

If selected when system is already oper-
ating in another mode, system will return
to weather mode; second switch depres-
sion will select cyclic contour mode.

In cyclic contour mode, 3-level (red) dis-
play will flash on and off at I / 2-second
intervals.

Pushbutton switch used to select ground
mapping mode.

(4) MAP

(5) TEST

(6) FRZ

(7) AZ MK

(8) TrLT

(e) t0l2sls0l t00l
200 (DI-1005)

Pushbutton switch used to select test
mode. Special test pattern is displayed.
In test, transmitter does not transmit and
range is automatically 100 nm.

Pushbutton switch used to select freeze
mode. Radar display is not updated with
incoming target return data. As a warning
to the pilot, FRZ level will flash on and
off at l/2-second intervals.

Slide switch used to display three azimuth
markers at 30 degree intervals.

Rotary control that enables pilot to select
angles of antenna beam tilt with relation
to airframe. Rotating control CW tilts
beam upward; CCW rotation tilts beam
downward.

Pushbutton switches used to select
desired range. Five range marks are dis-
played for each range.

INDICATOR CONTROLS AND DISPLAY FEATURES (conr)
Table 4-3 (cont)
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(c) OPERATING PRECAUTIONS

WARNING

Do not operate the radar during refueling
operations or in the vicinity of trucks or
containers ' accommodating flammables or
explosives. Do not allow personnel within l5
feet of area being scanned by antenna when
system is transmitting.

(l) Flash bulbs can be exploded by radar energy.
(2) Since storm patterns are never stationary, the display is con-

stantly changing. Continued observation is always advisable
in stormy areas.

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

No changes tothe basic pcrlormance provided bl,Section 5 of the Pilotls
Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

REFORT: VB-lll0
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

F'AA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. 13
FOR

RCA WEATHERSCOUT II lryEATHER RADAR SYSTEM

SECTION I - GENERAL

. This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airplane when the optional RCA weatherScout II weather Radar System
is installed in accordance with "FAA Approved" piper data. The infor-
mation contained within this supplement is to be used in conjunction with
the complete handbook.

This supplement has been "FAA Approved" and must remain in this
handbook at all times when the optional RCA weatherScout II weather
Radar System is installed.

L]a^ûFAA APPROVED
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA
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SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

Do not operate the radar during refueling operations or ìn the vicinity
of trucks or containers accommodating flarnmables or explosive s. l)o not
allow personnel within l5 feet ofarea being scanned by antenna when system

is transmitting.

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No changcs to the basic Emcrgency Procedures providcd by Scction 3

of this Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) SYSTEM CONTROLS
All controls used to operate the radar system are located on the
front panel. These controls and the display features are indexed and
identified in Figure 4-l and described in Table 4-3.

(o

INDICATOR CONTROLS AND DISPLAY FEATURES
Figure 4- I
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(r) oFF

(2) INT

(3) TrLT

(4) RANGE
t2130160190

or
t2l 301 601 t20

(5) CYC

(6) Range Field

(7) Test Field

(8) Range Mark
Identifie r

(9) Mode Field

On/Off funcrion: full CCW rorarion of
INTensity control places system in OFF
condition.

Rotary control used to regulate brightness
(lNTensity) of display.

Rotary control used to adjust antenna
elevation position. Control indexes incre-
ments of tilt from 0 to 12 degrees up or
down.

Rotary switch used to select one of four
ranges.

Pushbutton switch used to select cyclical
contour mode. Data is presented alter-
nately as normal for 0.5 seconds, then
contoured for 0.5 seconds. Pressing
switch a second time restores normal oi
WX mode.

Maximum selected range is displayed.
Maximum range is always displayed
when indicator is in on-condition.

Test block displays three illuminarion
levels.

lndividual label displayed for each range
mark.

Operating mode is displayed as WX or
CYC.

When system is first turned on, WAIT is
displayed unti¡ system times out (3040
seconds).

INDICATOR CONTROLS AND DISPLAY FEATURES
Table 4-3

REPORT: VB-I110
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(b) PRELIMINARY CONTROL SETTINGS
Place the Indicator controls in the foliowing positions before

applying power from the aircraft electrical systcnl:

. Fully counterclockwise, in OFF
.....Fullyupward

....12nautlcal miles

(c) OPERATIONAL CONTROL SETTINGS
(l) Rotate INTensity control clockwise to bring system into ON

condition.
(2) Note that WAIT is displayed during warm-up period of

30-40 seconds.
(3) When WX is displayed, rotate INTensity control clockwise

until display brightness is at desired level.
(4) Set RANGE switch to desired range.
(5) Adjust TILT control for desired forward scan area.

(d) PRECAUTIONS
If the radar is to be operated while the aircralt is on the ground:
( l) Direct nose of aircraft such that antenna scan sector is free of

large metallic objects (hangars, other aircraft) lor a distance of
100 yards (90 meters), and tilt antenna fully upward.

WARNING

Do not operate the radar during refueling
operations or ir¡ the vicitity of trucks or
containers accommodating flammables or
explosives; do not allow personnel within l5
feet of area being scanned by antenna when
system is transmitting.

(2) Flash bulbs can be exploded by radar energy.
(3) Since storm patterns are never stationary, the display is

constantly changing, and continued observation is always
advisable where areas of turbulence prevail.

INTensity control .

TILTcontrol .....
RANGE switch. . .

REPORT: VB'1110
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SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of the

) Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary fbr this ,upil.rn.nt,
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This supplen.rent supplies information necessary for the opemtion of the
airplane when the optional Bendix RDR-160 Monochrome weather Radar
System is installed in accordance with "FAA Approved" piper data. The
information contained within this supplement is't'o be used in conjunction
with the cornplete handbook.

This supplement has been "FAA Approved" and must remain in this
handbook at all times when the optional Bendix RDR-160 Monochrome
Weather Radar System is installed.

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

F'AA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. 14
FOR

BENDIX RDR.I60 MONOCHROME WEATHER RADAR SYSTEM

SECTION I - GENERAL

FAA APPROVED
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-t
PI PER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA
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SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

Do not operate the radar during relueling operations or in the vicinity
of trucks or containers accommodating flarttrnables ol explosives. Do not
allow personnel within I 5 feet of area being scanned by antenna when system

is transmitting.

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No changes to the basic Emergency Procedures provided by Section 3

of this Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) SYSTEM CONTROLS
Table 4-3 lists and describes the system controls, all of which are

mounted on the panel of the radar indicator. Figure 4-l illustrates
the loeation of these controls. Table 4=5 lists the alphanumeric read-
outs of range - range marks and mode selection as a function of
switch position.

a¡rl{AftulEilc
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R^tto: xarx
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3ELÊCfEO
ñANGE N.ÀI RANOE SELECTOR

MODE SELECIOR
AND GA¡N COTITROL

TrLl cotiTFol

BFfGHINESS
cotfiiot

LOCATION OF CONTROLS
Figure 4- I
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CONTROL/
FUNCTION OPERATIONAL USE

oFFi sTBY/TEST

Range Selector

l. Controls primary power to radar system.

2. Places system in "standby"condition during
warmup period and when system is not in
use.

3. Places system in "test" mode to determine
operability of system. No transmission in
"test" mode.

4. Selects operating range. Enables trans-
mitter.

V/x/GAIN/Wx A

Gain Control and
Mode Selector

l. In Wx position, weather image gain is at
preadjusted level. Contour operation is
automatic and constant.

2. ln GAIN position, 6 leveis from MAp
(maximum gain) to MIN may be selected
lor ground mapping operations. Contour
operation is disabled.

3. In Wx A position, the radar indicator dis-
play alternately cycles berween the Wx
position and the GAIN MAp position. This
will verify if a contour storm cell area is a
storm cell and not a lake or some other
terrain feature.

CONTROL FUNCTIONS AND OPERATION
Table 4-3

REPORT: vB-lll0
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coNTROL/
FUNCTION OPERATIONAL USE

HOLD
Pushbutton

Video Holdi
Scan

When the HOLD pushbutton is initially de-
pressed, weather or ground mapping image
last presented is retained (frozen) on indicator
display in order to evaluate the significance
of storm cell mo.vement. Depressing for a

second time reveals direction and distance of
target movement during hold period. During
HOLD mode. the antenna continues to scan
and the display will continue to be presented
as long as power is supplied to the system. The
word HOLD will be fìashing.

TILT

Antenna Tilt
Control

Electrically adjusts the antenna to move the
radar beam to 15 degrees up or down from
horizontal ("0" position).

BRT

Brightness
Control

Control CRT picture intensity

CONTROL FUNCTIONS AND OPERATION (cont)
Table 4-3 (cont)
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RADAR.I60 \ryEATHER RADAR SYSTEM

Range Switch Position Range-Range Mark Reaclor¡t

**TEST
5

t0
20
40
80

r60

40-t0
5-r

t0-2
20-4
40- l0
80-20

I 60-40

Wx-MAP-Wx A Switch position

Wx
MAP
WxA

Mode Readout*

Wx
MAP
WxA

*When the HOLD pushbutton is initially depressed, the MODE
READOUT displays flashing HOLD.

**The MODE READOUT displays TEST.

ALPHANUMERTC READOUT
Table 4-5

(b) GENERAL OPERATING PRECAUTIONS

WARNING

Do not operate the radar during refuelling
operations or in the vicinity of trucks or con-
tainers accommoding flammables or ex-
plosives; do not allow personnel within t5
feet of area being scanned by antenna when
system is transmitting.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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(l) Flash bulbs can be exploded by radar energy.
(2) Since storm patterns are never stationary, the display is con-

stantly changing, and co¡rtiuued observation is always ad-
visable where areas of turbulence prertail'

NO'IE

See RDR-160 pilot manual for detailed
operating information and analysis of targets.

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of the
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.
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SECTTON 9
SUPPLEMENT 15

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. 15
FOR

BENDIX RDR-I60/IN.2O26A COLOR WEATHER RADAR SYSTEM

SECTION 1- GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airp-lane when the optional Bendix RDR-|60/lN--2026A iolor weather
Radar System is installed in accordance with "FAA Approved" piper data.
The information contained within this supplement ii'to be used'in con-junction with the complete handbook.

. This,supplement has been "FAA Approved" and must remain in this
handbook at all times when the optional Èèndix RDR- 160/ lN-2026À color
Weather Radar System is installed.

tJ""û €*--FAA APPROVED
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH. FLORIDA
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SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

Do not operate the radar during refueling operations or in the vicinity
of trucks or containers accommodating flammables or explosives. Do not
allow personnel within l5 lèet of area being scanned by antenna when systenr

is transmitting.

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No changes to the basic Emergency Procedures provided by Section J of
this Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) EQUIPMENT OPERATION AND CONTROLS
0) RDR-|60/lN-20264 CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS

Controls and displays for the RDR-l60llN-20264 Color
Weather Radar System are listed in Table 4-3, with a functional
dcscription. Locatton ol the controls and displays is shown in
Figure 4-1. All operating controls and displays are located on
the indicator.
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coNTROL/
DISPLAY FUNCTION

Function selector OFF position removes primary power from
the system.

2. STBY position places system in the standby
condition during warm-up period and when
the system is not in use. No display.

3. TEST position selects test funcrion to de-
termine operability of the system. A test
pattern is displayed. NO transmission exists
in the TEST condition.

4. ON position selects the condition lor normal
operation. Radar transmission exists in the
ON position.

[ | ] RANGE
button

Clears the display and places the indicator in
the next lower range each time the button is
pressed (eg: 40 to 20), until minimum range is
reached.

TILT control Electrically adjusts the antenna to move the
radar beam up to +15 degrees above the hori-
zontal, or to a maximum of -15 degrees below
the horizontal posirion. The horizontal posi-
tion is indicated as z.ero degrees on the control.

TRACK [ >]
button

When pressed, a yellow track cursor line ap-
pears and moves to the right (in one degree
steps) while the button is held depressed. The
track cursor stops when the button is released.
and remains for about l0 to l5 seconds. then
disappears unless the button is pressed again.
The differential heading will be indicated in
yellow numerals in the upper left corner of the
display. and disappears simultaneously with
the track cursor.

CONTROL/ DISPLAY FUNCTIONS
Table 4-3

REPORT: VB-lll0
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coNTROL/
DISPLAY FUNCTION

I-RACK [ +]
button

Whelr plessed, the yellow track cursor appears
and moves to the left while held depressed.
Operation is as explained above.

GAIN control Varies the radar receiver gain when in the MAP
mode. Gain and the STC are preset in TEST
function and in the WX anci WXA mocies.

BRT control Adjusts brightness of the display for varying
cockpit light conditions.

[+]MODE
button

Pressing momentarily produces an "informa-
tion list" on the display. Pressing again, while
information display is still present, advances
the indicator display to the next higher mode
shown on the list. The list disappears after a few
seconds and the mode does not change if the
button is not pressed again. The following stan-
dard modes are available in the order shown.

NAV FLT LOG - Functions available
with optional IU-20234.
MAP - Ground mapping
WXA - Weather mapping with alert.
The red area fïashes.
rWX - Weather mapping

NOTE: tJy'hen the top mode is reached, the
button will not change the mode.

It]MODE
button

Moves the indicator display to the next lower
mode each time the button is pressed while the
list is present. The sequence is as listed above.

NOTE: When the bottom mode (WX) is
reached, this button will not change
the mode.

CONTROL/DISPLAY FUNCTIONS (cont)
Table 4-3 (cont)

REPORT: VB-l110
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CONTROL/
DISPLAY FUNCTION

NAV button
(push-oni push-off¡

Operational only when optional IU-2023A
Remote Computer Unit is connected. When
actuated. provides NAV information super-
imposed over the MODE selected (V/X, WXA,
or MAP). If interface is not connected. the
words NO NAV will be displayed in the lower
left corner.

[ + ] RANGE
button

Clears the display and advances the indicator
to the next higher range each time the button
is pressed (eg: 20 ro 40, 40 to 80. etc.). unril 160
mile range is reached. The range selected is dis-
played in the upper right corner (on the last
range mark). and the distance to each of the
oJher range marks circles is displayed along the
right edge of the circles (arcs).

HOLD pushbuton
(push-on/ push-off)

Retains the display (NAV and weather) when
button is actuated (push-on). The word HOLD
flashes in the upper left corner of the display.
The weather or ground mapping image last pre-
sented is retained (frozen) on indicatordisplay
in order to evaluate the significance of storm
cell movement. Switch:ng back to normal op-
eration (pressing HOLD pushbutton a second
time) reveals direction and distance of target
movement during HOLD period. ln HOLD.
the antenna continues to scan and a non-
updated display will continue to be presented
as long as power is supplied to the system. A
change in range selection, with indicator in
HOLD results in a blank screen.

CONTROL/DISPLAY FUNCTIONS (conr)
Table 4-3 (cont)
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(b) OPERATING PRECAUTIONS

WARNING

Do not operate the radar during refueling
operations or in the vicinity of trucks or con-
tainers accommoding lìammables or ex-
plosives. Do not allow personnel within l5
feet of area being scanned by antenna when
system is transmitting.

(l) Flash bulbs can be exploded by radar energy.
(2) Since storm patterns are never stationary, the display is con-

stantly changing. Continued observation is always advisable
in stormy areas.

SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of the Pilot's
Opcrating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

REPORT: VB-l110
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This supplement supplies information necessary forthe operation of the
airplane when the optional propeller synchrophaser is instålled in accor-
dance with "FAA Approved" Piper data. The information contained within
this supplement is to be used in conjunction with the complete handbook.

) This supplement has been *FAA Approved" and must remain in this
handbook at all times when the optional propeller synchrophaser is
installed.

tJ""¡- 6t^-at

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. 1ó
FOR

PROPELLER SYNCHROPHASER INSTALLATION
PIPER D\ryc. E7719

SECTION T . GENERAL

FAA APPROVED
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-t
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

REPORT: VB.lll0
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The function of the synchrophaser ts to maintaln both propellers at the

same RPM and at a selected phase angle. This eliminates the propeller
"beat" effect and minimizes vibration. When the synchrophaser is installed,
the left engine is estahlished as the master engine, and the right engine is

equipped with a slave governor whiclt autoutatically uraitrtains its RPM
wittrthe left engine RPM. When the propeller synchrophaser is installed, a

three-position switch is located on the throttle quadrant below the
propeiler controls. It is labeled OFF for manual control and " l " or "2" for
propeller synchrophaser. A blue "press to test" light which illuminates when

the propellers are out of synchronization is located below the switch.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

Placards:
On the throttle quadrant below engine and propeller controls:

USE OFF POSITION FOR TAKEOFF,
LANDING AND SINGLE ENGINE OPER.
ATIONS.

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

The propeller synchrophaser must be in the OFF position for all single
engine operations.

SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

During taxi, takeoff, landing or single engine operations the propeller
synchrophaser switch should be in the "OFF" position. The blue "press to
test" light below the switch will illuminate while the propellers are out of
synchronization, whether the switch is in the "OFF," "1," or "2" position.
When the switch is in the "OFF" position the propellers can be synchronized
manually and the light will go out when propeller synchronization is

complete. For automatic synchronization, the propellers should be syn-
chronized manually to within approximately l0 RPM and the switch placed
in the "l" position. The blue light will go out when synchronization is
complete. For a given RPM and power setting, switch position "2" may
provide smoother operation by means of providing a different phase angle.
Set the switch to position "l" or "2," whichever provides the smoothest
operation. Normally, propeller synchrophasing will take place within a

REPORT: VB-II10
9-104, 2 of 4
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few seconds, but occasionally it may rake up to a full minute. when the
poyer setting is to be changed, the synchrophaser switch should be set to"oFF" for 30 seconds before the power setting is adjusted; then the syn-
chrophaser switch may be returned to the "l" or "2'; position, whichever
provides the smoothest operation. If the propeller RpM differrniiul exceeds
50 RPM, the switch should be set at "oFF" for 30 to 40 seconds; then
the propellers can be synchronized again and the synchrophaser switch
returned to "l" or "2." Pulling the circuit breakers completely deactives the
propeller synchrophaser system. If the master switch is-turnéd ..oFF" or if
there is an electrical system failure, the slave engine will return to the
controlled selected RPM plus approximately 25 RPM ,'out of synchroni-
zation" regardless of the position of the synchrophaser switch.

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

ISSUED: APRIL 21, 1981
REVISED: AUGUST 17, tgEl
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SUPPLEMENT 17

CENTURY 21 AUTOPILOT INSTALLATION

SECTION I. GENERAL

. This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airplane _when the optional century 2l Autopilot ii installed'in accordance
with STC sA3384sw-D. The information coñtained within this supplement
is to be used in conjunction with the complete handbook.

This supplement has bee¡ "F4A Approved" as a permanent part of this
handbook and must remain in this handbook at all times when the optional
Century 2¡ Autopilot is installed.

FAA APP
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA
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SECTION 2 . LIMITATIONS

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

(a) AUTOPILOT
In thc event of an autopilot malfunction, or anytime the autopilot is

not performing as commanded, do not attempt to identify the

problem. Regain control of the aircraft by overpowering and
immediately disconnecting the au:opilot by depressing the AP
ON-OFF switch on the programmer OFF, or by pulling the
autopilot circuit breaker'

Do not operate until the system failure has been identified and
corrected.

(l) Altitude Loss During Malfunction:
a. An autopilot malfunction during climb, cruise or descent

with a 3 second delay in recovery initiation could result in
as much as ó0o of bank and 300'altitude loss. Maximum
altitude loss was recorded at 180 KIAS during descent at
high altitude.

b. An autopilot malfunction during an approach with a I
second delay in recovery initiation could result in as much
as 30o bank and 100'altitude loss. Maximum altitude loss
measured with one notch ( l0 degrees) flap, gear down, and
operating either coupled or uncoupled, single or multi-
engine.

(b) COMPASS SYSTEM
(l) Emergency Operation with Optional NSD 3604 (HSI) Slaved

and/ or Non-Slaved:

NSD 360A
a. Appearance of HDG Flag:

l. Check air supply gauge (vac or pressure) for adequate
air supply (4 in. Hg. min.).

REPORT: VB-ll10
9-10t, 2 of 6

(a) Maximum airspeed for autopilot operation is 180 KIAS. (Autopilo:
Vrøo)

(b) Autopilot OFF during takeoff and landing'
(c) Autopilot coupled approaches prohibited with more than one

notch (l0o) llaP extended.
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2. Check compass circuit breaker.
3. Observe display for proper operation.

b. To disable heading card - pull circuit breaker and use
malnetic compass for directional data.

NOTE

If heading card is not operational, autopilot
should not be used.

With card disabled VOR/Localizer and Glide Slope
displays are still functional; use card set to rotate card to
aircraft heading for correct picture.
Slaving Failure - (i.e. failure to self correct for gyro drift):
I Check gyro slaving switch is set to No. I position (if

equipped with Slave No. I - No. 2 switch) ór..Slaveà"
position when equipped with Slaved and Free Gyro
Mode Switch.

2. Check for HDG Flag.
3. Check compass circuit breaker.
4. Reset heading card while observing slaving meter.

NOTE

c.

d

Dead slaving meter needle or a needle displaced
fully one direction indicates a slaving system
failure.

5. Select slaving amplifier No. 2, if equipped. If not
equipped, proceed with No. 7 below.

6. Reset heading card while checking slaving merer. If
proper slaving indication is not obtained, proceed with
No. 7 below.

7. Switch to free gyio mode and periodically set card as
an unslaved gyro.

NOTE

In the localizer mode, the "TO'FROM" arrows
may remain out of view, depending upon the
design of the NAV converter used in the instal-
lation.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

Refer to Edo-Aire Mitchell Century 2l Autopilot Operator's Manual,
PIN ó85805, dated l-79 for Autopilot Description and Normal Operating
Procedurcs.

(a) PREFLIGHT PROCEDURES

NOTE

During system iunctionai check the systcm
must be provided adequate D.C. voltage (12.0
VDC min.) and instrument air (4.2 in. Hg.
min.). It is recommended that one engine be

operated (minimum) to provide.the necessary
power and that the aircraft be positioned in a
level attitude, during the functional check.

(b) AUTOPILOT WITH STANDARD D.G.
(l) Engage autopilot by pushing programmer OFF-ON switch

^lf\Jl\.
(2) Rorate D.U. HDG bug left then right and verify that control

wheeì movement corresponds to HDG command input.
(3) Grasp control wheel and override roll servo actuator to assure

override capability.
(4) With HDG bug centered seiect NAV or APPR mode and note

control wheel movement toward VOR needle offset.
(5) Select REV mode and note control wheel movement opposite

VOR needle offset.
(ó) Disengage autopilot.
(7) Check aileron controls through full travel to assure complete

autopilot d isengagement.

(c) AUTOPILOT WITH COMPASS SYSTEM (NSD 3604)
(For other compass systems, refer to appropriate manufacturer's
instructions)
(l) Check slaving switch in slave or slave I or 2 position, as

appropriate. (Slaving systems with R.M.l. output provide only
slave and free gyro positions.)

(2) Rotate card to center slaving meter - check HDG displayed
with magnetic compass HDG.

(3) Perform standard VOR receiver check.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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(4) Perform Steps ( l) - (7) in Section 4 item (b) excepr in Steps (4)
and (5) subsrirute course arrow for HDG bug *h.n cneåting
control wheel movement in relation to L/ R nee-dle. H DG bug ii
inoperative rvith NAV. AppR, or REV mode selected.

(d) IN-FLIGHT PROCEDURE
(l) Rorare heading bug to desired heading.
(2) Trim aircrafr for existi'g flight condñion (all axes). Engage

autopilot.
(-j) Duri'g maneuveri'g flight - control aircrart through 

'se 
o|the

HDG bug. (HDG mode)
(4) For navigation operations select modes as required by the

operation being conducted and in accordanc. ,ritt the mode
description provided in operator's Manuar. For specific in-
structions relating to couplecl instru¡nent approach oþerations.
refer to Special Operations and lnlormation Section.

(e) SPECIAL OPERATIONS AND TNFORMATTON
( l) Instrument Approach Operations

lni:ial andlor intermediate approach segments should be
conducted at approximatery 95 - r t0 KrAS r¡,'ith a maximum of I
l0o flaps extended as desired. Upon intercepring the gtiOe path Io¡ when passing the final approach fix (pnf.) immediåtely '
lorver the landing gear and reduce thc power for approximately
90 - 95 KIAS on the final approach segment. Monitor course
guidance information (raw data) throughout the approach.
All power changes shourd be of smail magnitude and såoothly
applied for best tracking performance. Dì not change aircraft
configuraîion during approach rvhile autopilot is eñgaged.

SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

No changes to rhe basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary fôr this ,upplement.

ISSUED: APRIL 21, lgEl
REVISED: SEPTEMBER lZ, l9B4
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This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
11t{1n9 wlen the optional Century 4l Autopilot Mode AKgó5 or Cenrury
4l Flight Director Autopilot Mode AK88l/FD is instailed in accordancê
with src sA337l sw-D. The information contained within this supplemenr
is to be used in conjunction with the complete handbook.

This suppiement has been "FAA Approved" as a permanent part of this
handbook and must remain in this handbook at all times when the optional
Century 4l Autopilot or Century 4l Flight Director Autopìlot is
installed.

E^-

SUPPLEMENT 18

CENTURY 41 AUTOPILOT INSTALLATION

SECTION T. GENERAL

FAA APPROVED
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA
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SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

(a) Autopilot use prohibited above 180 KIAS' (Autopilot Vt"to)
(b) Autopilot OFF during takeoff and landing'
(c) Required Placard, P/ N 134990 stating "Conduct trim check prior

to first flight of day - (See AFM)" to be installed in clear view of
pilot.

(d) Autopilot coupled Go-Around maneuvers prohibited [See Section
4 item (a)1.

(e) Category I operations onlY'

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

(a) AUTOPILOT
In the event of an autopilot malfunction, or anytime the autopilot is

not performing as commanded, do not attempt to identify the
problem system. Regain control by overpowering and immediately
disconnecting the autopilot. This will disable both the autotrim
system and the autopilot system. If the malfunction was in the auto-
trint $ystcm there may bc rcsidual control wheel force aftcr the
system is OFF. Be prepared for any. residual trim force and retrim,
as necessary, using the aircraft's primary trim control system.

NOTE

Do not overpower autopilot in pitch for more
than approximately 3 seconds as the autotrim
system will cause an increase in pitch over-
power forces.

(l) Autopilot may be disconnected by:
a. Depressing "AP OFF" bar on pilot's trim switch.
b. Depressing the AP ON-OFF switch on the programmer.
c. Depressing master disconnect switch on pilot's control

wheel.
(2) Autotrim may be disconnected by:

a. Depressing the autopilot ON-OFF switch - OFF.
b. Placing the autotrim master switch - OFF.
c. Depressing master clisconnect switch on pilot's control

wheel.
After failed system has been identified, pull system circuit
breaker and do not operate until the system has been corrected.

REPORT: VB-ll10
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(3) Single Engine Operations:
a. Engine failure during an autopilot approach operation:

Disengage autopilot, conduct remainder of approach
manually.

b. Engine failure during normal climb, cruise, descent:
Retrim aircraft, perform normal aircraft engine out
procedures.

c. Maintain aircraft yaw trim throughout all single engine
operations.

NOTE

Single engine operations below Single Engine
Best Rare of Climb Speed (Blue Line) may
require manual rudder application to maintain
directional trim depending upon aircraft
configuration and power applied.

(4) Altitude Loss During Malfunction:
a. An autopilot malfunction during climb, cruise or descent

with a second tn tn
axtmum

altitude loss measured at 180 KI
altitude.

b. An autopilot malfunction during an approach with ry
second dela tn tnrtlatlon result in
as 30o tu loss. ma tude loss

ees ) flaps, gear down,
and. ope
engrne.

rating either coupled or uncoupled, single or multi-

(b) coMPASS SYSTEM
(l) Emergency Operation with Optional NSD 3ó0A (HSl) Slaved

andlor Non-Slaved:

NSD 3óOA
a. Appearance of HDG Flag:

l. Check air supply gauge (vac or pressure) for adequate
air supply (4 in. Hg. min.).

2. Check compass circuit breaker.
3. Observe display for proper operation.

AS during descent at high

ISSUED: APRIL 21, 19tl
REVISED: FEBRUARY 25, l9t2
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b. To disable heading card - pull circuit breaker and use

magnetic compass for directional data.

NOTE

If heading card is not operational, autopilot
should not be used.

c. With card disabled VOR¡Localizer and Glide Siope
displays are still functional; use card set to rotate card to
aircraft heading for correci picture.

d. Slaving Failure - (i.e. failure to self correct for gyro drift):
L Check gyro slaving switch is set to No. I position (if

equipped with Slave No. I - No. 2 switch) or "Slaved"
position when equipped with Slaved and Free Gyro
Mode Switch.

2. Check for HDG Flag.
3. Check compass circuit breaker.
4. Reset heading card while observing staving meter.

l\t r l r.

Dead slaving meter needle or a needle displaced
fully one direction indicates a slaving system
failure.

5. Select slaving amplifier No. 2, if equipped. If not
equipped, proceed with No. 7 below.

6. Reset heading card while checking slaving meter. lf
proper slaving indication is not obtained, proceed with
No. 7 helow.

7 . Switch to free gyro mode and periodically set card as
an unslaved gyro.

NOTE

In the localizer mode, the "TO'FROM" arrows
may remain out of view, depending upon the
design of the NAV converter used in the instal-
lation.

REPORT: VB-ll10
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SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) NORMAL OPERATING PROCEDURES

NOTE

CAUTIONS

This autopilot is equipped with an A/ p .OFF-
warning horn that will sound for approxi- i
mately 4 seconds anytime the autopilot is
disengaged. This will be accompainied by an
"A/ P" message flash on the autopilot remote
annunciator for approximately 5 seconds.

The horn may be silenced before the 4 second time limit is up by:(l) Pressing "T" bar atop command trim switch,
(2) by re-engaging the autopilot.

NOTE

If this autopilot is equipped with a Flight
Director steering horizon the F/ D must be
switched on before the autopilot may be
engaged. Any autopilot mode may be pre-
selected and will be retained upon autopilot
engagement.

Flight Director Autopilot versions only are
equipped with a remote go-around switch.
When G/A mode is selected the AUTOPILOT
\ryILL DISCONNECT and warning horn will
sound. Pilot may use Flight Director steering
for missed approach guidance. After aircraft is
stabilized in a proper climb with gear and flaps
up, the autopilot may be re-engaged and will
retain G/A mode. Autopilot only (no Flight
Director) versions do not have a G/A switch.

If glide slope coupling is not desired while
operating on the localizer use NAV or REV
mode instead of APPR mode.

REPORT: VB-llt0
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CAUTION

Refer to Edo-Aire Mitchell Century 4l
Operator's Manual, P/N 685803, dated l-79
for additional System Description and Normal
Operating Procedures.

(b) PREFLIGHT PROCEDURES

NOTE

During system functional check the system

must be provided adequate D.C. voltage (12.0
VDC min.) and instrument air (4.2 in. Hg.
min.). It is recommended that one engine be

operating (minimum) to provide the necessary
power and that the aircraft be positioned in a
level attitude, during the functional check.

(l) AUTOPILOT (F/D Switch ON if F/D Equipped)
a. Engage autopilot hy pushing programmer OFF - ON

switch ON.
b. Rotate D.G. HDG bug left then right and verify that

control wheel movement corresponds to HDG command
input.

c. Press pitch modifier button first up then down and note
. that pitch control follows pitch command input. Autotrim

should follow pitch command input after approximately
three second delaY.

d. Grasp control wheel and override roll and pitch servo
actuators to assure override capability.

e. Hold control yoke and disengage autopilot by activating
the control wheel trim switch.

f. Check controls through full travel in roll and pitch to
assure complete autopilot disengagement.

g. Retrim aircraft for takeoff.

REPORT: VB-lr10
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(c) TRIM SYSTEM
The. autopilot is provided with an electric elevator trim system
having two modes of operation. When the autopilot is engageã and
the trim master switch is oN, automatic electric trim (auloirim) is
provided. V/hen the autopilot is disengaged, command elecíric
elevator trim is available by use of the control wheel switch provided
or by use of the primary trim control wheel. The electriielevator
trim system has been designed to withstand any type of single
failure, either mechanical or electricar, withoút ïncontroli-ed
operation resulting. The automated system self test circuit
provided, in conjunction with a functional check, described below,will uncover internal failures that otherwise could remaií
undetected and thus compromise the fail-safe properties of the
system. Proper operation of the system is, therefore, þredicated on
conducting the following preflight check lirst flight of each day.If the trim system fails any portion of this tesi, turn the trim
switch OFF and pull the trim circuit breaker, until the system is
corrected.

The command electric trim switch on the left portion of the pilot's
control wheel has two functions:
(l) When the top bar (AP OFF) is pressed, it disconnects rhe

autopilot.
(2) rü/hen the top bar is pressed and the rocker is moved forward,

nose down trim will occur; when moved aft, nose up trim will
occur.

Command Trim - Before the First Flight of Each Day(l) Trim master switch - ON.
(2) Verify normal trim UP and DOWN operation wirh control

wheel switch.
(3) Press - center bar only - then release center bar.
(4) Push rocker fore and aft - only. Trim should not operate wirh

either separate action.

Any failure of the preceding operations indicates that a failure exists
in the system and the Command Trim shall not be operated until the
failure has been identified and corrected.

REPORT: VB-ttlO
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Autotrim - Before the First Flight of Each Day
(l) Check trim master switch ON, autopilot OFF.
(2) Press and hold TEST pushbutton on Mode Annunciator.

Verify the following seque nce. (Each sequence will last

approximately two sccttnds):
?. All annunciations light with FAIL and AP flashing.
b. Autotrim flashes, goes steady, then flashes.
c. All lights go steady.
d. After three to five seconds, AUTOTRIM and FAIL flash

continuallY.
(3) With TEST button on the Ìr4ode Annunciator stiil depressed,

verify Trim will not operate in either direction with the Control
Wheel Switch.

(4) Release TEST pushbutton. All lights except HDG and ATT
shall extinguish.

Any deviation from the above sequence indicates that a failure
exists in either the primary system or in the monitor circuits. The
autopilot and trim system shall not be operated until the failure has

been identified and corrected.

? / ,IT'A\Tvñ v a 1\)t\

Recheck trim position prior to initiating
takeoff.

(d) FLTGHT DIRECTOR
(l) Check circuit breaker - IN.
(2) Flight director switch on steering horizon - ON. (Adjacent to

instrument on single cue horizon)
(3) Pitch modifier DN-UP - check pitch steering indicator moves

appropriately.
(4) HDG bug RT-LT - check roll steering indicator moves

appropriately.

REPORT: VB'lll0
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(e) COMPASS SYSTEM (NSD 360A)
(For other compass systems, refer to appropriate manufacturer's
instructions)
(l) Check slaving switch in slave or slave I or 2 position, as

appropriare. (Slaving sysrems with R.M.I. ourput provide only
slave and free gyro positions.)

(2) Rotate card to center slaving meter - check HDG displayed
with magentic compass HDG.

(3) Perform standard VOR receiver check.
(4) NAV-APPR - Engage NAV or AppR mode switch and

observe steering bar indicates turn torward the voR needle.

NOTE

If the Omni Bearing Selector is more than 45o
from the aircraft heading, the flight director
steering bar will only indicate a turn toward the
omni bearing.

(Ð rN-FLrcHT PROCEDURE _ FLIGHT DTRECTOR(l) Century 4l circuit breaker - IN. Flight director switch _ ON.
(2) Adjust HDG bug ro aircrafr heading and selecr desired pitch

attitude by activation of the CWS (pitch Synch) switch or the
modifier switch.

(3) Maneuver aircraft manually to satisfy the commands
presented. Select other modes as desired; refer to Century 4l
Operator's Manual for mode description.

(g) IN-FLIGHT PROCEDURE - AUTOPTLOT/FLIGHT
DIRECTOR AUTOPILOT
(l) Flight director switch - ON, if F/D equipped. Rotare heading

bug to desired heading.
(2) Trim aircraft for existing flight condition (all axes). Engage

autopilot.
(3) During maneuvering flight-control aircraft through use of the

HDG bug and the pitch modifier. (HDG-ATT moães) (For use
of pitch synch switch see Operator's Manual.)

(4) For navigation operations select modes as required by the
operation being conducted and in accordance with the mode
description provided in Operator,s Manual. For specific
instructions relating to coupled instrument approach
operations, refer to Special Operations and Infórmation
Section 4 item (i).

REPORT: VB-II10
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(h) IN-FLIGHT PROCEDURE - COMMAND/AUTOTRIM
SYSTEM
(l) Trim master switch - ON.
(2) When the autopilot is engaged, pitch trim is accomplished and

maintained automaticallY.
(3) With the autopilot OFF, command trim is obtained by pressing

and rocking the cornbination 1-RIM-AP disconnect bar on the
pilot's control wheel trim switch.

(i) SPECIAL OPERATIONS AND INFORMATION
(l) Altitude Hokl C)peration:

For best results, reduce rate of climb or desc-ent to 1000 FPM
before engaging altitude hold mode.

(2) Instrument Approaclt Operations:
Initial andlor intermediate approach segments should be

conducted betrveen 95-ll0 KIAS rvith a maximt¡m ol l0o
flaps extended as desired. Upon intercepting the glide path
or when passing the final approach lix (FAF) immediately
lower the landing gear and reduce the power for approximatelv
90-95 KIAS on the final approach segment. Adjust power as

ncccssar]¡ during remainder ol approach to maintain correct
airspeed. Monitor course guidance information (raw data)
throughout the approach. All porver changes should be of
small magnitude and smoothly applied for best tracking per-
formance. Do not change aircraft configuration during
approach while autopilot is engaged. For approaches without
glide path coupling, adjust pitch attitude in conjunction with
power to maintain tlesiretl airspeetl and tlescent rate.

NOTE

Flight director or autopilot will not decouple
from the GS or localizer in the event of radio
failure, however, warnings will flash in the
mode appropriate to the failure. Monitor
course guidance raw data during the approach
to assure signal quality.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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(3) Instrument Approach Go-Around Maneuver (Flight Director
Version Only):
a. Select GA mode at the remote GA switch. Autopilot will

disconnect and warning horn will sound.
b. Add takeoff power, or power as desired.
c. check the correct attitude and that a positive rate of climb

is indicated, then raise gear and flaps.
d. Pilot may hand fly aircraft with reference to fright director

steering information.
e. After aircraft is established in climb, gear and flaps up,

autopilot may be re-engaged by pushing 'ON.. butfon on
console if flight director steering is switched on.

f. Set desired HDG and select HDG mode for lateral
maneuvering.

SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary fbr this suppl.ment.

ISSUED: APRIL 21, 1981
REVISED: FEBRUARY 25, 1982
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BENDIX RDR-I60XD/IN-232A \ryEATHER RADAR SysTEM

SECTION I. GENERAL

. This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airplane when the optional Bendix RDR- l60xD/ IN-232A \ryeather Radar
System is installed in accordance with *FAA Approved" piper data. The
information contained .within this supplement is't'o be used in conjunction
with the complete handbook.

- This supplement has been "FAA Approved" and must remain in this
handbook ar all rimes when rhe optionãi Bendix RDR-t60xD/tN-232A
Vy'eather Radar System is installed.

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. 19
FOR

FAA APPROVED IJ c'
L'¡1'¿,n-.¿-.

WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 25, t9t2 REPORT: VB-I1r0 I

I of 6, 9-125 |
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SECTION 2. LIMTTATIONS

No changes to the basic limitations provided by Section 2 of this Pilot's
Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SEC TON 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No changes to the basic Emergency Procedures provided by Section 3 of
this Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) EQUIPMENT OPERATION AND CONTROLS
(I) RDR-I6OXD/IN-2324 CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS

Controls and displays for the RDR-l60XD/ IN-2324 Weather
Radar Systern are listed in Table 4-3, with a functional
description. Location of the controls and displays is shown in
Figure 4-1. All operating controls and displays are located on
the indicator.

INDICATES
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CONTROL/
DISPLAY FUNCTION

Function selector l. OFF position removes primary power from
the system.

2. STBY position places system in the standby
condition during warm-up period and when
the system is not in use. No display.

3. TEST position selects test function to de-
termine operability of the system. A test
pattern is displayed. NO transmission exists
in the TEST condition.

4. ON position selects the condition for normal
operation. Radar transmission exists in the
ON position.

I i ] RANGE
button

Clears the display and places the indicator in
the next lower range each time the button is
pressed (eg: 40 to 20), until minimum range is
reached.

TILT control Electrically adjusts the antenna to move the
radar beam up to +15 degrees above the hori-
zontal, or to a maximum of -15 degrees below
the horizontal position. The horizontal posi-
tion is indicated as zero degrees on the control.

TRACK [+]
button

When pressed, a yellow track cursor line ap-
pears and moves to the right (in one degree
steps) while the button is held depressed. The
track cursor stops when the button is releabed,
and remains for about l0 to I5 seconds, then
disappears unless the button is pressed again.
The differential heading will be indicatãd in
yellow numerals in the upper left corner of the
display, and disappears simultaneously with
the track cursor.

C0NTROL/DTSPLAY FUNCTIONS
Table 4-3

REFORT: VB-lll0
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coNTROL/
DISPLAY FUNCTION

TRACK [ + ]
button

Whcn pressed, the yellow track cursor appears
and moves to the left while held depressed.

Operation is as explairted above.

GAIN controi Varies ihe radar receiver gain when in ihe MAP
mode. Gain and the STC are preset in TEST

l :, -l-- lr¡v ^-l llrv 
^ -^l^^IUnCllOn atlu tll LllC vY ¡\ AltU vY z\¡ì lltuuçù.

BRT control Adjusts brightness of the display for varying
cockpit light conditions.

NAV button
(push-on/ push-off)

Operational only when optional IU-20234
Remote Computer Uni: is connected. When
actuated, provides NAV information super-
imposed over the MODE selected (WX, WXA,
or MAP). If interface is not connected, the
words NO NAV will be displayed in the lower
left corner.

[ + ] RANGE
button

Ciears the display and advances the indicator
to the next higher range each time the button
is pressed (eg: 20 to 40,40 to 80, etc.), until 240

mile range is reached. The range selected is dis-
playecl in the upper right corner (on the last
range mark), and the distance to each of the
other range marks circles is displayed along the
right edge of the circles (arcs).

CONTROL/DISPLAY FUNCTIONS (cont)
Table 4-3 (cont)

REPORT: VB'II10
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coNTROL/
DISPLAY FUNCTION

HOLD pushbutton
(push-on/ push-off)

Retains the display (NAV and wearher) when
button is actuared (push-on). The word HOLD
flashes in the upper left corner of the display.
The weather or ground mapping image tasi prê-
sented is retained (frozen) on indicator display
i¡ order to evaluate the significance of st'orm
cell movement. Switching back to normal op-
eration (pressing HOLD pushbutton a second
time) reveals direction and distance of target
movement during HOLD period. In HOLD,
the antenna continues to scan and a non-
updated display will continue to be presented
as long as power is supplied to the system. A
change in range selection, with indicator in
HOLD results in a blank screen.

Wx pushbutton Selects the weather mode (Wx) when pressed.
Pushbutton switch returns to normal position
when released. *WX" appears in display.

WxA pushbutton
(push-on/ push-off)

Selects weather alerr mode (WxA) when
pressed. Red area flashes. Returns to previous
mode (Wx or MAP) upon push-off.

MAP pushbutton Selects ground mapping mode (MAp) when
pressed. Mechanical operation same as Wx.

FLT LOG
pushbutton

Operational only when optional NAV equip-
ment is connected. When actuated, will display
the flight log information stored in the optional
NAV programmer. Ten waypoints and course
information may be displayed (e.g., from
NP-20414). If a Remote Computer Unit is not
connected, the riords *NO LOG- appear in the
lower left corner.

CONTROL/DISPLAY FUNCTIONS (conr)
Table 4-3 (cont)

REPORT: VB-lll0
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(b) OPERATING PRECAUTIONS

WARNING

Do rtot operatc thc radar during refueling
operations or in the vicinity of trucks or con-
tainers accommoding flammables or cx-
plosives. Do not allow personnel within l5
feet of area being scanned by antenna when
system is transmitting.

(l)
(2)

Flash bulbs can be exploded by radar energy.

Since storm patterns are never stationary, the display is con-

stantly changing. Continued observation is always advisable
in stormy areas.

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of the Pilot's
Operaiing Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

REPORT: VB'll10
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SECTION I - GENERAL

__ 
-fhis.supplement is to acquaint the pilot with the operation of the

EDo-Avionics command Electric Trim System Model AK923 as installed
in the PA-34-220T Seneca lll in accordance with "FAA Approved" piper
data. The airplane mr¡sr be operated within the limitations herein specifièd.

This supplernent has been "FAA Approved" based on F.r)c)-Avionics
src sA3422sw-D and musr remain in this handbook ar all times when the
optional EDo-Avionics command Etectric Trim System Model AK923 is
installed.

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. 20
FOR

EDO-AVIONICS COMMAND ELECTRIC TRIM SYSTEM
MODEL AK923

FAA APPROVED
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA
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SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

(a) Placards

In lull vicw of pilot:

CONDUCT TRIM CHECK PRIOR TO FLIGHT

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDTIRES

(a) AUTOPILOT MALFUNCTION
( I) Overpower control rvheel forces initialli'. and depress and hold

the master interrupt srvitch on the control u'heel' This ivill stop
all trim action.

(2) Retrim aircraft with manual trim s1'sten to alleviate control
force.

(3) Move the trim master switch to the OFF position.
(4) Release interrupt switch while observing trim wheel to assure

that the trim system is disabled.
(5) Pull trim circuit breaker. Leave circuit breaker open until the

trim system ts corrected.

SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) PRE-FL¡GHT INSPECTION - BEFORE EACH FLIGHT
(l) Circuit breaker - IN.
(2) Trim master switch - ON.
(3) Depress srvitch center bar and rock switch fore (dou'n) and alt

(up) - check that trim operates in correct dircction both Up and
Dorvn.

(4) Release trim switch. Depress onh, the center bat'- Trim shoulcl
not operate.

(5) Rock switch lore and aft onl¡'- (Do not depress center bar.)
Trim shor.rld not operate.

{6) Operate trim normally - grasp trim rvheel and check that trim
may be overpowered by hand.

(7) Operate trim l-Jp or Dorvn - Depress lntermpt Su'itch - Check
that trim action stops.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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lf the trint s\istent lails anv portion of the ahove check
proced ures. turn tlre t rinr nraster srvitch oFF a nd do not operate the
trim svstenl until the svstem is corrected. This trinl svstenl has been
designed to rec¡uire t$,o separate fail,res beforé uncontr.olled
operation can occur. The pre-fìight inspection procedure is
est¿rblished to identifi' a svstem lailure that might 

'otherrvise 
go

undctected.

(b) IN-FI.IGHT PROCEDI,JRES
Depress center bar and mo*e s*'itch rclcker rore oraft to obtain

electric trinr nose down or Lrp. Release s*'itch to stop trimnring.

SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

. No changes to the basic performance provided bv Section 5 or this
Pilot's Operating Handbook are necessarv ior this r;uppl.*.nr.

SECTION 6. WEI(;HT AND BALANCE

Factorv installed op{ional equipment is included in the delivcrcd we ight
and b¿rlance data in Section 6 ol the basic pilot\ operating Handbook.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAI,

SUPPLEMENT NO. 2I
FOR

CENTT]RY 3I ATITOPILOT MODEL AK895

1-his supplenlcrlt l1ìt"¡st bc attaclled to tltc Pilot's Opelating Handbook
and FAA Applor,cd Airplanc Flight lVlanualrvhcn tlre Centurl,_l I Auropilor
Svstcnl Model AKtÌ95 is installed in accordance u,ith Sl-C SA--Ì-.ì90SW-D.
The inl'orntation containcd hcrein supplencnts or supersedes tlic il¡l'or-
nlation in thc basic Pilot's Opelating Handbook and FAA Approved
Airplanc Flight IVIanual onlf i¡r thosc areas listed hcrcin. F-or linritarions.
procedurcs and peltbrntancc irìlorrr¿ìtion not containcd in this supplcnicnt.
consult the basic Pilot's Opcrating Handbook and FAA Approi'ed Airplanc
Flight Manual.

FAA APPROVED
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH. FI.ORIDA

DATE OF APPROVAL Februan'l0. 1984
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SEC'TION I - GENERAL

TIris supplenrent supplies inl'ornration necess¿lrv f'or thc operation ol'thc
airplane rvhc-n thc optional cc-ntr¡r.r'-1 I Autopilot Ìr4odel AKl.ig5 is insr;rllecl
in accordallce rvith "FAA Approvcd" Piper. clara.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

(a) Autopilot OFF during takeof'l'and landing.
(b) fulaximum airspced for autopilor operarion is lB0 KIAS.
(c) Autopilot operation prohibited u'ith mor"e than I litttches (250)

flaps e-xtended.
(d) Autopilot couplcd single-engine approaches ro be conducted ar 90

KIAS or faster. u,ith f'laps up.
(e) Category I operations only.
(f) Placard - in lull vierv ol the pilot:

CONDUCT TRIM CHECK
PRIOR TO FIRST FI.IGHT

OF DAY (SFF AFIVI)

SECTION 3 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

(a) AUTOPILOT
ln the event of'an autopilot mall-unctio¡r. ol anytinre the autopilot is
not perlorming as conrmanded. do not attempt to idcntif't, thc
problem s),stem. Regain control ol' the aircr¿rft bt, overpouering
and immediately disconnecring the autopilot. Be prepared for anv
residL¡al trinr I'orce and retrim. ¿ts ¡ìecessar\,. rrsing the aircraftis
prinary trinr control.

CA UTION

Do not overpower autopilot in pitch f'or r¡lore
than approximateh, I seconds as the autotrinl
system will cause an increase in pitch over-
powef forces.

I RnpoRr:
I s-r¡0.

vB-l I t0
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¿t

b
c

d

topilot may be disconnected by:
Pressing "AP OFF" bar on pilot's rrim su,itch.
Pressing thc AP ON-OFFsrvitch on rhe progranrnlcr OFI_
Depressing Mastcr Disconnect¡Trim lñteriupt stvitch.
Pulling the AP System Circuit br.caker OFF.(2) Autotrinr may bc disconnected bv:

a. Anv action in ( l) above. or
b,. Pulling the trim s)/stenl circuit b¡.cake¡ OFF.
Af'ter lailed s)/stem has been identi|ied. lea'e systenr circuir
breaker.pen and do ¡rot opc'rate untir the rr,rt.n., rairure rr¿rs
been itlc.ntif icd and con.ected.

(l) Altitude [.oss During Malf-uncrion:
a. A' autopilot nrarf'u'ction duri'g crimb. cruise o¡- descc't

with a -1 second delay in recoverl, initiation could rcsult in
as much as 60o of ba'k ar.rd 500 lbot altitude loss. Maxinrunr
altitude loss rv¿rs recorded at lg0 KIAS during desccnr.b. An.autopilot.nlall'r¡ncrion during an approãch (singlc
engtne. gear dou,n. lìaps up) n,ith a I second delat, in
recoverY initiation could result in as n.¡t¡ch as lgo bank and
120 loot altirude loss.

(4) Single Enginc' Opelarions:
a. Engine f'ailure. during approach operation: Discngage

autopilot. conduct remaindel- ol' approach rrranualll,.
b. E'gine failure during climb. cruise or descent; ietrinl

aircraft, perform aircrafi engine inoperative procedures.
c. Maintai¡r aircraft yarv Trinl throughout all single engine

operations, either by aircraft rudder tr.im or. manual r.l',ðd"r.
application.

Au

(b) COMPASS SYSTEM
( l) Emergency Operation u'ith Optional NSD -160A (HSI)Slavcd

andTor Non-Slaved:
a. Appearance of HDG Flag:

l. Check air supply gauge (r,ac or pressure) l'or adequatc
air supply (4.2in. Hg. min.).

2. Check compass circuit breaker.
3. Observe display for proper operation.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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b. To disabie heading card - ptrli circuit [r¡-eake¡- ¿rird use

ruragnetic compass for dircction¿rl data.

NOTE

Il heading card is not operational. autopilot
should not bc uscd.

c. Wirh carci ciisabieci VOR, Locaiizer- aiitj Giidr: Sìope
displat's are still lunctional: use card set to rotate card to

l: -- a-, -: -..---.alrcratt nËaull¡El lul uol lcLt PtutttrL.
d. Slaving Failure - (i.e. iailttre to self correct toi 91'ro dritt):

l. Check gyro slaving switch is set to No. I position (ií
equipped rvith Slave No. I - No. 2 srvitch) or SLAVED
position rvhen equipped rvith Slaved and Free C1'ro
Mode Srvitch.

2. Check lor HDG Flag.
3. Check compass circuit breaker.
4. Reset heading card n'hile observing slat'ing meter.

NI^-rtr

Dead slaving meter needle or a needle displaced
fully one direction indicates a slaving s]'stem
failure.

5. Select slaving amplil'ier No. 2, if equipped.
ó. Reset heading card rvhile checking slaving meter. lf

proper slaving indication is not obtai¡red. srvitch to lree
gyro mode and periodicallv set card as an unslaved
gj'ro.

NOTE

In the localizer mode. the TO FROM arrows
may remain out of vierv. depending upon the
design of the NAV converter used in the instal-
lation.

REPORT: VB-Ill0
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SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) PREFLIGHT PROCEDURES

NOTE

During system functional check the system
must be provided adequate D.C. voltage ( 14.0
VDC min.) and instrument air (4.2 in. Hg.
min.). It is recommended that the engine(s) be
operated to provide the necessary power and
that the aircraft be positioned in a level attitude
during the functional check.

(l) AUTOPILOTi AUTOTRIM -To be performed beforethefirst
fìight of each day.
a. Trim systcm srvitch - on.
b. Engage autopilot.
c. Move the heading bug left and right of the lubber line.

Observe that the control wheel moves in the direction of
the heading bug displacentent.

d. Press the DN switch - verify that the control rvheel nroves
in the down direction. Verify that after approximately a 3
second delay. the trim moves in the down direction.

e. Press the UP switch -verifythatthecontrolwheelmovesin
the up direction. Verify that after approximately a 3 second
delay. the trim moves in the up direction.

f. Grasp control wheel and override roll and pitch servo
actuators to assure override capability.

g. Hold control yoke and disengage autopilot by activating
the AP OFF switch on the control wheel.

h. Check controls through full travel in roll and pitch to
assure complete autopilot disengagement.

i. Press and hold the TEST switch - all mode annunciators
light with AP flashing.

j. Release the TEST switch after all annunciator lights except
HDG, ATT, and TEST rurn off.

k. Press Pitch Modifier switch DN then Up - HDG, ATT,
and TEST remain on.

l. Momentarily press the TEST switch - HDG and ATT
remain on, TEST flashes.

REPORT: VB-llr0
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m. Press Pitch Modil'ier srvitch DN then U P - the I ES I light
remains off as long as the srvitch is held.

n. Momentarill/ press the TEST srvitch - HDG and ATT
lights remain on and the TEST light turns of-l'.

(2) COMMAND TRIM SYSTEM - To be perforn.red before the
I'irst flight of each day.
a. Using the control wheel trim srvitch. verify normal trim up

and down operation.
b. Press and hold the center bar on the control rvlreel trin.l

switch. Observe that the trirrr system does not operate.
c. Release the center bar on the corìtrol rvheel trim srvitch.

Move the control u,heel trim sl'itch f'ore and alt. Observe
that the trim systern does ¡rot operate.

This completes the test se(luences.

CA UTIONS

Any failure of the above procedures indicates
that a failure exists in the system and the system
shall not be ope rated until the failure has bee¡r
located and corrected.

Check the elevator trim position before takeoff.

(3) COMPASS SYSTEM (NSD 3óOA)
(For other compass systems, rel'er to appropriate manu-
facturer\ instructions)
a. Check slaving switch in SLAVE or No. I or No. 2 position,

as appropriate. (Slaving systems with R.M.l. output
provides only slave and free gyro positions.)

b. Rotate card to center slaving meter - check H DG
(Heading) displayed with magnetic compass heading.

c. Perform standard VOR receiver check.

(b) IN-FLIGHT PROCEDURE - AUTOPILOT
( l) Rotate heading bug to desired heading.
(2) Trim aircraft for existing flight condition (all axes). Engage

autopilot.
(3) During maneuvering fìight - control aircraft through use of the

heading bug and the pitch modifier. (HDG-ATT modes)

REPORT: VB-lll0
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(4) For navigation oper-ations select ¡nodes as required by the
operation being conducted and in accordance ,,ith th. mode
description pro'ided in Section 7.1. For specific instr.uctions
relating to coupled instrl¡ment approach operations. refer to
Special Operations and lnformation.

(c) IN-FLIGHT PROCEDURE - COMMANDTAUTOTRTM
SYSTEM
( l) When the autopilot is engaged, pitch rrim is accomplished and

mainrained autonratically.
(2) with rhe auropilot oFF, conrmand rrim is obrained by pressing

and rocking the combination TRI M-Ap disconnect U¿ir on thê
pilot\ control u'heel trim switch.

(d) SPECIAL OPERATIONS AND INFORMATION
(l) Altitude Hold Operation

For best results, reduce rate of climb or descent to 1000 FpM
before engaging altitude hold mode.

(2) Instrument Approach Operations
Initial and¡or intermediate approach segments should be I
conducred berween 90 - 109 KIAS rvith up to 25o llaps selected Iil desired. Upon intercepting the glide path or whèn passing '

the linal approach fix (FAF) immediately lower the íanding
gear and leduce the pou,er for approximatel¡, 90 KIAS on the
linal approach segment. Adjust po!\¡er as necess¿ìrv during
remainder ol approach to maintain correct airspeed. Monitor
course guidance information (ratv data) throughout the
approach. All power changes should be ol snlall magnitude
and smoothly applied for best tracking performance. For
optimum perfornrance do not change aircraft conl'iguration
during final approach rvhile autopilot is engaged. For approaches
rvithout glide path coupling, adjust pitch attirude in conjunction
rvith pou'er to maintain desired irirspeed and desc;nt rate.
Proper rr"rdder trim must be mai¡rtained throughclut the
approach to insure maximum tracking quality.

NOTE

The autopilot will not decouple from the GS or
localizer in the event of radio failure, however,
warnings will flash in the mode appropriate to
the failure. Monitor course guidance raw data
during the approach to assure signal quality.

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 10, 1984
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 17, 1984
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(3) lnstrument Approach Go-Around Maneuver
a. Disconnect the autopilot and nanually control the airclaft.
b. Add takeoff power, or power as desired.
c. Check that correct attitude and a positive raie of climb is

indicated, then raise gcar antl flaps.
d. Set the heading bug to the desired missed approach

heading.
e. Re-engage the autopilot.

SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

No change.

SECTION 6 - WETGHT AND BALANCE

Factor]' installed optional equipment is included in the licensed rveight
and balance data in Section 6 of the basic Pilot's Operating Handbook.

SECTION 7. DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

The Century 3l Autopilot is a light weight electrorric autopilot system
utilizing vertical and directional gyro signals and D.C. erlectric servos to
provide three axis sensing and trvo surface control. The s1,51srn includes
lateral and vertical radio coupling, command and automatic elevator trim;
and navigation and autopilot failure monitor and rvarning systems.

REPORT: VB-ttl0
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The cenrurv 3l is activated with the aircraft master switch and operates
in a lorv power state until the a utopilot is engaged. M ode selection is made by

. pushing the desired mode switch on the mode programmer. The selected' mode will illuminate on the annunciator panel.

The annunciator panel contains an ambient light level sensor rvhich will
eutomatically dim the annunciator light level during night operations. The
programmer contains mode recognition lights and dimming is provided by
the panel light dimmer ss,itch.

'The electric elevator trinr system is a fuliy reclundant type in both the
nranual and autotrim modes. The trim system is porvered through a separate
system master switch tlrat must be "oN" during autopilot operations, and
lor the control rvheel trim conrmand switch to function rvhen the autopilot
is OFF.

14/ARNTNG

Several comn]erlts are made throughout this
supplenrent about rvarnings being flashed in
l'{AV/APRi REV and GS modes in the event
valid NAV or GS signal is lost. This is true
only if the aircrali is equipped with navigation
and glide slope receivers that have external
rvarning flag pickoffs. Pilot should monitor
raw data at all time to insure flight safety
rvhen the autopilot is engaged.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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7.I COCKPIT CONTROLS AND FT]NCTIONS

LUl\ I KULLr:,l(/t Ll('fl r LUrvlrL' I rll(
Figure 7- I

l. Trim Control Wheel Srvitch - on autopilot control wheel srvitch cap
(Figure 7-3) - provides power lor all autotrim and control rvheel
electric trim operations.

2. Autopilot ON - OFF Switch - M omentarl, r'ockcr typc srvitclr u,hich
engages or disengages the autopilot roll, pitch and trim servos and
lights or extinguishes autopilot (AP) annunciator. as appropriate.

NOTE

The autopilot will switch to HDG and ATT
modcs upon cngagcmcnt or discngagcment
with automatic pitch attitude synchronization.

3. HDG Mode Selector Srvitch - provides turn control and heading
hold through use of the heading index (bug) on tlrc D.G. or H.S.l.
heading instrument.

I REPORT: vB-lll0
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FigLrre 7-l (cont)
4. NAV (Navigation) Mode Selector Switch - provides auronlatic 45o

VOR-LOC intercept angle: tracking and crossrvind correction. The
autopilot utilizes the HDG bug as the VOR course relèrence and a
separatr- VOR indicator instrument lor left-right inform¿rtion rvhen
using a D.G. or the course indicator and lelì-right needle lor
refc'rence inputs when using an H.S.l. type compass/ VOR display.
The NAV mode provides ¿ìr¡tomatic gain and rate redtrctions and
bank limiting to improve tracking performance. NAV mode should
normalll, be used as an enroute ft.rnction. Select APR mode lor LOC
and VOR approaches.

NOTES

I . The heading bug is disabled rvhen using an
H.S.l. and NAV. APR or REV is selected,
except when using selected angle intercept
feature (reler to Special Modes and
Operations).

2. With ¿r D.G., the heading bug must be set to
the desired radio course wlien using NAV.
APR or REV modes.

Select desired course on H.S.l. course selector (or OBS and D.G.)
and select NAV mode lor VOR tracking.

5. APR (Approach) Mode Selector Switch - provides autonl¿ìtic 45o
VOR-LOC intercept angle, tracking and crossu'ind correctiorì
during instrument approach operations. D.G.r H.S.l. operation
¿r¡rd l'unction are identical to NAV mode. Select the desired course on
H.S.l. (or O.B.S. and D.G.) course selector and select APR rnode.

ó. R EV ( Back Cot¡rse) Mode Selector Srvitch - for use in tracking the
l-OC lront course outbound, or the LOC back course inbor.rnd, or
the published VOR approach course outbound. When using an
H.S.l. display ahva¡,s set the course selector on tlìe inbound I'ront
localiz.er course or VOR inbound published approach course rvhen
using R EV mode. When using a D.G. the heading bug must be set to
the li¡ral approach course.

7. Pitch Modifier/Attitude Selector Switclr
The pitch data modifier is a momentary type switch that is used tc.l

select the ATT mode or modify the aircraft attitude. When the
autopilot is engaged. automatic pitch synchronization is provided
to the attitude existing at engagement. In ATT mode, actuatio¡r ol
the modifier U P or DN will cause a pitch attitude change at a rate of

REPORT: vB-1110
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Figure 7-l (cont)
.70 per second. In ALT modc, acr.uation of the pirch modifier i'irl
cause the autopilot to enter the ATT mode rvith subseq'ent
operation as described above.

8. ALT (Alrirude) Mode Sclccror. Srvitch
Selection ol ALT mode will cause the autopilot to mainrai'ihe
pressure lcvcl (altitude) at the point of engagement. Because of'the
pitch rate control provided b1, the autopilot, altitude mode may be
engagecì irom any rare of ciimb or descent. horvever. lor maximu¡n
passenger comfort, rate of climb or descent shoul,l be reduced to
1000 FPh,l ol less prior to ALT mode engagemenr.

9. Test - See Section 4 lor test procedures.

(a) SPECIAL MODES AND OPERATTONS

(l) Glide Slope (GS) Mode - The GS mc¡de is lullv auromatic.
therefore, no GS engage srvitch is used. The GS ¡node mav br-
entered from either ATT mode or ALT nlode. froni abore tlle
GS centerline or below the center-line.

Activation ol the GS mode depends upon satisiying nvo sets of
conditions; completiorr of the ARMING sequence and the
satisfying of a_n equation relating to the airòraft,s positiorr
relative to the GS centerline and the rate at which the aircralt i_.

approaching or departing from ihe GS centerline.

For GS mode arming, the follou,ing conditions must exist
simultaneously:
a. No. I NAV radio nrust be channeled to a localizer

frequency.
b. Localizer deviation must be less than g0?å.

c. Localizer flag not extended - r,alid LOC signal.
d. GS Flag nor exrended - valid GS signal.
e. System in APR mode.
f. System in either ATT or ALT mode.

When the CS mode arming conditions are met. the GS mode
annunciator will illuminate in conjunction with the active pitch
mode. Loss o1'any arming condition prior to GS capturË rvill
cause the GS an¡runciator to extinguish.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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GS mode activation (GS capture) is indicated by the active
pitch mode annunciator extinguishing, leaving only the GS
annunciator lighted. Since GS mode activation resuits from a
combination of position and rate information, GS capture will
probably occur before the GS ¡reedle centers in such a manner
that the transition on to the GS centerline will be anticipated
and therefore. \¡ery smooth.

Alter GS capture, loss of valid GS signal will cause the CS
annunciator to flash. Also selection of HDG. NAV or REV
mode rvill cause GS to flash, indicating an inconsisrenr GS
tracking condition. APR mode musi be selected while tracking
glide slope.

The GS mode may be deactivated by selection ol anv other
pitch mode (ATT, ALT), however, automatic reactivation is
possible liont any pitch mode if APR mode is selected.

NOTE

If valid glide slope data is lost after coupling.
the autopilot will NOT autonìatically decouple.
hon'ever the GS light u,ill flash. The pilor must
monitor ra\r/ course guidance data during the
approach to assure signal quality.

Since GS arm and capture are automatic when the arming and
capture sequence is met, the GS must be locked out for holding
operations on the localizer at the L.O.M. Vlhen localizer
holding is desired, localizer tracking must be performed in
NAV mode which will offer the same tracking dynamics as
APR mode but will inhibit GS arm and capture. When ApR
clearance is received, select APR mode for completion of the
approach.

(2) Selected Angle Intercepts - If an H.S.l. type heading system is
installed, selected angle intercepts may be made during VOR or
localizer intercept situations by selecting HDG and NAV,
HDG and APR, or HDG and REV, simultaneously, as
appropriate. During a selected angle intercept operation, the
autopilot will follow the heading bug until reaching the
computed On Course Turn Point at which time capture is
indicated by extinguishing of the HDG mode annunciator.
Selected angle intercepts of over 60" are not recommended.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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NOTE

lf radio information becones invalid (Flag)
after initiation ol a selected angle intercept the
applicable navigation mode a¡rnunciator rvill
flash and the autopilot will remai¡r in HDG
mode. The automatic mode shift to the invalid
radio mode will not occur.

(3) CWS Mode - The system is equipped rvith a co¡rtrol rvheel
steering switch on the pilot's control rvheel. When depressed
and held, this switch will disengage the ar-rropilot roll and pitch
scrvos to allow manual aircraf't maneuvering. When ¡elcasctl.
the servos will re-engage rvith the lateral ( roll) mode previously
in use activated. The pitch mode previousll, engaged rvill
remain programmed in the follorving condition:
¿ì. ALT Mode - If ALT mode had been i¡r use. rhe ALT mode

will synchronize at the nerv pressure altitude existing at
release of the CWS srvitch.

b. ATT Mode - lf the ATT mode had been in use. the sysrem
will synchronizc with thc aircralt attitudc cxisriug ar
release of the switch.

(4) System Test (Ground Operations Only) - The system is equipped
with a comprehensive test circuit rvhich, when activated. rvill
test the failure monitor circuits and all the annunciator lamps.
Activation of the TEST su,itch will initiate rhe system tesr onh,
when the autopilot is NOT engaged. When autopilot is engaged.
activation of the TEST srvitch will test the annunciator lamps.
ll the autopilot is engaged during the test sequence. the sequence
rvill tcrminatc immcdiatcly. Rcfer to Section 4 lor tests r-equir ctl
before the first flight of each day.

(5) Warning System and lnterlocks - The Centur¡' 3l S¡,stem
includes a number of automatic interlocks that rvill prevent
system operation or indit,idual mode operation il the input
information is not valid or il other prerequisite conditions do
not exist. ln addition to the interlocks, the sy5¡s¡1 11ril¡

annunciate various failure conditions as advisory inlormation
for the pilot. Follorving is a brief description of the interlocks
and warnings provided.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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a I nterlocks
l. Autopilot engagement is inhibited unless an excitation

^ signal is being provided to rhe artirude gyro.
2. Selection of ALT mode is inhibited il th. ,ystem

altitude inlormation is unreliable or if the entire system
has not been powered for approximately 3 minutes to
allow stabilization of the altitude source.

3. During Dual Mode (selected angle) intercepts, if the
navigation information becomes invalid the appropriate
NAV/APR/ REV annunciator willf'lash and auromaric
node srvitching lrom HDG to the coupled navigarion
mode rvill be inhibited.

Warnings
I. Lorv Voltage - Whe¡r the aircralt bus voltage falls

belorv the nrinimum required for reliable system
function, any mode annunciator not already Oñ ç,ill
flash.

2. Attitude Cyro Excitation - Absence of valid gyro
excitation rvill cause the autopilot to disengage andì1.,e
AP annunciator to flash. The autopilot cannot be re_
engaged until this condition is corrected.

-1. AP Disengagement - Anytime the autopilot is disen-
gaged the AP annunciator will flash for approximately
5 seconds, then remain OFF.

4. Navigation lnformation Invalid - The appropriare
navigation mode annunciator will flash when selected
and invalid navigation signals are present (NAV Flag
in vierv). Additionally, the appropriate navigation
mode annunciator (NAVI APR/ REV) will flash during
a dual mode intercept if invalid navigation information
is present.

5. GS Information Invalid - The GS annunciaror will
flash when GS information (GS Flag in view) is invalid
after the GS mode is acrive or when HDG, NAV or
REV mode is selected after GS capture. lf valid GS
information is not available during the arming
sequence, the system will not arm and GS capture will
not occur.

b
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(b) REMOI-E CONTROI. SWll'CHES

.A.UTOPILOT CONTROL WHEIL S\ryITCTi CÅP
Figure 7-3

( l) Control Wheel J'rim Su'itch - Dualaction t1"pe su'itch letluirirrg
the top bar to be depressed and the rocker to be moved lore or
aft to cause llre electric trint to function l-ronr the co¡t{rol $'heel
switch. Dcprcssing the center bar rvill discotrnect the autopilot.

(2) Control Wheel Steering (CWS) Su'itch
See explanation in Special Modes and Operations Seclioti.

(3) Master Disconnect/ Trim lnterrupt Srvitch - Pressing this
switch rvill disconnect autopilot and intet'rupt ntanual electric
trim rvhile held depressed. Trim operation rvill resume rvhen thc
switch is released.

2
3

I
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7.3 INSTRUMENTS

ATTITUDE GYRO
Figure 7-5

l. Standard 3 lnch Air Driven Attitude Indicator Gyro.
2. Symbolic Airplane - Serves as a stationary symbol of the aircraft.

Aircraft pitch and roll attitudes are displayed by the relationship
between the fixed symbolic aircraft and the movable background.

3. Roll Attitude Index - Displays airplane roll attitude with respecr to
the roll attitude scale.

4. Roll Attitude Scale - Scale marked at 0, Jl0,120, 130, 160 and
190 degrees.

5. Pitch Attitude Scale - Moves with respect to the symbolic airplane
to present pitch attitude. Scale graduated at 0, J5,3.l0, :15, t20
degrees.

6. Symbolic Aircraft Alignment Knob - Provides manual positioning
of the symbolic aircraft for level flight under various load
conditions.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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il

4

NSD-3óOA NAVIGATION SITUATION DISPLAY
Figtrre 7-7

l. NSD-1604 Compass System - (For details of'an1' other corllpass
s)/stem, refer to manufacturer's inlormation.)

2. Slaving Meter - Oscillation of needle indicates that compass is
slaved to magnetic flux detector. Needle maintained in either'
extreme position for more than 2 - 3 ntinutes i¡tdicates systenl failure.

NOTI

NSD-3604 System includes a slaving selector
switch allorving the selection of free gvro r.uode.
Refèr to emergency procedttres lo¡'f¿rilure
instructions.

2

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

HDG index (bug) for autopilot headirtg cotrtlol.
Compass card.
Left-right portion of VOR-LOC Course Needle.
HDC Control Knob - push in for initial compass setting.
VOR Course Needle Set Knob (O.B.S.).
GS Indicator with FIag Alarm.
VOR-L.OC Bearing Selectol Course \eedle and Omni Bcaling
lnd icato r.
Heading Warning Flag.
Navigation Walnìng Flag.

l0
ll
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DIRECTIONAL GYRO
Figure 7-9

l. Non-Slaved Directional Gyro - Provides a stable visual indication
of aircraft heading to the pilot. The gyro is air driven.

2. Lubber Line - Indicates aircraft magnetic heading on compass
card (4).

3 Headìng Bug - Moved UV t A I knob (5) ro select desired heading.
4. Compass Card - Rotates to display heading of airplane with

reflerence to lubber line (2) o^n DG.
5. Heading Selector Knob ( ¿\ I - positions heading bug (3) on

compass card (4) by rotating the heading selecror knob. The bug
rotates with the compass card.

6. Gyro Adjustmenr Knob (PUSH) - When pushed in, allows the pilot
to manually rotate rhe gyro compass card (4) to correspoîd witñ the
magnetic heading indicated by the magnetic compass. The unslaved
compass card must be manually reset periodically to compensate
for precessional errors in the gyro.
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO.22
FOR

KING KAP/KFC I5() SERIES FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

This supplement must be attached to the pilot's Operating Handbook
and FAA Approved Airplane Flighr Manual when rhe King KAP/KFC 150
Series Flight Control System is installed in accordance with STC
SA15?5CE-D. The informarion contained herein supplements or super-
sedes the information in rhe basic Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA
Approved Airplane Flight Manual only in those areas listed herein. For
limita¡ions, procedures and performance information not contained in this
supplement, consult. the basic Pilor's Operating Handbook and FAA
Approved Airplane Flight Manual.

EAA APPROVED ú
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO-1
PIPER ArRÇp6¡:¡ CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

\ DATE OF APPROVAL SEPTEIvßER 17. 1984_
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SECTION 1. GENERAL

This supplemen! supplies information necessary for the operation of the

airplane when the optional King KAP/KFC 150 Series Flight Control
Systcm is installcd. Thc llight Cont-rol Systcrì must bc opcratc{i within thc
limita¿ions herein specified. The information contained within this suppie-
ment is to be used in conjunction with the complete handbook.

This suppiement has been FAA approveci as a permanent parl of this
handbook and must remain in this handbook at all times when the optional
King KAP/KFC 150 Se.ries Flight Control System is installeri.

SECTION 2 - LIMITATIONS

(a) During autopilot operation. a pilot with seat belt fas[ened must be
seated a[ ttre left pilot position.

(b) The autopilot and yaw damper must be OFF during takeoff and
landing.

(c) The system is approved for Category I operation onlv (Approach
mode selected).

(d) Autopilot operation prohibiæd with more tian 25o flaps.
(e) Autopilot airspeed limitation: Maximum 200 KiAS.
(0 V/hen equipped with a KAS 2978, altitude select captures below

800 feet AGL are prohibited.
(g) Maximum demonst¡ated altitude during flight æst 24,000 feet.

NOTE

In accordance with FAA recommendation, use

of "altitude hold" mode is not recommended
cluring operation in seve¡e turbulence..

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

(a) in case of Autopilot malfunction: (accomplish irems 1 and 2
simullaneously)

(l) Airplane Control Wheel - GRASP FIRMLY and regain
aircrafl. conuol.

(2) AP DISC/TRIM INTER Switch - PRESS and HOLD.
(3) AP DiSCIIRIM INTER Switch - RELEASE while observing

pitch trim wheel. If pitch trim wheel is in motion, follow rhe
Electric Trim Malfunction Procedure.

REPORT: VB-1110
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(b) In case of Electric Trim Malfunction (either manual electric or
autotrim):

(l) AP DISC/TRIM INTER Switch - PRESS and HOLD
throughout recovery.

(2) PITCH TRIM Circuit Breaker- PULL.
(3) Aircraft- RETRIM manually.

CAUTION

When disconnecting the autopilot after a trim
malfunction, hold the control wheel firmly; up
to 45 pounds of force on the control wheel may
be necessary to hold the aircraft level.

Maximum Altitude losses due to autopilot malfunction:

Configuration Alt Loss

Cruise, Climb, Descenr
Maneuvering
APPR

SECTION 4 . NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) PREFLIGI{I @ERFORM PRIOR TO EACH FLIGITÐ

(1) GYROS - Allow 34 minutes for gyros to come up to speed.
(2) RADIO POWER Switch - ON.
(3) PREFLIGHT TEST BUTTON - PRESS momenrarily and

NOTE:
a. All annunciator lighrs on (TRIM annunciaror flashing).
b. When equipped with KAS 2978, all legends and digirs are

displayed on the KAS 2978.
c. After approximately 5 seconds, all annunciator lights off

except AP which will flash approximately 12 times and
then remain off.

REPORT: VB-1110
3 of30, 9-157
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NOTE

If trim warning light stays on then ttre autotrim
did not pass preflight test. The autopilot ci¡cuit
breakers should be pulled. Manual electric trim
cannot be used.

(4) MANUAL ELECTRIC TRIM - TEST as ftrlluws:
a. Actuaæ the left side oi the split switch to the fore and aft

posilions. The rrim wheel should not move on its own.
Rotate the trim wheei manuaily against the engaged clutch,
to che¡k the pilot's overpower capability.

b. Actuatc right sidc of split switch unit to the fore and aft
positions. The trim wheel should not move on its own and

normal trim wheel force is requlred to move it manually.
c. Press the AP DiSCI TRIM INTER switch down and hold.

Manual Electric Trim should not operate either nose up or
nose down.

(5) FLIGHT DIRECTOR (KFC 150 ONLY) - ENGAGE by
pressing FD or CWS butLon.

(6) AUTOPILOT/YAW DAMPER - ENGAGE by pressing AP ENG
button.

(7) CONTROL WIIEEL - MOVE fore, aft, left and right to verify
that the autopilot can be overpowered.

(8) AP DISC/TRIM INTER Switch - PRESS. Verify that the
autopilot and yaw damper disconnects and all flight director
modes are cancelled.

(9) TRIM - SET to take off position.

(b) AUTOPTLOT OPERATTON

(1) Before takeoff
AP DISC/TRIM INTER Swirch - PRESS.

(2) AutopilotEngagement
L FD Mode Selector Button (KFC 150 Only) - PRESS.
b. AP ENG Button - PRESS. Note AP ¿urd YD annunciator on.

If no other modes a¡e selecæd the autopilot will operate in
wings level and pitch attitude hold.
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(3) Climb or Descent
a. Using CWS

l. CWS Button - PRESS and MOVE aircraft nose to rhe
desired attitude.

2. CWS Button - RELEASE. Autopilot will mainrain
aircraft pitch artirude up to the pitch limits of +l5o or
-10".

b. Using Vertical Trim
I. VERTICAL TRIM Control - PRESS either up or

down to modify aircraft attitude ata rate of .7 degisec.
up to rhe pitch limits of +15" or -10o.

2. VERTICAL TRIM Control - RELEASE whendesired
aircraft attitude is reached. The autopilot will maintain
the desired pitch attitude.

(4) Vertical Speed and Altitude Select, when equipped with
KAS 2978
a. Vertical Speed Select

l. VERTICAL SPEED SELECT knob - pULL small
knob to the OUT position.

2. VERTICAL SPEED SELECT knob - ROTATE until
desired vertical speed is displayed.

3. VERTICAL SPEED MODE (ENc) burron - PUSH
to engage the vertical speed hold mode.

b. Changing Vertical Speed
l. Using CWS

CWS button - PRESS and HOLD, while establishing
the desired vertical speed.

CWS button - RELEASE, when the desired vertical
speed is obtained.

2. Using Vertical Trim Control

VERTICAL TRIM CONTROL - PRESS eirher up or
down to increase or decrease the vertical spéed.
Displayed vertical speed changes 100 fpm for every
second the control is held down.

ISSUED: SEPTEMBER 17, l9t4 REPORT: VB-lll0 I
5 of 30, 9-159 |
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CAUTTONS

When operating at or near the best rate of clinb
airspeed and using vertical speed hold, it is easy
to decelerate to an airspeetl on the back sitle ol
the power curve (a decrease in airspeed results
in a reduced rate of climb). Continued operation
on the back side of the power curve in vertical
speed hold mode will result in a stall.

When operating at or near the maximum
autopilot speed, it will be necessary to reduce
power in ordcr to maintain thc dcsircd rate of
descent and not exceed the maximum autopilot
speed.

Altitude Preselect
l. ALTITU DE SELECT knob - PUSH small knob to the

IN position.
2. ALTITUDE SELECT knob - ROTATE until the

desired akitude is displayed.
3. ALTITUDE SELECT MODE (ARM) button -

PUSH to arm the altitude select mode.
4. Airplane - ESTABLISH ATTITUDE necessary to

intercept the selected altitude.

(5) Altitude Hold
a. ALT Modc Sclcctor Button - PRESS. Note ALT mode

annunciator ON. Autopilot will maintain the selected
pressure altitude.

b. Change selected altitudes
I . Using CWS (recommended for altitude changes grearer

than 100 ft.)
CWS Button - PRESS and fly aircraft to desired
pressure altitude.

CWS Button - RELEASE when desired pressure
altitude is reached. The autopilot will maintain the
desired pressure altitude.

I RepoRt' vB-uro
I r-reo. ó or 3o

ISSUED: SEPTEMBER 17, l9E4
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2. Using Verrical Trim (Recom¡nended for altirude
changes less rhan i00 fr.)
VERTICAL TRIM Conrrol - PRESS eirher up or
down. Vertical Trim will seek an altitude rate of
change of 500 t 100 fpm.

VERTICAL TRIM Conrrol - RELEASE when desired
pressure alritude is reached. The auropilor will mainurin
the desired pressure alútude.

(6) Heading Changes
a. Manual Heading Changes

l. CWS Burton - PRESS and MANEUVER aircrafr ro
the desired heading.

2. CWS Burton - RELEASE. Auropitor wilt mainrain
ai¡craft in wings level attitude.

NOTE

Aircralì heading may change in the wings level
mode duc to an aircral'L out ol t¡im condition.

b. Heading Hold
l. Heading Selector Knob - SET BUG ro desired heading.
2. HDG Mode Selecror Burron - PRESS. Note HDG

mode annunciator ON. Autopilot will automatically
tum the aircraft to the selecr.ed heading.

Command Turns (Heading Hold mode ON)
HEADING Selector Knob - MOVE BUG ro rhe elesired
heading. Autopilot will automatically turn the aircralì ro
lhe new selected heading.

(7) NAV Coupling
a. When equipped with HSL

1. Course Bearing Pointer - SET to dcsired course.

NOTE

When equipped with NAV l/ NAV 2 switching
and NAV 2 is selecred, ser OBS to rhe desired
coursg.

c

ISSUED: SEPI'EMßER 17, 1984
REVISED: MAY 4,1990

REPORI': Vlì-l110
7 ol'30, 9-161
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2. HEADING Selector Knob - SET BUG to provide
desired intercept angle.

3. NAV Mode Selecor Button - PRESS.
If the Coune Deviation Bar is grartor than 2 to 3 dots:
the ai¡craft will continue in HDG mode (or wings level
if HDG not selected) with the NAV annunciator
flashing; whcn thc computcd captue point is reached
the HDG will disengage, the NAV annunciator will
illuminaæ steady and the selected course will be auto-
matically captured and tracked.

If the D-Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots: the HDG mode
will disengage upon selecting NAV mode; the NAV
annunciator will illuminate steady and the capture/
track sequence will automatically begin.

b. When equipped with DG
1. OBS Knob - SELECT desired course.
2. NAV Mode Selector Button - PRESS.
3. Heading Selector Knob - ROTATE BUG to agree with

OBS course.

NOTE

V/hen NAV is selected, the lateral operating
mode will change from HDG (if selected) to
wings level for 5 seconds. A 45" intercept angle
will then be automaúcally csrablishcd bascd on
the position of the bug.

if the D-Bar is greater than 2 to 3 dots: úe autopilot
will annunciate HDG mode (unless HDG not selected)
and NAV flashing; when the computed capture point
is reached the HDG annunciator will go out, the NAV
annunciator will illuminate steady and the selected
course will be automatically captured and tracked.

If the D-Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots: the HDG mode will
disengage upon selecting NAV mode; the NAV annun-
ciator will illuminate steady and the capture/track
sequence will automatically begin.

REPORT: VB-1110
9-L62, 8 of 30

ISSUED: SEPTEMBER 17, 1984
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(8) Approach (APR) Coupling
¿ì. When equipped rvith HSI

l. Course Bearing pointer - SET to desired course.

NOTE

When eqr.ripped rvith NAV li NAV 2 switching
and NAV 2 is selected, ser OBS to the desired
course.

2. HEADING Selector Knob - SET BUG to provide
desíred intercept angle.

3. APR Mode Selecror Burton - pRESS.
If the Course Deviation Bar is greater than 2 to 3 dots:
the aircraft will continue in HDG mode (or rvings level
if HDG not selected) rvith the ApR annunciator
fìashing; when the computed capture point is reached
the HDG u'ill disengage, the ApR a¡rnunciator will
illuminate steady and the selected course will be auto-
rnatically caplured and tracked.

If the D-Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots: the H DG mode rvill
disengage upon selecting APR mode: the ApR annulì-
ciator rvill illuminate steady and the capture/track
sequence u,ill antomaticalll, begin.

When equipped with DG
I. OBS K¡rob - SELECT desired approach course.
2. APR Mode Selector Buton - PRESS.
3. Heading Selector Knob - ROTATE Bug to agree with

OBS course.

NOTE

When APR is selected, the lateral operating
mode will change from HDG (if selected) to
wings level for 5 seconds. A 45o intercept angle
will then be automatically established based on
the position of the bug.

REPORT: VB-lll0
9 of 30, 9-163
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If the D-Bar is greater than 2 to 3 dots: the autopilot
rvill annunciate HDG mode (unless HDG not selected)
and APR flashing: rvhen the computed caplure point
is rcachcd the HDC annunci¿ìtor u'ill go ottl. the 

^PRannunciator rvill illunrinate steady and the selected
course u,ill be autonlatically captured and tracked.

lf the D-Bar is less than 2 to 3 dots: the H DG mode rvill
disengage upon selecting APR mode: the APR an¡ru¡r-
ciator will illuminate stead\' ¿rnd ¡he capttrre tlack
sequence will automaticall¡' begin.

(91 tsCl Approach Coupling
¿Ì. When equipped rvith HSI

l. Course Bearing Pointer - SET tc¡ the ILS lì'cint course
i¡rbound heading.

NOTE

When equipped ivith i\-AV I NAV 2 su,itching
¡ rrrl N AV 2 is selectetl. sct OBS to the ll .Íì l'l.trnt
course inbound heading.

2. HEADING Selector Knob - SET BUG to provide
desired intercept angle.

-1. BC Mode Selector Button - PRESS.
If the Course Deviation Bar is greater than.2 to J dclts:
the aircraft will continue in H DG mode (or u,ings let,el
if H DG not selected) with BC annunciated steadr, and
APR arlrtunciatol flasltirrgt \t,lrcrr tlrc corrrputetJ
capture point is reached the HDG rvill disengage. and
the APR annunciatol rr,ill illuminate stead),and the
selected course rvill be automatic¿illv captured and
tracked.

If the D-Bal is less than 2 to 3 dots: the H DG mode u,ill
disengage upon selecting BC mode; the APR and BC
annunciators rvill illunri¡rate steadv and the capture
track sequence u'ill automaticalll' begin.

b. When equipped rvith DG
l. OBS Knob - SELECT thc' ILS lront course inbound

heading.

REPORT: \/B-lll0
9-ló4, l0 of 30

ISSIjED: SEPTEMBER 17. 1984
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2. BC Mode Selector Burron - PRESS.
3. Heading Selecf.or Knob - ROTATE Bug ro rhe ILS

front course inbound heading.

NOTE
'When BC is selected, the lateral operating
mode will change from HDG (if selccted) to
wings level for 5 seconds. A 45'intercept angle
will then be esrablished based on úe posirion of
the bug,

If the D-Bar is greater than 2 ro 3 dots: the auropilor
will annunciate HDG (unless HDG nor selected) and
BC modes with APR flashing; when rhe computecl
capf.ure point is reached the HDG annunciator will go
out, the BC and the APR annunciators will illuminate
steady and the selected course will be automatically
captured and t¡acked.

If tìe D-Bar is less tha¡l 2 ¡o 3 dots: the H DG mode will
disengage upon selecf.ing tsC mode; the APR and tsC
annunciators will illuminate steady and thc capture/
Lrack sequence wilì automatically begin.

(10) Glide Slope Coupling

NOTE

Glide slope coupling is inhibiæd when operating
in NAV or APR BC modes. Glide slope
coupling occurs automatically in the APR
mode.

a. APR Mode - ENGAGED.
b. At glide slope centering - NOTE GS annunciator ON.

NOTE

Autopilot can capture glide slope from above
or below the beam while operating in either
pitch attitude hold or ALT hold modes.

REPORÎ VB-1110
11 of30, 9-165
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(11) Missed Approach
a. AP DISC/ TRIM INTER Switch - PRESS to disengage

AP and YD.
b. MISSED APPROACH - EXECUTE.
c. CWS Button - PRESS (KFC 150 only) as desired to

acúvale FD urode duling go-around naneuver.
d. AP ENG Button - PRESS (if AP operation is desired).

Note AP and YD annuncrators ON.

NOTE

If it is desired to t¡ack the ILS course outbound
as part of the missed approach procedure, use

the NAV mode to prevent inadvertent GS
coupling.

12. Before Landing
AP DISC/|RIM INTER Switch - PRESS to disengage AP and
YD.

(c) tLIGH'l' DlRh,C'l'OR UPËRA'l'lON (Kl.C l5U SYS'l'EMS
oNLY)

NOTE

The flight director modes of operation are the
same as those used for autopilot operations
except the autopilol. is not engaged and the
pilot. must maneuver the aircraft to satisfy the
fl ight director commands.

REPORT: Vß-1110
9-166, 12 of30

ISSUED: SEPTEMBER 17, 1984
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(d) YAW DAMPER OPERATTON

(1) With Yaw Damper Switch Installed
a. Before takeoff

(1) AP DISC Switch - PRESS to disengage AP and YD.

b. Yaw damper engagement
(i) YD Swirch - PRESS. Nore YD annunciaror ON.

NOTE

Yaw damper engagement will occur auto-
matically with autopilot engagement. The yaw
damper may be disengaged by pressing the YD
switch.

c. Before landing
(l) AP DISC Switch - PRESS to disengage AP and YD

(2) Without Yaw Damper Switch Installed
B. Bcforc takcoff

(1) AP DISC Switch - PRESS to disengage AP and YD.

b. Yaw damper engagement.
(1) FD Mode Selec¡or Buuon (KFC 150 Only) - PRESS.
(2) AP ENG Button - PRESS. Note AP and YD annun-

ciator ON.

NOTE

For yaw damper operation without the auto-
pilot, disengage the autopilot by pressing the
AP ENG button or manual electric trim control
switches.

c. Before landing
(l) AP DISC Switch - PRESS !o disengage AP and YD.

REPORT: VB-1110
l2aof30, 9-166a

ISSUED: MAY 4,1990
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SECTION 5 . PERFORìVTANCE

No change.

SEC'I'TON ó - WT]IGH'I. AND BALANCE

Factory installed optional equipment is included in the licensed weight
a¡rd balance data in Section 6 of the basic Pilot's Operating Handbook.

SECTION 7. DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

The 150 Series AFCS is certifisd in this airplane with 2 axis contml,
pitch and roll, or 3 axis conf¡ol if the optional yaw damper is installed. The 3rd
axis (yaw), when installed, provides yaw damping and turn coordination
whenever the autopilot is engaged. With installation of the optional yaw
damper switch, yaw damping and turn coordination are available with or
without initially engaging the autopilot. The various instruments and the
controls for the operation of the 150 System are described in Figures 7-l thru
1-1'7.

'lhe 150 Series AFCS has an electnc pitch trim system which provides
autotrim during autopilot operation and manual electric trim for the pilot.
The trim system is designed to withstand any single inflight malfunction.
Trim fauls are visually and aurally annunciated.

A lockout device prevents autopilot engagement until the system has

be¿n successfully preflight tested.

The following conditions will cause the Autopilot to automatically
disengage:

(a) Power failure.
(b) Internal Flight Control System failure.
(c) With the KCS 554 Compass System, a loss of compass valid

(displaying HDG flag) disengages the Autopilot when a mode using
heading information is engaged. With the HDG flag present, rhe
Autopilot may be re-engaged in the basic wings level mode along
with any vertical mode.

(d) Roll rates in excess of 14o per second will cause the autopilot to
disengage except when the CWS switch is held depressed.

(e) Pitch rates in excess of 6" per second will cause the autopilot to
disengage except when the CWS switch is held depressed.

REPORT: VB-1110
9-166b, 12b of 30

ISSUED: MAY 4, 1990
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KC 192 AUTOPILOT & FLIGHT DIRECTOR COMPUTER
Figure 7-l

1. KFC 150 SYSTEM KC 192 AUTOPILOT COMPUTER .
Complete Flight Director and Autopilor computer to include
system mode annunciators and system controls.

2. YAW DAMPER (YD) ANNTINCIATOR - Illuminates conrinuously I
whenever the optional yaw damper is engaged. I

3. MODE ANNUNCIATORS - Illuminates when a mule is selected I
by the corresponding mode selector burron (PUSH ON - PUSH
OFF) or when the glide sþe (GS) mode is auromarically engaged.

4. GLIDE SLOPE (GS) ANNTINCIATOR - Illuminates continuously I
whenever the autopilot is coupled to rhe glide slope signal. The GS
annunciator will flash if the glide slope signal is losr ( GS flag in CÞI
or absence of glide slope poinærs in KI 5254). The auopilot reverts
to pitch attitude hold operation. If a valid glide slope signal rerurns
within six seconds, the autopilot will automatically recouple in the
GS mode. If the valid signal does not return within six seconds, the
autopilot will remain in pitch attitude hold mode until such time
that a valid glide slope retums and the aircraft passes thru the glide
slope. At that point GS couple will re-occur.

5. TRIM WARNING LIGHT (TRIM) - Illuminates conrinuously I
whenever fim power is not. on or the system has not been preflight
tested . Flashes and is accompanied by an audible warning whenever
a manual trim fault is detected. The TRIM warning light will
illuminate steady and be accompanied by a steady audible tone
whenever an autotrim failure occurs. The autotrim system is

\ID FD ALT HDG GS NAV APR Bc rññil AP

T

o
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Figure 7-1 (cont)
monitored for the following failures: trim servo running without a
command; [rim servo not running when commanded to run; trim
servo running in the wrong direction. The trim power switch may be

cycled off to silence the continuous tone but the trim fail light will
remain on. The manual elect¡ic trim may be used but the autopilot
should not be engaged.

6. AUTOPILOT ANNUNCIATOR (AP) - Illuminates continuously
whenever the autopilot is engaged. Flashes approximately 12 times
whenever the autopilot is disengaged (an aural alert will also sound
for 2 seconds).

7. AUTOPILOT ENGAGE (AP ENG) BUTTON - When pushed,
engages autopilot if all logic conditions are met. When pushed again,
disengages the auopilot. Also engages the Yaw Damper if installed. If
the Yaw Damper is insølled without the Yaw Damper Switch oprion,
Yaw Damper operation without the autopüot may be accomplished by
first engaging tle autopilor (and Yaw Damper) and then disengaging
the autopilot be depressing the AP ENG button a second time. The
Yaw Damper will remain engagerl. Momentary âctivâtion of manual
electric trim also will disengage the autopilot leaving the Yaw
Damper engaged.

8. PREFLIGHT TEST (TEST) BUTTON - When momentarily
pushed, initiates preflight test sequence which automatically turns
on all annunciator lights, tests the roll and pitch rate monitors, tests
the autotrim fault monitor, checks the manual trim drive voltage
and tests all autopilot valid and dump logic. If the preflight is
successfully passed, the AP annunciator light will flash for approxi-
mately 6 seconds (an aural tonc will also sound simultancously with
the annunciator flashes). The autopilot cannot be engaged until the
preflight test is successfully passed.

9. BACK COURSE APPROACH (BC) MODE SELECTOR
BUTTON - When pushed, will select the Back Course Approach
mode. This mode functions identically to the approach mode except
that response to LOC signals is reversed. Glide slope coupling is
inhibited in the Back Course Approach mode.

REPORT: VB-1110
9-1ó8, 14 of30

ISSUED: SEPTEMBER 17, 1984
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Figure 7-1 (conr)
10. APPROACH (APR) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON - When I

pushed, will select the Approach mode. This mode provides all
angle intercepr (v/ith HSI) or a fixed angle inrercept of 45" (wirh
DG), automatic beam capture and racking of VOR, RNAV or
LOC signals plus glide slope coupling in the case of an ILS. The
tracking gain of the APR mode is g¡eater than the gain in rhe NAV
mode. The APR annunciator will flash until the automatic capture
sequence is initiated.

11. NAVIGATION (NAV) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON - When I
pushed, will select the Navigation mode. The mode provides all
angle intercept (with HSI) or a fixed angle intercept of 45" (with
DG), automatic beâm capture and tracking of VOR, RNAV or
LOC signals. The NAV annunciator will flash until rhe auromatic
capture sequence is initiated.

12. HEADING (HDc) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON - When I
pushed, will select the Heading mode, which commands the air-
plane to turn to and mainrain the heading selected by the heading
bug on the DG or HSL A new heading may be selecred at âny rime
and will rcsult in the airplane turning to the new heading with a
maximum bank angle of about 20o. Selecting HDG mode will
cancel NAV, APR or BC track modes.

13. ALTTTUDE HOLD (ALT) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON I
When pushed, will select the Altitude Hold mode, which commands
the airplane to maintain the pressure altitude existing at the
moment of selection. Engagement may be accomplished in climb,
descent, or level flight. In the APR mode, alritude hold will auro-
matically disengage when the glide slope is caprured.

14. FLTGHT DTRECTOR (FD) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON I
When pushed, will select the Flight Director mode (with KC 292
Autopilot Computer only), bringing the Command Bar in view on
the KI 256 and will command wings level and pirch arritude hold.
The FD mode must be selected prior o Autopilot engagement.

15. VERTICAL TRIM CONTROL - A spring loaded ro center rocker I
switch which will provide up or down pitch command changes: while
in ALT will adjust altin¡de at rate of about 500 fpm; when not in ALT
will adjust pitch attitude ai aratþ of .7 degl sec. Will cancel GS couple.
The aircraft must pass through the glide slope again to allow GS
recouple.

ISSUED: SEPIEMBER 17, 1984
REYISED: MAY 4,1990
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KC 191 AUTOPILOT COMPUTER
Figure 7-3

1. KFC 150 SYSTEM KC 191 AUTOPILOT COMPUTER
Complete Flight Director and Autopilot computer ro include system
mode annuncial.ors and system controls.

2. YAW DAMPER (YD) ANNLINCIATOR - Illuminares conrinuously
rvhenever the optional yalv damper is engaged.

3. MODE ANNUNCIATORS - Illuminate when a mode is selecred by
the corresponding mode selector button (PUSH ON - PUSH OFF)
or when the glide slope (GS) mode is automatically engaged.

4. GLIDE SLOPE (GS) ANNUNCIATOR - Illuminates conrinuously
whenever the autopilot is coupled to the glide slope signal. The GS
annunciator will flash if the glide slope signal is lost (GS flag in CDI
or absence of glide slope pointers in KI 525A). The autopilot reverr.s
to pitch attitude hold operation. If a valid glide slope signal rerutns
within six seconds, the autopilot will automatically recouple in rhe
GS mode. If the v¿lid signal does not. return within six seconds, the
autopilot will remain in pitch a[irude hold mode unril such time that
a valid glide slope returns and the aircraft passes thru the glide
slope. At that point GS couple will re-occu¡.

REPORT: VB-1110
9-170, 16 of30
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Figure 7-3 (conr)
5. TRIM V/ARNING LIGHT (TRIM) - Illuminares conrinuously

whenever rim power is not on or the system has not been preflight
f.ested. Flashes and is accompanied by an audible waming whenever
a manual trim fault is derected. The TRIM warning light will
illuminate steady and be accompanied by a steady audible fone
whenever an autotrim failure occurs. The autotrim system is moni-
tored for the following failures: trim servo running without a
command; Eim servo not running when commanded to run; trim
servo running in the wrong direction. The trim power switch may be
cycled off to silence rhe continuous tone bur the rrim fail light will
remain on. The manual elect¡ic trim may be used but the autopilot
should not be engaged.

6. AUTOPILOT ANNUNCIATOR (AP) - Illuminares conrinuously
whenever the autopilot is engaged. Flashes approximately 12 times
whenever the autopilot is disengaged (an aural alert will also sound
for 2 seconds).

1. AUTOPILOT ENcAcE (AP ENc) BUTTON - When pushed,
engages autopilor if all logic conditions are met. When pushed again,
disengages the autopilot Also engages the Yaw Damper if installed. If
the Yaw Damper is installed withour the Yaw Damper Swiæh option,
Yaw Damper operation without the autopilot may be accomplished by
first engaging the autopilor (and Yaw Damper) and then disengaging
the autopilot be depressing the AP ENG button a second time. The
Yaw Damper will remain engaged. Momentary acúvation of manual
electric trim also will disengage lhe autopilot leaving the Yaw
Damper engaged.

8. PREFLIGHT TEST (TEST) BUTTON - When momentarily
pushed. initiates preflight tesf sequence which automatically turns
on all annunciator lights, tests the roll and pitch raæ moniûors, tests
the autotrim fault monitor, checks the manual trim drive voltage
and tests all autopilot valid and dump logic. If the preflighr is
successfully passed, the AP annunciator light will flash for approxi-
mately 6 seconds (an aural tone will also sound simultaneously with
the annunciator nashes). The autopilot cannot be engaged unril the
preflight test is successfully passed.

ISSUED: SEP'IEMBER 17, 1984
REVISED: MAY 4,1990

REPORT: VB-1110
17 of30, 9-171
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Figure 7-3 (cont)
9. BACK COURSE APPROACH (BC) MODE SELECTOR

BUTTON - When pushed, will select the Back Course Approach
mocle. This mode lunctions identically to the approach mode e.xcept

that. response to LOC srgnals rs reversed. Glide slope coupling is
inhibited in the Back Course Approach mode.

10. APPROACH (APR) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON When
pushed, will select the Approach mode. This mode provides all
angle intercept (with HSI) or a fixed angle intercept of 45" (with
DG), automatic beam capture and tracking of VOR, RNAV or
LOC signals plus glide slope coupling rn the case of an lLS. The
tracking gain of the APR mode is greater than rhe gain in rhe NAV
mode. The APR annunciator will flash un¡il the automaric capttue
sequence is initiated.

ll. NAVIGATION (NAV) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON - When
pushed. will select the Navigation mode. The mode provides all
angle inlercept (with HSI) or a fixed angle inr.ercepr of 45' (with
DG), autornatic beam capture and rracking of VOR, RNAV or
LOC signals. The NÂV annunciator rvill flash until thc auromaric
cäpture sequence is inidated.

12. HEADING (HDG) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON - When
pushed, will select the Heading mode, which commands rhe air-
plane to tum to and maintain the heading selected by the heading
bug on the DG or HSI. A new heading may be selecled at any dme
and will resul¡. in the airplane turning to the new heading with a
maximum bank angle of about 20". Selecting HDG mode will
cancel NAV, APR or BC uack modes.

13. ALTITUDE HOLD (ALT) MODE SELECTOR BUTTON _

When pushed, will select rhe Alrirude Hold rnode, which commands
the airplane to maintain t.he pressure altitude existing at the
rnonÌent of selection. Engagement may be accomplished in climb,
descent, or level flighr. In lhe APR mode, alritude hold will auro-
mar.ically disengage when the glide slope is caprured.

14. VERTICAL TRIM CONTROL - A spring loaded ro center rocker
swirch which wili provide up or down pitch command changes:
while in ALT will adjust alrirude ar Ëre of abour 500 fpm; when nor
in ALT will adjusr pirch auirude ât a rate of .7 deg/ sec. Will cancel
GS couple. The aircraft must pÍxis through the glide slope again ro
¿rllow GS recouple.

REPORT: VB-1110
9-172, 18 of 30
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KI256 FLIGHT COMMAND INDICATOR
Figure 7-5

Kl 256 FLIGHT COMMAND INDICATOR (FCI) - Displays
airplane attitude as a conventional attitude gyro anO aisptays
commands for flight director operation. The gyro is air drivèn.-
ROLL ATTITUDE INDEX - Disptays airplane rollattitude with
respect to the roii attitucle scale.
ROLL ATTITUDE SCALE - Scale marked ar0, :10, +20, +30, t60
and J90 degrees.
PITCH ATTITUDE SCALE - Moves with respect to the symbotic
airplane ro- presenr pitch attitude. Scale graduaied at 0, t5, jlO, t IS,
120 and j25 degrees.
COMMAND BAR - Displays computed steering commands
referenced to the symbolic airplane. The command bar is visible
only when FD mode is selected. The command bar will be biased
out of view whenever the system is invalid or a Flight Director mode
is not engaged.
FCI SYMBOLIC AIRPLANE - Airplane pitch and roll attitude is
displayed by the relationship between the fixed symbolic airplane
and {he movable background. During flight director operatio;, the
symbolic airplane is flown to align it with the command bar to
satisfy the flight director commands.
DECISION HEIGHT (DH) ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT-Optional
light for use with the aircraft's optional radar altimeter.
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REPORT: VB-lll0
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KG 258 VRRTICAI, GYRO
Figure 7-7

l. KG 258 VERTICAL GYRO - Displays airplane attitude as a
conventional attitude g1'ro. The gyro is air driven.

2. ROLL ATTITUDE INDEX - Displays airplane rcllattitude u'ith
respect to the roll attitude scale.

3. ROLL ATTITU DE SCALE - Scale marked at 0. t 10. t20, t30, t60
and 190 degrees.

4. PITCH ATTITI IDE SCAl.F. - Moves rvith respect to the s1,¡1þ6[ic'
airplane to present pitch attitude. Scale grad uated ar 0, t5, t 10, j l5,
120 and +25 degrees.

5. SYMBOLIC AIRPLANE - Serves as a stationarl,symbol of the
aircraft. Aircraft pitch and roll attitudes are displayed b1, the
relationship between the fixed symbolic aircraft and the movable
background.

6. SYMBOLIC AIRCRAFT ALIGNMENT KNOB - Provides
manual positioning of the symbolic aircraft I'or level flight under
various load conditions.

7. DECISION HEIGHT(DH) ANNUNCIATOR LIcHT-Optional
light for use with the aircraft's optional radar altinreter.

REPORT: vB-lll0
9-174, 20 of 30
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KI 525A HORIZONTAL SITUATION INDICATOR
Figure 7-9

r. KI 525A HORTZONTAL SITUATION INDTCATOR (HSt) _

Provides a pictorial presentation of aircraft deviation relative to
VOR mdials or localizer beams. It also displays glide slope devia-
tions and gives heading reference wifh respect to magnetic north.

2. NAV FLAG - Flag is in view when rhe NAV receiver signal is
inadequate. rvVhen a NAV flag is present in the navigation indicator
(CDl or KI 5254) rhe autopilor operarion is nor affecred. The pilot
must monitor the navigation indicators for NAV flags to insursthat
the Autopilot andl or Flight Director are tracking valid navigation
information.

3. LUBBER LINE - Indicates aircraft magnetic heading on.compass
card (10).

4. HEADING WARNING FLAG (HDG) - When flag is in view, rhe
heading display is invalid. If a HDG flag appears and a lareral mode
(HDG, NAV, APR or APR BC) is selecred, the Auropilor willbe
disengaged. The Autopilot may be re-engaged in the basic wings
level mode along with any vertical mode. The CWS switch would be
used to maneuver the aircraft laterally.

t0

REPORT: VB-lll0
2l of 30, 9-f75
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Figure 7-9 (cont)
5. COURSE BEARING POINTER - lnclicates selccted VOR cou¡se

or localizer course on compass card ( l0). The selected VOR radial
or localiz.er heading remains set on the compass card rvhen the
compäss cartl ( l0) rotates.

6. TO/FROM INDICA"T.OR FLAG - lndicates direction of VOR
station relative to selected course.

7. DUAL CL¡DE SLOPE POINTERS - lndicate on glide slope scale
(8) aircraft displacement irom glide siope beam center. Glide slope
pointers in view indicate a usable glide slope signal is being received.
The glide slope pointers will bias out of view if the glide slope signal
is lost.

8. CLIDE SLOPE SCALES - Indicate displacement lrom glide slope
beam center. A glide slope deviation bar displacement of 2 dots.
represents full scale (0.7o) deviation above or below glide slope
beam centerline.

g. HEADING SELECTOR KNOB ( qr.] ) - Positions heading bug
(14) on compass card (10) by rotating the heading selector knob.
The Bug rotates with the compass card.

10. COMPASS CARD - Rotates to display heading of airplane with
reference to lrhher line ( j) r¡n HSI.

I I . COU RSE SELECTOR KNOB - Positions course bearing pointer
(5) on the compass card (10) by rotating the course selector knob.

12. COURSE DEVIATION BAR (D-BAR) - The center portion of
omni bearing pointer moves laterally to pictorially indicate the
relationship of aircraft to the selected course. lt indicates degrees of
angular displacement from VOR radials and localizer beams. or
displacement in nautical miles from RNAV courses.

13. COURSE DEVIATION SCALE - A course deviation bardisplace-
ment of 5 dots represents full scale (VOR = t 10", LOC -- !2 I I 2 .

RNAV = 5NM, RNAV APR = I l/4NM) deviation from beam
centerline.

14. HEADING BUG - Moved bV t ç-' ) knob (9) to select desired
heading.

REPORT: vB-lll0
9-176, 22 o1 30
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KG IO7 NON-SLAVED DIRECTIONAL GYRO
Figure 7-l!

l. Kc 107 NON-SLAVED DIRECTIONAL cYRO (DG) - Provides
a stable visual indication ol aircraft heading to the pilor. The gyro is
air driven.

2. LUBBER LINE - lndicates aircraft magnetic heading on compass
card (4).

-1. HEADING BUG - Moved by ( T ) knob (5) to select desired
heading.

4. COMPASS CARD - Rorates to display heading of airplane with
rel'erence to lubber line (2) on DG.

5. HEADING SELECTOR KNOB ( trp ) - Positions heading bug
(3) on compass card (4) by rotating the heading selector knob. The
Bug rotates with the compass card.

6. GYRO ADJUSTMENT KNOB (PUSH) - When pushed in. allows
the pilot to manually rotate the gyro compass card (4) to correspond
with the magnetic heading indicated by the magnetic compass. The
unslaved compass card must be manually reset periodically to
compensate for precessional errors in :he gyro.

REPORT: VB-lll0
23 of 30, 9-177
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Kt 2041206 VOR/LOC/
GLIDE SLOPE INDICATOR (TYPICAL)

Figure i -l-ì

l. VOR¡LOCIGLIDE SLOPE INDICATOR - Provides rectilinear
display ol VOR/ LOC and glide slope deviation.

2. COURSE INDEX - Indicates selected VOR course.
3. COURSE CARD - lndicates selected VOR course u¡rdc-r course

index.
4. NAV FLAG - Flag is in view when the NAV receiver signal is inade-

quate. When a NAV flag is present in the navigation indicator(('DI
or Kl 525A), the autopilot operation is not affected. The pilot ntust
monitor the navigation indicators for NAV flags to insure that the
Autopilot and/or Flight Director are tracking valid navigation
information.

5. TO/FROM INDICATOR FLAG - lndicates direction ol VOR
station relative to selected course.

6. GLIDE SLOPE DEVIATION NEEDLE - lndicates deviation
lrom ILS glide slope.

7. COURSE DEVIATION SCALE - A coursedeviation bardisplace-
ment of 5 dots represents full scale (VOR = gl0', LOC = 22 I ¡2,
RNAV = 5NM, RNAV APR = I l/4NM) deviation lì-om beam
centerline.

0

I
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Figure 7-13 (cont)
tì. GLIDE sLoPE scALE - lndicates displacemenr lrom glide slope

beam center. A glide slope deviation needle displacement ol 5 dois.
represents full scale (0.7") deviation abot,e or belorv glide slope
beam centerline.

9. RECIPROCAL COURSE INDEX - Indicates reciprocal of
selected VOR course.

10. OMNI BEARING SELECTOR (OBS) KNOB - Rorares coursc,
card to selected course.

ll. COURSE DEVIATION NEEDLE - lndicates cour.se de'iation
f'ronr selected omni course or localizer centerline.

12. GLIDE SLOPE (GS) FLAG - Flag is in view when the GS receiver
signal is inadequate.

I 2

4

AUTOPILOT CONTROL WHEEL SWITCH CAP
Figure 7-15

3

REPORT: VB-lll0
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Figure 7-15 (cont)
l. AUTOPILOT CONTROL WHEEL SV/ITCH CAP - Moldcd

plastic unit mounted on the left horn of the pilot's conlrol rvheel
which provides mounting fbr three srvitch units associated with the
autopilot and manual electric trim systems.

2. MANUAL ELECTRIC TRIM CONTROL SWITCHES - A split
switch unit in which the left half provides power to eugage the trim
selvo clutch and the right half to control the direction of motion ol'
ihe trim servo motor. Both ltalves oi the split trim srvitch nrust be
actuated in order for thc- manual trim to operate in the desired
direction. When the autopilot is engaged, operatioll of the manual
electric trim rvill automatically disconnect tlie autopilot.

l. CONTROL WHEEL STEERING (CwS) BUTTON - When
depressed, allorvs pilot to manually control the aircraft (dise-ngages

the servos) without cancellation of any o1'the selected modes. Will
engage the Flight Dilector mode il not previously engaged. Auto-
matically synchronizes the Flight Director; Autopilot ro the pitch
attitude present rvhen the CrilS su,itch is released. or to tlle preserìt
pressure altitude rvhen operating in the ALT hold mode. Wiltcancel
GS couple. The aircraft must pass through the glide slope to allou,
CS rccouplc.

4. AUTOPILOT DISCONNECT/TRIM INTERRUPT (AP DIS(:I
TRIM INTER) Switch - When depressed and leleased rvill
disengage the autopilot a¡rd cancel all operating Flight Dilu-ctor
modes. When depressed and held will interrupt all electric trim
power (stop trim motion), disengage the autopilot. and cancel all
opelating Flight Director modes.

REPORT: VB-lll0
9-180, 26 of 30
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KAS 2978 VÌRTICAL SPEED AND ALTTTUDE SELECTOR
Figure 7-17

l. VERTICAL SPEËD MODE (ENG) BUTTON - When pressed will
engage the vertical speed hold mode. When pressed a second time
will disengage the vertical speed hold mode. When pressed with
altitude displayed, will engage the vertical speed hold mode and
l'e-sync the vertical speed hold node to the current verticalspeed of
the airplane.

2. PHOTOCELL - Ar¡tomatically dims display according ro the
cockpit ambient light.

3. VERTICAL SPEED (VS) ANNUNCIATOR - llluminates rvhen
the vertical speed hold mode is engaged.

4. VERTICAL SPEED Up/DOwÑ Õnnfrs t Ô I - tndicates
whether the selected vertical speed is up or downl

5. GAS DISCHARGE DISPLAY - Displays selected altitude from
100 to 35,000 feet or the selected vertical speed from 0 to 3,000 feet
per minute up or down.

REPORT: VB-lll0
27 oI 30, 9-l8l
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Figure 7-17 (cont)
ó. ALTITUDE ALERT (ALERT) An'NUNCIATOR - The ALERT

annunciator is illuminated 1000 feet prior to the selected altitude,
goes out 300 feet prior to the selected altitude and illuminates
ruon:entalily when the selected altitudc is re ached. Once the selected
altitude is reached the light signifies that the 300 leet "safe band " has
been exceeded and will remain on until 1000 feet from the selected
altitude. The alert light is accompanied by a 2 second aulal tone
anytime the light initially comes on or tile selecteci altitude is

reached.
7. VERTICAL SPEED/ALTITUDE SELECT KNOB - Concentric

knobs which allow easy setting ol'altitude or vertical speed. The
small knob (inner) has an in and out position.

Altitude is displayed and selected when the snall knob is in the lN
position. When rotated the small knob selects altitude in 100 loot
increments with roll over into the 1000 digits. The larger knob (outer)
selects altitude in 1000 foot increments with loll over into the 10.000
digits.

Ver tical spced is displayed aud selccted rvhen the suiall krlol¡ is ir¡ tlrc
OU'f position. When rotated the small knob selects verticalspeed in
100 fpm increments. The larger knob selects vertical speed in 1000
lpm increments up to a maximum of 3000 fpm.

8. MODE (FT or FT/MlN) ANNUNCIATOR - Indicates FT/MlN
when in the vertical speed hold mode and FT rvhen in the altitude
select mode.

9. ALTITUDE CAPTURE (CAPT) ANNUNCIATOR - lndicates
the KAS 2978 has switched the autopilot from pitch attitude hold
or vertical speed hold mode into the pitch roundout mode (CAPT).
The point, just prior to transfer into altitude hold, at tvhich the
CAPT mode becomes active varies with the vertical speed. i.e.

The higher the rate of climb, the sooner the CAPT mode becomes
active; at low rates of climb the activation of the CAPT mode and
transfel to altitude hold occur almost simultaneously.

10. ALTITUDE SELECT ARM (ARM) ANNUNCIATOR - Indicates
that the altitude select mode is armed to capture the selected altitude.

REPORT: VB-ltl0
9-182, 28 of 30
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Figure 7-17 (cont)
11. ALTITUDE SELECT MODE (ARM) BUTTON - When pressed

and the selected altitude is displayed, will a¡m the altitude select
mode. The altitude select (ARM) mode will cancel altitude hold
(AUI) if AIJT is already engaged. If alrirude select (ARM) mode is
present when GS couple occurs, the GS mode will cancel altitude
select (ARM) mode. The engagemenr of ALT by the pilot's use of
the ALT swirch will cancel rhe altirude selecr (ARM) mode.
Reselection of a new altirude will also cycle the altirude select
(ARM) mode off.

12. CONTROL WHEEL STEERiNG (CV/S) BUTTON (Figure ?-15) -
When pressed, in addition to the normal autopilot functions the
CWS also interfaces with the KAS 2978. When operating in the
vertical speed hold mode, the CWS will re-sync the vertical speed
hold mode to the current vertical speed of the aþlane. If altitude is
displayed when the CWS is pressed, the display will automatically
display vertical speed as long as the CV/S is depressed. CWS does
not affect the altitude select mode.

13. VERTICAL TRIM CONTROL (Figure 7-15) - When in rhe
vertical speed hold mode this conEol can be used to slew the vertical
speed up or down at 100 þm for every second fhe rocker switch is
held. If altitude is being displayed at the time the rocker switch is
depressed, vertical speed will be displayed for 1 to 2 seconds after
the rocker switch is released.

REPORT: VB-1110
29of30, 9-183
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The airplane MASTER SWITCH function is unchanged and can be
used in an emergency to shut otÏ electrical power to all flight control systems
while the problem is isolated.

The RADIO POWER swirch supplies power to the avionics buss bar of
the radio circuit breakers and ttre autopilot ci¡cuit breaker.

The following circuit breakers a¡e used to protect the following elements
of the King 150 Series Auropilot:

AUTOPILOT - Supplies power to rhe KC 192 or rhe KC 191
Computer, the autopilot pitch and roll servos, and the Pitch Trim
Ci¡cuit Breaker. It also applies power ro rhe KC 296 Yaw Computer
and the yaw servo when installed.

PITCH TRIM - Supplies power to the autotrim and manual electric
pitch trim systems.

COMP-SYSTEM - Supplies power ro rhe oprional KCS 554
Compass System and the oprional KRG 331 Yaw Rare Gyro if rhe
airplane is noi equip¡red with an inverter.

REPORT: VB-1110
9-184, 30 of30
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Pages 9-185 Through 9-188 lntentionally Left Blank
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This supplement must be attached to the pilot's Operating Handbook
and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual when the Sperry Weather-
Scout weather Radar systen is installed per piper Drawing 87425-5. The
information contained herein supplements or supersedes the information in
the basic Pilot's operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flight
Manual only in those areas listed herein. For limitations, procedures and
performance information not contained in this supplement, consult the
basic Pilo:'s Operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flighr
Manual.

tJ"^B- €rr.*

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. 24
FOR

SPERRY WEATHERSCOUT WEATHER RADAR SYSTEM

FAA APPROVED
WARD EVANS
D.O.A. NO. SO.-r
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

DATE OF APPROVAL SEPTEMBER I7. r984
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SECTION T. GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airplane when the optional Sperry WeatherScout Weather Radar System
is installed.

SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

Do not operate the radar during relueling operations or in the vicinity of
trucks or containers accommoding flammables or explosives. Do not
allow personnel within l5 feet of area being scanned by antenna when
system is transmitting.

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No change.

REPORT: VB-lll0
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SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) SYSTEM CONTROLS

INDICATOR CONTROLS AND DISPLAY FEATURES

uoo:

¿o

lo

i¡ta6E

lILÌ

+9ERr

( l) MODE Selector
a. OFF
b. SBY

c. TEST

d. V/X
e. CYC

f. MAP

(2) rNT

All power is off.
Standby mode is used for system warmup.
The antenna is not radia:ing energy in SBy.
Weather colors are displayed for preflight
test.
Normal wcather detection mode.
Cyclic contour mode activated alternate
flashing of red, intense storm cells, with a
black background color for added warming
emphasis.
Activates groundmapping for identification
of prominent terrain features.

Rotary control used to regulate brightness
(lNTensity) of display.

REPORT: VB-lll0
3 of 6, 9-191
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(3) TrLT

(4) RANGE
t2t30160190

(5) Rangc Field

(6) Test Field

(7) Range Mark
Identifier

Rotary control used to adjust antenna
elevation position. Control indexes incre-
ments of tilt from 0 to 12 degrees up or
dorvn.
Rotary switch used to select one of four
ranges.

Maximum selecteci range is dispiayed.
Maximum range is always displal,ed when
indicator is in on-condition.

Test block displays three illumination
levels.

Individual label displayed for each range
mark.

(8) Mode Field Operating mode is displayed as WX or
CYC.

When system rs trrst turned on, WAIT is
displayed until system times out (30-40
seconds).

(b) PRELIMINARY CONTROL SETTINGS
Place the Indicator controls in the follorving positions before
applying power from the aircraft electrical system:

(c) OPERATIONAL CONTROL SETTINGS
(l) Rotate MODE selector clockwise to SBY to bring system into

ON condition.
(2) Note that WAIT is displayed during warm-up period of

30-40 seconds.
(3) Rotate MODE selector to desired operating mode.
(4) Set RANGE switch to desired range.
(5) Adjust TILT control for desired forward scan area.

MODE selector.....
INTensitycontrol ...
TILT con:rol .. .. . . .

RANGE switch.. ...

... oFF
Fully counterclockwise

.. Fully upward
.....12nautical miles

REPORT: VB-llt0
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(d) PRECAUTTONS
( I ) If the radar is to be operated while the aircraft is on the ground,

direct nose of aircraft such that antenna scan sector is free of
large metallic objects (hangars, other aircraft) for a distance of
100 yards (90 meters), and tilt antenna fully upward.

WARNING

Do not operate the radar during refueling
operations or in the vicinity of trucks or
containers accommodating flammables or
explosives; do not allow personnel within l5
feet of area being scanned by antenna when
system is transmitting.

(2) Flash bulbs can be exploded by radar energy.
(3) Since storm patterns are never stationary, the display is

constantly changing. Continued observation is always advis-
able in stormy areas.

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

No change.

SECTION é. WEIGHT.A.ND BALANCE

Factory installed optional equipment is included in the licensed weight
and balance data in Section 6 of the basic Pilot's Operating Handbook.

REPORT: VB-lll0
5 of 6, 9-f93
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SECTION 9
SUPPLEMENT 25

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT NO. 25
FOR

3M (SERIES Ir) STORMSCOPE, WX-1000

This supplement must be attached to the Pilot's Operating Handbook
and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual when the optional WX- 1000

Stormscope system is installed per Piper Dwg. CA-34-2424-2. The
information contained herein supplements or supersedes the information in
the basic Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flight
Manual only in those areas listed herein. For limitations, procedures and
performance information not contained in this supplement. consult the basic
Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual.

FAA APPROVE D ,-0,\
D- H. TROMPLER
D.O.A. NO. SO-r
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

DATE O F AppROV4¡ February 16,1989

REPORT: VB-l110
I of 4, 9-195

ISSUED: JANUARY 16, 1989
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SECI'ION T - G¡.N}.RAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
airplane when the optional V/X-1000 Stormscope system is installed in
accordance with FAA Approved Piper data.

SECTION 2 . LIMITATIONS

(a) The WX-1000 Stormscope system signal displays are not intended
for the purpose of penetrating thunderstorm areas or areas of
severe turbulence; such intentional use is prohibited.

NOTE

Range selector de:ermines receiver sensitivity
and therefore relative range. Displayed range is

based on signal strength and is not to be used
for accurate determination of thunderstorm
location.

(b) The WX-I000 checklist functions are for reference only

(c) Placards

Located on the instrument panel near :he Stormscope

STORMSCOPE NOT TO BE USED FOR
THUNDERSTORM AREA PENETRATION

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No change.

REPORT: VB-l110
9-196, 2 of 4
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SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

Normal operating procedures are outlined in the 3M Model, Series II,
Stormscope Pilot's Handbook, P/ N 754299 -5332-2(781) l l, latest revision.

SECTION 5 - PERFORMANCE

No change.

SECTION 6. WEIGHT AND BALANCE

Factory installed optional equipment is included in the licensed weight
and balance data in the Equipment List attached to the Pilot's Operating
Handbook.

SECTION 7 - DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

The 3M (Series II) Stormscope , rWX-1000, weather mapping system

) provides a visual screen readout of the electrical discharges aslociãted wittr
thunderstorms. This information with proper interpretation, will allow the
pilot to detect severe thunderstorm activity. A series of green dots will be
displayed on the screen to indicate the electrical discharge areas. The display
scope provides full scale selectable ranges of 200. 100, 50 and 25 nautical
miles along with 30o azimuth sectors.

REPORT: VB-tl10
3 of 4, 9-197
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2

I. MAPPING DIRECTION INDICATOñ
2. RANGE REFERENCE
3. POWER,/BRIGHTNESS
4. MOMENTARY CONTACT FUNCTION BUTTONS

wx-1000 sToRMscoPE
Figure 7-l
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SECTION9
ST,PPLEMENT 2óPA-34-220T. SENECA Itr

PILOT'S OPERATTNG HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

ST,PPLEMENT 2ó
FOR

NORTHSTAR Ml LORAN C NAVIGATOR
\ryITH KAP/KFC 150 AUTOPILOT SYSTEM

This supplement must be attach d to the Pilot's Operating l{andbook and
FAA Approved Flight Manual when the optional Norrhstar Ml Loran C
Navigator is installed per the Equipment List. The information contained
herein supplements or supersedes the basic Pilot' Operating llandbook and

¡FAA Approved Aþlane Flight Manual only in those areas lhted herein. For
t-imitations, procedures, and performance information not cont¿ined'in this
supplement, consult the basic Pilot's Operating l{andbook and FAA Approved
Aþlane Flight Manual.

FAA APPROVED:
D. H. TROMPLER
D.O.A. NO. SO-1
PIPER ATRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

DATE OF APPROVAL: March 24^1989

REPORT: VB-1110
loî4,9-199

ISSUED: MARCH 1,1989
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SEC'ITON T. GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of
the airplane when the optional Northstar M1 Loran C Navigator system is
installed. The navigator system must be operated wittrin the limitations herein
specifîed. Thc information contained within this supplement is to be used ir
conjunction with rhe complete handbook.

This supplement has been FAA Approved as a permanent part of this
handbook and must remain in this handbook at all times when the Northstar
Ml Loran C Navigator System is installed.

SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

(a) Northstar Ml I¡ran C NavigatorReference Manual (latest
rcvision) must be. immediatcly availal¡le tu thc flight crew
whenever navigation is pretlicated on the use of the Northstar

lvÎ1

Co) The Northstar Ml l.oran C Navigator is approved for VFR
only.

(c) During operation no flight opera[ion shali be predicaæd upon
the Norttrstar Ml I¡ran C Navigator whenever a NAV flag is
displayed by the Coune Deviation Indicator (CDÐ.

(d) The following placard is located on the piiot's instrument
panel adjacent fo the Horizontal Situation Indicator (IISI):

LORAN C APPRO\¡ED FOR VFR ONLY

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No changes to the basic Emergency procedures provided by
section 3 of this Pilot's operating Handbook are necessary for ¿hii supplemenl

REPORT: VB-1110
2 oî 4, 9-200

ISSUED: MARCH 1,1989
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SUPPLEMENT 26

SECTION 4 . NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) OPER.AtrION

Normal operaúng procedures are outlined in the Northstar Ml
Loran C Navigator Reference Manual (latest revision).

(b) NAV-COUPLED MODE

'TVhen operating the KAP/KFC 150 flight conrol system in
either the navigation (NAV) or approach (APR) mode, and the
NAV/LORAN switch has been set to the Northstar Ml as the
navigation source, all operational procedures which are applicable
to these two modes, as described in the KAP/KFC 150

Operator's Manual and this Flight Manual Supplement, súll apply,
with the following notations or exceptions:

(1) Northstar is approved for VFR only.

(2) Course deviation data for the autopilot is derived from the
northsør Ml.

(3) For course intercept or course lracking, set the HSI course
needle to the Loran C course to be flown. This setting
provides course datum to the autopilot.

(4) Switch position:

NAV/LORAN
SW

A/PNAV T

NAV2A/P
sw

SELECTIONS

NAV A/PNAV 1 NAV #1 coupled to A/P.
Displayed on HSI.

NAV A/P NAV 2 NAV #2 coupled to AlP.
Displayed on NAV #2

indicator.
LORAN * LORAN coupled to AlP.

Displayed on HSI (blue
indicator light).

REPORT: VB-1110
3of4,9-201

ISSUED: MARCH 1,1989
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(c) NAVIGAION DISPLAYS

The Loran C System drives the pilot's HSI display when
manually selected by the NAV/LORAN switch. This
configuration is annunciated by a mode light adjacent to the
IISI. ThÊ IISI will only dirylay left a right cor:ne intbrmation, and a
NAV flag indication, from the Northsta¡ Ml The course
selector pointer must be manually set to the Loran C course.
(Actual course cannot be determined on the HSI by rotåting the
course selector poinær.)

Vy'hen Loran has been selected for display on the HSI, rhe
bearing puinter will conrinue displaying rhe bearing to a
previous selected VOR, RNAV waypoinr, or NDB. Caution
must be used in noting that the pointer will not indicate the
bearing to the Loran waypoinl

(d) WAYPOINT ALERT ANNUNCIATOR

Becomes active within a one-minnte radius of a waypoint.

(e) PARALLEL OFFSET ANNLINCIATOR

Becomes active whenever a parallel offset is in effect.

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE
Installation of the Northstar Ml loran Navigator do€s not afl'ect the

basic performance information presented in Section 5 of this pilot's operaring
Handbook.

SECTION 6. WEIGHT AND BALANCE

Factory installed oprional equipmenf is included in the licensed
weight and balance daø in Section 6 of the pilot's Operating Handbook.

REPORT: VB-1110
4 of 4, 9-202

ISSUED: MARCH 1,1989
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEIVTENT NO. 27
FOR

3M (SERIES tr) STORMSCOPE! WX-1000+

This supplement must be anached to the Pilot's Operating Handbook and
FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual when the oprional \ilX-1000+
Stormscope system is installed per the Equipment List. The information
contâined herein supplements or supersedes the information in the basic Pilot's
Operating Ilandbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flighr lvlanual only in those
a¡eas lisæd herein. For limitations, procedures and performance information
not contained in this supplement, consult the basic Pilot's operating }landbook
and FAA Approved Airplane Flight lt¡tar¡ual.

)

FAA APPROVED
D. H. TROMPLER
D.O.A. NO. SO-r
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH, FLORIDA

DAïE OF APPROVAL Ìvfay 26. 1989

REPORÎ VB-1110
I oi 4, 9-2A3

ISSUED: MAY 1,1989
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PIPER AIRCRAF-T CORPORATION
PA-34-220T, SENECAm

SECTION 1. - CENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the
aþlane when the optional WX-1000+ Stormscope sysfem is installed in
accordance with FAA Approved Piper daø.

SECTION 2. LIhfrTATIONS
(a) The WX-1000+ Stormscope sysrem signal displays arc nor intended

for the purposo of peneradng thunderstorm areas or areas of severe
turbulence; such intentional use is prohibited.

NOTE

Range selector determines receiver sensitivity
and thercfore relative range. Displayetl range is
based on sþal snength and is not to be used for
accurate detcrmination of thunderstornr lucal.iu¡1.

O) Thc WX-1000+ checklist functions arc for rcfcrcnce only.

(c) Placards

Located on the instrument panel near the Stormscope:

STORMSCOPE NOT TO BE USED FOR
THUNDERSTORM AREA PENETRATTON

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No change.

REPORT: VB-1110
9-204, 2 of 4
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SECTION 9
SI.JPPLEMENT2T

SECTION 4 . NORMAL PROCEDURES

Normal operating procedures a¡e outlined in the 3M Model, Series II,
.. -$tormscope Pilot's FIândbook, P/ N 75-0299-5332-2Q81) ll, latest revision.

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

No change.

SECTION 6. WEIGHT AND BALANCE

Factory insalled optional equipment is included in the licensed weight and
balance data in the Equipment List auached o the Pilot's Operating llandbook.

SECTION 7 . DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

The 3M (Series tr) Sormscope, TI/X-100O$, weather mapping system
provides a visual screen readout of the electrical discharges associated with
thundersorms. This information with p'roper interpretation, will allow the pilot
to detect severe thundersorm activity. A series of green dots will be dþlayed
¡n úrc u;reeu tu indicate tlle eleütricâl disclurge ueas. The display scope

¡lrovides full scale selectable mnges of 200, 100, 50 and 25 nautical miles
along with 30' azimuth sectoñ¡.

The tilX-1000+ has a heading stabilized display which automatically
repositions thunderstorm information relative to the aircraft heading,
eliminating the need to cleæ ttrc disflay after each heading change. The cleæ
function remains useful for verifying thunderstorm information and for
determining whether storm cells are building or dissipating. Heading
information is displayed when operating in the weather modes and a flag
advisory will appear in the event of hading sorroe malñmction.

REPORT: VB.IUO
3 of 4 9-Ul5

ISSUED: MAY l,l9E9
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1. MAPPING DIBECTION INDICATOR
2. RAI.¡GE REFERENCE
3. POWER/BRIGHTNESS
4, MOMENTARY CONTACT FUNCTION BUTTONS

WX-1000+ STORMSCOPE
Figure 7-1
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)

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK
AND

FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL

SUPPLEMENT 28

FOR
ARGUS 5OOO MOVING MAP DISPLAY

This supplement must. be at¡ached to the Pilot's Operating Handbook and

FAA Approved Aþlane Flight Manual when the optional Argus 5000 Moving
Map Display of Eventide, Inc. is installed per the Equipment List. The

information contained herein supplements or supersedes ¡he information in the

basic Pilot's Operating Handbook and FAA Approved Airplane Flight Manual

only in those areas listed herein. For limitations, procedures and performance

information not contûined in this supplement, consult the basic Pilot's
Operating Handbook and t'AA Approvcd Airplane Flight Manual.

FAA APPROVED:
D. H.
D.O.A. NO. SO-l
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
VERO BEACH,FLORIDA

DATE OF APPROVAL: I 5 lqRq

REPOR} VB-1110
1 of 8, 9-207

ISSUED: OCTOBER 16' 1989
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
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SECTION 1. GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the

airplane when the opúional Argus 5000 Moving Map Display is installed. The

display must be operated within the limitations herein specified. The
information contained within this supplement is o be used in conjunction with
the complete handbook.

This supplement has been FAA approved as a permanent part of the
handbook and must. remain in this handbook at all times when the Argus 5000

Moving Map Display System is installed.

SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

a. Eventide Avionics, Argus 5000 Moving Map Display Operator's
Manual (P/N 5004, latest revision) must be immediately available to
tle flight sre.w whenever the systenr is ins¡alled.

b. The Aryus 5000 Moving Map Display is not to be substiruted for, nor
does it replace, aproved ae¡onautical charts antl n¡anuals.

c. The Argus 5000 Moving Map Display is approved for use undet
Visual Flight Rules (VFR) and Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) as a

supplemental navigation display in accordance with the Loran C
receiver (or navigation management system) operating limitations,
and/or limitations listed in this supplement.

}YÁRN/NG

If an installed Loran C is not approved for IFR
use, then IFR use of the Argus 5000 with Loran
C course/navigation guidance is prohibiæd.

d. Tltc Argus 5000 musl. have suftwa¡e veruio¡r 01.09, or latest revision,
inst¿lled. The data base must be replaced with an updated data base

at the expiration date displayed on the disclaimer page in order to
qualify for IFR use. (However, if the data base has not been updated,
the Argus 5000 is not approved for navigational use.)

e.) Except for ADF bearing operations, the Argus 5000 Moving Map
Display is not to be utilized as a primary flight guidance insrument,
nor is it to be used in conjunction with other instruments while

REPORT: VB-1110
2 of8, 9-208
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conducting a precísion approach to, or departure from, a landing
facility.

f. When using the ADF bearing poinær for navigation in the map and
plan submode, the range must be limited to 40 nm or less, and the
pointer must be discemible.

g. ADF only submode is approved for IFR non-directional beacon
(NDB) approaches, providing it is used in conjunction with an
independent gyroscopic directional indicator or HSI.

h. The Argus 5000 Moving Map Display is approved in conjunction
with the Loran C receiver installed in the aþlane. All reference to

other syslems in the the Argus 5000 Moving Map Display Operator's

Manual are not applicable o this installation.

i. When the Argus 5000 is used for IFR navigation, the graphics screen

must be oriented with heading from the HSI. IFR flight is NOT
approved using Loran C rack.

)
SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

Simultaneous depression of the AUXitiary and ARRival push buttons will
activate the emergency submode, which will cancel all Loran C navigation
data, and replace it with computed bearing, distance, and ETA to the nearest

one of several previously qualified landing facility. The DEParture push

button controls the facility selection; the ARRival push buton controls range.

No changes to the basic emergency procedures provided by Section 3 of
this Pilot's Operatng Handbook are necessary for this supplement.

SECTION 4 . NORMAL PROCEDURES

Normal operating procedures are outlined in the Argus 5000 Operator's

Manual, P/N 5004, latest revision.

REPORT: Vß-1110

3 of 8, 9-209
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SECTIO¡.¡ 5 . PERFORMANCE

No change.

SECTION ó . WEIGHT AND BALANCE

Factory installcd optional equipment is included in the liccnscd wcight and
balance data in the Equipment List attached to the Pilot's Operating llandbook.

SECTION 7. DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

The following functions should be observed during initial power
application o the Argus 5000. A more comprehensive description of these
function and procedures is conøined in the Simplified Procedures section in
the Eventide Avionics Argus 5000 Moving lvlap Dþlay Operator's Manual.

a. Predepartue and AMEND Procedu¡es.

(l) When power is initially applied to the Argus 5000, the following
events occuf:

(a) The cathode ray tube(CRT) will be tested for illumination
during the raster test.

(b) A comprehensive SELF-TEST will then be conducted of the
system RAM, the RS-232 Interface Hardware, the system
Intemrpt Handler, the system ROM, the Real-Time Clock,
the Analog-to-Digital (A/D) Converter, and the Database.
This process takes about one minute, depending upon the
contents of the daøbase.

(c) The Disclaimer Page is then displayed for review of the
Loran C type approval, with the reminder that the
FEATURES OF THIS SYSTEM ARE NOT TO BE
SUBSTITUTED FOR FAA REQUIRED CHARTS, the DaTe

and Time, the Argus 5000 Serial Number, and the Database
EFFecúve Date and EXPiration date.

REPORT: VB-1110
4 of t, 9-210
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SECTION 7 - DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION (Continued)

(2) In addition, the Software Program VERsion will appear on the
Disclaimer Page, which will remain in view until any functional
push button is depressed. The current VERsion is 01.09.

(3) The intensity of the Argus 5000 CRT and LED push buttons may

be adjusted by roøting the PUSH-ON knob. To remove power

to the Argus 5000, pull the PUSH-ON lnob.

(a) The facilities and features desired for display on t}re Argus 5000
may be selected in the unlabeled AMEND submode. To activate
the AMEND submode, depress the AUXiliary mode push button
for 5 seconds or, by three consecutive key strokes. These may be
selecæd during Predeparture, or at anytime the Argus 5000 is in
use when airbome.

b. DEParture, ENRoute, and ARRival Procedures.

(l) The DEParn¡¡e mode may be activated to observe the stationary

symbolic aircraft in the center of the Heading-up graphic's scree.n

in respect to surrounding facilities. The ranges for the DEParture

mode a¡e from I nm to 40 nm. The navigation information
displayed is with respect to Loran C Great Circle calculations.

Graphics screen orientation is with respect to Gyroscopic
Directional heading or l¡ran C Track.

(2) The ENRoute mode may be activated to observe the stationary

symbolic aircraft at 20 percent above the botom of the Heading-Up

graphics screen. The ranges are from I nm to 24:0 nrrt. All other

navigation information is similar to that of the DEParn¡re mode.

Graphics screen orientation is with respect to Gyroscopic
Directional heading or l¡ran C track.

(3) The ARRival mode may be activated to observe a stationary
Magnetic North-up graphics scre€n, and a moving arrow, when the

range of the aircraft is beyond the selected or maximum finge; or a

moving symbolic aircraft when the range of the aircraft is within tle

REPORÎ VB-1110
5 of8, 9-Zll
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SECTION 7 - DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION (Continued)

40 nm to 1 nm distance to the destination waypoint. All other
navigation information is similar to that of the DEPartu¡e anC

ENRouæ modes. Orientation and direction of flight of the moving
arrow or symbolic aircraft is with respect to Gyroscopic
Directional HSI heading, orLoran C computed track.

c. SELect and INFOrmation Procedures.

(l) Y/hen tl¡e ADF/ARGUS REMOTE switch, located adjacent to
the ADF receiver, is selected to the ARGIIS REMOTE position,
ancillary navigation data may be accessed for display on the
graphics screen by activating the required remote ARGUS SELect
switch, located on ttp inst¡ument par,el near tl¡e Argus displa¡ or
by simultaneously depressing ttn Auxiliary and DEParmre push

buttons. Upon activation of the SELect submode, the bearing and
distance to an airport" heliport, seaplane base, NDB, LOM, LMM,
TACAN, or Fan Ma¡ker are displayed in a box adjacent to the
selected facility. When selected, radial and distance are displayed
from a VOR, VOR/DME, or VORTAC. Consecutive depressions
of the remote ARGUS SEIæct swirch, or swiæh combination, will
select subsequent facilities for diqplay of simila¡ navigation data,

which is computed from the present position of the aircraft.

(2) lVhcn thc ADF/ARGUS REMOTE swiæh, h¡cated adþcent to
tl¡e ADF receiver, is selected !o tlre ARGUS REMOTE position,
and when a facility is selecæd by the remote ARGUS SELect
switch, or combination, specific information about that selected
facility is available by ætivating the required ARGUS SELect
swifch, located on the instrument panel near fl¡e Argus display, or
by simultaneously depressing the Auxiliary and ENRou:e push
buttons. Upon activation, a directory of cha¡acteristics about that
selected facility is available o assist the flight crew Simultaneous
depressions of the remote ARGUS SELect switch or the
AUXiliary and DEPa¡tu¡e push buttons, will enable subsequent
facilities o be selected for display of similar information. A map
mode can be recalled by depressing either DEParture, ENRoute, or
ARRival.

REPORT: VB-1110
6 of 8, 9-212
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SECTION 7 - DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION (Continued)

d. ADF Bearing Pointer and Digiøl ADF Bearing hocedures.

(1) In the DBParture or ENRouæ modes, when ADF is selected, the
bearing pointer and/or tail will appear on the perimeter of the
Compass Rose. In the ARRival mode, the bearing ûo tÌ¡e tuned and
received station will emanate as a vector line from the symbolic
aircraft toward the direction of the station, and will move relative
o the position and direction of flight.

(2) The ADF bearing to a tuned and received NDB, LOM, or LMM
can be displayed on the graphics screen in the form of a bearing
poinær. In addition, a display of digital magnetic ADF bearing will
appear in the lower window of the display. The ADF bearing can

be selected for display either with or without a map or in the
PLAN (waypoint only) or ADF ONLY submodes. The
ADF/ARGUS REMOTE switch must be selected to the ADF
position, and the function activaæd in tÌ¡e DISPLAY FEATURES
page in the AMEND submode. If ADF is not selected, Track Error
will be drsplayed,

REPORT: VB-1110
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NOTE:

The information ¡n this.document ¡s FAA.approved nater¡al which, together
with the basic flight nânual, is applicable and must be carried ¡n the
basic manual when the a¡rcrâft is nod¡f¡ed by the ¡nstalìåtion of the
llerlyn Products, lnc, Hodel 20-1 .Upper Deck Pressure Control in accordance
with Supplemenral Type Cert¡ficate (STC) 544927NH,

The infornation in th¡s document supersedes the basic manual only where
covered in the i tems contaíned herein. For Limi tations, Procedures and
Performance not contained in this Suppìement, consul t the basic nanual.

ÐATE APPROVED: AÞTiI 23, ¡990
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Exhaust Elbow Removal from Tail Pipe

l.iequently the efraust elbow will appear seized to rhe boss of the
tailpipe assembly. In some cases, the portion of the eúaust elbow that
protrudes i:rto the exhaust flow will be "musb¡oomed" or "flared". This

condition will almost assuredly Preveot removal of the exhaust elbow' . It
occu¡s clue to the hot creep fatigue cha¡acte¡istics of the materiai a¡d the
greater the fatigue. the' greate.r the flaring, Whe.n fatigue has induced this

unwanted growtl¡ however, the material loses most of its strength a¡rd cao

easiiy be deformed so as to allow its extraction frorr the boss.

To start the. re.moval proc,e^ss first soak the exharxt elbow and boss witb
a pene.trating lubricant such as KroilîM, mouse milt, lVD-40 or others. This

generally ailows the exhaust þpass elbow io rotate in the boss' ( a 12 inch
piece of LlL ln.c}a pipe will fit in the fla¡ed end of the exhaust by?ass elbow).

Ca¡e should be taken oot to apply too much torque and deform the exhaust

bypass elbow.

If the elbow doçs not break ftee, a rivet gun with a nushroom head can

be used to vibrate the boss. Usually this treat¡t¡€nt will free the exhaust þpass
elbow. As alast resort ao acetyleae torch can be used to apply heat rapidly to
the boss. The heat should be applied along the axis of the boss to produce a

duli ¡ed about L/4 inch wide along the full length of the boss while applying

torque to the exhaust þpass elbow.

Once the e$raust þpass elbow can be rotated, a piece of ror¡nd stock

about 30 sr:¡r in diasreter by 30 cm long carr be used to strike the t'la¡ed end of
the exhaust bypass elbow. This wjll crush or break off the fatigued material
and allow extractiori of the extraust bypass elbow.
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Ground Run Up Procedure for MPiWalegate Control

1.1. Set PropellerGovemorfor 1700 RPM

1.2. Throttle Full OPen
1.3. MAP should read at least 34o Hg (i.e., @ Sea Level)

2.f. Set propeller governor lor 2200 RPM

2.2. lncrease Throttle to 32" Hg
. Should be obtained at about 1l2lo 518 of full throttle travel
. MAP should remain stable

2.9. lncrementally increase throttle 1'Hg and check for stable MAP

3.1. Set propeller governor to full RPM

3.2. Advance throttle to 40"H9
. 40' HG should be obtained at about 5i8 of full throttle position
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Section l. GENERAL

l.l Garmin 400rrV Series GPSi\ryAAS Nav Com
The Garmin .100W Series GPSIWAAS Navigator is a panel-nrounted
product that contains a GPS/WAAS receiver for.CpS approved primary
navigation. t¡nder TSO C l46a (plus optional VHF Conr ancl VHF Nav
radios) in an integrated unit with a nroving nra¡r and color display. The 400W
Series unit features a graphical clisplay rvhich uray also be used to depict
traffic. rveather, or terrain data.

The navigation functions are operated by dedicated keys and graphical
menus rvhich ale controlled by the buttons and the dual concentr.ic rotary
knob along the bottonr and right side of the display.

O¡ltional VHF Conl and VHF Nav raclio lunctions ale controllecl via
dedicated buttons and knobs on the left side of thc display and acl.iacent to
fieqtrencies they ale controlling.
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Figure I - 400W Series Control and Display Layout
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1.2 O¡reration
GPSiWAAS TSO-Cl46a Class 3 Operation: The Garnrin 400W Series
unit. rvhen installed in accordance rvith STC SA0l933LA-D. r¡ses GPS
and WAAS (rvithin the coverage of a Space-Based Augntentation Systenr
conrplying rvith ICAO Annex l0) for enror¡te, ternlinal area. non-
plecision a¡rproach operations (including "CPS", "or GPS". "RNAV".
"LNAV", and "LP" approaches). and a¡rproach procedures rvith vertical
guidance (including "LNAV/VNAV" and "LPV").

Navigation is accomplished using the WGS-84 (NAD-83) coordinate
reference datunl. GPS navigation data is based upon use of only the Global
Positioning Systenr (GPS) operated by the United States olAnrerica.

1.3 Class ll Oceanic, Remote, and other O¡rerations:
The Garnrin 400W Selies. as installed. has been found to conrply with the
requirenreuts fol GPS ¡rrinrary nreans of (.'lass ll rravigation in oceanic and
len.rote ailspace. rvlten used in conjunctiorr u,ith WAAS Galntin Prediction
Progranr part nunrber 006-40 1 54-03. Oceanic operations ate supporled
rvhen the 400W Series unit annunciates OCN. This provides an alarm linlit
of four NIr4l and a nlask angle of five degrees. The 400W series t¡nit also has

the ability to predict RAIIvI availability at any waypoint in the database or if
WAAS corrections are expected to be absent or disabled. This AFMS does

not constitute an operational approval for Oceanic or Remote area
operations. Additional equipment installations or operational approvals nray
be required.
a) Oceanic navigation requires an additional approved long range oceanic

and/or renrote area navigation system with independent display. sensors,

antenna. and power source. (lt nlay be a second 400W/500W Series unit.)
b) Redundarrt VHF Com and VHF Nav systeuìs may be required for other

than U.S. l4 CFR Pafi 9l operations. Check foreign regr.rlation
requirenrents as applicable. (lt may be a second 400VV/500W Series unit.)

c ) Operations apploval nru.t, be granted fol the use of the 400W Series unit
RAIM prediction function in lieu of the Prediction Progranr for operatorc
requiring this capability. Retèr to your appropriate civil aviatiorr
authorities for these authorizations.

190-003-56-03 Rev. B
Page5ofl6
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Section 2. Ll il|ITATIONS

2.1 Pilot's Guide
The GARMIN ,100W Series Pilot's Guide. part nunrber and revision listed
belorv (or later applicable revisions). nlust be irnmediately available for the
flight crerv rvhenever navigation is predicated on the use ofthe 400w Series
unit.

. .100W Sedes Pilot's Gr¡ide & ReferenceP/N 190-00356-00 Rev E. 400W/500W Series Optional Displays P/Ni 190-00356-30 Rev F. 400W1500W Series Display lnterfaces P/N 190-00356-31 Rev B

This AFM supplenrent does not grant approval for IFR operations to air.craft
linrited to VFR operations. Additional aircraft systenls may be required for
IFR operatiorral approval. Systems limited to VFR shall be placarded in
close ¡rroxinrity to the 400W Series unit
..GPS LIÑIITED TO VFR I.ISE ONI.Y".

2.2 Systenr Software:
The systenr ntust utilize the Main and GPS solìware versions listed belorv (or
later FAA approved versions). The softrvare versions ar.e displayed on the
self-test page irnnrediately after tunt-on for approxinrately 5 seconds or they
can be accessed in the AUX pages.

Subsequent softrvare versions nlay support diff'erent functions. Check the
400W Series Pilot's Guide for fì¡rlher information.

Table I - A Softrvare Versions

190-00356-0i Rev. B
Page 6 of l6

Approved Softrvare Version
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2.3 NavigationDatabase
The 400W Series unit database card must be installed. (lAW the TSO
deviations granted to Garnlin for the 400w unit. navigation database cards
nray not be nlarked rvith the part nunrber. The software autonratically
precludes invalid databases for use by the 400W)

a) IFR erìror.¡te and terminal navigation is prohibited unless the pilot verifies
the currency ofthe database or verifies each selected waypoint for
accuracy by reference to current approved data.

b) CPS instrunreni approaches using the 400W Series units are prohibited.
unless the 400W Series unit's approach data is verified by the pilot or
crerv to be cLrrrent. lnstrunlent approaches nrust be acconrplished in
accordance rvith an approved instrurnent approach proceclure lhat is
loaded fi'onl the 400W Series unit database.

c) Installations rvith dual 400W/500W Series t¡nits will only crosslill
betrveen urrits wlren lhcy contain thrr sanre clatabase cycle. Updating of
each database nrust be acconrplished on the grourrd prior to flight.

2.4 Terrain Database
The -100W Series unit suppotts Terrain and lequires a Ten'ain database card
to be installed in order for the feature to operate. The table below lists
conr¡ratible database cards for the 400W series. Each ofthe data base cards
corrtains the follorving data:

a) The Terrain Database has an area of coverage frnnl North 75. Latitude
to South 60o Latitude in all longitudes.

b) The Airport Terrain Database has an area of coverage that includes the
United States. Canada, Mexico. Latin Anlerica, and South A¡rre¡.ica.

c) The Obstacle Database has an arca of coverage that includes the United
States, and is updated as frequently as evety 56 days.

NOTE: The area of coverage may be modified as additional terrain data
sources become avai lable.

190-00356-03 Rev. B
PageTofl6
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Table 2 - A Terrain Datal¡ase (ia rds

2.5 Navigation
No navigation is authorized north of 89o (degrees) north latitude or south of
89" (degrees) south latitude.

2.6 Approaches
a) During GPS a¡lproaches, the pilot must verifo the 400W Series unit is

operating in the approach nrode. (LNAV, LNAV+V. L/VNAV. Lp. or
LPV)

b) When conducting approaches referenced to true North, the heading
selection on the AUX pages ntust be adjusted to TRLIE.

r') Accurrrplishrnent of an lLS. l,(X', l,OC-BC. Lf)A. SL)1.. MLS, VL)l{
approach. or any other type of approach not ap¡rroved for GpS ove:.lay, is
not authorized tvith CPS navigation guidance.

d) Use of the GNS 430W VOR/LOC/CS receiver to fìy approaches lrot
apploved for GPS requires VOR/LOC/GS navigation data to be present
on fhe external indicator (i.e. proper CDI source selection).

e) For aircraft rvith remote source selection annunciation or renlote CpS
navigation annu¡lciations installed. conducting IFR approaches is
plohibited if the renrote annunciatio¡r is found to be inoperative during
pre-flight. (This linritation does not prohibit the conduct of an IFR
approach if the required renlote annunciation fails during flight. The
indications provided on the 400W Series unit display nray be t¡sed as a
backup).

0 Except in emer-eency conditions, IFR approaches are prohibited
rvhenever any physical or visual obstruction (such as a throrv-over yoke)
restricts pilot view or access to the 400w Series unit or the affected cDl.

190-003,s6-03 Rev. B
PageSofl6
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2.7 Auto¡rilotCoupling
IFR installations of a Garnrin 400w Series unit allow the operator.to fly all
phases of fìight based on the navigation infolnration presented to the pilot;
horvever. not all nrodes nray be coupled to the autopilot. All autopilots nray
be coupled in Oceanic (OCN). Enroute (ENR), and Ternrinal (TERM)
nrodes; horvever'. the FAA requires that vertical coupling of an autopilot for
approaches be denlonstrated to meet their intended function and provide safe
and proper operation to published miniururns. This installation is limited to:

F No Iinlitations for autopilot coupling.

tr Lateral GPS coupling (LNAV only). For 430V/ unirs: The CS of an
ILS (VLOC) nray be coupled to the autopilot without any limitations.

This linlitation may be reltroved after an FAA Flight Test denronstration.
Contact Garnlin lnternational, Tech Support for additional infor¡nation.

2.8 Terrain Display
Terrain referc to the display of terrain infornration. Pilots are NOT
authorized to deviate fronr their cr¡rrent ATC clearance to comply with
terrain/obstacle alerts. Terrain unit aleÍs are advisory only and are not
equivalent to rvarnings provided by TAWS. Navigation must not be
predicated upon the use of the terrain dis¡llay.

The terrain display is intended to set've as a situalional awareness tool only
By itself. it nray not provide either the accuracy or the fidelity on which to
base decisions ancl plan nìaneu\¡ers to avoid terrain or obstacles.

2.9 VNAV
VNAV inl'ornration may be utilized for.advisory information only. Use of
VNAV infornlation for lnstruntent Approach Procedures does not guarantee
Step-Down Fix altitude protection. or arrival at approach n.:ininlurns in a
rrorrnal position to land.

| 2.10 Weather Display

190-00356-03 Rev. B
Page9ofl6
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lfan optional rveather receiver is i.terfaced to the 400W Series unit, the
rveather information displayed is linlited to supplemental use only and nray
not be used in lieu of an official weather data source.

2.ll Traffic Display
Traffìc nray be displayed on the 400W Series unit wlren connected to an
a¡rproved optional TCAS, TAS, or TIS traffic device. These systenrs are
capable of ¡lroviding traffic nronitoring and alerting to the pilot. Traffìc
shorvn on the display may or may not have traffic alerting available. The
display of traffic is an aid to visual acquisition and may not be utirized for
aircraft rnaneuvering. Display of this traffic data and related operations are
described in the 400W Series unir Pilot's Guide.

190-00356-03 Rev. B
Page l0 of l6
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Section 3. EIvIERGENCY PROCEDURES

3.1 EnrergencyProcedures
No change.

3.2 AbnormalProcedures
a) lf the Garnli' 400v/ Series unit Gps navigation infornlation is not

available. or is invalid, utilize other renraining operational navigation
equipment installed in the airplane as appropriate. lf the 400w Series unit
loses GPS position and r.everts to Dead Reckoning nrode (indicated by
the annunciation of "DR" in the lower left of the display), the moving
nrap rvill continue to be displayed. Aircraft position will be based upon
the last valid GPS position and estinrated by Dead Reckoning methods.
Changes in airspeed or winds aloft can atfect the estinlated position
substantially. Dead Reckoning is only available in Enroute nlode:'l'enninal and Approach nrodcs do not support DR.

b) lf a "Loss of Integriry" (INTEG) nìessage is displayed during:. En¡oute/Ternlinal: conti¡rue to navigate using CpS equipnrent and
periodically cross-check the GpS guidance to other approved
nteans of llavigation.

. GPS Approach: GPS approaches are not authorized under INTEG
- Execute missed approach or revert to alternate navigation.

c) During a GPS LPV precision approach or GpS LNAV/VNAV approach.
the 400v/ Series unit rvill dorvngrade the approach if the Vertical alarnr
linrits are exceeded. This rvill cause the vertical guidance to flag as
unavailable. The procedr.rr.e ntay be continued using the LNAV only
rni¡ti¡nunts.

d) During a GPS LP approach, the 400W Series n:ay downgrade the
approach priorto the Final Approach Fix if alarm li¡nits are exceeded. If
this occurs. a tnessage will be displayed advising the pilot to use LNAV
nrinimunls. If alarnl limits are exceeded after the Final Approach Fix, the
400W Series unit will fìag the lateral guidance and generate a systenr
nlessage "ABORT APPROACH loss of navigation". lnlnrediately upon
vierving the nressage the unit will revert to Ternlinal alarnr limits. lf the
position integrity is rvithin these linlits lateral guidance rvill be restored

190-00356-03 Rev. B
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and the GPS may be used to execute the missed approach, otherwise
alternate nleans of navigation should be utilized.

e) During any cPS approach in which precision and non-precision alarm
linrits are exceeded, the 400vv Series unit rvill flag the raterar guidance
and generate a systenì tnessage ..ABORT AppROACH loss of
navigation". lmnrediately upon vierving the nressage the unit will revef
to Terminal alann linrits. lf the position integrity is rvithin these linrits
lateral guidance will be restored and the GpS nray be used to execute the
nrissed approach, otherrvise alternate means of navigation slrould be
utilized.

190-00356-03 Rev. B
Page 12 of l6
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Section 4. NORMAL PROCEDTTRES

Refer to the 400W Series unit Pilot's Guide defìned in paragraph 2.1 on page

6 of this docr¡nrent for nolnlal o¡rerating procedures. This includes all GPS
operations. VHF COM and NAV. and Multi-Furrction Display infornration.
Ft'r infornration on TIS traf fic. or data linked weather see the Pilot's Guide
addendunl for optional displays. For infolnratiorr on active traffic sensor or
Stormscope operation and displays see the Pilot's Guide addendunr for
display interfaces.

Although intuitive and user friendly the 400W Series u¡rit requires a

reasonable degree of fanriliarity to prevent operations wilhout beconring too
engrossed at the expense of basic instrunletrt flying in IMC and basic see-

and-avoid in VMC. Pilot workload rvill be higher for pilots with limited
fanriliarity in using the unit in an IFR environnrent, particularly without the
autopilot engaged. Garnrin provicles e.xcellertl traitting tools with the Pilot's
Guide and PC based sinlulator. Pilots shor¡ld take full advantage of these
training tools to enhance systenl fànliliarization. Use ol'an autopilot is

strongly encouraged when using the 400W Series unit in IMC conditions

,f.l Approaches with Vertical Guidance
The 400W Series unit supports three types of GPS approaches rvith vertical
guidance: LPV approaches, LNAV/VNAV (annunciated as L/VNAV)
approaches. and LNAV approaches rvith advisory vertical guidance
(annunciated as LNAV+V). For LNAV approaches with advisory vertical
guidance, the 400W Series will annunciate LNAV+V indicating vefiical
guidance is available. LNAV nrinimunls will be controlling in this case.

NOTE:
lf flying an LPV or LNAV/VNAV approach, be prepared to fly
the LNAV only approach ¡rrior to reaching the final approach fix
(FAF'). lf the GPS integrity is not within veftical approaclr
linrits. the systenì rvill flag the vertical guidance. This nray be

annunciated by a downgrade to LNAV message.

For aclditional infornration on approaches with vertical guidance refe¡ to the

400W Series unit Pilot's Guide.
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4.2 Approaches rvithout Vertical Guidance
The 400W Series unit supports Localizer perfornlance approaches

'(annunciated as LP). Published LP nlininlunrs rviil be controlling in this
case.

NOTE:
If flying an LP ap¡rroach, be prepared to fly the LNAV only
a¡rproach prior to reaching the final approach fix (FAF). lf the
GPS integrity is not rvithin LP approach linrits, the systenr rvill
notify the pilot by a dorvngrade to LNAV n.ressage.

For additional infornration on LP approaches refel to the 400v/ series unit
Pilot's Guide.

4.3 AutopilotOperation
The Galnrin 400w Series rnay be coupled to an optional autopilot if installed
in the aircraft rvhen operating as prescribed in the LrMrrATroNS section of
this nlanual. For lateral guidance, some installations nray utirize GpSS or
GPS Roll steering in lieu of the analog deviation information. tf an HSI is
used with GPSS engaged. the pilot should rotate the course pointer as
prompted on the 400w Series u¡rit to prevent loss of situational awa¡'erress
and to prevent the aircrali from turning inappropriately if the autopilot is
switched fronr digital (GPSS) to analog nrode. For autopilot operational
instructions, refer to the FAA approved Flight Manual or Flight Manual
Supplement for the autopilot.

4.4 Coupling the Autopilot during approaches
The Gamrin 400W Series suppofts analog and digital (GpSS) control
interfaces to an optionally installed autopilot. Some autopilots rever-t to
ROLL nrode (wings level) and/or flag a NAV failur-e if rhe digital data
beconles unavailable or is inhibited. The CDI selection of VLOC should
inhibit the digital control interface. When switching between GpS and
VLOC the pilot should be aware that the autopilot nray need to be re-
engaged into APR or NAV nlode after changing the CDI source.

Autopilot coupling to GPS ver'tical guidance lequires that the autopilot be
engaged in an analog APR mode identical to coupling to an ILS. Sonle
autopilots nìay reveft to ROLL mode when the navigatiorr outputs of the
400w Series unit sequence to the final approach fix. In these installations

190-00356-0-3 Rev. B
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the unit will be configu'ed to pRoMpr the pilot to "Enable the autopilot
a¡lproach outputs" i¡r order to prevent the autopilot frorn entering ROLL
rrrode rvithout the pilot being aware of the transition.

tr This installation pronlpts the pilot and requires the pilot to enable the
A/P outputs just prior to engag¡ng the autopilot in ApR nrode.

ñ

This installation supports a seamless transition frorn digital (GpSS) to
analog guidance for the autopilot. To capture the vertical guidance, the
pilot nray engage the autopilot in APR mode at any time when the GpS
Glide Slope (VDI) beconres valid (displayed withour a FLAG).

This installation interfaces to the autopilot in analog nrode only. To
capture the vertical guidance, the pilot nlay engage the autopilot in ApR
nlode at any time when the GPS Glide Slope (VDI) beconres valid.

The autopilot does not support any vertical capture or tracking in this
installation.

190-00356-03 Rev. B
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Analog only autopilots should use APR nrode for coupling to LNAV
approaches. Autopilots rvhich support digital roll steering coullnands
(GPSS) rrray utilize NAV nrode and take advantage of the digital tracking
during LNAV only approaches.

4.5 WFDE Prediction Progrrrm
The Garnrin WAAS Fault Detection and Exclusion (WFDE) prediction
Progranr is required fbr Renrote/Oceanic operations.

The Prediction Prograrn shor¡ld be used in conjunction rvith the Garnlin
400W/500W Sinlulator. After entering the intended route of flight in the
Sinlulator fìight plan the pilot selects the FDE prediction progranr underthe
Options nlenu of the Simulator progrant.

For detailed information refer to the wFDE plediction progranr instructions
( 190-00643-01 ). The availability of FDE is only required for Oceanic or
Renrote operations.

Section 5. PERFORMANCE

No change.

Section 6. WEIGHT AND BALANCE

See curlent rveight and balance data.

Section 7. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

See Garmin 400W Series unit Pilot's Cuide for a complete description of the
400W Series t¡nit.
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SECTION 10
OPERATING TIPS I

)

SECTION TO

OPERATING TIPS

IO.1 GENERAL

This section provides operating tips of particular value in the operation I

of the Seneca IIl.

rO.3 OPERATING TIPS

(a) Learn to trim for takeoff so that only a very light back pressure on
the wheel is required to lift the airplane off the ground.

(b) On takeoff, do not retract the gear prematurely. The airplane may
settle and make contact with the ground because of iack of flying
speed, atmospheric conditions, or rolling terrain.

(c) Flaps may be lowered at airspeeds up to I l5 KIAS. To reduce flap
operating loads, it is desirable to have the airplane at a slower speed
before extending the flaps. The flap step will not support weight if
the flaps are in any extended position. The flaps must be placed in
the "UP" position before they will lock and support weight on the
step.

(d) Before attempting to reset any circuit breaker, allow a two to five
minute cooling off period.

(e) Always determine position of landing gear by checking the gear
position lights.

(0 A high fuel pressure indication on the fuel flow indicator is a
possible sign of restricted fuel nozzles.

ISSUED: JANUARY t, 1981

REVISED: SEPTEMBER 17, 1984

REPORT: VB-ll10
10-1
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19,¡ The shape of rhe wing iuei tanks is such that ln certarn maneuvers
the fuel may move away from the tank outlet. lf the outlet is
uncovered, the fuel flow will be interrupted and a temporary loss of
power may result. Pilots can prevent inadvertent uncovering of the
outlet by avoiding maneuvers which could result in uncovering the
outlet.

Extreme runniag turning takeoffs should be avoided as fuel flow
interruption may occur.

Prolonged slips and skids which resulr in excess of 2000 feet of
altitude loss, or other radical or extreme mâneuvers rvhich could
cause uncovering of the fuel outlet must be avoided as tuel flow
interruption may occur when the tank being used is not full.

(h) The rudder pedals are suspended from a torque tube which exrends
across the fuselage. The pilot should become familiar rvith the
proper positioning of his f'eet on the rudder pedals so as to avoid
rnterle rence wrth the torque tube when uruvirrg the rudder pedals or
operating the toe brakes.

(i) Anti-collision lights should not be operating when flying through
overcast and clouds. since reflected light can produce spatial dis-
orientation. Do not opera:e strobe lights rvhen taxiing in the vicinity
of other aircraft.

0) In an effort to avoid accidents, pilots should obtain and study the
safety related information made available in FAA publications
such as regulations. advisory circulars, Aviation News, ,A,lM and
safety aids.

(k) Pilots who fly above 10,000 feet should be aware of rhe need for
special physiological training. Appropriate training is available at
approximately twenty-three Air Force tsases throughout the United
States for a small fee. The training is free at the NASA Center in
Houston and at the FAA Aeronautical Center in Oklahoma.

REPORT: VB-l110
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Forms to be completed (Physiological Training Application and
Agreement) for application for the training course mav be obtained
by writing to the following address:

Chief of Physiological Training, AAC-143
FAA Aeronautical Center
P. O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73125

It is recommended that all pilots who plan to flyabove l0,000feet
take this training before flying this high and then take refresher
training every two or three years.

(l) Sluggish RPM control and propeller overspeed with poor RPM
recovery after rapid throttle application are indications that
nitrogen pressure in the propeller dome is low.

(m) Experier'¡ce has shown that the training advantage gained by pulling
a mixture control or turning off the fuel to simulate engine failure
at low altitude is not worth the risk assumed, therefore, if is recom-
mended that instead of using either of these procedures to simulate
loss of po\ver st lorv ultitude, the throttle he retardcd slowly to idlc
position. Fast reduction ol power may be harmful to the engine. A
power setting of 220A RPM is recommended for simulated one
engine operation.

ISSUED: JANUARY I, l98l
REVISED: SEPTEMBER 17, 1984
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